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Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
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high and low-prestige varieties in Manchester and Vienna 
21 September 2010
This thesis presents results obtained during 2007/08 in the course of doctoral 
research into attitudes towards linguistic variation in England and Austria and is 
based in part on a study by Lees (2000). In this project attitudes amongst British 
and Austrian informants towards low-prestige (‘dialect’) and high-prestige varieties 
are investigated on the basis of assumptions made about speakers of these 
varieties. The data are collected by means of the ‘matched-guise technique’, 
whereby informants listen to a number of recordings of low and high-prestige 
varieties and note their reactions on the basis of a selection of traits using a 
semantic differential. In this way the research aims to ascertain whether a pattern 
emerges, where the informants' perception of the guises is influenced by the 
prestige of the spoken variety. The results in England and in Austria are compared 
in order to determine similarities and differences in language attitudes towards low 
and high-prestige varieties in the two countries.
Some results presented here correspond to certain social expectations, with 
high-prestige speakers being associated with better-paid employment and a better 
education. Other results, though, are less predictable, as where, for example, the 
female informants in England and in Austria judge the speakers more positively 
than the male informants, regardless of the prestige of the speaker's variety. In any 
case, there is evidence from both countries of the informants' evaluations of the 
speaker being influenced by their associations of the speaker's variety with that 
speaker's social status. The data also indicate that the social status of speakers in 
England is judged to a greater extent on the basis of their spoken variety than is 
the case in Austria, where speakers are more used to switching freely between 
points on the standard-dialect continuum and are consequently less judgemental in 
their perception of a speaker based purely on the evidence of their spoken variety.
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1 Introduction
During my undergraduate degree in languages at the University of Manchester, I 
chose to spend my year abroad in Austria as a teaching assistant in Vienna. I 
noticed how teaching staff at the school where I was posted chatted casually in 
dialect in the staff room but switched to a spoken variety approximating to Austrian 
Standard German when in the classroom. This was my first encounter with this 
linguistic situation in Austria. I was curious about the influences on the choice of 
variety amongst Austrians for each of their daily interactions. Naturally, as a native 
speaker of English, I was intrigued about how this dichotomy of standard and 
dialect might be compared to the linguistic situation in England.
In 2000 an undergraduate student at the University of Manchester, Elisabeth 
Lees, submitted her final year dissertation on 'Dialect or disadvantage?', where she 
looked into people's attitudes towards dialect speakers in England and Austria. The 
study not only aimed to investigate language attitudes in each country but 
ultimately attempted a comparison of these language attitudes between the two 
countries in order to investigate how attitudes might differ or show similarities 
across different national, cultural and linguistic contexts. Lees (2000) ultimately 
aimed to find out whether people faced discrimination on the basis of speaking a 
certain variety and whether the situation was the same in these two countries. 
Interest in language attitudes has increased recently in Austria with studies by 
Kaiser (2006) and Soukup (2009). This present study follows Lees (2000) in 
comparing language attitudes using a similar method between England and Austria. 
This thesis begins by describing the linguistic situation in Austria and in 
England with regard to concepts such as standard variety, dialect and accent. This 
forms the basis of chapter 2 where terms like language attitudes and language 
variety will be defined and discussed. There is already a body of research which has 
attempted to find out the extent to which the perception of a speaker is affected by 
the variety that speaker is using, so in chapter 3 previous studies into language 
attitudes in Austria and in England are presented along with their respective 
findings. In order to make a successful comparison of this kind between Austria and 
England, a suitable methodology has to be selected and also kept the same as far 
as possible for the fieldwork in each country. Chapter 4 outlines the steps taken in 
the choice, the design and the implementation of the methodological approach used 
to obtain the results in the two countries. The results for the study in England are 
presented in chapter 5, the results for Vienna are discussed in chapter 6 and then a 
comparison of the general findings for each of these countries is made in chapter 7. 
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2 Towards a typology of linguistic variation
This chapter will clarify the terms that will be used to describe the concepts 
relevant to this investigation. The term language variety will be discussed first of all 
because it is a key term for the study overall. Topics relevant to the linguistic 
situation in Austria will form the basis of the next part of the chapter, especially 
with regard to the national standard variety and dialect. Language varieties and 
speech in England will then be discussed, before moving on to high and low-
prestige varieties and the standard-dialect continuum. Finally, this chapter will 
define what is meant by language attitudes in preparation for the following chapter, 
which presents earlier research into languages attitudes in England and in Austria.
2.1 Language variety
In a discussion of the concepts standard language, non-standard language and 
dialect, it is necessary to establish what they mean within the framework of this 
research. This is of even more importance when the scope of the research goes as 
far as to include more than one language, where the same terms appear to mean 
the same but can be interpreted differently in their respective national context. Not 
only can words like dialect and standard carry certain presuppositions regarding 
social acceptance, linguistic superiority and what is considered correct usage, but 
they can even be used in different senses depending on whether they are being 
employed in an English-speaking or a German-speaking setting. The different 
nuances in the usage of the English word dialect and the German word Dialekt 
illustrate this issue of the potential variation in meaning of similar sounding terms.
Dialekt usually means basilectal dialect, in other words, the regional dialect 
that is maximally distinct from the standard language. This contrasts with 
the usage of 'dialect' in English to indicate any form of a language that 
differs appreciably in grammar or lexicon from other forms of the language. 
'Dialect' in this sense in English may or may not include the standard 
language. 
(Barbour 2006: 363)
Dialect in England is a term that can be legitimately applied to differentiate 
between any patterns of speech that vary from one another in more than just 
pronunciation (Wells 1982: 2). In the English context this definition of dialect even 
goes as far as to include standard English, which 'is just as much a dialect as any 
other form of English' (Chambers and Trudgill 1998: 3; also Cox (1991: 32) and 
Crowley (2003:156-7)). However, what is generally understood as Dialekt in 
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German-speaking countries refers to a traditional form of Dialekt, which is often the 
dialect of rural areas, and by its very nature implies 'non-standardness' (Ammon 
2004: 273). In his 'four-point scale' to categorise the social speech varieties of 
Austrian German, Wiesinger (1990a: 443) labels the first two tiers of low status 
spoken varieties as Basisdialekt and Verkehrsdialekt but for the next two varieties 
of higher social status, he no longer uses the term Dialekt at all, preferring to call 
them Umgangssprache and Standardsprache. In fact, there is criticism of the 
Anglo-American usage of the term 'dialect' to refer to anything other than 
traditional regional patterns of speech, claiming that it can lead to confusion:
In der anglo-amerikanischen Linguistik wird synonym für Varietät oft der  
Terminus  dialect verwendet,  so  dass  auf  denselben  Begriff  sowohl  mit  
(language)  variety  als  auch  mit  dialect  verwiesen  wird,  was  zu  
Missverständnissen  führen  kann,  zumal  in  den  meisten  Traditionen  der  
entsprechende Terminus (dt. Dialekt, fr. Dialecte, it. Dialetto, hisp. Dialecto 
usw.) nur für Sprachvarietäten auf areale Basis verwendet wird.
(Berruto 2004: 189)
Furthermore, even within the same language there is the possibility of varying 
interpretations of a word like Dialekt. Barbour and Stevenson (1990: 139) explain 
that the speech heard in German cities in north and central Germany 'may be 
labelled Dialekt by many people, but [...] will be much closer to standard than is 
traditional dialect, and which will not usually be labelled Dialekt by German 
linguists'. There is also a greater tendency in Austria amongst people in general 
(i.e. nonlinguists in the words of Niedzielski and Preston 2000: 2) to label a pattern 
of speech as dialect, although linguists would not agree that it is actually dialect. 
Moosmüller (1998: 262) gives the example of someone from Tyrol speaking a 
variety approximating the national standard but whose variety would still be 
considered Dialekt by middle-class Viennese. Muhr (1995: 81) describes the feeling 
of inferiority that many Austrians share towards Austrian Standard German because 
of constant comparison of their national variety with the Bundesdeutsch from 
Germany, with the result that many Austrians regard Austrian Standard German as 
a mere dialect of the German language. Muhr (1995: 81) observes that there is, 
'Unsicherheit den Normen der eigenen Sprache gegenüber, die nicht selten zu 
Verleugnungshaltungen, Abwertung und Ablehnung des sprachlichen Eigenen als 
“Dialekt” führt.' The reasons behind this 'linguistic cringe' (Clyne 1995: 33) in 
Austria will be looked at in greater detail in section 2.2.1.1, but already we can 
establish that within the German-speaking context itself, there are varying 
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interpretations of what is included under the overarching term of Dialekt.
Rather than falling back on terms such as standard and dialect, which are 
heavily loaded with assumptions and are not always consistent in what they refer 
to, a more suitable term is required. The term language variety performs a useful 
task here on account of its neutrality (Trudgill 2000: 5; Wells 1982: 3) and general 
applicability to any of the 'different manifestations' of language (Hudson 1996: 22). 
However, Hudson (1996: 68) ultimately rejects the word 'variety' after coming 'to 
essentially negative conclusions about varieties.' Hudson (1996: 68) reasons that 
'there are considerable problems in delimiting one variety from another of the same 
type', or even 'in delimiting one type of variety from another', concluding that 'the 
only satisfactory way to solve these problems is to avoid the notion 'variety' 
altogether as an analytical or theoretical concept'. In spite of this criticism, 'variety' 
is a useful term in the context of this research precisely due to its general 
applicability and impartiality. It is relevant here for the very reasons put forward by 
Berruto (2004: 189-190) in his definition: 
Zunächst ist Varietät ein sehr allgemeiner Begriff, der fast jeder sprachlichen 
und soziolinguistischen Untersuchung oder Annahme bezüglich des zu 
untersuchenden Sprachrepertoires vorausgeht. Zweitens ist Varietät ein 
neutraler Begriff, der den Urteilen (im Besonderen bezüglich sozialer Werte 
und Konnotationen) vorausgeht und unabhängig ist von den 
Spezifizierungen, die Termini wie Sprache und Dialekt mit sich bringen.
Being a generic and neutral term, variety is therefore suitable for the concepts 
discussed in this research and avoids the pitfalls mentioned earlier in using words 
such as dialect (or Dialekt) and standard. Since variety acts as, 'a neutral term to 
apply to any particular kind of language which we wish, for some purpose, to 
consider as a single entity' (Chambers and Trudgill 1998: 5), we can have national 
varieties (Ammon 1995: 5), standard and non-standard varieties (Ammon 2004: 
273), a Cockney variety (Carr 1999: 85) or a Viennese variety (Stevenson 1995: 
259-260), as well as many other varieties.
2.2.1 Language varieties and speech in Austria
Despite its relatively small size, Austria has within its borders a wide range of 
varieties (cf. Rennison 2006: 595). Although German is the official national 
language, minority languages are spoken and have been extensively researched, 
for example, the Slovene-speaking minority in Carinthia (Feinig 1997; Flaschberger 
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and Reiterer 1980; Reiterer 1996) and the Croatian-speaking minority in 
Burgenland (Reiterer 1994). The varieties of German spoken in Austria form a large 
part of the Upper German (Oberdeutsch) dialects and can be grouped loosely into 
three principal dialect regions (Wiesinger 1990a: 447-8). Central Bavarian 
(Mittelbairisch) is generally spoken in the regions of Vienna, Burgenland, Lower 
Austria, Upper Austria, Salzburg, upper Styria, as well as in parts of Bavaria. 
Carinthia, Tyrol and the western area of Styria form the Southern Bavarian 
(Südbairisch) dialect region. In the remaining Bundesland of Vorarlberg and in 
some pockets of Tyrol, Alemannic German (Alemannisch) is spoken. Language 
varieties are therefore commonly associated with particular Bundesländer so that 
Austrians 'immediately tell whether the speaker comes from Tyrol, Carinthia, Styria 
or Upper or Lower Austria' (Wiesinger 1990a: 445). However, Martin (2000: 104) 
points out that despite these generalised associations 'in practice, of course, 
isoglosses do not run parallel with the borders of the states and each dialect 
subsumes a number of sub-dialects, with local varieties associated with particular 
towns or even villages'.
2.2.1.1 Austrian Standard German
In Austria the national standard (Austrian Standard German) (Clyne 1984: 9) is 
called Hochsprache (Reiffenstein: 1982). It is the variety generally heard in official 
situations such as the national televised news (Wächter-Kollpacher 1995: 271-2), 
at schools, at church and for official speeches (Wiesinger 1990a: 445). Austrian 
Standard German is a formally recognised national variety of German that deviates 
enough from the standard German spoken in Germany to be considered a variety in 
its own right, but not sufficiently different to be acknowledged as a separate 
language (Ammon 1995: 5; Wiesinger 2000: 555-6). A long-standing, 
comprehensive cataloguing of the Austrian variety of German has been undertaken 
since the establishment of the Österreichisches Wörterbuch in 1951 (Augst 2004: 
648), which was a significant step in codifying the national variety and fusing this 
variety with Austrian identity. A more detailed account of lexical items and 
grammatical constructions unique to Austria is provided by Eichinger (2005). 
Within Austrian Standard German itself, there are regional differences 
concerning the interpretation of what constitutes the spoken standard variety in 
Austria (Moosmüller 1998: 259). Upon being asked to define Austrian Standard 
German, Austrians usually consider the model variety as the one spoken by the 
Viennese middle and upper classes (Moosmüller 1998: 259; Wodak-Leodolter and 
Dressler 1978: 31). Naturally, this is a popular choice for many Viennese. Although 
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those from the capital may consider varieties spoken elsewhere in Austria as merely 
a form of dialect, inhabitants of other cities think differently. This is particularly the 
case with regional capitals of Bundesländer such as Graz and Innsbruck. Vienna is 
not always a popular place in the eyes of other Austrians outside the capital and 
hence there is a reluctance to classify Vienna as the true home of the spoken 
standard variety. As Moosmüller (1998: 262) points out, the middle and upper 
classes of regional cities would like to consider the variety they speak to be 
considered Austrian Standard German too. Therefore, the national variety allows for 
regional variation and Austrians can usually tell which Bundesland the speaker is 
from, even if the speaker is using a variety approximating to the national standard 
variety (Wiesinger 1990a: 445). Austrians also perceive the standard variety as 
being closely associated with Schriftsprache so that:
The standard language is the regional realisation of the written language, 
which above all is determined by regional factors in its constitutive speech 
features of sound formation and intonation.
(Wiesinger 1990a: 445).
Muhr (1989) makes a distinction between Standard nach Innen, which is 
observed in situations where Austrians talk formally with other Austrians, and 
Standard nach Außen, which is the form of the standard variety Austrians might use 
when in formal conversation with Germans and is consequently a form that more 
closely approximates to Bundesdeutsch. The notion of Standard nach Innen (also 
occasionally referred to as Innenstandard) illustrates the idea of solidarity in the 
choice of variety. Solidarity, not just social status, has an influence on which variety 
is adopted by an individual at a given moment (Milroy 1980: 35-6). Within the 
context of Austria, this can mean solidarity on the level of a national variety, and 
then further down the scale, solidarity on the level of dialect with the local 
community. The idea of forming solidarity through choice of variety has already 
been put into effect by Austrian politicians. Moosmüller (1998: 264) studied the 
language use of politicians in official discourse and observed that their choice of 
using standard or dialect was influenced by their target audience:
Politicians themselves are of course aware of this close connection between 
language use and political evaluation, and try to take it into account in the 
way they operate. They have to be able to accommodate their speech to  
people's expectations, as their chances of being elected stand or fall with  
their public esteem.
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However, in spite of Austrian German being 'widely accepted' as an autonomous 
national variety of Standard German (Clyne 1995: 23), this view is not always 
shared by Austrians themselves. Muhr (1995: 78-81) points out that whilst Austrian 
German forms a major part of the identity of Austrians, there is uncertainty 
amongst the populace regarding the status of the Austrian Standardsprache 
because of the asymmetrical relationship between the Austrian national variety and 
the dominant Bundesdeutsch variety of neighbouring Germany. This has led Clyne 
(1985) to apply the expression 'cultural cringe' (an expression originally coined by 
Phillips 1958: 89-95 – sometimes 'linguistic cringe' is used to describe this 
phenomenon) to describe the inferiority felt by many Austrians faced with what 
seems to be 'richtiges Deutsch', i.e. the Bundesdeutsch of Germany (Kaiser 2006: 
89-90). Only since the 1980s has there been a gradual change in the view of the 
German language amongst a number of academics from a 'monocentric' to a 
'pluricentric' approach (Clyne 1984: 4-5; von Polenz 1999: 116). Until then, 
Binnendeutsch, a word coined by Moser (1985), was regarded as the principal 
'correct' variety, relegating other varieties such as Swiss and Austrian German as 
Außengebiet of standard German (Kaiser 2006: 50). Nonetheless, this pluricentric 
attitude towards the German language and its varieties is still primarily adopted by 
academics rather than most Austrians, a fact reinforced by surveys in Austria that 
continue to demonstrate the linguistic inferiority felt by Austrians towards their own 
national variety (Steinegger 1998: 349-352; Kaiser 2006: 242).
2.2.1.2 Dialect in Austria
Most Austrians are competent in more than one variety of the language. It is 
rare to find speakers who can converse only in their local dialect or only in 
the standard language. However, unlike Swiss German, a great deal of 
code-mixing takes place, with features from the dialect and from the 
standard co-occurring in interactions amongst Austrians.
(Martin 2000: 104)
In Austria, dialect is more widely accepted in spoken interactions than is usually the 
case in northern Germany and unless in very formal situations (such as at church or 
during an official ceremony), regional dialect, or at least a distinctly regional 
variation of the standard variety, features the most frequently (Wiesinger 1990a: 
443). Dialect is used most of all during interactions with friends and family, 
shopping locally and speaking with colleagues of similar social standing (Wiesinger 
1990a: 445-7). Wiesinger notes the wider extent of dialect usage in rural areas in 
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comparison to urban areas. This usage pattern conforms with research into 
language and solidarity, where people, 'who have spent all their life together, 
sharing the same experiences of language, are bound to be very similar in their 
language' (Hudson 1996: 232). It makes sense that Austrians will use dialect with 
speakers of the same dialect in everyday situations because it is one of the factors 
that help to bind their shared social network. In rural areas, this feature will be 
more pronounced on account of their relative isolation in comparison to urban 
areas. An investigation into language and the social network within a small rural 
community was conducted by Lippi-Green (1989), who carried out a very detailed 
study into the network structure of Grossdorf, a small Alpine Austrian village of 800 
inhabitants in Vorarlberg, where the Alemannic dialect is spoken. The study shed 
light on the subtle markers that indicate the 'outsiders' of the community and the 
degree of involvement an individual had with the village, showing that solidarity 
and the social network each play a part in language choice amongst Austrians in a 
rural setting. 
As well as being a geographical marker, dialect in Austria can be an indicator 
of the social background of the speaker. Moosmüller (1991: 152) notes how 
language can reinforce social standing in the hierarchical nature of society. The 
speakers of Hochsprache are increasingly equated with 'oben' and the higher social 
order, whereas speakers of Dialekt are consigned to 'unten', and the lower classes. 
Moosmüller (1991: 152) observes a shift taking place, where the original meaning 
of Dialekt as a traditional regional variety (similar to the definition of 'traditional 
dialect' as presented by Trudgill 2004: 17) is being eroded, 'so dass der Terminus 
'Dialekt' eine soziale Varietät darstellt', taking on increasingly negative and 
pejorative associations. The adjectives used to depict dialect are often the same 
words that are used to describe the qualities and characteristics of people. On 
account of this perceived link between dialect and its social implications, it comes 
as no surprise that Austrian parents wish to raise their children to use the standard 
variety rather than local dialect. In concluding his research, Steinegger (1998: 373) 
asserts that, '[i]m Umgang mit Kindern wird der Dialektgebrauch vielfach als 
negativ beurteilt'. Mattheier (1980: 50-51) already noted how parents in Germany 
made special efforts to raise their children speaking the standard variety, a process 
that has been expanding into rural areas over the last thirty to forty years. Martin 
(1992: 113) observed this behaviour in a study of parent-child interactions in 
Vienna. Even if the parent was speaking dialect with an acquaintance, they would 
switch to the standard variety when addressing their child. Although Martin believes 
this type of parent-child interaction is most predominant in the capital, she predicts 
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this behaviour to spread more and more to the cities outside of the capital, parallel 
to Mattheier's observation for Germany. However, there is little risk of this leading 
to Austrian dialects being threatened with extinction because children who have 
been exposed only to Austrian Standard German at home will invariably pick up 
dialect amongst their friends at school (Martin 2000: 114).
A key finding from Moosmüller's research (1991: 1998) is that the 
perceptions of Austrians towards their own dialects are varied and contradictory. 
Hochsprache is seen by a large number of Austrians as more or less their first 
'foreign' language – one that had to be learnt at school after they had been raised 
speaking dialect as a child (Moosmüller 1998: 260). They often also regard dialect 
as an incorrect form of the standard, whereby the standard variety is the 'correct' 
variety and they hence condemn dialect as a deviation from the proper way to talk. 
These are typical of the findings from research into language attitudes in Austria 
(Moosmüller 1991: 149; Steinegger 1998: 372-3). This incongruity of opinion is 
neatly summed by Moosmüller (Moosmüller 1991: 149):
Die  Österreicherinnen  und  Österreicher  haben  ein  sehr  ambivalentes  
Verhältnis  zum Dialekt:  Er  wird  gesprochen und  gleichzeitig  verleugnet,  
romantisiert und gleichzeitig stigmatisiert.
Urban dialects receive the most negative of the evaluations from Austrians, which is 
a trend reflected in observations made by researchers in England about English 
urban varieties (Wells 1982: 34; Trudgill 2000: 9). Yet, rural dialects are also often 
looked down upon due to their provincial nature (Martin 2000: 111). However, it is 
the Viennese dialect that is overall the most unpopular dialect in Austria, when it is 
viewed as the dialect spoken by the lower classes (Moosmüller 1991: 21). This is 
especially noteworthy because at the same time it is also the Viennese variety, 
when it is spoken by the middle and upper classes, that is widely considered the 
variety closest to Austrian Standard German (along with the Salzburg variety when 
spoken by people of higher social status) and consequently has the most prestige. 
Thus, when discussing the dialect spoken in Vienna, it is crucial to be clear which 
type of Viennese variety is being referred to because of the many social dimensions 
that are attributed to it. In terms of popularity, the Tyrol dialect is the generally 
most well-liked of all the dialects (Moosmüller 1998: 262), although in spite of this 
many Tyroleans will attempt to drop certain markers of their dialect when visiting 
other regions of Austria. Even after doing this, other Austrians, particularly in 
Vienna, will not only be able to identify quite easily where the Tyrolean speaker is 
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from, but will often even continue to think that the speaker is using a strong dialect 
(Moosmüller 1998: 262). This reinforces the idea that from the Viennese 
perspective, almost any variety spoken outside of the capital is perceived as dialect, 
even when the speaker is using a variety approximating the national standard. The 
popularity of a dialect does not entirely rely on whether it is urban or rural and 
Moosmüller (1998: 264) uses the overwhelming tendency of the Viennese to rate 
negatively the dialect of Burgenland to illustrate this point. The reason for the lack 
of popularity of this dialect in Vienna is above all due to the lower economic status 
of the Burgenland region, where many of its inhabitants commute to Vienna for 
work, demonstrating again that is the people, rather than the variety they speak, 
that are being judged unfavourably.
In describing the interaction of the dialects in Austria, Moosmüller (1998: 
261) uses the model of 'centre and periphery' (Kreckel 1983). The idea behind 
using this theory is that each region of Austria can be shown to consist of a centre 
and a periphery, for example, Vienna would be the centre of Austria as a whole, 
being the capital and by far the largest urban area. In this sense, the rest of Austria 
would then act as the periphery. Subsequently, there are the principal cities of each 
of the Bundesländer, and each regional city which would then each in turn become 
a centre and a periphery respectively. For example, 'Innsbruck is the centre of its 
region, but with respect to the whole of Austria, it is a periphery of Vienna' 
(Moosmüller 1998: 261). This explains how in Austria, people of each periphery are 
more in touch with their centre and not vice versa, so:
For example, Viennese speakers of all social classes are quite capable of 
differentiating standard from dialect in Vienna, but for them any speaker 
from, say, Innsbruck is a dialect-speaker, irrespective of his or her social 
status. This is not the case in Innsbruck: speakers in Innsbruck are not only 
able to distinguish both socially and linguistically between their different 
local varieties [...], but are also able to differentiate between the different 
Viennese varieties. 
(Moosmüller 1998: 261)
All the same, when asked to determine the region where the standard variety is 
spoken, the majority of Austrians opted for the middle and upper classes of Vienna, 
regardless of whether they lived in the capital or in a regional city (Moosmüller 
1998: 262), indicating the predominance of the higher status varieties spoken in 
the capital with regard to the national standard variety.
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2.3.1 Language varieties and speech in England
As this study is an investigation into language attitudes in England as well, this 
section will provide a similar brief overview of language varieties spoken in England 
and its diversity in this respect. In discussing accents, Wells (1982: 9) summarises 
the situation in England neatly when he points out that 'probably most people in 
England could confidently identify the accents associated with the individual cities 
of London, Birmingham, Liverpool, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne'. This is not 
necessarily the case in other English-speaking countries, such as Australia, New 
Zealand and South Africa, which are 'geographically most homogeneous' (Wells 
1982: 10) and the reason given is the shorter length of time that these places have 
been settled by English-speaking peoples. 
This makes England and most of the British Isles unique in the English-
speaking world because they have been anglicised for the longest period and hence 
that is where 'the finest distinctions can be made' (Wells 1982: 10). Even in the 
much larger United States 'it is true not just of a small minority, but of the majority, 
that their accent reveals little or nothing of their geographical origins' (Wells 1982: 
10). However, this study is not concerned so much with 'accent', but with the 
'variety' used by a speaker (2.1) and the above serves simply to illustrate the 
exceptional situation in England with regard to the diversity of accents and dialects 
in comparison to other English-speaking countries. This has therefore already 
inspired much academic interest (see, for example, the range of different papers on 
the subject contributed to Trudgill 1978). 
The varieties spoken by people in England usually reveal more than simply 
their regional origins. The variety is more than likely an indicator too of social 
status. Research into common perceptions about how to judge the class or social 
status of an individual indicates that the way a person talks is the clearest sign of 
their position in the social hierarchy, followed by all other factors: where they live, 
their friends and their profession and so on (Reid 1977: 27). It is not at all 
uncommon in England to observe an individual who seeks to change the way they 
speak in order to grant themselves greater upward social mobility (Douglas-Cowie 
1978: 47-8). Regional variation and social variation are not mutually exclusive, and 
there is a correlation between them, as Wakelin (1977: 4) observes, 'class dialects 
are always associated in some way with regional dialect, and regional dialectal 
features are often to be explained as social in origin'. This relationship will be 
looked at in more detail in the following section on standard English and is 
illustrated by the following two diagrams from Trudgill (2000: 30-32).
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Figure 1 Social and regional accent variation (Trudgill 2000: 30)
Figure 2 Social and regional dialect variation (Trudgill 2000: 32)
In discussing the emergence of 'Standard English' in the writings of grammarians in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth century, Crowley (2003: 112) summarises the 
content of their input by remarking that '[c]learly then the “standard dialect” is that 
which conceals the birthplace and habitation of the speaker but more interesting 
than this is the social significance ascribed to it. This form bears within it a mark of 
a specific social class since it is the language of the “well-bred” and “well-
informed”'. The idea of Standard English forms the focal point of the following 
section, which looks at a broad definition of what this term means.
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2.3.1.1 Standard English
In England the nationally recognised norm is the variety called standard English 
and, it 'is that variety of English which is usually used in print, and which is 
normally taught in schools and to non-native speakers learning the language. It is 
also the variety normally spoken by educated people and used in news broadcasts 
and other similar situations' (Trudgill 2000: 5-6). Trudgill's definition of standard 
English as the variety that is 'normally spoken by educated people' is particularly 
relevant to this investigation, where it is precisely the different perceptions made of 
people who are commonly thought to speak certain varieties of English that are 
being put to the test. However, standard English is a broad term that encompasses 
a great deal and requires further definition.
Using the model of language standardisation proposed by Haugen (1966) to 
describe the development of standard English, there are four stages in the process 
that together describe the development which took place: selection, codification, 
elaboration and acceptance. In the case of modern standard English, the East 
Midland dialect underwent 'selection' as it was the dominant variety (Crowley 2003: 
158). Then there was its 'acceptance' by the contemporary elite. The following 
stage is the 'elaboration' of this variety, where it became increasingly used in what 
had been previously the domains for the Latin and French languages. Finally, we 
can observe the final stage of the standardisation of this variety in its 'codification' 
with the first editions of dictionaries. Crowley (2003: 106) notes the increased 
usage of the term standard language in his analysis of early writings about the 
English language:
The term 'standard language' achieved at least one clear use in the mid-
nineteenth century in that it indicated the uniform and commonly accepted 
national literary language upon which linguistic historians and lexicographers 
worked.
Standard English was a social rather than regional dialect and became 'a social 
marker to be acquired by a speaker in order to allow the speaker to speak without 
difficulty or embarrassment' (Crowley 2003: 112). Sweet (1908: 7) summed up 
this idea when he wrote that 'Standard English, like Standard French, is now a class 
dialect more than a local dialect: it is the language of the educated all over Great 
Britain' (cited in Crowley 2003: 116). Following the development of standard 
English as very briefly outlined here, it can easily be seen that there is a clear link 
between its progress and social status. It began as the variety spoken by the social 
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elite and it comes as no surprise that this relationship between the standard variety 
and the higher echelons of society permeate perceptions of standard English 
speakers up until today. To what extent this remains the case, is a primary 
objective of this study.
Standard English is different from a standardised accent, such as Received 
Pronunciation (this will be discussed shortly), in that a larger degree of regional 
variation is acceptable within the standard variety (Hughes and Trudgill 1987: 8). 
For example, Hughes and Trudgill use the varieties of standard Scottish English and 
standard Irish English to illustrate how these varieties are considered standard 
English even where there are distinct regional features, although it must be taken 
into account that regional variation in this sense is still quite limited. Therefore, a 
speaker of standard English can still indicate their regional origins whilst speaking a 
variety that is regarded as standard English. This tolerance of regional variation 
within the standard is not unlike the concept of standard Austrian German as 
presented above, where Austrians can still be said to be speaking the national 
standard even when features of their speech indicate their regional origins 
(Wiesinger 1990a: 445). 
However, such tolerance of regional variation in standard English does not 
stretch to the same extent with social variation. Moreover, as we have seen, there 
is also the important difference between England and Austria with regard to the use 
of the term dialect or Dialekt to describe a standard variety. Even where standard 
English is described as 'the dialect of educated people throughout the British Isles' 
(Hughes and Trudgill 1987: 8), the use of the term dialect in this sense in no way 
detracts from the unique status of standard English as 'by far the most important 
dialect in the English-speaking world from a social, intellectual and cultural point of 
view' (Trudgill 1999: 123). In Austria, the standard variety is not considered a 
Dialekt in the same way. To summarise, the standard variety in England is the 
variety with the highest social status, or as Holmes (2001: 349) states, the 
'Standard has an enormous legacy of overt prestige'. Studies of other varieties 
spoken in England that deviate from the norms of the standard, often revealing the 
social (and regional) origins of the speaker, have shown that generally the more 
they differ from the standard, the more lower prestige is attributed to them (Haslett 
1990: 331). The link between the perception of a speaker's assumed social status 
and their speech becomes even more apparent when discussing accent. 
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2.3.1.2 Accent and Received Pronunciation
Whereas there is a degree of consensus on what constitutes the dialect of standard 
English, it has been established that there is no such thing as a standardised accent 
or way to pronounce English: 'There is no universally acknowledged standard 
accent for English, and it is, at least in theory, possible to speak Standard English 
with any regional or social accent.' (Trudgill 2000: 7). That said, there is an accent 
in England, indeed in Britain, that is spoken exclusively with standard English and 
that is Received Pronunciation (RP) (Wells 1982: 34). RP is unique amongst other 
accents in England, not least because it is not tied to any geographical location 
(Holmes 2001: 131), which is one of its most defining traits. This fact is not 
surprising, considering that the phonetician A.J. Ellis, who first promoted the idea of 
RP, thought of it as being 'a theoretical fiction in that it does not reflect actual 
usage but is a “kind of mean”, “an average” representing “the general utterance” of 
a specific group that is marked by certain qualifying characteristics', in the words of 
Crowley (2003: 115). Rather than being a regional accent, RP is therefore a social 
one. After all, Ellis associates 'pronouncing English correctly' with people 'who have 
received a superior education' (cited in Crowley 2003: 123).
Wells (1982: 34) explains that RP has close ties with social status because 
any standard accent 'is widely regarded as the most desirable accent for a person in 
a high-status profession to have. Any non-standard accent, on the other hand, will 
tend to have associations of provinciality and/or lower status' (also Wakelin 1977: 
5). Wells (1982: 279) dispels the notion of RP as being 'a homogeneous invariant 
monolith' and explains that there are several versions of RP that are spoken. As 
evidence of the fact that accent in England has social connotations, Wells creates 
categories of RP such as 'U-RP' (1982: 280) to describe the RP spoken by the 
upper-class, even adding quite conclusively about its speakers (1982: 280): 'They 
are not middle-class'! Another example of a category is 'adoptive RP', 'spoken by 
adults who did not speak RP as children' (Wells 1982: 283) and the 'usual reason 
for adopting RP – or at least attempting to do so – is a change in the individual's 
social circumstances.' Education can also play a significant role in this regard. So 
there are some important points to note: standard English is a variety that allows 
for a certain amount of regional variation and does not have standardised 
pronunciation. This is not the same as RP, which is an accent, and which is non-
localised, has high-prestige and whose speakers are consequently generally 
associated with a higher social status. As mentioned previously (section 2.2.1.1), 
solidarity and group identity also play a role in the selection of a particular spoken 
variety. In this investigation, it is the perception of the varieties spoken that are 
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under scrutiny and not exclusively the accent of the speaker. The focus is on the 
evaluation of high and low-prestige varieties (defined in terms of the standard-
dialect continuum below) and this will be the main part of the next section.
2.4 High and low-prestige varieties and the standard-dialect continuum
Having established the general context of the term language variety and discussed 
the varieties of Austria and England each within their respective national context, 
the next step is to describe the model that will be used to compare language 
attitudes towards high and low-prestige varieties in both countries.
The varieties depicted by terms such as standard and dialect are neither the 
only two varieties we would encounter in Austria or England, nor do they represent 
the absolute opposites of an imaginary dichotomy. In reality, a variety rarely fits 
comfortably into the category of either standard or nonstandard/dialect. More often 
than not, it finds a slot somewhere in between. For German, the rather vague term 
Umgangssprache (colloquial language) has been used to classify varieties that do 
not really seem to belong to either standard or dialect. The ambiguity of this term 
in this sense does little to solve the problem of categorising the diverse varieties we 
might encounter and the use of Umgangssprache for this purpose has been 
criticised (Durrell 1998: 18). When discussing the issue of defining the varieties in 
Austria, Moosmüller (1991: 11) also touches upon the same problem of the 
inadequacy of Umgangssprache as a useful term (see also Leodolter 1975 for a 
similar critique). There have been attempts to define varieties as belonging to 
segments of a theoretical scale ranging from dialect/non-standard language 
through to standard language. In the German language context, incarnations of this 
stratification model have tended to follow the model (Stufenleitermodell) conceived 
by Ammon (1973) (Durrell 1998: 19). In the Austrian linguistic context, Wiesinger 
(1990a: 443-4) devises such a scale for speech varieties, whilst acknowledging the 
fluidity of the divisions between each stage. Beginning with primary dialect 
(Basisdialekt), the scale goes to regional dialect (Verkehrsdialekt), colloquial speech 
(Umgangssprache), finally culminating with standard language (Standardsprache). 
However, although this refines the grey area of Umgangssprache, the idea of 
placing each variety into a category along such a theoretical 'ladder' going from 
non-standard language to standard language is not without problems either. Durrell 
(1998: 19) notes the absence of detailed criteria or common systematic, objective 
approaches in research that uses this model. As discussed earlier (section 2.1), 
Hudson (1996: 68) likewise flagged similar issues with regard to language varieties 
and a lack of detailed criteria for discerning one from the other. Furthermore, only 
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the standard variety at one end of the continuum and dialect at the opposing end 
can be viewed as focused varieties (the terms 'focused' and 'focusing' will be 
explained in more detail shortly in this section but in short, a focused variety is 
uniform, consistent and can be clearly distinguished from other varieties) with 
autonomous norms, which implies that any other variety will always be considered 
in relation to one of these two focused varieties. Umgangssprache cannot be 
considered an independent variety that is clearly distinguished from standard or 
from dialect (Durrell 1998: 19). There has to be another, more adequate model that 
can classify varieties in terms of their relationship with the standard variety.
In his analysis of Jamaican creole, DeCamp (1971: 28) describes how the 
variety used by an individual speaker can be placed on 'a socio-economically-
oriented linguistic continuum in Jamaica, a continuous spectrum of speech varieties 
whose extremes are mutually intelligible but which also includes all possible 
intermediate varieties'. One end of the continuum theoretically represents creole 
and the opposite end, standard Jamaican English. Most varieties encountered in 
real-life could be placed somewhere along this continuum, although rarely at the 
absolute extremes. The model serves as a helpful tool for placing language varieties 
relative to another. As DeCamp explains (1961: 81):
Each of them would probably describe the different levels in their own 
speech as 'standard English' and 'the dialect', yet the market woman's
standard English' might be further down the linguistic continuum than the 
matron's broadest 'dialect'.
There has already been recognition of the existence of this 'postdialectal continuum' 
in previous research involving German. In investigating language attitudes in a 
suburb of Mannheim, Davies (1995: 106) remarks on the appropriateness of a 
standard-dialect continuum to define the speech varieties encountered during the 
study: 'The speech of groups D and U can [...] best be described as a continuum. 
Speakers show certain tendencies towards co-occurrence of features, but nothing 
that corresponds to the degree of consistency shown by the 'standard'-speakers'. In 
the context of Austria, Wiesinger (1990a: 447) describes the choice of variety in 
terms of a sociolinguistic continuum for Austrian German. Likewise Martin (2000: 
105-6) refers to the same continuum in her outline of the language situation in 
Austria. Martin supports (1996: 135) the efforts of Moser (1982) to use a 
continuum rather than a Sprachebenenmodell in his analysis of the relationship 
between dialect in Innsbruck and Austrian Standard German because this 
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theoretical model is a more realistic method of classifying the types of varieties 
encountered in analysing language variation. Similarly, Martin (1996: 138) 
advocates DeCamp's approach over the language layer model because:
Das Kontinuum-Modell erlaubt auch eine präzisere Darstellung der Flexibilität 
der Sprecher, die das Verhältnis von Dialekt- und Standardformen in ihrer 
Sprache unter Einfluß von innerhalb eines einzigen Gesprächs ständig 
wechselnden Faktoren (wie z.B. Thema) dauernd verändern.
Instead of dividing the scale into rigid sections, Reiffenstein (1977) and Scheuringer 
(1997) both used a 'Varietätenspektrum mit fließenden Übergängen [...], dessen 
Unterteilung nicht nach linguistischen Kriterien, sondern nur nach solchen der 
konkreten Sprachwendung möglich sei' (Mihm 2000: 2122). It is important to note 
that the usage of varieties in this way does not conform to a typical diglossic 
situation, with a high variety (usually written) and a low variety (see Ferguson 
1959). With the exception of Vorarlberg, which is within the Alemannic German 
dialect region, the language situation in Austria is not diglossic because the concept 
of diglossia requires two systematic separate forms of speech which can be 
described objectively in their own terms, as in Switzerland (Durrell 1998: 26-7). In 
Austria, as in all of the central and upper German regions of Germany, there are 
merely two autonomous varieties without any distinct 'middle varieties', which 
serve as two ends of a scale, upon which the speaker chooses a variety from a 
point on that scale that they themselves might consider dialect or standard. In 
reality, these two focused varieties can actually seem very close to one another in 
some circumstances, for example in an urban setting, or quite distant from one 
another, as in a rural area (Durrell 1998: 26-7). 
The idea of a sociolinguistic continuum for categorising varieties in England 
has already been established in previous research. For example, Barbour and 
Stevenson (1990: 138) use English as the example when describing this model:
in most English-speaking communities, speech is a continuum, made up of 
an infinite gradation of varieties stretching from formal standard English with 
the prestige pronunciation (in Britain RP), at one end of the scale, to non-
standard dialect with non-standard grammar and much non-standard 
vocabulary at the other. [...] Although certain linguistic features correlate 
with certain social groups, English speech is a continuum in that there are no 
very clear dividing lines within it.
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This idea of a continuum of varieties is explored again by McArthur and Aitken 
(1979) in their investigation of speech in Scotland. They use the phrase 'a bipolar 
continuum of speech' (1979: 116) to describe how certain speakers in Scotland can 
switch clearly from one variety to another on the continuum (dialect-switchers), 
whereas other speakers do not switch between two focused norms like this, but 
only use the same variety whilst adjusting the style of that variety according to the 
situation (style-drifters) (1979: 85-6). The term focusing here is used in the sense 
of the definition originally coined by LePage (1978: 80). Focusing is usually paired 
with its opposite diffusion, and is defined thus: '”Focussing” [sic] will imply greater 
regularity in the linguistic code, less variability; “diffusion” the converse' (LePage 
and Tabouret-Keller 1985: 116). So a focused variety is one which has become an 
autonomous distinct norm. It is uniform, consistent and can be clearly distinguished 
from other varieties. To illustrate this idea with an example, Davies (1995: 159-
160) describes the national standard variety in her investigation in Neckarau as 
follows:
The standard appears to be a highly focused variety: the 'standard'-speakers 
use a variety that is recognisable as such, by virtue of its relatively strict 
adherence to the rules of the prescriptive grammarians and to co-
occurrence rules. This is only to be expected, as it is highly codified with 
explicit norms.
As for the concept of bipolarity proposed by McArthur and Aitken, this model 
provides a very useful framework for making a comparison between Austria and 
England. This is because the degree of awareness of the prestige standard variety 
and of lower prestige non-standard varieties is not the same for English-speakers in 
England as it is for German-speakers in Austria. This in turn affects their usage of 
the varieties in the standard-dialect continuum accordingly. Austrians are aware of 
the focused varieties of standard (Hochsprache) and dialect (Dialekt) (Dressler and 
Wodak 1982: 342) and even use these terms when prompted to discuss their 
opinions on the matter. The Austrian 'speaker has several varieties at their disposal 
and uses these differently according to the situation and conversation partner' 
(Wiesinger 1990a: 443-4). This familiarity with Hochsprache and Dialekt enables 
them to switch between approximations of these varieties depending on the 
appropriate situation, i.e. they jump from one point on the continuum to another. 
This behaviour is more characteristic of the dialect-switching described by McArthur 
and Aitken (1979). Moosmüller (1991: 13) calls the command of these diverse 
varieties, 'competences', and for Austrians we observe that they have two or more 
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competences, at least one approximating dialect and one approximating Austrian 
Standard German. It is usually only an approximation of a focused norm because 
this is after all a continuum with a theoretically infinite amount of points. Therefore, 
in reality Austrians rarely ever speak the official 'standard' (Hochsprache). Rather 
they achieve a version that is closer to it on the continuum, which Moosmüller 
(1991: 13) defines as gehobene Umgangssprache. The same is true for the 
opposite end of the continuum, where speech is usually an approximation of dialect 
at the other extremity. On the whole, dialect is the most prevalent of the varieties 
in ordinary daily interactions in Austria. In a survey on dialect use undertaken by 
the University of Vienna in 1984-5, only two percent of Austrians responded that 
they speak Austrian Standard German in their average everyday speech (Wiesinger 
1990a: 443).
In contrast, speakers in England do not usually switch between two distinct 
varieties for different situations and are not normally aware of this type of 
behaviour. The situation in England is different because speakers do not think in 
terms of dialect and standard. For example, this lack of awareness became very 
apparent at the time of the Cox Report (guidance for the government on the 
English national curriculum headed by Brian Cox – cf. Cox 1991) over the confusion 
surrounding the varying interpretations of what constitutes standard and non-
standard. This continued to be a topical issue and Cheshire (1999: 129) notes that:
The National Curriculum still stands as a public statement of the national 
view of the English language; and it continues the tradition of a nation that 
is remarkably ill-informed about the nature of English, both standard and 
non-standard, and both spoken and written – though especially, at present, 
spoken.
The English think more in terms of register, style and the formality of their speech 
(Trudgill 2000: 82-3). In England, an individual would not normally make a 
conscious decision to switch between speaking dialect at home and then standard 
English in the workplace. These concepts are generally unfamiliar to English-
speakers. What they are more likely to do, is to speak with a more formal style (or 
register) when at work or with their superiors, and then speak with a less formal 
style upon returning home to family and close friends. 'Styles can be ranged on a 
continuum ranging from the very formal to the very informal' (Trudgill 2000: 82). 
This change is normally automatic, not one that they are aware of. They do not 
think consciously in terms of using a dialect in one situation and then standard in 
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another, which is unlike the linguistic situation in Austria (and in the wider 
Bavarian-Austrian dialect area). Rather than switch from one point on the 
continuum to another, they tend to adjust the style of their speech, i.e. shifting 
along a stretch on the continuum that they have command of, in order to select the 
suitable speech style for the situation. 'English speech is also a continuum in that 
individuals typically move along it at will dependent on the formality of the situation 
and the formal registers of most people are appreciably closer to formal standard 
English than are their informal registers' (Barbour and Stevenson 1990: 138-9). 
This behaviour resembles the style-shifting discussed by McArthur and Aitken 
(1979).
Since this is a comparison between Austria and England, the next step is to 
use linguistic concepts that correspond to the same principles in both countries. 
Since the term dialect can be understood differently depending on the context of 
Austria (Dialekt) or of England (dialect) (as explained in section 2.1), this study will 
refer to those language varieties that are generally considered as approximating the 
dialect or informal end of the continuum as low-prestige varieties and those closer 
to the national 'standard' or formal end as high-prestige varieties. This is because 
these varieties are associated with different levels of prestige depending on their 
status in society, and this degree of prestige is invariably passed onto and 
associated with the speaker.
Because language as a social phenomenon is closely tied up with the social 
structure and value systems of society, different dialects and accents are 
evaluated in different ways. Standard English, for example, has much more 
status and prestige than any other English dialect. It is a dialect that is 
highly valued by many people, and certain economic, social and political 
benefits tend to accrue to those who speak and write it
(Trudgill 2000: 8).
So the standard variety in England is by social convention credited with high-
prestige, as are its speakers. Similarly for Austria, Moosmüller (1991: 13) points 
out the relationship between Sprachproduktion and prestige, remarking that groups 
with high social prestige are the ones who speak gehobene Umgangsprache. On the 
other hand, dialect, or deviation from the standard, is usually identified with low-
prestige, a trait that is also attributed to the speaker: 'There is nothing at all 
inherent in non-standard varieties which makes them inferior. Any apparent 
inferiority is due only to their association with speakers from under-privileged, low-
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status groups' (Trudgill 2000: 9). Therefore, the comparison of language attitudes 
between England and Austria will focus on the perception of the speakers of high 
and low-prestige varieties in the two countries.
2.5 Language attitudes
Having established what is meant in this study by high and low-prestige varieties, 
this section covers what is meant by language attitudes within the context of this 
research. A logical starting point for this discussion is an early definition of an 
attitude from a psychological perspective:
a mental or neural state of readiness, organized through experience, 
exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's response to 
all objects and situations with which it is related 
(Allport 1935, cited in Baker 1992: 11).
This definition of an attitude by Allport helps to clarify what is meant by this term 
within the context of social psychology and sociolinguistics. An attitude therefore is 
shaped by previous experience and observation, and acts upon the thoughts, the 
judgement and ultimately the behaviour towards the relevant objects or people in 
question. Being 'a mental or neural state' (Allport 1935), attitudes can be 
problematic to measure, unlike for example physical attributes (for example, weight 
or height) or wealth that are visible or numerical in nature (Baker 1992: 10). 
Nonetheless, methods have been developed in an attempt to tap into attitudes and 
examine them and the approaches that have been developed to achieve this will be 
discussed in this section. Traditional approaches to attitudes have been categorised 
into either mentalist or behaviorist views (Fasold 1984: 147), of which Allport's 
definition falls into the mentalist approach. Agheysi and Fishman (1974: 138) 
define this mentalist view as being one that places attitudes as independent of 
behaviour and instead it describes an attitude as 'an independent variable' (Agheysi 
and Fishman 1974: 138) which is found between the stimulus acting on an 
individual and their response to it. This implies that there is no direct link between 
an attitude and the response. An attitude functions rather as an influence upon an 
individual's response to a stimulus. 
In the behaviorist approach, 'attitudes are to be found simply in the 
responses people make to social situations' (Fasold 1984: 147). Overt behaviour is 
the focus of the analysis here because the researcher is not looking into an internal, 
or mental, attitude expressed by an informant, but observes how the individual 
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behaves in response to a given stimulus. On the one hand, there is a clear 
methodological advantage for research with the behaviorist approach because the 
researcher no longer has to rely on potentially unreliable information from the 
informant in order to discover something about their attitudes. On the other hand, 
data acquired by using the behaviorist approach do not allow for predictions to be 
made about other behaviour (Agheysi and Fishman 1974: 138), unlike the 
mentalist approach, where it is thought that attitudes go on to affect responses and 
behaviour in different circumstances.
In the mentalist view of attitudes, the concept of attitude is split into three 
subdivisions: cognitive (thoughts and knowledge), affective (feelings) and conative 
(a plan or readiness for action) (Fasold 1984: 148; Baker 1992: 13). These three 
underlying parts provide the foundation for forming an attitude. As Ajzen (1988: 
22-3) explains:
The hierarchical model of attitude, then, offers the following account of the 
way in which attitudes affect behaviour. The actual or symbolic presence of 
an object elicits a generally favourable or unfavourable evaluative reaction, 
the attitude towards the object. This attitude, in turn, predisposes 
cognitive, affective, and conative responses to the object, responses whose 
evaluative tone is consistent with the overall attitude.
To explain these parts in more detail, the cognitive aspect refers to a person's 
beliefs about a stimulus and impact of these beliefs and knowledge upon the 
person's attitude (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). The affective part of the attitude 
model concerns the emotional element of an attitude, 'how the target makes them 
feel – that is, on the emotions or affect aroused by the target' (Olson and Maio 
2003: 311). This affective process can be more efficient in predicting an individual's 
behaviour to a stimulus than the cognitive, although they also interact and 
influence one another. The conative subdivision is the part that brings about 'a 
behavioural intention or plan of action' (Baker 1992: 13). It might motivate the 
individual to perform some particular action, for example, someone who likes a 
particular foreign language would be more ready to attend language classes to 
learn it.
Language attitudes apply this theory to people's attitudes towards language 
and its speakers. Language attitudes also involve judgements of different spoken 
varieties. As Fasold (1984: 148) notes, 'the definition of language attitude is 
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broadened to include attitudes towards speakers of a particular language or dialect.' 
Many areas are covered by research into language attitudes, such as language 
learning (Gardner and Lambert 1972), group identity (Trudgill and Tzavaras 1977) 
and discrimination (Wolfram et al. 1999: 28-30). The types of language attitudes 
that are researched can be further grouped into instrumental and integrative 
orientations (Baker 1992: 31-2). Whereas instrumental attitudes mainly concern an 
individual's motivation to learn a language for the potential economic and 
professional benefits, integrative attitudes are those that influence the desire to 
belong to another language community and a particular social group. The latter 
category is particularly relevant to the language attitudes under investigation in this 
present study because it is the perceived social implications (particularly the 
concepts of status and solidarity) of speaking high and low-prestige varieties which 
are the main focus of this research.
There are a number of theories for the causes and origins of language 
attitudes. Ryan et al. (1982) suggest that there is a significant cultural influence on 
language attitudes and they introduced the two factors of standardisation and 
vitality to provide a framework for the way culture affects our perspective of 
language. By standardisation, they refer to the uneven amount of prestige lent to 
one particular language variety that has been codified and made into a standard 
variety. This entails that speakers of that variety are perceived as speakers of the 
standard 'correct' variety and enjoy the prestige that is associated with their 
variety. This situation could be illustrated by the Viennese and Salzburg middle 
classes that are identified by Moosmüller's informants as the best examples of 
speakers of Austrian Standard German (1991: 29). By contrast, speakers of 
varieties with strong accents and possibly also with many features in their speech 
which deviate from the standard, are looked down upon as being nonstandard 
speakers. To use another example from Austria, this is a common perception in of 
the Viennese speech associated with suburbs of the capital like Meidling and 
Favoriten, which have traditionally been populated by the lower classes (Besch et 
al. 2003: 2373).
The other factor, vitality, 'is a more dynamic dimension compared to 
standardization and it reflects the range and importance of functions served by a 
given language variety, along with social pressures towards shifts in language use' 
(Cargile and Bradac 2001: 361). Elements that affect language attitudes in terms of 
vitality are ones such as the number of speakers of a particular variety and their 
economic or social status.  
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There are many factors, such as age, gender, social status and solidarity, 
that can have a bearing on individual language attitudes. Research has shown that 
children can exhibit language attitudes from the age of three (Rosenthal 1977). 
Studies have also presented evidence of the tendency of younger informants to be 
less restrained in their evaluations of different spoken varieties (Giles 1970; Baker 
1988). A disproportionate amount of language attitudes research has been 
undertaken using informants in their teenage years or early twenties, principally 
because of the practicalities and ease of accessing and involving school pupils and 
university students in this type of research. The gender of the informant has been 
shown to have an influence on language attitudes (Mulac and Rudd 1977). The 
results of previous research sometimes indicate that female informants are less 
negative in their evaluations of different varieties than male informants (Hundt 
1992: 60). As for the relationship linking language attitudes to social status and 
solidarity, Stewart et al. (1985) found that in the US, although informants 
evaluated US English more highly regarding solidarity, they rated British English 
more highly in terms of status. This study closely resembles research undertaken 
by Hogg et al. (1984) in Switzerland where informants likewise favoured Swiss 
German for solidarity but credited German Standard German (Hochdeutsch) with 
more status. The status/solidarity classification is helpful because it can be applied 
in many different contexts. As mentioned in section 2.2.1.1 (Muhr 1989), Austrians 
find solidarity in their own national standard variety but still regard the 
Bundesdeutsch variety of Germany has having a greater status, which leads to the 
situation that Clyne (1995: 33) calls the linguistic cringe.
Attitudes towards a language variety usually signify attitudes towards a 
group of individuals who stereotypically speak that variety or are at least strongly 
associated with it (Giles and Ryan 1982: 7). Language attitudes are commonly 
formed on the basis of stereotypes with the result that preconceptions of a speaker 
often have a considerable impact on the perception of their variety: 'people 
organize what they hear according to their predetermined cognitive structures of 
how the speaker ought to talk. If speakers do not confirm these beliefs by using the 
expected speech traits, listeners may hear what is not present or ignore what is not 
expected' (Giles and Ryan 1982: 97). Previous research has already established 
evidence for a relationship between stereotypes and a particular spoken variety. 
Maass and Arcuri (1996: 193) go as far as to state that, 'Although stereotypes may 
take very different – verbal and nonverbal – forms, language is probably the 
dominant means by which they are defined, communicated, and assessed'. 
Similarly, in an appraisal of language attitude research, Edwards (1999: 103) 
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concludes, 'Individuals – with all their personal strengths and weaknesses – are 
viewed in stereotypical group terms'. In his study of language attitudes towards 
regional variation of the national standard, Hundt (1992: 6-7) introduces four 
principal types of stereotype which have been adapted and illustrated with 
examples for Austria:
1. Autostereotype: a group of people judge themselves, for example, 
Upper Austrians describe how they view themselves.
2. Heterostereotype: one group is evaluated by another group, for 
example, Lower Austrians detail their perceptions of Tyroleans.
3. Assumed autostereotype: one group expresses how they think 
another group see themselves, i.e, the other group's self-image, for 
example, a group from Burgenland is asked to describe how they 
think people from Salzburg view themselves (i.e. other Salzburgers).
4. Assumed hetereostereotype: one group describes how they think 
another group perceives them, for example, Styrians describe how 
they think they are viewed by the Viennese.
These categories assist in classifying the judgements made by the informants in 
this study. The tendency amongst the middle and upper-class Viennese to regard 
their own variety as the closest to the national variety and at the same time denote 
any regional variety of Austrian German outside the capital as Dialekt is an 
autostereotype that serves to bolster their own self-worth and social esteem. 
However, it must be taken into account that the responses they give are not 
necessarily permanent or unchanging. Language attitudes are not eternally fixed 
viewpoints that are never susceptible to fluctuations. These attitudes undergo 
change over time as they are exposed to other influences. A language attitude may 
change because of a rise in prestige of a particular variety that has perhaps become 
increasingly accepted in the social, economic and political sphere. Holmes (2001: 
350) illustrates such a transformation in relation to the propensity amongst young 
New Zealanders to gradually reject RP in favour of a US English accent. 
Alternatively, change may come about following the debunking of 'language myths' 
surrounding what constitutes correct and incorrect language (Wolfram et al 1999: 
31). Although the research presented in this study is not looking specifically into 
how language attitudes change, it is important to bear in mind that attitudes shift 
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like any other viewpoint. Using the German-speaking world as an example, there 
has already been a change in the view of 'standard German' from a monocentric to 
a pluricentric model (Clyne 1984: 4-5; von Polenz 1999: 116), where the 
importance of national varieties has received a significant boost. Moreover, it will be 
interesting to compare the results of the research presented in this study with 
earlier research undertaken in Austria and England to see if there have been 
changes of any real significance in the language attitudes of those countries 
towards certain spoken varieties.
Nonetheless, researching language attitudes is not without a number of 
potential stumbling blocks. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, 
language attitudes are mental states and being of the mind, special theoretical 
models and instruments must be constructed in order to read and measure them. 
Even if informants express their language attitudes, the researcher has to take care 
in deducing what is really behind that which the informant reports. Being of a 
complex nature, the attitude expressed by an individual, termed 'outer attitude' by 
Baker (1992: 16), may not be genuinely representative of their 'inner attitude'. This 
could be due to pressure felt by this individual to express a socially desirable 
attitude, even if privately the same individual harbours a different attitude. It is 
also crucial therefore to analyze language attitudes within their context. Baker 
(1992: 16) refers to this as a generality or specificity of an attitude, whereby the 
level of generality of the attitude is to be taken into account along with the attitude 
itself. The responses have to be contextualised because 'Attitudes are not created in 
a social vacuum' (Cargile and Bradac 2001: 362). Fasold (1984: 147) summarises 
the difficulties faced by the researcher:
if an attitude is an internal state of readiness, rather than an observable 
response, we must depend on the person's reports of what their attitudes 
are, or infer attitudes directly from behaviour patterns. As we know, self-
reported data is often of questionable validity and inferences from behaviour 
take the researcher one step away from what he has actually observed. A 
great deal of effort in language-attitude research has gone into 
devising ingenious experiments designed to reveal attitudes without making 
subjects overly conscious of the process.
The method of investigating language attitudes that has been adopted in this study 
is an indirect approach to obtain the attitudes of the informants. Rather than a 
direct method like an interview where the informants are fully aware of the purpose 
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of the research, the method of data collection for this present study relied on the 
informants not knowing what the true objective of the research is. The model used 
to accomplish this task is the matched-guise technique and the details of this 
methodology will be described in chapter 4. Before the methodology is outlined in 
further detail, there will be a discussion of previous research into language attitudes 
in Austria and in England. This topic forms the content of the following chapter.
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3 Background
3.1 Previous studies into language attitudes in Austria
Much of the earliest research in Austria had a particular focus on analysing the 
dialects themselves, rather than the attitudes towards the dialects. These studies 
often centred on lexical features, phonological aspects and the usage of dialect 
(see, for example, the study of language use by Weiss (1982)). A great deal of the 
analysis (such as the descriptive study by Tatzreiter (1978) about dialects in Styria) 
concentrated on geographical distribution that would provide an overview of dialect 
boundaries (isoglosses) and show where particular features of speech occurred and 
where they did not. However, there is an early study by Dressler and Wodak (1982: 
342) that in part covers language attitudes towards colloquial Viennese. They 
investigated speech recorded in a variety of 'speech situations', including Viennese 
courtrooms and patients in pyschotherapeutic groups, in order to conduct research 
into the relationship between phonological features of speech and sociolinguistic 
variation. Expanding on the approach of structuralist dialectology, Dressler and 
Wodak (1982: 341) list six strata for analysing varieties of speech:
Standard German as spoken in Germany (Bühnensprache)
Austrian Standard German
Higher colloquial usage
Regional dialect
Semidialect (Halbmundart)
Pure dialect (Vollmundart)
Dressler and Wodak have created these specific groupings in order to facilitate the 
categorisation of the varieties they encountered. In practice this can be problematic 
due to the non-distinct borders of each grouping because naturally occurring 
speech might not fit so comfortably into only one stratum. This problem has been 
touched upon in the previous chapter (section 2.4) in the discussion of a dialect-
standard continuum of speech (Wiesinger 1990a: 447). However, returning to the 
model put forward by Dressler and Wodak (1982), they acknowledge (1982: 342) 
that Viennese speakers are only able to recognise two, or perhaps at most three, 
such divisions:
Dialect (for example, Wienerisch or Salzburgerisch)
Hochdeutsch (meaning here Austrian Standard German)
Standard German (as spoken in Germany or Bühnensprache)
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In further refining these categories 'for psychological reality', Dressler and Wodak 
(1982: 342) decided that the best scale would be one confined to two levels of 
classification, which were simply Austrian Standard German and dialect. These are 
likewise the two focused norms that form the extremes of the continuum described 
previously in section 2.4. Dressler and Wodak's conclusion provides further 
evidence of the inherent difficulty in attempting to divide up what is effectively a 
continuum of speech into many smaller distinct categories.
In another experiment for the same study, Dressler and Wodak (1982: 355) 
describe how language behaviour in 'a young upper class man' from Vienna 
changed according to the different speech situations he found himself in. His speech 
was recorded using a hidden tape recorder and the recordings were later analysed 
for phonological variables. The results indicated 'significant differences in the 
speech of the young man' depending on whether he was in an informal or formal 
situation. The main fieldwork undertaken by Dressler and Wodak (1982: 359) was 
their observation of the 'discourse of defendants in courtroom proceedings […] by 
means of tape recordings from Viennese trials'. They had two primary areas of 
focus in this study. The first was the significance of the defendants' discourse in a 
trial, which they believed could influence the perception of the defendant's 'social 
class, income, respectability, responsibility, and credibility' (Dressler and Wodak 
1982: 359) and therefore could have an impact on the outcome of their case. This 
area of their investigation is not unlike the aims of this present study which is also 
investigating how the speaker is perceived on the basis of speech, particularly with 
regard to assumptions made about the speaker in terms of the speaker's education, 
intelligence and profession, which could also be considered aspects of personality 
that might influence one's opinion of the speaker in a courtroom or a job interview. 
Furthermore, more recent studies undertaken in England (Dixon et al. 2002) have 
also examined the importance of the prestige of a variety spoken in a courtroom 
scenario and how these varieties may influence the listeners' opinion of how guilty 
the accused could be. This English study is described in more detail in the next 
section 3.2, which deals with language attitude research in England. 
The other main area that Dressler and Wodak (1982: 359) investigated was 
the correlation between the social class of the defendants and the way they would 
switch between different varieties of colloquial Viennese. They (1982: 362) found 
that generally defendants from the lower classes were less comfortable 'in such an 
authority situation' and were hence more prone to switching between the more 
formal variety expected in the courtroom and the less formal variety that they were 
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more familiar with, which became increasingly less formal in cases where they 
became more intimidated. Middle class defendants hardly switched their varieties at 
all during their courtroom case as they were more used to the formal situation 
(Dressler and Wodak 1982: 362). The link between the speaker's social class and 
their language variety is one that permeated much research into language attitudes 
and is an idea taken up by Moosmüller (1987; 1991) in her research.
Moosmüller (1987) analysed attitudes towards varieties in Austria by 
examining the speech of politicians who often try to adopt a variety that they 
believe their target audience will relate to. This can have two effects: either a 
politician, who is more familiar with speaking dialect, will try at times to speak the 
standard variety (often unsuccessfully), or a politician, who is comfortable speaking 
the standard variety, will sometimes attempt to use dialect in order to give the 
impression that they are closer to the people. What Moosmüller (1998: 267) finds 
particularly interesting in the case of Austrian politicians is that on the one hand 
they are very aware of how they speak and what they say, but on the other hand 
'there is no other group whose language behaviour is subjected to such severe 
public criticism'. When politicians, particularly from eastern Austria, adopt dialect in 
an attempt to accommodate their listeners, they can make themselves seem 
ignorant instead of educated (Moosmüller 1998: 267). eastern Austria is mentioned 
here because the less mountainous region of eastern Austria is more populated 
than the rest of Austria. Vienna and its suburbs are in the East. Graz, the next most 
populous city, is more southerly in Styria. The reason this requires emphasising is 
because 'the use of dialect in the country and small towns is stronger than in cities' 
(Wiesinger 1990a: 447). The more mountainous regions of western Austria are less 
populated and comparatively more rural. This information helps to put Moosmüller's 
finding (1998: 267) in context.
Politicians who switch between standard and nonstandard varieties are 
usually the ones who are criticised the most for their speech, especially when they 
become uncertain and mix varieties. Attitudes are not as negative towards 
politicians who exclusively use dialect, which can be the case with some politicians 
in Tyrol, although in most cases for the political sphere the constant use of 'dialect 
is rejected, as it is not associated with an educated background' (Moosmüller 1998: 
268). The link between the speaker's variety and their perceived education is one 
that is being tested in this present study, as education is one of the traits the 
informants are required to respond to during the research (further details on the 
methodology are given in section 4.3).
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Moosmüller (1998: 268) observes that for Austrian politicians, 'social 
background is reflected in their language behaviour', providing further evidence of 
social preconceptions of a speaker being reinforced by their speech. There is a 
common view amongst Austrians that dialect forms, particularly where they deviate 
from standard grammar, are incorrect. The different grammar of dialects is not in 
fact wrong whenever it deviates from the accepted forms of the standard variety, 
for example, the difference in grammatical case for the dialect forms ich liebe ihm 
vs the standard forms ich liebe ihn (Moosmüller 1998: 268; also (Moosmüller 1991: 
161)). Yet, in the view of non-linguists these features of dialect are considered 
erroneous and therefore they regard the dialect speaker in this instance to be 
uneducated and sloppy in their language usage. Austria is not alone in this respect 
and a similar set of circumstances has been described for England by Andersson 
and Trudgill (1990: 121) using the example of the dialect form I done it vs the 
standard I did it. They point out that 'all dialects have grammatical rules. It is, once 
again, simply the case that structures differ somewhat from dialect to dialect' 
(Andersson and Trudgill 1990: 121). In spite of this, there is a pervasive belief in 
England that 'I done it is “bad grammar” or “ungrammatical”' (Andersson and 
Trudgill 1990: 120). Therefore, Moosmüller (1998: 268) observes that for 
politicians this can be a very important factor when deciding to speak dialect 
publicly because it is their language, and through this their social background, that 
is judged first of all and only after that is their political competence evaluated. 
Nonetheless, if a politician who is unfamiliar with the standard variety, even in spite 
of a university education, attempts to speak Austrian Standard German, they run 
the risk of facing ridicule and criticism for confusing the standard variety with their 
low-prestige regional variety. At very least, the politician is likely to sound 'artificial' 
(Moosmüller 1998: 269), and of course no politician wishes to come across as 
deceptive or misleading.
To uncover more about the relationship between social class background and 
certain phonological variables in their speech, Moosmüller (1987) analysed the 
debates and interviews of politicians in the Austrian parliament. Moosmüller (1998: 
272) found that in the interviews politicians from a working-class background were 
more likely to use dialect forms in their speech than any other politicians. In fact, 
most of the politicians used more dialect forms in the interviews than they did in 
their parliamentary debates. When debating in parliament, the politicians used less 
dialect and there was hardly any relationship between their language use and their 
social background, leading to the observation by Moosmüller (1998: 272) that 
'politicians make greater efforts to keep as close as possible to the standard variety 
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when their speech is subject to public scrutiny'. During Moosmüller's analysis of 
parliamentary debates, dialect was generally prominent only in emotionally loaded 
sections of a politician's speech, for example in denying blame or defusing an 
accusation, where the politician would in fact be using a standard variety both 
before and after this brief deviation into dialect (Moosmüller 1998: 273-4). 
Moosmüller observes that this is because 'dialect is associated with aggressiveness, 
low status, and lack of education' and therefore is more effective in 'crushing' the 
opponent. A similar finding was reported in a more recent study conducted in 
Austria (Soukup 2009: 170) and this other study will be described in more detail 
later in this section. However, as a brief mention of this here, Soukup (2009: 170) 
also observed a strategic use of dialect when speaking in public, that is to say 'a 
strategic deployment of dialect to enhance antagonistic footings with another 
participant'.
In a broader survey of Austria, Moosmüller (1991) systemically investigated 
attitudes towards Austrian Standard German and dialect in Vienna, Graz, Salzburg 
and Innsbruck. One of her principal objectives was to ascertain what the conception 
of 'gehobenes Deutsch' is amongst Austrians (Moosmüller 1991: 11). She also 
aimed to identify the sociophonological features that distinguish the varieties found 
in these places. As discussed in section 2.2.1.2, Moosmüller labels the close 
approximation of Standard German which is normally heard in Austria as gehobene 
Umgangssprache and she notes that it is precisely those groups with social 
prestige, power and influence who are most likely to use the variety closest to 
Austrian Standard German (1991: 13). For her investigation Moosmüller (1991: 23) 
played samples of speech (Sprachproben) to people from the four regions of Austria 
under analysis. In this way, Moosmüller (1991: 14) attempted to cover the two 
largest dialect areas of Austria, namely südbairischer Raum (Graz and Innsbruck) 
and mittelbairischer Raum (Salzburg and Vienna). The informants came from 
professional backgrounds, ranging from academics and university professors to 
teachers and newsreaders (Moosmüller 1991: 14). She collected detailed comments 
from participants to gather quantitative information in addition to the qualitative 
data.
With the notable exception of the Viennese informants, each informant 
identified most with their own variety out of all the speech samples, for example, 
'die Salzburger/innen [haben] die Sprachproben am häufigsten mit “Salzburg” 
identifiziert' (Moosmüller 1991: 27). This affinity with one's regional variety in 
Austria may have an influence on my own results and to test this, four different 
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regional Austrian varieties are being used (see 4.5.2). In the analysis of the results 
of this present study, the informants from Vienna will be examined separately in 
order to test the notion found in Moosmüller's investigation that the Viennese have 
more favourable judgements of the national standard variety, whilst they often 
reject the lower class urban Viennese variety. The Viennese variety itself can be 
perceived in different ways, depending on the type of Wienerisch being referred to 
(Moosmüller 1991: 21):
Die negative Bewertung der Wiener Varietät bezieht sich auf den Dialekt, 
assoziert mit dem Sprachgebrauch niederer sozialer Schichten, die positive 
Bewertung bezieht sich auf die Varietät der oberen sozialen Schichten.
Using a high proportion of informants from Vienna for this present investigation, it 
will be interesting to find out which varieties are perceived by these informants 
under the broader label of Wienerisch. When asked about the standard variety in 
Austria (Moosmüller 1991: 19), the informants from provincial cities of Austria 
valued more highly mild regional differences in the standard variety than 
informants from the capital did. The same informants from Graz, Innsbruck and 
Salzburg were not always prepared to take it for granted that Hochsprache in 
Austria is equivalent to the variety used by the higher social classes of Vienna 
(Moosmüller 1991: 19). Moosmüller notes at this point that her informants from 
outside Vienna are themselves generally of moderate/high social standing 
(university professors, teachers) and would not wish for the Austrian standard 
variety to be associated exclusively with the Viennese elite but rather that Austrian 
Standard German exists as a variety that is spoken by Austrians of high social 
standing all over the country. The findings are not without paradoxical implications. 
Moosmüller (1991: 124) observes a contradiction between the informants' attitudes 
towards dialect and their actual use of dialect in practice:
Weiters wird die Verwendung von Dialekt in allen untersuchten Städten 
stigmatisiert […]. Dennoch wird in den oberen sozialen Schichten Dialekt 
verwendet – wie ist ein derartiges Paradoxon zu verstehen?
The results also demonstrate a link between the perception of dialect speakers and 
their expected profession (Moosmüller 1991: 130), whereby a speaker of a less 
prestigious variety was more likely to be assumed as having a lesser paid job. This 
relationship between language attitudes and the perceived professional status of 
the speaker is a factor investigated in this present study (more detail in section 
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4.3). Moosmüller (1991: 130) noted that the informants had less difficulty in 
categorising the professional status of a speaker who spoke a negatively-valued 
dialect (and it was the urban varieties that were evaluated the least favourably) 
than they did with speakers who used Austrian Standard German. In summarising 
the various comments and opinions gathered from the Austrians she interviewed, 
Moosmüller (1991: 149) observes that there is no clear consensus amongst non-
linguists towards what constitutes Hochsprache in Austria. Much dialect variation is 
tolerated within Hochsprache, whilst for the speakers in Vienna, 'scheint also keine 
Klarheit darüber zu bestehen, was unter Hochsprache zu verstehen ist' (Moosmüller 
1991: 131).
In addition to the ambiguity towards Hochsprache, there is also ambivalence 
towards Dialekt. Many Austrians expressed the same view that they believe genuine 
dialects (echte Dialekte) are dying out (Moosmüller 1991: 159). The research 
involved looking at attitudes towards both urban and rural dialects, noting that 
'ländliche Dialekte toleriert werden, städtische diskriminiert' (Moosmüller 1991: 
156). Urban dialects are on the whole judged the most negatively, but out of these 
it is mainly the ones considered to be 'lower-class' urban varieties that are assigned 
to the least favourable descriptions (Moosmüller 1991: 158). The Viennese in 
particular do not generally judge negatively an urban variety which is associated 
with high social standing. The same 'class-consciousness' tends to apply to rural 
varieties that are not perceived to be older long-standing traditional dialects (i.e. 
authentic or echt), but simply dialects spoken by people of lower social status (i.e. 
die Bauern) (Moosmüller 1991: 156). This negative association is amplified by 
'rivalry' between neighbouring regions and Moosmüller (1991: 151) provides the 
example of the negative evaluation by the Viennese of the variety typically found in 
the less economically prosperous Burgenland region. As mentioned in relation to 
this example before (section 2.2.1.2), it is the speakers themselves, rather than the 
variety they speak, that is being judged (Moosmüller 1991: 152):
Diskriminiert wird eine sprachliche Varietät, gemeint sind die Menschen, die 
diese Varietät, in den meisten Fällen handelt es sich um Dialekte, sprechen.
Austrians have positive attitudes towards rural dialects when they are considered 
'echt', traditional and associated 'mit einer gewissen folkloristischen Exotik', but at 
the same time rural dialects are also looked down upon as 'wie die Bauern 
sprechen' (Moosmüller 1991: 156). Dialect is considered both ugly and pretty: ugly 
when the informant hears it, but when the same person speaks it themselves, they 
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enjoy speaking it and then it can sound pleasant (Moosmüller 1991: 157). Dialects 
are viewed more negatively when they are less comprehensible (Moosmüller 1991: 
159), although she (1991: 160) cites the apparent exception of the Tyrol dialect, 
which is generally popular amongst Austrians in spite of it often being difficult to 
understand for Austrians who do not speak it. On the other hand, the Viennese 
dialect is understood by most Austrians, but is also one of the most disliked 
dialects, often being described as brutal and aggressive (Moosmüller 1991: 162), 
which again are examples of words that could also describe the people rather than 
a spoken variety. Adjectives used to describe Hochsprache are usually more 
positive, such as 'ordentlich' and 'korrekt' (Moosmüller 1991: 162). Attitudes 
towards speakers of dialect can be critical and accuse those speakers of not using 
proper grammatically correct German, for example, when they use the dative case 
following trotz or wegen rather than the genitive case prescribed by the standard 
variety (Moosmüller 1991: 161). Unlike Hochsprache, which Austrians associate 
with 'Präzision' and 'Intelligenz' (Moosmüller 1991: 162), dialect was attributed to 
laziness and a lack of effort. Therefore, it becomes apparent that although dialect 
has limits imposed on its usage, Hochsprache is permitted anywhere – as 
Moosmüller (1991: 164) summarises:
Die Statusniedrigeren müssen sich den Normen und Werten der 
Statushöheren anpassen, die Dialektsprecher/innen an die 
Hochsprachesprecher/innen.
Accomplishing this can be rather difficult for those who are only really familiar with 
their regional dialect and who may regard Hochsprache rather like a foreign 
language (Moosmüller 1991: 164). Even if dialect speakers make an effort to speak 
the standard variety, 'sich der Hochsprache annähern' (Moosmüller 1991: 164), 
they risk being lampooned and their efforts seen as a bit ridiculous. Their efforts 
can often be more rejected than accepted. Those who are from more humble 
origins and were raised speaking only dialect, might manage to be upwardly mobile 
in society, but linguistically they still face 'ein intellektuelles und kulturelles Defizit' 
(Moosmüller 1991: 165). Assumptions made about a speaker's intelligence form 
part of this present study, which also tests the extent to which a speaker using a 
low-prestige variety may be assumed to be less educated and less intelligent than a 
speaker using a high-prestige variety. This may subsequently imply that a speaker 
using a low-prestige variety faces discrimination and additional challenges because 
of social preconceptions about their character based upon their speech.
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Steinegger (1998), along with a group of researchers from the University of 
Vienna, conducted a survey encompassing all of Austria and the region of South 
Tyrol, where they conducted interviews with people throughout those regions. In 
total, 1,464 questionnaires were completed by the researchers from these 
interviews and from some other questionnaires gathered during previous research 
undertaken a few years earlier. Overall, Steinegger (1998: 371) observes an 
acceptance of dialect in Austria, more so than is generally the case in Germany, 
since approximately two thirds of the Austrian informants claimed to use dialect in 
their daily affairs. This contrasted with usage of the standard variety, which was 
found to be only spoken on such a regular basis by a few percent of the informants. 
The research indicates a relationship between dialect usage and social class (1998: 
153), with lower status speakers having a greater tendency to use dialect rather 
than the standard variety. Although most Austrians acknowledge that they use 
dialect extensively in their everyday life, there are certain places and situations 
where one should only use the standard variety, namely with children and in 
schools (Steinegger 1998: 112). This ambivalent stance amongst Austrians towards 
dialect has already been mentioned in relation to findings by Moosmüller (1991: 
149) in section 2.2.1.2.
A particularly interesting assumption that appears in recent studies into 
language attitudes is the speculation that we will see a similar pattern towards the 
assessment of standard and non-standard varieties regardless of country or 
language. Kaiser (2006: 29) confirms that research has already shown that this is 
the case, although the sources for this claim are not cited. On a similar note, Giles 
and Coupland (1991: 38) state that, 'communities around the world have produced 
a generally consistent pattern of results relating to the social evaluation of standard 
and non-standard speakers'. This idea is being tested directly in this investigation 
as this research involves the same experiment being conducted in two countries 
with different languages. It will be seen whether there is indeed the same set of 
language attitudes towards the speakers of high-prestige and low-prestige varieties 
across national and linguistic borders.
Kaiser's study (2006) differs from the other studies mentioned above as she 
looks specifically into language attitudes amongst Austrians towards both the 
varieties of German spoken in Austria and in Germany, whereas the other studies 
focus on attitudes only within Austria. The data collected by Kaiser (2006: 242) 
show a close relationship between the spoken variety and the corresponding 
perception of personal qualities of the speaker. Kaiser found that Austrians 
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associate speakers of German Standard German with characteristics such as higher 
status, confidence and dominance. This conforms with Moosmüller's (1991: 16) 
finding that Austrians on the whole have looked to Germany for linguistic guidance 
regarding their own standard variety. Yet this feeling of a 'linguistic cringe' (Clyne 
1995: 31) is in turn countered by the more positive evaluation that most Austrians 
accord Austrian German than they do with the varieties typically spoken in 
Germany. This highlights again the importance of the notions of solidarity and 
status in the formation of language attitudes.
As one part of a larger investigation into 'the communicative functions of 
Austrian dialect as a rhetorical device used for meaning-making in interaction', 
Soukup (2009: 4) asked 242 students studying in Upper Austria (2009: 100) to 
listen to four recordings, two spoken in dialect and two in Austrian Standard 
German, and to evaluate the speakers according to 22 adjective pairs (2009: 105). 
The content of the recording was the presentation of an argument that is similar to 
the Austrian television discussion show Offen gesagt (2009: 92). When discussing 
the responses of the informants, Soukup (2009: 127) found that there were indeed 
differences in the perception of the speaker depending on whether dialect or 
Austrian Standard German was being spoken:
The results showed that the dialectal speakers were perceived as more 
natural, honest, emotional, relaxed, and likeable than their standard 
speaking peers, as well as having a better sense of humor. Yet they were 
also judged to sound more aggressive. By contrast, the standard speakers 
were perceived as more polite, intelligent, educated, gentle, serious, and 
refined, but also as sounding more arrogant. The results furthermore 
suggest that standard speakers could be regarded as tendentially more 
competent, more industrious, cleverer, but also stricter than dialect 
speakers, although the outcomes were not as conclusive in these respects.
Soukup (2009: 127)
This experiment by Soukup formed part of a number of studies that were 
undertaken to investigate the strategic use of dialect in interactions. In another 
investigation for the same study, Soukup (2009: 59) again turned to the same 
television discussion show Offen gesagt to provide samples of naturally occurring 
speech and 42 Austrian native speakers were asked to mark with transcripts any 
speech that they judged as deviating from the 'standard'. During the course of this 
test, it became apparent that 'the informants indeed oriented themselves towards 
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the writing language norm (“Schriftsprache”) in their judgement of standard vs. 
dialectal speech, rather than towards actual usage'. Soukup (2009: 81) interprets 
this behaviour as support for:
Moosmüller's (1991) postulation that the underlying system speakers of 
Austrian German draw on when targeting standard language use is an 
idealized 'Hochsprache' as the realization of 'Schriftsprache', rather than a 
usage-based norm such as 'gehobene Umgangssprache' ('high colloquial 
language'), as Moosmüller calls upper class/formal speech.
This finding is interesting in light of the method of investigation used in this present 
study (explained in chapter 4.4) where the Austrian speakers producing the 
recordings for the experiment were requested to produce a version using a low-
prestige variety (approximating to dialect) and a version using a high-prestige 
variety (approximating to Austrian Standard German). As Soukup's study above 
(2009: 81) demonstrates, for Austrian native speakers it is not so clearly delineated 
which spoken variety one aims for when one wishes to use a standard variety. 
When summarising the outcome of these individual studies, Soukup (2009: 170) 
concludes that there 'was a preference for the rhetorical deployment of dialect in 
negative contexts'. Soukup (2009: 170) illustrates this concept with examples such 
as using dialect in order 'to enhance antagonistic alignments, ridicule an opponent' 
or to 'pour out anger'. The only positive strategy for dialect use was when the 
speaker wished to give the impression of 'speaking for the (average) people' 
(Soukup 2009: 170) because of its 'associations of naturalness, honesty, and 
likeability'. Many of the traits that featured in Soukup's investigation, for example 
honesty, likeability, intelligence and education, are also factors that are investigated 
in this present study and will be listed in full in the presentation of the methodology 
in section 4.3.
Briefly moving away from Austria, a number of studies in Germany have also 
produced results which are relevant for the present investigation. Hundt (1992) 
used the matched-guise technique to investigate the extent to which the listeners 
of a political speech are influenced by slight regional variation in the voice of the 
speaker. The varieties Hundt included for the recordings in his research were from 
Swabia (Schwäbisch), Bavaria (Bairisch), Hamburg (Hamburgisch) and the 
Rhineland-Pfalz (Pfälzisch) (1992: 43-44). Although the outcome showed a slight 
tendency towards stereotyping based on these varieties, overall Hundt (1992: 80-
81) found in fact little evidence that the judges would evaluate the speaker based 
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only on the variety they used. In Switzerland, Hogg et al. (1984) used the 
matched-guise technique to test attitudes amongst the Swiss informants towards 
Swiss German and High German, as well as the perception of these varieties in 
formal and informal situations (Hogg et al. 1984: 190). The results were considered 
'consistent and clear. Swiss German is upgraded relative to High German on 
solidarity but not status. Speakers of both language varieties are accorded greater 
status, but do not attract greater solidarity, in formal than informal situations' 
(Hogg et al. 1984: 192).
Davies (1995: 37) investigated the language attitudes by means of both a 
questionnaire and interviews in Mannheim-Neckarau. In addition to participating in 
an interview, the informants listened to recordings of three people from the area so 
that Davies (1995: 37) could ask the informants which ones were regarded as 
dialect. Having carried out this fieldwork with 28 informants, Davies (1995: 159) 
had a number of findings, for example that there 'is no evidence from these data 
that women are more likely than men to use standard variants of linguistic 
variables' and that there 'is no clear evidence that non-standard forms occur more 
frequently in the speech of the lower social strata'.
Lees (2000) provided much of the inspiration for this present study and is 
therefore similar in that it is also a comparative study of language attitudes in 
England and in Austria. Lees (2000) aimed to find out to what extent an individual 
could be disadvantaged on account of their spoken variety, particularly in terms of 
finding employment. 56 school pupils from Vienna and Lower Austria participated in 
the matched-guise technique in Austria. 51 school pupils from London and Liverpool 
took part for the English section of the study. The recordings are the same as the 
ones used in this study and are therefore listed in detail in section 4.4. Lees (2000) 
found that overall the informants judged the low-prestige guises less favourably for 
status traits in both countries but that this was particularly true in England.
Finally, as Lasagabaster (2004: 402) notes, there is much more scope for 
research into language attitudes amongst German speakers because a great deal of 
work to date has concentrated on language attitudes amongst speakers of English, 
French or Spanish. This view is additionally held by Kaiser (2006: 14 and 243) who 
comments at the outset of her study on the comparatively small amount of 
language attitudes research amongst speakers of German. Similarly, Haslett (1990: 
331) notes how the overwhelming amount of studies on language attitudes have 
been 'conducted in Great Britain, the USA and French-speaking Canada'.
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3.2 Previous studies into language attitudes in Britain 
Shortly after the pioneering research of Lambert et al. (1960) into language 
attitudes in Canada using the matched-guise technique (this method is described in 
detail in section 4.1), similar investigations were carried out in Britain in order to 
analyse the evaluation of speakers on the basis of their spoken variety. Strongman 
and Woolsey (1967) used the matched-guise technique to assess reactions to 
London and Yorkshire accents. Their informants were all students and were split 
equally into a 'southern' and a 'northern' group. The results, however, did not show 
much variation in attitudes towards the accents, except that the Yorkshire variety is 
perceived to be more honest and reliable, whereas the London variety was seen as 
more confident. Giles (1972: 267) suggests there was so little difference in the 
attitudes because the 'northern' group were students enrolled at a 'southern' 
university, therefore making them more aware of all the guises and potentially 
watering down their responses. Further research was undertaken using the 
matched-guise technique by Cheyne (1970), this time investigating the evaluation 
of varieties in Scotland and London using informants from both of these areas. 
From the results, Cheyne notes that the male guises are judged to greater 
extremes than the female guises but does not go as far as to account for what may 
have brought about this finding. English guises are generally regarded more 
favourably with the traits of prestige and status, whereas the Scottish guises are 
found to be judged better in terms of friendliness and sense of humour. In this 
research, the Scottish informants tended to assess their own variety more 
negatively. Cheyne's findings were later compared by Abrams and Hogg (1987) 
with the results of their own research, which also used the matched-guise 
technique to investigate language attitudes in Scotland and included an RP speaker 
in their recordings. The later study by Abrams and Hogg (1987) is explained more 
detailed further on in this section.
Following this, a number of investigations were conducted by Howard Giles. 
In an early study, Giles (1970: 214) looked into the categorisation of spoken 
varieties of English in order of prestige and accomplished this by producing thirteen 
recordings of 'foreign and regional accents' from the same speaker who read aloud 
a short 73-word passage to create each guise. The informants from two schools, 
one in south-west England and one in south Wales, judged the recordings using a 
seven point scale for the different traits. Giles found the results obtained differ 
depending on the age of the pupils used as informants. In general, the results 
favour the RP variety and give the most negative assessments to both the urban 
and foreign varieties. Giles also notes how the informants are unaware of the 
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extent to which their own variety deviates from the standard variety, postulating 
(1972: 267-8) that 'As there appears to be a common tendency for people not to 
recognize their own voices, it is not surprising to discover that they are apparently 
oblivious to the extent of their broadness in pronunciation'. Most people in Britain 
will confirm that their variety approximates to the standard, regardless how much it 
actually deviates from the standard in comparison to other regional or social 
varieties (also Esling 1998: 196). Giles (1972: 268) believes that this reluctance to 
recognise having a strong accent is because of its association with less social 
prestige. This is not, however, the same situation in the USA, where social status is 
not necessarily linked directly to a regional variety (Giles and Powesland 1975: 54), 
although a strong accent typically associated with an ethnic minority does affect the 
perceived social status of the speaker (Ryan and Carranza 1975: 869). 
In a further investigation using the matched-guise technique, Giles (1971) 
went on to use two speakers to produce the following three varieties as recordings: 
RP, Somerset and Welsh-accented English. The recordings were two minutes long 
and were played back to groups from both of these regions. The groups evaluated 
the speakers of the three varieties according to appearance and personality. RP was 
evaluated most favourably for traits, such as appearance, honesty and intelligence, 
whereas the regional varieties were judged better for the aspects of humour and 
seriousness. On the whole, the informants judged their own varieties more 
favourably, a phenomenon Giles calls 'accent loyalty'. Such a finding is not just 
confined to England. As noted in the previous section, Moosmüller (1991: 27) also 
found in Austria that Austrians overall preferred their own regional variety over the 
others, with exception of the Viennese who liked the Tyrol variety the most. Giles 
(1972: 269) later confirmed that usually a broader accent is more negatively 
evaluated than a less noticeable accent. He achieved this by comparing the 
assessments made by an older group (aged 21 years) and a younger group (aged 
12 years) of a mixture of broad and mild accents. The informants tended to judge 
an accent originating from their own area as not so strong as accents from other 
areas.
The relationship between the force of an argument and the variety used to 
convey that argument formed the basis of a further study by Giles (1973). The 
chosen topic for debate was the death penalty and Giles found that the informants 
attributed more quality to the logic of the arguments made by speakers of varieties 
with higher prestige. In spite of this, the extent to which the informants were 
actually convinced and persuaded by the same line of argumentation actually 
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improved when more regional varieties were used, regardless of the provenance of 
the informant. Thus the force of a particular dialect can have an influence on the 
persuasiveness of the speaker. Many of these studies took place in south-west 
England and in Wales, and this was the case for another study carried out during 
the same period. In an investigation into links between bilingualism (Welsh/English) 
and accent, Bourhis et al. (1973: 458) observed that amongst their informants, 
who were all born in Wales, speakers with a Welsh accent were generally attributed 
more positive qualities, especially for traits such as friendliness and 
trustworthiness, which confirms again Giles' notion of accent loyalty. As for the 
single non-Welsh variety, RP, it was only associated most positively with one trait – 
that of self-confidence (Bourhis 1973: 458).
As established in the previous chapter of this thesis (2.5), language attitudes 
are not fixed conceptions but are susceptible to change. There is evidence for this 
in the study carried out by Sharp et al. (1973), who noticed a clear relationship 
amongst Welsh school pupils between their age and their loyalty to the Welsh 
language. As the pupils got older, their positive attitude towards Welsh declined 
increasingly in favour of English. In contrast to the studies discussed in this section 
so far, Sharp et al. (1973) looked at attitudes towards different languages (the 
Welsh language and the English language), rather than varieties of the same 
language, i.e. English. In addition to age, another factor that can influence 
language attitudes is the locality of the investigation. The results of the research 
undertaken by Giles and Powesland (1975: 57) reveal that there are differences 
between informants from England and informants in the US in their attitudes 
towards the status of the speaker. Whereas Giles and Powesland (1975: 58) found 
that informants from England assigned lower status to speakers of regional 
varieties, the informants from the United States tended not to replicate this 
behaviour in their evaluations of the speakers. When the US informants associated 
a certain spoken variety with a lower status, it was a variety that was spoken by an 
ethnic group. This earlier study serves as an example of an attempt to compare 
language attitudes amongst informants in two different countries, not very remote 
from the objective of this investigation. However, Giles and Powesland (1975: 58) 
remained with speakers of English, whereas the investigation described in this 
present study is not only comparing the evaluations of informants in two different 
countries but also across two languages.
As mentioned earlier, Giles (1972) found that it is not just a different variety 
that can influence the evaluation of the speaker, but also the strength or broadness 
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of the variety in question. The study by Giles (1972: 262) provided evidence of a 
correlation between the increasing broadness of a dialect and the increasingly 
negative evaluations of the speaker. In the United States, Brennan et al. (1975) 
looked into this phenomenon further by examining more closely the effect of 
'accentedness' (1975: 27) amongst a variety upon their informants. Brennan et al. 
(1975: 27) sought a reliable method of quantifying 'the amount of nonstandardness 
in a speech sample', with the aim of comparing the attitudes towards the extent of 
accentedness in the variety used by the speaker. To accomplish this, Brennan et al. 
(1975: 28) used the methods of 'magnitude estimation' and 'sensory modality 
matching'. In brief, magnitude estimation consisted of selecting a number along a 
scale in order to judge the degree of accentedness in a speech sample (1975: 30), 
whereas sensory modality matching was carried out by asking an informant to 
squeeze a 'hand dynamometer with a force matching the accentedness of the 
speaker' (1975: 30). The results were reported to vindicate these methods as 
providing 'reliable judgements of the accentedness of speech samples' (1975: 33). 
Although the present study does not ask the informants in Vienna or Manchester to 
judge the varieties they hear in terms of broadness or nonstandardness, during 
informal discussions after the fieldwork had finished, many of the participants 
indicated how in general the strength of a particular dialect or accent can be an 
important factor in shaping their opinion of a speaker and not just the dialect or 
accent itself. Brennan and Brennan (1981) took up this aspect of language attitude 
research again in the US, this time looking into the evaluation of Mexican-American 
accented speech. They applied a 'preliminary accentedness scale' to the study as an 
instrument to gauge their judgement of the degree of accentedness of the speakers 
using a seven-point scale (1981: 490). The students who took part in the study 
then rated the speakers in terms of status (using characteristics such as education, 
wealth and intelligence) and solidarity (for traits such as trustworthiness, 
friendliness and kindness) (1981: 490). Although Brennan and Brennan (1981: 
498) found a correlation between the evaluation of status and the degree of 
accentedness, they did not come across a similar relationship between solidarity 
and accentedness.
Research in England continued using various approaches to test the 
responses of informants to different varieties. Bourhis and Giles (1976) tried out a 
new approach whereby a class of pupils at a secondary school were introduced to a 
psychologist who spoke to them using a standard variety. He made a brief 
presentation to the class about issues concerning the study of psychology and then 
the class was asked to write down some of their thoughts on this topic. The test 
was repeated with another class of different students and the procedure was the 
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same except that this time the psychologist addressed the class using a 
nonstandard variety. Bourhis and Giles (1976: 301) found that there was indeed a 
trend between the guise and the amount written by the class. The standard variety 
was more effective in motivating the class to write more about the requested 
subject. This experiment was set up in part as a way of trying out an alternative 
approach to the idea of 'matching guises' and to see if the results of the matched-
guise technique are reliable.
Language attitudes can influence both the listener and the speaker because 
the speech situation has an impact on the variety produced by a speaker. Bourhis 
and Giles (1977) examined how our speech changes depending on the interaction 
and situation. They examined this by first of all forming two groups of people from 
Wales. One group rated their Welsh identity highly and were keen to promote this. 
The other group by contrast consisted of people who did not value their Welsh 
identity to the same degree. Members of both groups had a conversation with an 
individual from England who spoke with an RP accent and each time the responses 
of the speaker from Wales were analysed closely. As a result of being confronted 
with an RP speaker, each group changed the way they spoke but they did so in 
different ways. In order to stimulate a response, the English RP speaker would at 
times be quite critical of Wales. Those who highly prized their Welsh identity 
changed their speech style in such a way that they came across as more Welsh by 
using a stronger Welsh accent (all the talking was done in English). The other group 
responded in the opposite way and subdued the most Welsh-sounding aspects of 
their speech when confronted with the English RP speaker. 
 The matched-guise technique was the main method in a further study that 
focused on 'whether individuals' speech styles would affect their perceived 
suitability for various jobs' (Giles et al. 1981). A speaker was recorded saying the 
same passage in RP and then again with a South Welsh accent (Giles et al. 1981: 
94). A group of students were assigned the task of serving as a panel of potential 
employers who assessed the speaker on the basis of the recordings they heard for 
four different jobs going from low status employment to a high status profession 
(Giles et al. 1981: 94). In keeping with the results of aforementioned studies 
regarding the link between language attitudes and the perceived status of the 
speaker, the informants decided the standard (RP) guise was better suited to higher 
status employment, whereas the nonstandard (Welsh) guises were assigned the 
lower status jobs (Giles et al. 1981: 96). One of the main reasons provided by the 
informants for their choices was that the nonstandard speaker was considered more 
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likely to get on better with lower status equals (Giles et al. 1981: 96). They were 
considered 'more competent in terms of low status jobs, in the sense that they 
should perform 'menial' tasks more ably and willingly than persons who are 'overly 
competent' (Giles et al. 1981: 97). However, the informants did consider the 
nonstandard guise as more likely to possess the more positive qualities of being 
likeable and good-natured (Giles et al. 1981: 97). Giles et al (1981: 97) note that 
their own findings correlate with the results of similar studies in North America 
(such as Shuy 1973 and Kalin and Rayko 1978), which also provide evidence of a 
link between perceived job status and standard or nonstandard accents.
The matched-guise technique was used again for an investigation by Giles 
and Sassoon (1983: 307) into the relationship between accent and perceived social 
class. This time they used Cockney (Giles and Sassoon 1983: 306) for the 
nonstandard guise and RP again for the standard guise. The study confirmed their 
hypothesis that the informants' evaluation of the nonstandard guise would be 
influenced so much by the Cockney accent that even when the informants were 
later told that the same guise came from a middle-class background, their 
assumption of the speaker remained intrinsically the same (Giles and Sassoon 
1983: 309-310). This behaviour of the British informants contrasted with findings in 
similar studies carried out in the US, where knowledge of the speaker's class had a 
significant impact upon their perceptions of that speaker, leading Giles and Sassoon 
(1983: 311) to conclude from this that:
In sum, the time-honoured effects of matched-guise research in Britain […] 
have not dissipated away when the important variable of socioeconomic 
background has been introduced into the experimental design. Thus, the 
effect of accent is exceedingly robust on listeners' ratings and knowing a 
Cockney speaker is middle class does not deliver him from the stereotyped 
discourtesy of low status ratings.
The present study in Vienna and Manchester does not focus exclusively upon class 
as a factor for the informants to evaluate the speakers. However, traits that could 
be interpreted as characterising a speaker's class, such as profession and 
education, will be looked at closely to see if indeed the speakers are judged in both 
countries to the same degree in this regard by their respective informants. 
Although class has been a popular factor of investigation for previous research 
involving the matched-guise technique, it has by no means been the only factor to 
be analysed. The notion of a formal and an informal setting for contextualising the 
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speech situation was the primary area of investigation for Creber and Giles (1983), 
who turned to the matched-guise technique for their analysis of attitudes amongst 
English informants towards nonstandard Welsh accented English and standard RP 
English 'in a formal (school) context and […] an informal (youth club) setting' 
(1983: 155). The informants were schoolchildren aged 12-14 years from 
Buckinghamshire who completed questionnaires using 'nineteen 7-point bipolar 
scales' (Creber and Giles 1983: 157) to evaluate characteristics of the speakers. 
Creber and Giles (1983:158-9) found that 'solidarity traits were not highlighted in 
the informal context and nor were they particularly associated with the Welsh 
speaker'. However, although the informants' overall evaluation of the RP speaker 
was more favourable in general (Creber and Giles 1983:158), their perceptions of 
the same guise became even more positive in the formal setting, suggesting that 
'the social setting of evaluation can effect language attitudes together with some 
data pointing to the inevitable sociolinguistic fact that children have different 
evaluative sets in formal versus informal situations' (Creber and Giles 1983:159).
A further study (Elwell et al. 1984: 297) into employment and accent used 
the matched-guise technique, but this time also introduced a visual medium in 
order to find out if the stereotyped judgements of the informants participating in 
the study are mitigated by the visual information. The speaker was 'an Indian 
national who had lived in Britain for five years' (Elwell et al. 1984: 298) and spoke 
twice, once with an Indian accent and once with a standard accent. It was arranged 
to look like an interview for a job. The head and upper body of the speaker was 
recorded by video camera throughout the interview scenario. The informants were 
fourteen year old children who then evaluated the speaker using a seven-point 
scale for personality traits. Elwell et al. (1984: 299) found that on the whole the 
informants assessed the nonstandard guise less favourably. The addition of a visual 
medium resulted in making the evaluations of the informants overall more 
favourable, causing the informants to have a more sympathetic view of the speaker. 
However, even with the visual element, the accent of the speaker was still the key 
factor in influencing the informants' attitudes because the 'effects of accent were 
just as marked in the conditions with vision as those without' (Elwell et al. 1984: 
299). This is a reminder of the previous remark by Giles and Sassoon (1983: 311) 
that even with supplementary information, the accent of the speaker remains one 
of the key factors that affects the perception of the speaker's character. This is at 
least the case for research undertaken in England.
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The matched-guise technique served as the tool for the investigation carried 
out by Abrams and Hogg (1987) into language attitudes between ingroup and 
outgroup speakers. What is particularly salient about this research with regard to 
this present study, is that Hogg et al. (1984) had previously investigated language 
attitudes in Switzerland and subsequently begin their later study (Abrams and Hogg 
1987) by making certain comparisons between their research in Switzerland and 
their research in Scotland. As has already been explained, this present study 
compares findings from language attitude research between two countries of 
different languages, although in a much more direct way than the comparisons of 
language attitudes between Switzerland and Scotland made by Abrams and Hogg 
(1987). All the same, language attitude research to date has rarely looked into 
cross-national, cross-linguistic comparative features and it was worth highlighting 
the studies by Hogg et al. (1984) and Abrams and Hogg (1987) in this respect. 
The earlier study by Hogg et al. (1984) has already been covered in more 
detail in the previous section (3.1) because it was set in a German-speaking 
context. By looking into language attitudes amongst the Scottish, Abrams and Hogg 
(1987: 203) also refer to the earlier study by Cheyne (1970), also mentioned at the 
beginning of this section (3.1). Abrams and Hogg (1987: 203) explain how the 
results of their later study are likely to differ from Cheyne's earlier findings, 
principally because 'Scottish subjective vitality is currently somewhat higher than it 
was in the mid 1960s, when Cheyne conducted his study' (Abrams and Hogg 1987: 
203). As with many of the previous studies, the informants consisted of 
schoolchildren aged 14-15 years. The informants evaluated two female speakers, 
one of whom spoke a Dundee guise and then a Glasgow guise, with the other 
female speaking a Dundee guise and then an English RP guise. As the 
schoolchildren were from Dundee, Abrams and Hogg (1987: 205) were able to test 
the relationship of language attitudes within the context of ingroups and outgroups. 
The pupils were also from two schools that each had pupils from different class 
backgrounds which allowed the factor of social class to be included in the analysis. 
The findings (Abrams and Hogg 1987: 208) revealed that there was indeed such a 
relationship:
There is a highly significant favouring of ingroup over outgroup in every 
condition, which is heightened, especially on status measures, in the 
Glasgow/RP condition. Ingroups are preferred in informal contexts, while this 
is not true of outgroups. Middle class pupils express stronger ingroup 
favouritism than do working class pupils.
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The pupils from Dundee evaluated the Glasgow guise less favourably when judging 
the guises only within the context of Scotland, but 'evaluations of the Glasgow 
accent shifted from negative to positive when the comparison accent changed from 
being Dundee to being RP' (Abrams and Hogg 1987: 210). The idea of how 
informants might assess an ingroup and an outgroup is one that relates to a wide 
range of linguistic situations. In Austria, this idea can be applied to the notion of 
Standard nach Außen (outgroup) and Standard nach Innen (ingroup) (Muhr 1989), 
which was discussed in section 2.2.1.1. Abrams and Hogg (1987: 210) also use the 
idea of 'frame of reference' in their analysis of outgroup and ingroup attitudes. By 
taking Austria again as an example, it has already been established that middle-
class Viennese are more likely to favour Austrian Standard German rather than 
nonstandard speech spoken outside the capital or by the lower-class Viennese 
(Moosmüller 1991: 21). However, if the 'frame of reference' is moved simply from 
Austria and is enlarged to include both Germany and Austria, then the attitudes of 
the Viennese towards other Austrian varieties are also likely to be more positive as 
they distinguish themselves from the varieties of German spoken only in Germany 
(because of the 'romanticisation' of dialect found by Moosmüller 1991: 149 and 
because of solidarity). In this sense, a comparison can be cautiously drawn between 
language attitudes towards English language varieties within the context of 
Scotland and England and towards German language varieties within the context of 
Austria and Germany. Such a comparison has been the subject of recent research in 
Austria (Haidinger 2008: 18). 
Abrams and Hogg's study (1987) conducted entirely in Scotland can be 
compared with research by Garrett et al. (1996) into attitudes toward varieties of 
English only within Wales. As an alternative approach to measuring language 
attitudes, rather than relying on just one passage for all the recordings as in the 
matched-guise technique, Garrett et al. (1996: 327) used schoolchildren to produce 
recordings and asked them to recount 'personal anecdotes' for the content. In this 
way, recordings for six regions of Wales were collected and then played to the 
informants, who were pupils aged 15 to 16 years (Garrett et al. 1996: 329). The 
recordings and varieties were all in English. Two RP guises were also added. The 
results demonstrated that judgements on 'affiliative scales of “you like,” “good 
laugh,” and “make friends”' (Garrett et al. 1996: 332) were more positive for the 
Welsh varieties of English than for the RP guises. The RP speakers were, however, 
judged more likely to be 'high achievers' (Garrett et al. 1996: 333). At the other 
end of the scale, the dialect speakers of the South East Valleys region and Cardiff 
were perceived to be the least likely to be 'good at school', which 'suggests a 
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stereotyped association of low-status dialects of Welsh English' (Garrett et al. 1996: 
333). The types of English language dialects spoken in Wales were also observed to 
some extent to be indicators of that speaker's 'Welshness' (Garrett et al. 1996: 
344-5).
Stewart et al. (1985) further adapted the technique of the matched-guise 
technique in their analysis of language attitudes amongst US American 
undergraduates towards standard spoken varieties of British English and American 
English, with particular emphasis on evaluating the social class, status and 
solidarity of the speakers. They (Stewart et al. 1985: 100) adapted their approach, 
for example, by supplying the informants with written descriptions of the speaker in 
addition to the recordings, so that the informants had a certain amount of limited 
information regarding the supposed social class of the speaker. The findings 
revealed that the British speakers were valued more highly with regard to status, 
which Stewart et al. (1985: 103) explain as being on account of 'the prevailing 
status of British RP throughout the anglophone world and even in a society that 
possesses economic and political advantages over Britain internationally'. However, 
this favourable assessment of the British speakers does not extend to the notion of 
solidarity, where the informants preferred their own American speakers (Stewart et 
al. 1985: 103). The researchers conducting the study find this view of British RP 
'typical' in that it 'represents prestige without solidarity or benevolence' (Stewart et 
al. 1985: 103). In supplementing the recordings with extra information, Stewart et 
al. (1985: 101) were able to see whether the informants changed their perceptions 
of the speaker when provided with certain details about the speaker's class. 
Stewart et al. (1985: 101) found that the informants attributed the British speakers 
with even more positive evaluations with regard to status once the informants had 
been given further details that confirmed these speakers were indeed of a higher 
social class. However, the converse was not true when the informants were 
provided with information that stated the British speakers were of lower status, 
since the informants still went on to judge the same speakers highly in terms of 
status in spite of this information to the contrary (Stewart et al. 1985: 101-2).
The matched-guise technique was the instrument of choice for Giles et al. 
(1992) in their investigation into British informants' evaluations of nonstandard 
Lancashire guises and standard RP guises. To add a new aspect to the method, the 
guises comprised not only standard and nonstandard voices, but also 
fast/medium/slow speech rate and older vs younger sounding guises (Giles et al. 
1992: 507). In order to achieve this, the abilities of a male actor were engaged who 
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was able to produce all these required guises. The informants were university 
students with an average age of twenty. The informants perceived the standard 
guises favourably in terms of competence but not less favourably for solidarity 
(Giles et al. 1992: 520). The assumed age of the speaker had an impact on the 
attitudes of the informants, whereby the older guises were considered more 
competent when speaking the standard variety, but less competent than younger 
guises when using a nonstandard variety (Giles et al. 1992: 518). As for the speed 
of delivery, the informants evaluated the faster-speaking older guises the most 
positively but judged the faster-speaking younger speakers the most negatively 
(Giles et al. 1992: 520).
In order to assess the implications of accent with regard to discrimination in 
the courtroom, Dixon et al. (2002: 163) investigated the attitudes of informants 
towards speakers of a nonstandard Birmingham accent and of an RP accent. The 
focus of the study was the 'listeners' attributions of guilt toward a criminal suspect' 
depending on which accent the suspect might use and the method used for the 
study was the matched-guise technique. Psychology students were used as 
informants and their responses indicated that they rated the nonstandard 
'Brummie' guise lower in terms of superiority and more likely to be guilty than they 
did for the RP guise (Dixon et al. 2002: 165). By way of explaining this outcome, 
Dixon et al. (2002: 166) suggested that possibly the testimony of nonstandard 
speakers 'is deemed less self-assured and therefore more closely associated with 
shiftiness or related criminal stereotypes'. 
Fabricius (2006: 111) sought to redress the balance of earlier research into 
language attitudes towards RP speakers in the sense that 'earlier attitudinal work 
used samples from RP speakers of an older generation'. Six samples of RP speech 
from 'upper-middle-class speakers born in the 1970s' (Fabricius 2006: 111) were 
played to 161 informants who were on average 14 years old. The informants were 
'from three different mixed-ability schools (one independent, two comprehensive) in 
the city of York' (Fabricius 2006: 111). The informants provided data using a 
questionnaire using open-ended questions, such as 'What sort of job do you think 
this person would have?' and 'Where do you think this person comes from?' 
(Fabricius 2006: 115). The analysis of the results focuses principally on the 
different evaluations of the informants towards a female speaker (Henrietta) and a 
male speaker (Timothy) and Fabricius (2006: 118) notes that overall 'the attitudinal 
evaluations of the speakers' obvious elite social status are more negative for 
Timothy than for Henrietta'. Social change and its influence on new perspectives of 
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RP are mentioned as reasons for negative evaluations of the RP speakers (Fabricius 
2006: 118-9) and 'Timothy's speaking style and discursive stance are subject to 
more negative immediate reactions from these young judges because he effectively 
evokes the “superior“ male public school voice'. The judgements of the female RP 
speaker are not as unfavourable because her 'dynamic and explicitly elitist 
discoursal stance and phonetic features do not penalise her in terms of social 
attractiveness' (Fabricius 2006: 120). Timothy's 'maleness' is given as one of the 
reasons for the different evaluations of these two speakers. Therefore, this research 
shows how attitudes towards RP speakers are in a state of flux and that gender can 
be a key factor in influencing those attitudes.
A large survey into the evaluation of British accents was undertaken by 
Coupland and Bishop (2007: 76) with the assistance of the BBC. With this being a 
nationwide project, 'evaluative data on 34 different accents from 5010 respondents' 
(Coupland and Bishop 2007: 76) was collected. Whilst being wary of asking 
informants to express their opinion of speech samples out of context, Coupland and 
Bishop (2007: 84-5) reported that the survey demonstrates 'some disappointingly 
familiar conservative tendencies in the general ranking of the accents', where 'two 
ethnically linked accents in the survey (Asian and Afro-Caribbean) and […] some of 
the urban vernaculars (Birmingham, Liverpool, Glasgow)' are associated with 
particularly low levels of prestige and attractiveness (Coupland and Bishop 2007: 
84-5). Younger informants were less negative towards these varieties so 'there may 
be an indication of ideological value-shift over time here' (Coupland and Bishop 
2007: 85). In contrast, 'Celtic' varieties from Scotland and the Republic of Ireland 
were popular as well as an '[a]ccent identical to own' (Coupland and Bishop 2007: 
79).
Language attitudes research continues to be undertaken and at the time of 
writing this thesis, there are further investigations being undertaken in the north of 
England and on the Scottish/English border (Montgomery 2010 and Watt 2010). 
Having reviewed a number of studies in this section, it is apparent that there are 
common themes arising from previous research into language attitudes in the 
English-speaking context. One of these is the pervasive belief that one's own accent 
is rarely as broad as other accents (Giles 1972). Furthermore, the strength of an 
accent has been found to influence the persuasiveness of that speaker (Bourhis et 
al. 1973) and informants have been shown to find their own accent more attractive 
than others (Abrams and Hogg 1987), which can even be independent of the 
provenance of that particular accent (Coupland and Bishop 2007: 79). Giles (1971) 
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coined the term 'accent loyalty' to describe the informants' preferential judgements 
of their own accents over others. The perception of a speaker on the basis of their 
spoken variety can be very influential because the prestige of the spoken variety 
can override other factors in shaping the informants' evaluation of that person. 
Even when supplemented with extra information about the speaker, informants still 
upheld their original judgements based on the speaker's variety (Giles and Sassoon 
1983; Stewart et al. 1985). In deciding on the allocation of a suitable job to 
someone, the informants' choices were found to be affected by the varieties they 
heard (Giles et a. 1981 and Fabricius 2006). Even attributions of guilt in the 
courtroom may be influenced by the prestige of a defendant's spoken variety 
(Dixon et al. 2002).
The following chapter discusses the methodology used in this present study 
and presents a range of studies, mainly from England, that had the same 
methodological approach or a similar version of it. Therefore, some studies already 
mentioned in chapter 3 will be discussed again in chapter 4 but only the method of 
these studies will be analysed, whereas in chapter 3 only the aims and results of 
the research were presented.
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4 Methodology
This chapter describes the method selected for conducting the investigation of 
language attitudes with regard to low-prestige and high-prestige varieties in Vienna 
and Manchester. The principal objective is to ascertain whether there are 
differences in the attitudes towards these varieties in a comparison of the 
informants' attitudes in the two locations. Where differences emerge, the 
methodology must be able to reveal the form these differences take. The first 
section of this chapter describes the experiment used in the fieldwork and presents 
a selection of earlier studies into language attitudes using the same technique. The 
following section is an account of how previous researchers evaluated this 
technique. Then the design of the experiment is described in full and a detailed 
profile of the informants is provided. The primary method of investigation to 
achieve these aims is the matched-guise technique.
4.1 Matched-guise technique (MGT)
Measuring language attitudes accurately and in a way that minimizes distortion by 
external factors has been a challenge for researchers in their development of 
methodological tools to evaluate such attitudes. Labov (2006: 324) notes in his 
landmark study of New York City that although his informants very often held firm 
views on language and could recognise certain layers of social stratification through 
spoken language, their responses were usually based on factors that they were not 
aware of, for example, phonological and morphological variables in the speech they 
discussed. This leads Labov (2006: 324) to observe that language attitudes are 
grounded in social experience and in comments about language that are socially 
acceptable, which ultimately results in an attitude towards language that is formed 
by a stereotyped idea of a certain group of people who are commonly thought of as 
speaking in a particular manner:
Most of the informants in our survey have strong opinions about language, 
and they do not hesitate to express them. But their attention focuses only 
on those items which have risen to the surface of social consciousness, and 
have entered the general folklore of language.
Labov (2006: 324)
Therefore, tools and methods have been devised to look beyond 'social 
consciousness' and tap into unconscious attitudes and we can therefore turn to 
these already established tools and approaches for investigations into similar 
phenomena. The method selected for this research, the matched-guise technique, 
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is designed for obtaining individual reactions to varieties of speech. This technique 
has been developed in such a way so that researchers are able to focus on 
assessing the reaction of a subject to one particular form of speech without this 
reaction being influenced by other factors (Downes 1998: 174). The experiment 
uses speakers who are able to speak two varieties of the same language or are 
bilingual depending on the aims of the investigation. The recorded varieties that 
are produced are called 'guises'. Two separate recordings are made of each speaker 
who reads a prepared text in both guises. The recordings are played to subjects 
who are each given a questionnaire and are asked to judge the speakers in terms of 
personality and character, based on the guises they hear. However, the subjects are 
unaware that each speaker has in fact spoken twice and therefore assume that they 
are judging a different speaker each time. In this way the content of the text and 
the speaker can be kept the same throughout the test and the primary variable 
factor is the different guise used (Wardhaugh 1992: 113). The matched-guise 
technique was developed and pioneered by Lambert et al. (1960) to evaluate the 
reactions of students in Montreal towards French-speakers and English-speakers. 
The methodology was designed with the aim of testing the following principle 
(Lambert et al. 1960: 64):
evaluational reactions to a spoken language should be similar to those 
prompted by interaction with individuals who are perceived as members of 
the group that uses it, but because the use of the language is one aspect of 
behaviour common to a variety of individuals, hearing the language is likely 
to arouse mainly generalized or stereotyped characteristics of the group.
The starting point for this approach by Lambert et al. (1960: 64) was the 
stereotyped reactions to French and English speakers in Canada and only later (for 
example, Anisfeld 1962) was the matched-guise adapted to test attitudes towards 
varieties of the same language. A key idea behind the methodology was to try and 
exclude the influence of other factors upon the evaluation of the speaker so that 
theoretically the only variable factor was the speech in the recording. In devising a 
way to achieve this, Lambert et al. (1960: 64) came upon the idea of using a 
bilingual speaker to produce two guises, thus eliminating potentially intrusive 
factors, such as differences in voice pitch or in speed of delivery, that may arise 
from using a different speaker per guise, and which are hence all extra variables 
that could also affect the informant's judgement of the guise: 'we attempted to 
minimize the effects of both the voice of the speaker and his message by employing 
bilingual speakers reading the same message in two languages' (Lambert et al. 
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1960: 64). The passage used was a '2 ½ min. passage of French prose of a 
philosophical nature [which] was translated into fluent English'. Four bilingual males 
read the passage once in French and once in English, whilst their speech was 
recorded onto tape, and hence these guises were 'matched'. Two additional guises 
were 'used as “filler” voices and for practice' (Lambert et al. 1960: 64) reaching a 
total of ten recordings. In playing the recordings to the informants, the two filler 
voices were played first but any responses to those voices were not used in the 
analysis of responses.
In carrying out the actual fieldwork, the informants were introduced to the 
experiment first of all by presenting them with the idea that 'people's judgements 
about a speaker are determined by his voice' (Lambert et al. 1960: 64), although 
the informants were not told that there were any speakers providing more than one 
recording. Instead, the informants were told they were going to hear ten recorded 
male voices. The informants were provided with copies of the passage that was 
being read out, which was intended to make the informants 'acquainted with the 
message and the languages and be better prepared to pay attention only to the 
voices of the speakers' (Lambert et al. 1960: 64). Lambert et al. (1960: 64) notes 
that there 'was no indication that any S [i.e. informant] became aware of the fact 
that bilingual speakers were used'. Each recorded voice was played only once. The 
informants listened to each recording and completed a questionnaire consisting of 
fourteen traits, each consisting of a bipolar adjective pairing (semantic differential) 
using a six point scale. The semantic differential has served as the basis for the 
questionnaire used many in matched-guise experiments since Lambert et al. 
(1960). It consists of adjectives that are opposites, for example 
intelligent/unintelligent and honest/dishonest. Using a six point scale, the informant 
has a choice of selecting six gradations ranging from: 
intelligent 1  2  3  4  5  6 unintelligent
Osgood et al. (1957) had introduced the above scale, called the semantic 
differential, for measuring attitudes. Whereas Lambert et al. (1960) used a six 
point scale, in the initial studies by Osgood et al. (1957: 85) using the semantic 
differential a scale of seven was common, since it allows for a middle 
'undecided/safe' option. A scale using fewer than seven points can be criticised as 
limiting the range of answers for informants who wish to be more discriminating in 
their responses (Cox 1980: 420). A scale above seven points has been shown to 
encourage informants in fact to lessen their range of answers and opt for the three 
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main choices: the middle option or one of the two extreme answers. The original 
scales tested by Osgood et al. (1957) have an odd number of points. Many later 
studies (Giles 1970; Bourhis et al. 1973; Romaine 1980) using the matched-guise 
technique provided the informants with a questionnaire containing a semantic 
differential using seven points (many of these studies will be presented later in this 
section), although there have been a few variations of the scale. Romaine (1980: 
215) notes that high correlations between the semantic differential and the 
Thurstone and Guttman scales 'provide additional support for the use of the 
evaluative dimension of the semantic differential as an attitude-scaling technique'. 
To elaborate on Romaine's point here, the Likert, Thurstone and Guttmann scales 
are all used to measure attitudes (Babbie 2009: 178-181; Baker 1992: 17). The 
matched-guise technique uses a semantic differential (adjective pairings) as in the 
original experiment by Lambert et al. (1960). The Likert scale is an ordinal scale 
and is the most frequent scale for questionnaires that measure attitudes (Kumar 
2005: 151). In an ordinal scale, the elements of the scale are ranked in a particular 
order. The Thurstone scale is an interval scale and the Guttman scale is ratio scale 
(Kumar 2005: 151). An interval scale differs from an ordinal scale because the 
differences between the intervals are quantifiable and meaningful. A ratio scale is 
one where the zero value means that there is nothing left of that variable, for 
example when measuring height or weight.
The design and structure of the questionnaire used by Lambert et al. (1960) 
was kept for a later study (Anisfeld 1962), also conducted by Lambert and his 
colleagues, where they continued to use the matched-guise technique. This study 
investigated language attitudes within the same language (English) towards 'the 
same speaker when speaking in ”pure” English and in English with a Jewish accent' 
(Anisfeld 1962: 223). It was again a philosophical text that formed the content of 
the passage to be read by four speakers. Lambert would go on to use the same 
passage for later investigations using the matched-guise technique (for example, 
Lambert 1965: 85). Each speaker read the passage twice, 'once in English (E) and 
a second time in English with a Jewish accent (EJ)' (Anisfeld 1962: 223) with the 
requirement that the guises sounded authentic 'and not caricatured'. Two practice 
voices were added as fillers and these consisted of recordings of English with no 
noticeable accent. The informants were all university psychology students, mostly 
Canadian, and were not informed that there were any speakers providing more 
than one guise. 114 informants comprised the 'gentile' non-Jewish group and 64 
informants made up the 'Jewish group' (Anisfeld 1962: 224). In later experiments 
conducted by Lambert and colleagues involving the matched-guise technique, the 
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questionnaire occasionally underwent slight modifications, for example, adding 
extra traits so that they number twenty in total, (Lambert 1965: 86), or expanding 
the semantic differential to an eight point scale for the investigation into language 
attitudes in the south of the USA (Tucker and Lambert 1969: 465).
This approach to measuring language attitudes was taken up in the British 
Isles. Giles (1970: 214) used the matched-guise technique to obtain the data in a 
study of language attitudes of two groups of schoolchildren (aged twelve and 
seventeen years respectively) towards '13 different foreign and regional accents'. 
One male speaker provided all 13 guises by reading 'a standard 73-word passage 
which was of a factual, archaeological nature' (Giles 1970: 214). The informants 
were from two schools, one in Somerset, in the south-west of England, and the 
other in south Wales. They entered their responses to the vocal stimuli by means of 
questionnaire using a seven point scale to record their evaluations across three 
dimensions. These dimensions were (Giles 1970: 215):
(a) how pleasant-unpleasant they thought a particular accent sounded, (b) 
how comfortable-uncomfortable they would feel if interacting with the 
accented-speaker concerned, and (c) how much prestige or status was 
associated with speaking this accent.
Point (c) in the above quotation is of particular relevance to this present study 
where one of the key objectives is to investigate whether there is a relationship 
between social status and the prestige of a spoken variety. Prior to beginning the 
experiment, the researcher read the passage out loud twice so that the informants 
could be familiar with the content of the recordings (Giles 1970: 216), which closely 
follows the original approach by Lambert et al. (1960). To avoid running the risk 
that the informants would begin to lose concentration with so many guises, each 
guise was kept short, around 35 seconds, and each recording was only played once. 
With three dimensions being evaluated in the experiment, it would have been 
useful to play each guise three times, but 'monotony and fatigue' may have then 
adversely affected the responses (Giles 1970: 216).
Bourhis et al. (1973: 451) used the matched-guise technique for a study 
undertaken in south Wales. This time a questionnaire containing 22 traits and using 
a seven point scale was used to record the responses of the informants. The guises 
of this study were: a Welsh-speaking guise (speaking a South Welsh dialect), an 
English-speaking guise with a South Welsh accent and a third English speaking 
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guise with an RP English accent (Bourhis et al. 1973: 452). This range of guises 
makes this study unique in the sense that two languages were used in the study 
(Welsh and English) as well as two spoken varieties of the same language (South 
Welsh accented-English and RP). Two male bilingual speakers each produced all 
three guises by reading a 90 second passage 'describing the career of a Welsh 
choral master'. Some informants were bilingual, being able to speak Welsh and 
English, some were learning the Welsh language and the rest of the informants did 
not speak Welsh. The passage was originally written in Welsh and translated into 
English for the English language guises. To provide some filler voices, four more 
speakers produced some further guises speaking only once in either the Welsh or 
English language, culminating in a total of ten guises. As with the original 
experiments carried out by Lambert, 'no subject recognized that one speaker 
produced more than one of the stimulus voices' (Bourhis et al. 1973: 452). The 
informants had access to transcriptions of the passage read by the speakers 
(Bourhis et al. 1973: 453). When carrying out the experiment, the real aim of the 
investigation was never revealed to the informants and a fictitious justification for 
the test was described to them.
Romaine (1980: 215) became the first researcher to apply the matched-
guise technique in a 'sustained and systematically controlled manner in Scotland'. 
However, Romaine (1980: 216) adapted the methodology in such a way that the six 
people she used to produce the guises each did two different types of recordings. 
One recording was reading 'the same few sentences from a text' and the other 
recording was 'taken from a natural conversation recorded with that speaker'. The 
idea was that 'differences in reactions to various speakers would depend on what 
style the person was using, and that these differences would reflect the listener's 
attitudes towards a group that had similar characteristics to those perceived of a 
particular speaker, and his attitudes towards members of the listener's own group' 
(Romaine 1980: 215). Along with the twelve recordings produced for the 
experiment, eight filler voices were used to create twenty recordings in total. The 
informants were briefed beforehand about the experiment and 'were told that they 
were taking part in an experiment to study what could be discovered about a 
person on the basis of a sample of speech' (Romaine 1980: 216). The 'reading' 
guises were each only played once to the informants, whereas the 'conversation' 
guises were played twice 'since in each case something different was being said'. A 
break was introduced between the first set of 'reading' guises and the second group 
of guises to reduce the risk that informants might guess some of the guises were in 
fact the same individual speaking twice. The pause also helped to reduce the 
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monotony of listening to twenty recordings in one sitting. The passage used to 
create the 'reading' guises was a fairytale, which 'was neutral in terms of content, 
and since the content was the same for all speakers, it was assumed that there was 
minimal extraneous variation along this dimension which might have influenced 
judgement' (Romaine 1980: 217). A questionnaire using a seven point scale was 
distributed to the informants who evaluated the speakers for twenty traits.
In reviewing the methodology, Romaine (1980: 229) underlined the 
importance of ensuring the speech samples were suitable for the matched-guise 
procedure. Natural speech was advocated in preference to 'synthetic speech', which 
was considered 'too artificial', although in choosing this option there still remains 
the methodological problem of 'idiosyncratic voice qualities'. This dilemma of the 
delicate balance between making the experiment scenario realistic, whilst keeping 
other factors constant is also discussed by Hundt (1992: 4) in a later study using 
the matched-guise technique in Germany. This study and others undertaken in 
German-speaking countries will be described later in this section. One improvement 
suggested by Romaine would be to submit the recordings to 'phoneticians to 
evaluate the speakers in terms of dimensions relating to voice quality' (1980: 229). 
Researchers often play the recordings to colleagues, friends and family before using 
them in the experiment to verify that they are balanced, realistic and of suffficent 
quality (for example, Soukup 2009: 104). As well as voice quality, there are all 
other 'available levels of linguistic expression [which] can and will be used by 
hearers as diagnostic of the speaker's identity. This will include, among other 
things, lexical choice, morphological and syntactic variation, phonetic/phonological 
variation and tempo' (Romaine 1980: 229). The point made here is that listeners' 
make use of a number of features, like those listed above, in order to form some 
judgment of the speaker. In an ideal experiment, natural speech would provide the 
most realistic setting. Using natural speech in conversation is less artificial but at 
the same time introduces many more variables into the test which then cannot be 
tightly controlled. Giles et al. (1981) specifically included the variable of lexical 
diversity, which Romaine suggested, in a matched-guise study conducted shortly 
after this investigation. Romaine (1980: 229) further advocates using natural 
speech for such experiments by emphasising that the researcher should bear in 
mind how stereotyping of individuals always takes place within a certain context 
and not in a 'linguistic vacuum'. Romaine (1980: 229) additionally queries the 
effectiveness of using the same speaker to produced more than one guise, claiming 
that previous research (referring mainly to Giles 1970):
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has demonstrated that the same pattern of prestige evaluation could be 
produced when different stimulus speakers were used to illustrate various 
accents as well as when one speaker was used in different matched-guises.
This notion is echoed by Hudson (1996: 213), although it must be remembered 
that the purpose of using the same speaker for more than guise reinforces one of 
the central premises of the matched-guise technique, and that is the aim of keeping 
as many factors constant as possible (Lambert et al. 1960: 45). This fundamental 
aspect of this method ensures to the largest possible degree that the judgements of 
the informants are only influenced by the variables intentionally set for testing by 
the experiment. 
Romaine (1980: 229) adds that the traits used to judge the speakers are not 
all equally suited to this type of study and claims her investigation has shown that 
'certain characteristics can be better, i.e. more consistently, evaluated on the basis 
of speech than others'. One example Romaine provides is that of the 'mild/broad' 
bipolar adjectives which were interpreted differently by the informants, with the 
result that 'both the RP speaker and the most Scottish-sounding speaker were 
classified as very broad by some judges. This suggests that any accent that is 
greatly different from one's own is likely to be perceived as broad' (Romaine 1980: 
229-230). As will be explained in a discussion of the adjective pairings used for this 
present study, a similar difficulty arises in interpreting how the informants judge 
the guises for the trait of reliability, which can be understood in a variety of ways. 
While the seven point scale may have benefits in allowing for more 
discriminating evaluations, Romaine (1980: 230) observes that the informants 
'differ in their utilization of the entire range of the scale' and tend towards using the 
extremes anyway. Instead of a seven point scale then, Romaine proposes using a 
shorter three point scale. However, it has been difficult to find a published study 
using the matched-guise technique with three point scale, whilst the seven point 
scale continued to be used widely (including in much of the research mentioned 
below). Scales using five (for example, Dalton-Puffer et al. 1997) or six points (for 
example, Lambert et al. 1960) have also featured in other tests using this method. 
Romaine (1980: 229) notes how informants participating in language attitude 
research are keen to take part and only rarely does an informant find difficulty in 
judging someone purely on that person's voice. The readiness of the informants to 
take part is regarded by Romaine as an indication of their satisfaction in making 
'judgements about others' (1980: 229), which she puts down to human nature. 
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Giles et al. (1981: 93) further developed the matched-guise technique so 
that the experiment not only measured the influence of the speaker's accent, but 
also the effect of the speaker's lexical diversity upon the informants. The aim of the 
study was to find out to what extent these two variables affected the informants' 
perception of the guises in terms of their suitability for four professions, ranging 
from low to high status jobs. The speakers selected to produce the recordings each 
completed four guises (Giles et al. 1981: 94) because there were now two passages 
to be read out. One version of the set passage had high lexical diversity and the 
other version had almost the same content but had low lexical diversity. The 
speakers provided two guises (all in the English language) for each version of the 
passage, a recording of a 'standard RP accent' and a nonstandard recording of 
English spoken with a South Welsh accent. Separate groups of informants evaluated 
only one guise per group and were required to assess the speaker using a 
questionnaire containing sixteen traits using a nine point scale (Giles et al. 1981: 
95). The informants then also had to judge the speaker in terms of eligibility for 
each of the four jobs, which were foreman, industrial mechanic, production 
assembler and industrial plant cleaner. The results revealed that lexical diversity did 
influence the perception of the speaker, as did the speaker's accent. However, Giles 
et al (1981: 98) recognised the potential methodological problems surrounding the 
use of university students in the role of employment interviewers because the 
students may not have the same mindset as an industrial employer. The profile of 
informants (section 4.6) taking part in this present study is very similar and such 
factors must be taken into consideration when weighing up the results. 
Giles et al. (1981: 98) put forward the idea of using even more 'different 
and wider levels of lexical diversity' in order to provide the listeners with a greater 
range to categorise the speakers according to potential jobs. A particularly salient 
observation as regards the methodology of the matched-guise technique is that 
Giles et al. (1981: 99) believed:
future work on the social evaluation of social dialects and accents would 
profit from the inclusion of more verbal and vocal dimensions within their 
design other than pronunciation. After all, spoken dialects do not exist in 
everyday conversation in, for example, a paralinguistic vacuum
This view again raises the issue of how realistic experiments into language attitudes 
are. By introducing more authentic and natural elements into the test situation, the 
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experiment is no longer as sterile and there is consequently a greater number of 
factors that cannot be controlled. One external feature that was considered 
influential in the informants' attitudes was the location of the fieldwork. The effect 
of the test surroundings formed part of a subsequent study. Having attempted to 
add the dimension of lexical diversity to the matched-guise experiment, Giles 
collaborated with Creber on a new matched-guise investigation (Creber and Giles 
1983), this time introducing the variable of the formality of setting where the test 
took place. Creber and Giles (1983: 155) sought to measure the language attitudes 
of school pupils towards speakers of RP English and of Welsh-accented English, 
whilst further comparing these attitudes with the formal and informal places for the 
experiment. Creber and Giles (1983: 155-6) decided to introduce the variable of 
social context into the study to find out the extent to which the setting of the 
experiment affects the informants' perception of the speaker. The social contexts 
used were the formal school setting and the informal surroundings of the local 
youth club. The guises were produced by the same male speaker as for Bourhis et 
al. (1973) and efforts were made to convince the 36 informants (aged 12-14 years) 
that all the voices were spoken by teenagers. A female filler voice was also used to 
create additional recordings of the same 60 second passage, which was 'chosen for 
its emotionally neutral content and non-complex grammatical structures' (Creber 
and Giles 1983: 157). The questionnaire consisted of nineteen traits using a seven 
point scale. There were eight 'status' traits (for example, qualities like 'educated-
uneducated') and seven 'solidarity' traits (for example, 'friendly-unfriendly'). One 
experiment was then carried out in the formal setting of the school with one group 
of children as informants and another experiment took place in the informal setting 
of the youth club with another group of children of the same age. In processing the 
results of the study, Creber and Giles (1983: 159) found that the surroundings and 
social context of the experiment did in fact influence the responses of the 
informants, prompting the researchers to advocate further investigations of this 
nature and similar experiments using adults rather than children or teenagers.
Adding further dimensions to the established procedure of the original 
matched-guise technique continued with Giles and Sassoon (1983: 306), who used 
this method in conjunction with two extra variables. Firstly, by providing the 
informants with additional 'social class information' of the speakers, they intended 
to assess the effect of this extra knowledge on language attitudes towards the 
speakers. Secondly, in creating both formal and informal versions of the text used 
by the speakers to produce the recordings, Giles and Sassoon hoped to be able to 
measure the extent to which the guise and the content of the recording match the 
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cultural expectations of the informants. To illustrate this idea with an example, it 
was hypothesised that a nonstandard guise reading a formal passage aloud is 
incongruous with the preconceptions of the listeners, which may result in them 
evaluating the speaker in this instance less favourably than they would if the same 
nonstandard speaker was reading a less formal passage. The informants consisted 
of 120 students who were aged between 18 and 22 years (Giles and Sassoon 1983: 
307). 
The guises were produced by a suitably bidialectal male student who read 
two versions of the passage lasting twelve seconds, one version having higher 
lexical diversity (the formal version) than the other (the informal version). The 
informants evaluated the speakers using a questionnaire with seven point scales for 
recording their answers and the questions were divided into five subsections: 
'control items' measuring the speaker's social class, accent and formality of speech, 
'social evaluation scales' evaluating the speaker with regard to status and solidarity, 
'belief similarity items' assessing the extent to which the informants might agree or 
disagree on certain social issues, 'social distance items' measuring the extent to 
which informants might socialise with the speaker and finally 'social role items' 
evaluating how much the informants might potentially want to work with the 
speaker in a professional capacity or be supervised by them in the role of a 
manager (Giles and Sassoon 1983: 308). The informants were split into eight 
groups so that each group only heard one guise. Furthermore, each group only 
heard the recording once. In a subsequent discussion of the methodology they 
employed, Giles and Sassoon (1983: 310) noted the experiment could be improved 
by using a female speaker in addition to the male speaker they used so that the 
scope of the investigation would be expanded. A wider range of informants from a 
variety of social backgrounds would also allow for better representativity. Further 
options for testing would be to use 'a British ethnic immigrant speaker such as West 
Indian, Asian or Italian' (Giles and Sassoon 1983: 310) to produce the guises and 
then observe whether providing information on the social background of the 
speaker has a greater or smaller effect than it does for their RP and Cockney 
guises. 
In another investigation that implemented a modified version of the 
matched-guise technique, Elwell et al. (1984: 297) researched language attitudes 
supplementing the guises with visual media. The experiment followed the idea of a 
'simulated employment interview' as already carried out by Giles et al. (1981). The 
primary motivation for introducing a visual element to the matched-guise scenario 
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was that Elwell et al. (1984: 297-8) hypothesised that stereotypes stimulated by 
the guises 'may be reduced [by visual cues] – particularly if the visual information 
does not match the stereotype'. With the target group of enquiry being 'British 
Asians', two videotapes were made, both being a recording of 'a male Indian in his 
twenties', and in 'one tape he used an Indian accent, in the other a “standard” 
accent' (Elwell et al. 1984: 297-8). The scene was an interview, with the 
interviewer out of shot. The informants were 47 children aged around fourteen 
years and they were split into four groups so that each group only evaluated one 
aspect of one guise, i.e. one group evaluated the speaker using a standard accent 
without being able to see him, another group performed an evaluation of the same 
guise whilst being able to see him and so on. In discussing the results, Elwell et al. 
(1984: 299) found that the 'effects of accent were just as marked as in the 
conditions with vision as those without'. This finding supports the idea that the 
influence of accent upon the informants' evaluations of a speaker is frequently the 
overriding factor in the formation of their judgements, at least for language attitude 
studies undertaken in Britain. This notion is not unlike the discovery by Giles (1983: 
311) that accent even overrides any additional information provided to the 
informants about the speaker's social background.
Switzerland provided the background for another experiment involving the 
matched-guise technique undertaken by Hogg et al. (1984). The objective of the 
research was to test the claim by Ferguson (1957: 325) that Swiss German is a 
'canonical case' (Hogg et al. 1984: 185) of diglossia in a speech community 
(diglossia has been explained in brief in section 2.4). The guises were produced by 
two males aged 'in their early 20s' (Hogg et al. 1984: 190) who each read two 
passages, a formal and an informal passage, 'in both language varieties (High and 
Swiss German)', resulting in a total of eight recordings. These were played to 35 
informants aged between fourteen and fifteen years who went to school in the 
Swiss German canton of Basel-Land. The informants could speak both High German 
and Swiss German fluently. The questionnaire to record responses consisted of 
eight 'bipolar evaluative scales' using a seven point scale, with four scales 
measuring attitudes towards speaker status and the other four measuring attitudes 
towards solidarity. There was a discussion after the experiment where the 
researchers were able to confirm that the informants neither guessed the purpose 
of the investigation they had participated in, nor did the informants realise that 
there were in fact only two males producing all eight guises. In analysing the 
results, Hogg et al. (1984: 193) noted the potential influence of having a 
researcher from England conducting the fieldwork, which along with 'the contrasting 
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of Swiss and High German on the stimulus tape would quite plausibly enhance the 
sense of Swiss identity on the part of the subjects'. The impact of the experimenter 
on the informants is one that has been commented on much in the literature about 
methodology in sociolinguistic studies and researchers should make efforts to 
minimise this influence throughout their procedure (Labov 1972: 113).
Stewart et al. (1985) incorporated the matched-guise technique into their 
analysis of language attitudes towards standard varieties of British English and 
American English, using 60 US American students as informants. They 
supplemented the matched-guise technique with additional information regarding 
the alleged social status of the speaker (similar to Giles and Sassoon 1983) and 
also information 'to determine how speakers' accents affect listeners' causal 
attributions' (Stewart et al. 1985: 99). This final area of investigation consisted of 
rating 'the importance of four causes for each speaker's success or failure in four 
hypothetical situations on seven-point scales' (Stewart et al. 1985: 100). These 
fictional situations were devised for testing the evaluation of the speaker in terms 
of status and solidarity. Stewart et al. (1985: 99) justified the inclusion of this 
variable in the experiment and outline their predictions for the findings:
That is, hypothetical successes, especially in status situations, should be 
attributed more to stable and internal causes for the higher status accent 
and for middle-class speakers, with the converse occurring for failures. 
Similarly, interactions between accent and class were expected to be 
reflected in attributions.
The passage used for the procedure was of a formal style and was 98 words in 
length. Four male students produced the recordings, '2 spoke English with the RP 
accent and two with an American accent' (Stewart et al. 1985: 100). First of all, the 
matched-guise technique was carried out without much adaptation of the original 
technique introduced by Lambert et al. (1960). The informants rated the speakers 
'on Likert-type scales for social status traits (intelligent, confident, unsuccessful, 
unambitious), solidarity traits (trustworthy, sincere, unkind, unfriendly), perceived 
belief similarity, and social class' (Stewart et al. 1985: 100). For the next section of 
the test, the informants were provided with 'social class descriptions' for the 
speakers along with the information to test causal attributions and the informants 
evaluated the speakers according to these criteria using seven point scales. The 
final part of the procedure required the informants to assess the 'perceived speech 
rate, difficulty with understanding, and discomfort while listening to the speaker. In 
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addition, they indicated whether the speaker spoke American English and identified 
his likely country of origin' (Stewart et al. 1985: 100). In discussing the results of 
the experiment, Stewart et al. (1985: 103) note that the inclusion of testing for 
causal attributions did provide some useful data, particularly that the 'patterns of 
causal attributions generally support those obtained with the adjective ratings' 
(Stewart et al. 1985: 103) and that they 'further strengthen the distinction between 
status and solidarity dimensions' (Stewart et al. 1985: 104).
Status and solidarity formed the key areas of investigation for a study 
carried out by Abrams and Hogg (1987) in Scotland in their analysis of language 
attitudes with regard to ingroup and outgroup evaluations. Whereas the fieldwork 
by Romaine (1980) in Scotland adapted the matched-guise technique so that the 
research includes listener reactions to both 'natural' conversational speech and 
careful speech that is read directly from a passage, Abrams and Hogg (1987: 204) 
altered the procedure of the original matched-guise technique in a different way. 
First of all, they specified 'three contrast conditions' since their focus is on attitudes 
towards ingroups and outgroups:
In the first [condition], subjects hear two Scottish accents (Dundee and 
Glasgow), in the second, Dundee is paired with English RP, while in the third, 
Glasgow is paired with English RP. Our general prediction is that intergroup 
differentiation will occur in all conditions, so that Dundee is always rated 
most, and RP least favourably, but that ratings of Glasgow will be more 
favourable when compared to RP than when compared to Dundee.
(Abrams and Hogg 1987: 204)
So the language attitudes of the informants are evaluated in stages that only ever 
contain one pair of varieties at a time and these varieties are specially selected to 
stimulate reactions of the informants that can be classified in terms of 'intergroup 
differentiation'. The second modification of the matched-guise technique was similar 
to the previous fieldwork undertaken by Hogg et al. (1984) in Switzerland, where 
both a formal and an informal passage was used in making the recordings of the 
speakers. Both passages were around 160 words in length, with the informal 
passage being about 'a mother and son at home' and topic of the formal passage 
consisting of 'the development of jazz' (Abrams and Hogg 1987: 206). The guises 
used for the experiment were produced by two females who each produced a 
Dundee, a Glasgow and an RP guise for both passages. Abrams and Hogg (1987: 
205) point out that female 'speakers were used so as to make the stimulus voices 
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and experimenter the same sex, thus avoiding confoundings [sic] due to differential 
sex-identification with speakers and the experimenter', who was also from Dundee.
In order to include social class as a factor for the comparison of results, the 
120 informants (aged fourteen-fifteen years) were taken from two schools in 
Dundee, 'one a middle class private school, and the other a working class state 
school' (Abrams and Hogg 1987: 204). The expectation put forward by the 
researchers was that 'as the accents [in the recordings] were middle class, pupils at 
the middle class school should more easily identify with ingroup speakers, and 
hence display more ingroup favouritism than those at the working class school'. In 
the procedure, the guises were played to the informants and then upon replaying 
the recordings the informants entered their responses into 'a special answer 
booklet' by rating each speaker using a five point scale for four traits regarding 
status and four traits regarding solidarity (Abrams and Hogg 1987: 205). As with 
previous research of this kind, the experimenter ensured that 'no subjects were 
aware of the experimental hypotheses, or that the eight passages had not involved 
eight different speakers' (Abrams and Hogg 1987: 206). The findings confirmed 
their initial prediction:
The results provide clear support for a social identity analysis of variation in 
language attitudes. As predicted, evaluations of the Glasgow accent shifted 
from negative to positive when the comparison accent changed from being 
Dundee to being RP.
(Abrams and Hogg 1987: 210)
Giles et al. (1992: 502) argued that the factor of age, as an aspect to be 
considered within the context of forming language attitudes, had not been 
accounted for sufficiently as a variable in previous language attitudes research 
because 'virtually all of the target voices evaluated have been young adults'. 
Therefore, the influence of the speaker's apparent age became one of the principal 
areas of investigation for Giles et al. (1992: 503). Giles raised a salient point here 
because much of the research has indeed depended on guises produced by young 
adults and this is also true for all the Austrian guises in this present study. As is the 
case with finding access to adequate numbers of informants, it is often the 
practicalities and ease of access which determine who produces the guises and who 
evaluates them. There is certainly scope for a wider range of language attitude 
studies, which use techniques like the matched-guise technique, to cover a broader 
profile of informants and use a more varied mix of guises in terms of age. The age 
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dimension was accounted for in the study by Giles et al. (1992) in using a male 
actor to produce guises that seemed like older and younger sounding speakers. The 
same actor also produced for each of the older and younger sounding voices both 
RP guises and Lancashire guises. In addition to this, for all of these recordings he 
produced three different speech rates (fast vs medium vs slow) to test the effect of 
the speed of delivery. 
For the same fieldwork, Giles et al. (1992: 503) also intended to test the 
effect of 'the nature of the passage'. The content of the recordings was about 
'speakers being interviewed about a car crash in which they were involved, the 
responsibility for which was as yet undecided and textually salient'. For clarification 
it should be noted here that each recording only contained the voice of one single 
speaker – there were no others talking as if it were a conversation or interview 
scenario. The informants were asked to 'assess their interpretations of the main 
events depicted by the target speaker' (Giles et al. 1992: 505) by using scales on 
the questionnaire for their responses. In the middle of the procedure, there was 
one part that resembled the original matched-guise technique and which involved 'a 
typical Likert-type language attitude questionnaire' with 30 traits being rated using 
a seven point scale. The final part of the experiment was 'the memorability of 
messages (and its mediating role in impression formation)' (1992: 506). This 
'recognition task' (Giles et al. 1992: 510) was carried out by asking the informants 
to complete a second questionnaire two days later (which 78% of them did). This 
later questionnaire listed 24 items to rate the informants' responses based on what 
they remembered. Twelve of these items were statements 'what the speaker said 
verbatim, whereas others were not what he actually said'. The selected statements 
were chosen on account of their assertiveness coming from the speaker, whereby 
four were 'highly assertive', four were 'lowly assertive' and four were '”neutral” in 
respect of assertiveness' (Giles et al.: 510). The informants were required to 
respond to each statement how certain they were (using a six point scale of 
certainty) that the statement either was or was not present in the recording, paying 
special attention that the comment was word for word correct.
The informants consisted of 186 undergraduates (aged on average twenty 
years) studying at 'a south western British university' (Giles et. 1992: 507). They 
were arranged into twelve groups so that each group only heard one guise. Due to 
the detailed questionnaires involved in this investigation, each group listened to 
their guise three times. As can be seen from this summary of the procedure, this 
investigation deviated to a great extent from the original matched-guise technique 
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because there are many additional aspects introduced, particularly with regard to 
the research into message memorability and interpretations of what the speaker 
said. Moreover, a crucial difference is that each group of informants only listened to 
one guise. The results of this research showed that the speaker's presumed age, 
particularly when viewed in conjunction with the variety the speaker was using, did 
influence the results (the results have already been presented in section 3.2). By 
adding these extra dimensions to the core of the investigation, Giles et al. (1992: 
522) were able to confirm:
This study then has generated data at a diversity of levels and has 
substantiated our intuitions that a considerable amount of cognitive 
responding accompanies language attitudes rating tasks and that 
memorability of a stimulus message some time later is affected by 
sociovocal characteristics of a speaker.
Another language attitude study (Garret et al. 1999) made use of recorded speech 
as the stimuli but the researchers decided not to use the conventional matched-
guise technique in their procedure. Garret et al. (1999) concentrated on attitudes 
towards varieties of English in Wales. Nonetheless, they decided not to use 'the 
mimicked vocal renditions of linguistic varieties in decontextualized environments 
that characterize so many matched-guise studies' (1999: 322-3) and instead use 
'audio-recorded narratives' created by schoolchildren throughout Wales. These 
recordings comprised 'personal anecdotes which they [the pupils] judged 
newsworthy in some way, in front of their peers in a classroom setting'. Garret et 
al. (1999: 346) supported the use of 'uncontrolled speech data' in a review of their 
own method by stating:
Basing our study on reactions to spontaneous language in use has allowed 
interpretations that have taken us further than the more controlled research 
traditions, toward understanding how dialect and communicative 
performance can work with and against each other in relatively systematic 
ways along evaluative dimensions.
A more recent study (Dixon et al. 2002) analysed the effect that the accent of the 
accused might have on the perception of their guilt within the context of a 
courtroom. The matched-guise technique was used as the method of investigation. 
The scenario was a police interrogation and two actors were used to play the roles 
of the suspect and the interviewer. The actor providing the voice of the suspect 
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used a standard accent for one recording of the interview and then used a regional 
Birmingham accent for another recording of the same interview (Dixon et al. 1992: 
164). These varieties were used again for further recordings of the interview, where 
the implication was changed so that the suspect was described as a black male for 
some recorded interviews and a white male for others. Furthermore, the crime type 
was also changed (Dixon et al. 1992: 165) so that in some interviews it was a blue-
collar crime (in this case, armed robbery) and in others a white-collar crime 
(cheque fraud). The 119 informants were psychology students aged on average 25 
years and were predominantly female. They evaluated 'the suspect's guilt on a 
seven point bipolar scale ranging from 'innocent' to 'guilty' (Dixon et al. 1992: 
165). The informants were also required to judge the speaker using the Speech 
Evaluation Instrument devised by Zahn and Hopper (1985), which evaluated 
language attitudes towards the stimuli in terms of the three categories: superiority, 
attractiveness and dynamism. Although Dixon et al. (1992: 166) conclude that it is 
primarily factors such as the strength of evidence that ultimately influence 
'attributions of guilt', they confirm that the methodology in this experiment has 
enabled them to confirm within the limitations of this study that 'nonstandard 
speakers are perceived guiltier than standard speakers', for which they offer the 
conjecture that this is possibly' because their testimony is deemed less assured and 
therefore more closely associated with shiftiness or related criminal stereotypes'.
Since the present study is not only investigating language attitudes in 
England, but also in Austria, it is worth at this point referring to research using the 
matched-guise technique undertaken in a German-speaking context. The first point 
to make in this regard is that there have been comparatively few studies using the 
matched-guise technique in German-speaking countries when viewed in the context 
of research in English-speaking regions. In Germany, Hundt (1992) made use of the 
matched-guise technique to analyse the reactions of German-speakers to speech 
that showed traces (gefärbt) of a particular dialect. Hundt (1992: 52-4) 
investigated the effects of Bavarian, Hamburg, Rhine Franconian and Swabian 
dialects, when they are perceptible in the speech of a politician. Each guise was 
produced by a different female speaker and the passage consisted of a fairly neutral 
political speech. The 175 informants were all students aged between 21 and 30 
(Hundt 1992: 57). They recorded their responses to the guises using a 
questionnaire containing twelve traits, which were organised into the following 
subsections: evaluation (Bewertung), activity (Aktivität) and power (Macht) (Hundt 
1992: 30). The informants entered their responses using a seven point scale. 
Although the outcome of this investigation showed a slight tendency towards 
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stereotyping based on dialect, overall Hundt found little evidence of significant 
differences between the responses of the informants in their evaluations of the 
different varieties (Hundt 1992: 80-1).
Soukup (2009: 101) involved 242 'Austrian natives' who were all students 
from Upper Austria for her experiment using the 'verbal guise' technique, 'in which 
speech samples from four different speakers are presented to the informants for 
evaluation'. The informants were aged 19-36 and listened to a recorded monologue 
from each speaker (two guises in dialect, two guises in Austrian Standard German), 
which consisted of an 'argument or standpoint that could conceivably occur on the 
show' Offen gesagt, which is an Austrian TV discussion show (Soukup 2009: 93). 
The text read by the speakers was carefully constructed for the dialect and 
standard guises so that the 'dialect version of this text consists of 201 words, of 
which exactly 100 (49.8%) contain at least one salient feature of Middle Bavarian-
Austrian dialect' (Soukup 2009: 97). The recordings comprised two female and two 
male guises and Soukup (2009: 104) also mixed the order the speech samples 
were played to the informants 'to control for ordering effects on the ratings'. Five-
point scales were used for the informants to enter their perceptions of the guises 
using a questionnaire with 22 adjective pairs. Rather than automatically reuse the 
same traits that featured in earlier language attitude studies, Soukup (2009: 107) 
intentionally introduced some new traits that were directly relevant to the principal 
aims of her fieldwork. Applying the classifications of traits put forward by Zahn and 
Hopper (1985), Soukup (2009: 107) grouped the 22 adjective pairs into the 
categories of 'superiority', 'attractiveness' and 'dynamism'. The findings of this 
study have been discussed in section 3.1.
In the next section (4.2), the matched-guise technique will be evaluated as 
a method of investigating language attitudes with reference to the previous 
research mentioned here. The studies described so far have been presented in 
order to give an overview of much of the key research into language attitudes 
which used the matched-guise technique (or an adapted version of it) as the 
primary method of investigation in England and in the German-speaking context. In 
the words of Giles and Billings (2006: 202), this section has shown to some extent 
'how the MGT [matched-guise technique] has blossomed since its inception and 
language attitude studies are now at the core of the social psychology of language'. 
It is hard not to notice the fact that much of this section has discussed the 
matched-guise technique in the English-speaking context but not so much for the 
German-speaking countries. That is because this method has not been used to the 
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same extent in that area and part of the motivation for conducting this study was to 
help balance the situation out.
4.2 Evaluation of the matched-guise technique
The previous section outlined a number of studies where the matched-guise 
technique formed a central component of the methodological approach. This section 
will now consider how the matched-guise technique has been evaluated as a 
technique for measuring language attitudes since its conception in 1960. 
One of the primary criticisms that has been levelled at the matched-guise 
technique is that the procedure is unnatural and examines language out of context. 
Agheyisi and Fishman (1970: 146) criticise the matched-guise technique for 
oversimplifying the complexity of language and the interaction of varieties in the 
real world: 'it presupposes that each population or sub-population is characterized 
or identifiable by a single language variety'. However, the matched-guise technique 
serves rather as a tool to identify the attitudes held by a group of informants 
towards a spoken variety and does not necessarily make such assumptions. The 
technique enables a researcher to investigate a particular aspect of how certain 
varieties are perceived by a given group of people.
In order to keep as many external factors constant as possible, this method 
has suffered from a lack of diversity, particularly with regard to the type of passage 
used and the context of the speech in the recordings (Giles and Bourhis 1976: 297-
8). This raises the issue of sterility vs reality in experiments of social psychology 
where a fine balance exists between keeping many factors constant without 
compromising how realistic the test situation is. Davies (1995: 35) decided that 
methods like the matched-guise technique introduced 'too many test-like elements 
into the situation' and opted for interviews instead for that particular language 
attitude study.
By hearing different recordings of the same content over and over, 
informants are bound to focus more on the perceptible variations in speech than 
they would normally, hence producing unrealistic results (Lee 1971: 411). Romaine 
(1980: 229) introduced natural conversation as part of the recordings in her 
investigation because of the 'synthetic' nature of reading aloud from specially 
selected passages. On similar lines, Giles et al. (1981: 99) made attempts to tackle 
the lack of variety in the passages by supplementing the procedure with an 
additional passage which differed from the first one in terms of lexical diversity. In 
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a later study, Garrett et al. (1999: 322-3) rejected the idea of using the same 
passage for all the guises and turned to spontaneous speech created by a large 
number of people to put together the recordings. Garrett et al. (1999: 346) 
subsequently pointed out the success of this alternative approach.
The use of the same type of informants, usually university students or 
school pupils, to evaluate the speakers has been pointed out as possibly distorting 
the results (Giles et al. 1981: 98; Giles and Ryan 1982: 5; Abrams and Hogg 1987: 
204). Although this is arguably an issue for most research undertaken by many 
sociolinguists who decide to turn to undergraduate students as a practical way to 
gather data, a greater range of informants is preferable in order to have more 
representative results. The lack of diversity also applies to the range of guises that 
are often used. Yet, these objections in turn depend on whether a representative 
sample is in fact significant. Giles and Sassoon (1983: 310) suggested using more 
speakers from ethnic minorities (which subsequently provided the basis for the 
research by Elwell et al. 1984), whilst Giles et al. (1992: 502) noted the lack of 
other factors that had not been analysed, especially the age of the speaker. Hundt 
(1992: 18) describes the difficulty in finding suitable speakers who are able to 
provide more than one acceptable guise in Germany, indicating that the matched-
guise technique might not be easily transferable to other countries and other 
linguistic contexts. Despite this, Soukup (2009: 103) does not mention a similar 
difficulty for finding suitable speakers in Austria. It is important to note here that 
Hundt (1992) and Soukup (2009) both used one speaker per recording, i.e. no 
speaker produced more than one guise in either of their experiments. The reliance 
in England on professional actors (as in Giles et al. 1992 and Dixon 2002) to 
produce recordings of sufficient quality for experiments suggests that finding 
appropriate speakers, especially for more than one guise, is not without its 
challenges in England either. The quality of the recordings is paramount to 
conducting a successful experiment using the matched-guise technique (Romaine 
1980: 229; Gaies and Beebe 1991: 164) and much care has to be taken not only in 
having suitable speakers, but also in producing balanced recordings of a good 
standard.
Even the central premise of the matched-guise technique, i.e. using one 
speaker to produce more than one guise, has placed under scrutiny (Romaine 
1980: 229; Hudson 1996: 205) with the result that more recent studies have opted 
to use one person per guise (Hundt 1992: 18; Garrett et al. 1999: 322-3). This 
leads to the question of whether it is necessary to have bilingual or bidialectal 
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speakers at all, implying that using a different speaker for each recording may 
produce the same results. If using one person to record more than one guise, the 
experimenter faces the extra challenge of keeping the informants unaware that the 
same person is speaking more than once. This usually leads to the necessity 
amongst those researchers carrying out the fieldwork to check amongst the 
informants that the experimental manipulation has succeeded (Bourhis et al. 1973: 
452). In discussing the method of data collection for researching language attitudes 
in Mannheim-Neckarau, Davies (1995: 35) also raises the difficulty of finding 
suitable speakers for the matched-guise technique: 'having used the matched-guise 
technique once before in an investigation of language attitudes, I knew how difficult 
it is to find a speaker who sounds equally natural in more than one guise'.
In the most recent language attitude study in Austria, Soukup (2009: 103) 
decided not to use the same speaker for more than one guise, but instead opted for 
'an adapted version of the matched-guise technique (Lambert et al. 1960), the 
'verbal guise', in which speech samples from four different speakers are presented 
to the informants for evaluation.' This has the advantage of being more flexible with 
selecting people to produce the recordings because the researcher is not confined 
to only people who are capable of recording more than one guise of naturally 
sounding speech. On the other hand, the concept of using one speaker for more 
than one guise has the main advantage that 'any purely idiosyncratic features—
which might, for example, occur with the first, direct method—are obviously held 
constant across speech samples, and thus judges’ reactions must be to the variety 
itself and not to any such distracting or confounding features' (Edwards 1999: 103).
Care has to be taken with the choice of experimenter who conducts the 
actual fieldwork. That person's own language variety, nationality, gender or social 
background could have a potential impact on the results. As already mentioned in 
the previous section, Hogg et al. (1984: 193) suggested that the researcher 
carrying out their experiment may have influenced the attitudes of the informants 
participating in the research at the time. They were interested in testing the 
diglossic situation in Switzerland and used the matched-guise technique as their 
method of investigation. The experimenter was English and this may have 
increased the sense of Swiss identity amongst the Swiss participants. In addition, 
special consideration has to be taken in drawing up an appropriate questionnaire. 
Romaine (1980: 229) queried the applicability of some of the traits on the 
questionnaire to an evaluation of language attitudes and also pointed out the 
ambiguity of terms such as broad for broadness of accent. 
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The matched-guise technique has also received positive assessments, whilst 
experiencing certain revisions since it was developed by Lambert et al. in the 
1960s. The previous section has shown some of the innovations introduced to this 
method. The matched-guise technique, used by Lees (2000) in her investigation, 
was also accepted for this present study for the following reasons. First of all, this 
method allows the researcher to investigate language attitudes in a controlled 
environment (Romaine 1980: 219), where many factors can be kept constant. In 
addition, the fact that the matched-guise technique allows the researcher to probe 
the reactions of informants indirectly (Lambert et al. 1965: 90) can be considered 
useful when there is the risk that under direct questioning, informants may respond 
with the answers that they believe are more socially acceptable and are perhaps 
not representative of their true opinion on the matter. Baker (1992: 19) uses the 
term 'halo effect' to describe how in language attitude research '[c]onsciously and 
unconsciously people tend to give socially desirable answers, and put themselves in 
the best light'.
This is a salient issue because one of the principal areas of this study 
concerns individual responses to specific language varieties, which in turn can imply 
a certain personal attitude towards the speaker themselves. When asked directly 
for their attitudes, some informants may feel reluctant to present their true feelings 
because of social pressure. In more direct methods of obtaining data, an 
informant's apparent perspective on language attitudes may be distorted due to 
'covert prestige' (Trudgill 1974: 93-95). The matched-guise technique goes some 
way to help overcome this obstacle (Bourhis et al. 1973: 447; Giles and Billings 
2006: 190; Kaiser 2006: 27-8). Trudgill (2000: 77) describes covert prestige in the 
context of his own study (1974) as:
male  Norwich  speakers,  at  a  subconscious  level,  are  very  favourably  
disposed to nonstandard low-status speech forms – so much so, in fact, that 
they claim to use these forms or hear themselves as using them even when 
they do not do so. A large number of male speakers, it seems, are more  
concerned with acquiring covert prestige than with obtaining social status
Trudgill (2000: 77) 
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In contrast to interviews that would be conducted on an individual basis, the 
matched-guise technique allows for a relatively large number of people to 
participate in one sitting. That enables the researcher to gather more data in one 
go and in this study enabled a large number of informants to be involved.
4.3 Questionnaire
In keeping with the original research undertaken by Lees (2000), who in turn based 
her questionnaire on the original study pioneered by Lambert et al. (1962), a 
questionnaire (see appendix) was designed for the informants to enter their 
responses. The initial section of the questionnaire was for the informants to record 
their responses to the speakers during the matched-guise technique. This page 
consisted of a table containing seventeen traits listed in bipolar adjective pairings 
(the aforementioned semantic differential) using a seven point scale. A scale using 
seven points was chosen because of the preference for such a scale in previous 
research using the matched-guise technique (Giles 1970; Bourhis et al. 1973; 
Elwell et al. 1984; Hogg et al. 1984; Stewart et al. 1985; Giles et al. 1992; Hundt 
1992). Osgood et al. (1957: 85) were early proponents of the semantic differential 
and discussed the effect of the ranges in these scales. Their earlier examples make 
use of a seven point scale in their own research. 
The adjective pairs for the seventeen semantic differentials were chosen first 
and foremost as they were included in the questionnaire designed by Lees (2000), 
which in turn was mostly identical to adjective pairs used by Lambert et al. (1962). 
The differences between the selection of adjectives between Lees (2000) and 
Lambert et al. (1962) were the addition in the questionnaire by Lees (2000) of 
profession, education and honesty. Lees decided to include these three extra traits 
for a number of reasons. The trait education was added because she intended to 
find out if there are differences in the perceptions of speakers using low and high-
prestige varieties with regard to their apparent level of education. Being 
discriminated against on the basis of one's spoken variety was a central tenet of 
Lees' research and the informants' perception of a guise's education was considered 
a key element in determining this. Although Lambert et al. (1962) included an 
assessment of the presumed professional status of the speaker later in the study, 
Lees (2000) added profession to the list of semantic differentials so that it could be 
rated for the speaker along with the rest of the traits. Honesty was added by Lees 
(2000) as she assumed that the informants, particularly for England, would judge 
speakers from various regions differently in terms of their perceived honesty.
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Underneath the table containing the adjective pairings, Lees (2000) 
supplemented the original questionnaire (Lambert 1962: 224) with three questions. 
The first question, asking the informant to estimate the age of the speaker, and the 
final question, asking for a guess at the marital status of the speaker, were only 
ever intended as distracter questions. However, the middle or second question, 
'Where do you think this speaker comes from?', was added since Lees (2000) 
thought that this could test the effectiveness of the experimental manipulation of 
the matched-guise technique and therefore the validity of the technique. This is 
because Lees (2000) believed that although an informant might easily guess the 
regional origins of a speaker using a low-prestige variety, an informant would not 
be able to guess as easily the regional origins of the same speaker using the 
standard variety, hence the informant would not necessarily enter the same place 
of origin for both guises produced by the same speaker. In this way, Lees (2000) 
planned to check how successful the matched-guise technique had been in 
deceiving the informants into believing all the speakers only spoke once. Earlier 
studies have added such a question, for example Soukup (2009: 108) 
supplemented the questionnaire for her verbal guise experiment with 'Woher, 
glauben Sie, kommen die Sprecher/innen?'.
For the present study, the questionnaire was kept almost intact from the one 
by Lees (2000) described above (see appendix). The only differences were the 
following. Since the informants would be expected to listen to nine recordings for 
the test in England or ten recordings for the test in Austria (section 4.4 describes 
the recordings in more detail), every effort was made to reduce the time it would 
take to carry out the matched-guise technique without compromising the integrity 
of the experiment. The main reason for ensuring that the procedure did not last too 
long was to avoid fatigue on the part of the informants, which would be detrimental 
to the results because they might lose interest or concentration if the experiment 
went on too long. In designing the procedure, it was always kept in consideration 
that schoolchildren would be taking part and it was to be avoided that they become 
bored or despondent. An additional reason was that time taken to carry out the test 
was always an issue in arranging appointments to conduct the matched-guise 
technique with a group of informants, so it was crucial to try and keep the whole 
procedure within an acceptable time limit. All the same, the only traits that were 
removed from the questionnaire by Lees (2000) (and in so doing, from the original 
template by Lambert et al. (1962)) were those of favourable emotions and 
unfavourable emotions. These traits were removed because the remaining 
seventeen traits were deemed sufficient to provide evidence of how the informant 
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had perceived the speaker in terms of their spoken variety. The primary aim of the 
investigation was to discover attitudes towards high and low-prestige varieties, 
particularly with reference to the perception of the speaker in terms of appearance, 
solidarity and status. The seventeen remaining traits of the questionnaire could be 
neatly categorised into three appearance traits, six status traits, six solidarity traits 
and two remaining other traits (reliability and religiousness). Taken together, these 
were regarded as adequate to gauge the evaluations put forward by the informants 
in this respect.
Similarly, the three questions added by Lees (2000) to the questionnaire 
used for the matched-guise technique were kept almost the same for this present 
study. The only change made was to the final distracter question, which in Lees' 
experiment asked the informants to write the assumed marital status of the 
speaker. This last question was changed so that it asked where is the most likely 
situation that the informant might expect to hear this speaker. This alteration was 
made bearing in mind the central purpose of the research, which is to see if there is 
a difference in the informants' responses to the same speaker depending on 
whether a low-prestige or a high-prestige guise was used. This question was 
selected because of its potential in signifying the informants' perception of the guise 
with regard to status and solidarity. To illustrate this purpose, if the informant were 
to write 'at the laundrette' for a typical situation where this speaker might be 
encountered, this could possibly indicate a certain opinion of the social status of 
that guise. On the other hand, the informant might write 'on the news' or 'a 
newsreader' for the same person using a standard variety, possibly indicating the 
effect of the change of variety on the perceived status of the speaker.
All in all, the majority of the traits used by Lambert et al. (1962), and thus 
by Lees (2000), were kept the same for this present study. This selection of traits 
to be used for the matched-guise technique allowed for a suitable division of most 
of these traits into the classifications of appearance, status, solidarity and other. 
This way of grouping the traits by category is summarised in table 4.3.1. The idea 
of arranging the traits in this way arises from aforementioned previous studies 
using the matched-guise technique (for example, Creber and Giles (1983: 157) and 
Hogg et al. (1984: 190)). Consequently, the subsections that emerge are:
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Appearance traits
short tall
unattractive attractive
scruffy well-dressed
Status traits
poor leadership skills good leadership skills
unintelligent intelligent
timid confident
basic education extensive education
unmotivated ambitious
manual worker white-collar worker
Solidarity traits
uncaring kind
poor sense of humour good sense of humour
unsociable outgoing
boring entertaining
unpleasant likeable
dishonest honest
Other traits
unreliable dependable
not religious religious
Table 4.3.1 Classification of traits
Although the additional category of appearance traits is self-explanatory, the final 
category of other traits requires some explanation. Unreliable vs dependable is an 
adjective pair that features in the original experiment using the matched-guise 
technique by Lambert et al. (1960). However, in practice this trait could be 
regarded as both a status trait and solidarity trait depending on how informants 
interpret this characteristic. A person could be reliable as a friend, i.e. someone 
dependable and trustworthy, and this would fit well in the category of solidarity. 
Yet, a person could also be a reliable colleague, for example someone who can be 
depended on to meet a deadline in a work-related context, which is more status 
oriented. Therefore, the trait of reliability is allocated for the purposes of this 
research into the category of other traits. It is a similar situation for religiousness, 
which has been considered as not fitting comfortably under either title of status or 
solidarity.
In order to ensure that the procedure was the same in England and in 
Austria, care was taken to translate into German the English original version of the 
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questionnaire designed for this present study. Once in Austria, consultations were 
arranged with Austrians who were competent English speakers to verify that the 
translations used in the Austrian version of the questionnaire was as close as 
possible in meaning to the English version. As a result of such meetings, final 
adjustments were made to the translations of the adjective pairings before 
fieldwork commenced in Vienna. Both the English and German versions of the 
questionnaire are in the appendix.
Each questionnaire begins with a questionnaire number. Every time the 
informants were given the questionnaires they were asked to write a unique 
identifier in this space so that it would be easy to see which set of responses 
belonged to which informant. They were asked to choose any unique identifier other 
than their name so that the anonymity of the informants would not be 
compromised. Bearing in mind most sessions for the fieldwork involved large 
groups in one go, informants could be sure that in spite of each writing this unique 
identifier under questionnaire number, their participation would remain anonymous. 
For similar reasons, every questionnaire had a speaker number that the informants 
were obliged to fill in as they listened to the recording of each speaker. Whenever a 
recording was played to the informants, it was announced clearly which number of 
speaker they were about to listen to and they were reminded to write this on their 
own questionnaire. Consequently the vast majority of informants remembered to do 
this. Any sets of questionnaires that failed to give the corresponding numbers for 
the speakers had to be discarded to ensure the results would be processed 
correctly.
Once all the recordings had been played to the informants and they had 
finished entering their responses, the final part of the questionnaire was 
distributed. At this point, the first part of the questionnaire, which had already been 
filled in, was collected. This was the point in the test where the informants would be 
able to guess the real aims behind the research due to the direct nature of the 
open-ended questions in this final section of the questionnaire. Therefore, the first 
part of the questionnaire (the matched-guise technique part) was collected to 
prevent anyone from going back and changing their previous answers (this actually 
happened in one of the pilot studies). The initial five questions in this final section 
were intended to find out some background details about the informant. These 
questions were basic and asked the informant to provide: age, gender, profession, 
parents' profession and place of origin. This information was collected anonymously 
since at no point were the informants required to provide their name or any detail 
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that compromised their anonymity.
The rest of this section prompts the informants to provide details both of the 
variety (or varieties) they speak and of their opinion of other spoken varieties. In 
contrast to part one of the fieldwork where data about language attitudes were 
gathered indirectly using the matched-guise technique, the data collected in this 
final part were open and direct (for example, similar to the method using 
questionnaires by Steinegger 1998). Question 6 asks the informants about the type 
of variety they believe is one that they use themselves. If any informants entered 
that they think they use a nonstandard variety, then they were prompted to answer 
a further two questions. The first of these next two questions inquires about the 
type of variety they think they normally use and is the same question for both the 
English and the Austrian versions of the questionnaires. However, the next part of 
question 6 is the only difference between the versions of the questionnaire used in 
the two countries. It inquires about the same topic but from different angles. The 
English version asks the following question:
Are there times when you try not to speak with your accent / dialect? Y / N
If Y please indicate in which situations: 
The reasoning behind this question is that the informant has already responded 
that they 'speak with a particular accent or dialect' so an attempt is now being 
made to ascertain whether the informant does try and speak a variety 
approximating the standard variety under certain circumstances, and if so, in which 
situations. As described in chapter two, in England people might not always be sure 
of what is meant by terms like standard or non-standard (section 2.3.1.1 has more 
detail on this), hence the question was phrased as described above on the English 
version of the questionnaire.
In chapter two, the situation in Austria concerning Hochdeutsch and Dialekt 
was described in some detail. A conclusion arising from that discussion is that 
Austrians, in contrast to the English, are usually aware of varieties of differing 
prestige that are used depending generally on the formality of the situation. 
Hochdeutsch is a term that, although it may be vague, is understood by most 
Austrians to be a variety approximating the standard variety. On account of this, 
the Austrian version of the same questionnaire tackles the same issue from the 
opposite angle and poses the following question:
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Gibt es Situationen, in denen Sie eher Hochdeutsch sprechen möchten?
Ja / Nein
Wenn ja, geben Sie bitte an in welchen Situationen:
So rather than assuming that an informant can use a variety that is an 
approximation of Austrian Standard German, or indeed wants to, the question is a 
tactful attempt to elicit in which situations the informant would prefer to use the 
standard variety (not forgetting that by reaching this stage in the questionnaire, 
the same informant has already entered that they do normally speak a nonstandard 
variety).
As described above, the questionnaire was prepared to be the same in as 
many ways possible for both England and Austria, the only difference was the 
language of the questionnaire itself. As expected, the test itself was conducted in 
exactly the same way in all sessions in both countries, with the only other 
difference being the English recordings for England and the Austrian ones for 
Austria.
4.4 Recordings
There are ten recordings for Austria (table 4.4.1) and nine for England (table 4.4.2) 
that were played to the informants from each country respectively. In creating the 
recordings, all speakers spoke twice: once with a high-prestige variety and once 
with a low-prestige variety. The exception is a male Norfolk/Manchester guise for 
the English recordings. He is the only speaker who spoke two low-prestige varieties 
in addition to his high-prestige guise. When preparing the materials for the 
fieldwork in Austria and in England, pilot studies (cf 4.5) were carried out and it 
was decided that the original recordings produced by Lees (2000) would be suitable 
for this research too.
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Speaker Guises Origin of guise Gender Spoken 
variety
Speaker 1 Guise 1 Tyrol Female High-prestige
Speaker 2 Guise 2 Lower Austria Male Low-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 3 Vienna Male Low-prestige
Speaker 4 Guise 4 Tyrol Male High-prestige
Speaker 5 Guise 5 Salzburg Female High-prestige
Speaker 1 Guise 6 Tyrol Female Low-prestige
Speaker 2 Guise 7 Lower Austria Male High-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 8 Vienna Male High-prestige
Speaker 4 Guise 9 Tyrol Male Low-prestige
Speaker 5 Guise 10 Salzburg Female Low-prestige
Table 4.4.1 Recordings for the matched-guise technique undertaken in Vienna
Speaker Guises Origin of guise Gender Spoken variety
Speaker 1 Guise 1 London Female High-prestige
Speaker 2 Guise 2 Liverpool Female High-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 3 Manchester/Norfolk Male High-prestige
Speaker 4 Guise 4 London Male Low-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 5 Norfolk Male Low-prestige
Speaker 1 Guise 6 London Female Low-prestige
Speaker 2 Guise 7 Liverpool Female Low-prestige
Speaker 4 Guise 8 London Male High-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 9 Manchester Male Low-prestige
Table 4.4.2 Recordings for the matched-guise technique undertaken in Manchester
When Lees (2000) prepared the recordings, she chose the fairytale Little Red 
Riding Hood (Number 26 in Grimm 1990) to be used as a text that each speaker 
would read and then relate in their own words. The text is provided in full in the 
appendix. By having each speaker tell the story themselves, without reading 
directly from the text, Lees avoided the criticism put forward by Lee (1971: 411) 
that typical recordings for such methods sound too much like a 'reading style' 
rather than natural speech. The original German fairytale was translated into 
English so that the text would be as close as possible to being the same for the 
guises in both countries. By selecting a fairytale that many are familiar with, Lees 
(2000) avoided the necessity of having the informants read the text prior to each 
test so that they could have an idea of what the speakers are talking about (unlike, 
for example, Giles (1970: 216) where the passage was read aloud before the test 
began). Lambert et al. (1962) used a passage of a philosophical nature for the 
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speakers to produce their guises but Lees (2000) considered this to be particularly 
demanding and therefore the informants might not focus sufficiently upon the 
speakers but increasingly on the content of the passage itself.
During the actual fieldwork, prior to the beginning of the procedure the 
informants were told clearly how to fill in the first part of the questionnaire that 
they had before them and they were informed about the number and duration of 
the recordings they were about to hear. Any queries regarding the test were 
answered at this point. Each guise was played to the informants for approximately 
one minute as that duration was deemed of sufficient length for the informants to 
be able to obtain an impression of the speaker but not too long so that the test 
became too long and drawn out. Consultation with informants after the pilot studies 
confirmed that they had had adequate time listening to the recording to formulate 
their perception of the guise for the questionnaire. Another reason for not playing 
each recording to the full length was that by doing this there would be a greater 
risk of the informants guessing that a speaker had spoken twice because they 
would have been able to become more familiar with each voice. Furthermore, in 
discussing the preparation for the recordings, Lees (2000) noted that one speaker, 
the Liverpool guise, had produced her recordings earlier than the rest of the 
speakers and as a result the recording of her guise is shorter in length than the 
others. This potential issue was easily overcome by keeping the length of each 
recording played to the informants to one minute maximum because that way all 
the recordings were played for the same amount of time, regardless of the length 
of the guise that had been produced. 
The guises were played in the same sequence each time so that in 
processing the results later on, there would be no confusion over which guise 
corresponded to which speaker number on the questionnaire. Once the final part of 
the questionnaire had been collected and the experiment had been completed, a 
small debriefing session began where the experimenter explained what was being 
investigated and the reasons behind the test. Each time the informants were asked 
whether anybody had guessed either the purpose of the task and above all, 
whether anybody taking part had realised that each of the speakers in the 
recordings had in fact spoken twice. In all the cases, the informants were surprised 
to hear that the guises were not all different people and therefore it can be deduced 
that the experimental manipulation aspect of the matched-guise technique had 
been successful. The debriefing discussion often stimulated some interesting 
comments concerning the language attitudes of the informants and some of the 
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statements put forward informally by the informants will be mentioned in the 
discussion of the results in the following chapter. Not unlike the observations made 
by previous researchers carrying out similar tests (Romaine 1980: 229), it seemed 
that informants generally enjoyed taking part in this research.
Having speakers from different regions allows for an analysis of the extent to 
which varieties have both regional and social associations. As discussed in section 
2.3.1, the linguistic situation in England differs from Austria in the sense that the 
higher up the social order the speaker is in England, the less regionally marked the 
speech of that person is (Hudson 1996: 42). This pattern has been noticed in other 
parts of the British Isles, not just in England. Giles and Powesland (1975: 27) note 
that the national varieties of Scotland and Ireland are not associated with people of 
lower social status, but regional varieties within each country, so-called 'second-
class accents', are considered as belonging to the lower classes. In section 2.3.1, 
this concept was illustrated with the diagram of a triangle by Trudgill (2000: 30). 
Although this phenomenon has been established in England (Durrell 2004: 202), 
the connection between regional variation and social status is not necessarily the 
situation elsewhere in Europe (Ammon 1995: 283). In the case of Austria, 
Moosmüller (1991: 149) notes that not only is a certain amount of regional 
variation tolerated within gehobene Umgangssprache, it is in fact a component of it 
(also Wiesinger 1990a: 445).
4.5 Pilot studies
In order to test the materials for the fieldwork and to try out the experiment, two 
pilot studies were conducted at secondary schools in the Manchester area in March 
and May 2007, involving a total of 42 informants. The results from these pilot 
studies acted as part of a trial and were not used in the final analysis. Conducting 
this trial allowed for rectifying any potential issues that may have arisen during the 
actual fieldwork. To illustrate an example of a change that was made as a result: it 
became clear that it would be much easier to use Compact Discs rather than audio 
cassettes to play the recordings because of the time saved in moving from one 
recording to the next when playing them to the informants. So the original 
recordings were digitised in preparation for the rest of the fieldwork. It was also 
during these pilot studies that the decision was made to collect the first part of the 
questionnaire when handing out the final section in order to prevent any 
overzealous informants from going back and changing their earlier responses to 
part 1 once they realised the true purpose of the research.
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4.6 Fieldwork
4.6.1 Fieldwork in England: profile of informants
Research in Manchester was conducted at the University of Manchester and at three 
secondary schools in the Manchester area. The university was selected as a 
research location because it was a convenient way to involve relatively large 
numbers of informants in the study. In order to create a more varied sample, three 
secondary schools were contacted via the university so that the age range of 
participating informants could be broadened.
Source Frequency
Students at the University of Manchester 122
Pupils at secondary schools in Manchester   85
Total 207
Table 4.6.1 Sources for the informants in England
The secondary schools were all selective grammar schools. Bearing this in mind 
along with the fact that the rest of the informants were university students in 
higher education, the results presented in the subsequent chapters are likely to be 
influenced by the social and educational backgrounds of the informants and this is a 
factor to be taken into consideration when analysing the data. As will be shown in 
section 4.7.1, the Austrian informants were from similar backgrounds.
The surroundings and rooms for carrying out the procedure was similar for 
each group of informants. At the university, the research would usually be 
conducted in either a small lecture theatre or a large seminar room with on average 
18 students. By using such rooms, the acoustics were of a satisfactory standard 
and the students were used to these rooms as they used the same rooms for their 
lessons or seminars. For fieldwork undertaken in the secondary schools, the room 
used was invariably a classroom and since the fieldwork was always carried out 
during lesson time, the school was always quiet during the recordings and filling in 
of the questionnaires so the guises were sufficiently clear and audible.
4.6.1.1 Gender of informants in England
The majority of the informants participating in the research are female. This is a 
result of the higher proportion of female students studying languages at the 
University of Manchester and the university language departments became the 
main source of access to potential informants. As much of the research in Vienna 
was similarly undertaken in the language departments at the University of Vienna, 
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the Austrian informants (described in section 4.7.1.1) taking part in this present 
study are also overwhelmingly female, which is to be taken into account during the 
subsequent analysis of results. However, with this being the case, the gender profile 
of the informants for the two cities involved in the research is therefore very similar. 
Although previous studies using the matched-guise technique have not always 
found many noticeable differences in the breakdown of responses between the male 
and the female informants, when Hundt (1992: 60) compared the reactions of male 
and female informants in his findings, he found that, although there was no clear 
difference in their respective evaluations, whenever there were some differences, 
the evaluations by females tended to provide the more favourable of the answers in 
comparison to the male informants. By way of illustration, Hundt (1992: 60) 
provides the example of the positive responses of the female informants towards 
the characteristics of friendliness and strength/weakness, when judging the 
Swabian speaker in his study. Likewise, the only other difference in terms of gender 
in his study was in evaluating the trait 'power' (Macht) for the Swabian speaker, in 
which the female informants again rated the speaker more positively than the male 
informants. Differences have been noticed in other research (for example, Mulac 
and Rudd 1977) between the responses provided by male and female informants. 
There could be a similar influence on the results of this present study too.
Gender Percent
Female 64.29
Male 35.71
Table 4.6.1.1 Gender of informants in England
4.6.1.2 Origin of informants in England
The aim of this study is to provide a picture of language attitudes of a group from 
England and then to compare these attitudes with those of a similar sized group 
from Austria. Upon conducting the test, I ensured that all informants for this part of 
the study were British and to confirm this there was a box in the final part of the 
questionnaire for the informants to enter where they were from so I could verify 
the origin of the participating informants. A decision was also made ultimately to 
involve only informants from Britain because the number of any informants 
(including native speakers of English) from overseas would have been to small to 
produce any significant interpretation of their responses. Moreover, this approach 
enabled a direct comparison of the results from the informants in England with the 
results from those informants in Austria, where similar measures were taken in 
including only Austrians in the research.
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Origin Frequency Percent
Manchester 62 29.95
Yorkshire 22 10.63
Liverpool 12 5.80
London 12 5.80
Wales 11 5.31
Cheshire 10 4.83
North-East England 9 4.35
Lancashire 8 3.86
Lake District/Cumbria 7 3.38
East Midlands 6 2.90
Derbyshire 5 2.42
Kent 4 1.93
West Midlands 4 1.93
South England 4 1.93
Bristol 3 1.45
Midlands 3 1.45
Sussex 3 1.45
Hertfordshire 2 0.97
North-West 2 0.97
Cambridgeshire 2 0.97
East Anglia 2 0.97
Staffordshire 2 0.97
Dorset 1 0.48
Northern Ireland 1 0.48
Gloucestershire 1 0.48
East England 1 0.48
Isle of Man 1 0.48
Birmingham 1 0.48
Devon 1 0.48
Suffolk 1 0.48
Peak District 1 0.48
Buckinghamshire 1 0.48
Oxfordshire 1 0.48
Scotland 1 0.48
Total 207 100
Table 4.6.1.2 Origin of informants in England
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With regard to table 4.6.1.2, each listed origin of the informants is based directly 
on the face value of the entry written by each informant, which explains why some 
entries are rather vague (for example, South of England) in comparison to others. 
This also means that there is potential for a certain amount of overlap, for example 
whereas some informants entered North-west as their place of origin, others wrote 
Liverpool or Manchester. Naturally the informant who wrote North-west could also 
be from one of these cities but this cannot be discerned from such a vague 
response and therefore the entries are presented as they were written by the 
informants.
4.6.1.3 Age of informants in England
Efforts were made to involve as wide an age range as possible. Although the range 
of ages is not very broad, it does at least give an indication of language attitudes 
from the ages 14 to 24 years, with most informants in England being between 14 
and 18 years old. Furthermore, informants from this age group have often been the 
focus for previous studies into language attitudes (for example, Cheyne 1970, 
Strongman and Woolsey 1967, as well as most of the studies mentioned earlier in 
section 4.1) because of their availability. Giles (1970: 217) discovered that age can 
indeed turn out to be factor in influencing language attitudes, concluding that the 
older set of his informants (17 years old) were able to recognise different varieties 
better (than the 12 year old informants) with an older pupil perceiving 'significantly 
more prestige value in speaking R.P. than the younger child'. At the same time, the 
older informants tended to be also less critical overall in their evaluations by usually 
giving the more favourable of the answers in comparison to the younger pupils 
taking part. Other research has also shown that there is a relationship between age 
and language attitudes (for example, Sharp et al. 1973).
Age group Percent
14 to 18 years 66.43
19 to 24 years 33.57
Table 4.6.1.3 Age of informants in England
4.7.1 Fieldwork in Austria: profile of informants
Research in Austria was conducted at the University of Vienna and at four 
secondary schools in the capital. The reasons for choosing these locations were 
practical ones, similar to the situation described for gaining access to informants in 
England. This similarity in the way informants were acquired for the two countries 
also had the advantage of ensuring the validity of making a comparison of the two 
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samples, since both sets of informants were from a similar pool, i.e. university and 
selective secondary schools (Bundesgymnasien). 
Source Frequency
Students at the University of Vienna 165
Pupils at secondary schools in Vienna   66
Total 224
Table 4.7.1 Sources for the informants in Austria
4.7.1.1 Gender of informants in Austria
The majority of Vienna informants were female and this fact is predominantly for 
the same reasons as the circumstances involved in finding the informants in 
England, namely the greater proportion of females studying languages at the 
university, which turned out to be my primary source of access to participants in 
the fieldwork.
Gender Percent
Female 77.25
Male 22.75
Table 4.7.1.1 Gender of informants in Austria
4.7.1.2 Origin of informants in Austria 
A large number of the Austrian informants were Viennese. 44.64% of the Austrian 
informants entered their place of origin as Vienna, which is the largest single 
proportion of informants from the same place for the entire study overall, including 
the Manchester fieldwork. Many of the informants were university students. In the 
UK there is a stronger tradition than in Austria of moving 'away' to study at 
university, therefore many students taking part in the Austrian part of the fieldwork 
were actually from Vienna, whereas only a smaller number of students participating 
from the University of Manchester were actually from Manchester itself. 
5.4% of Austrian informants simply wrote their place of origin as Austria 
which explains the inclusion of that category in the list below. Some informants 
must have understood the question as asking whether they originate from a town 
or from the countryside because a small number responded with one of these 
answers respectively. The second largest proportion of informants are from Lower 
Austria (23.21%) which is not surprising since that is the region surrounding the 
capital. Consequently some areas, which are technically part of Lower Austria, may 
be considered by their inhabitants as suburbs of Vienna. This slight ambiguity must 
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be taken into account when comparing the origin of the informant and their attitude 
towards the Viennese and Lower Austrian varieties. This is because some of the 
Lower Austrian informants, who live immediately beyond the outskirts of the 
capital, may feel a greater affinity with Vienna, and hence the Viennese variety, 
whereas others perhaps living further from the capital, may have a closer 
relationship with Lower Austria and the variety used there. The next largest group 
by origin is from Upper Austria (10.27%).
Place Frequency Percent
Vienna 100 44.64
Lower Austria 52 23.21
Upper Austria 23 10.27
Austria 11 4.91
Carinthia 9 4.02
Burgenland 8 3.57
Styria 6 2.68
Tyrol 5 2.23
Salzburg 4 1.79
Vorarlberg 3 1.34
From an urban area 2 0.89
From a rural area 1 0.45
Total 224 99.98
Table 4.7.1.2 Origins of informants in Austria
4.7.1.3 Age of informants in Austria
As the importance of making a direct comparison between low and high-prestige 
varieties was taken into consideration at every stage of planning in this research, it 
was important to use informants in Austria who belonged as closely as possible to 
the same age range as the English informants. In comparison to the English 
informants, the proportions for each age category are almost directly inverted, with 
the 14 to 18 year old age group for Austria comprising 38.33% of the informants 
(this age group in England totals 66.22 %) and the 19 to 24 year old informants 
making up almost two thirds of the total number of informants with 61.67% (this 
age group in England totals 33.37 %).
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Age group Percent
14 to 18 years 38.33
19 to 24 years 61.67
Table 4.7.1.3 Age of informants in Austria
One reason for the higher proportion of older informants for Austria is the greater 
number of school pupils participating in the England study (85 pupils) than the 
Austria study (66 pupils). Another likely cause is the generally older age of students 
studying at Austrian universities in comparison to students at English universities. 
Bearing in mind the aforementioned potential influence of informant age on 
language attitudes (as in Giles (1970: 217)), this difference in ages will be taken 
into consideration when comparing the results in Austria with those in England.
4.8 Processing the findings
Once the all fieldwork had been undertaken, the questionnaires were processed 
using the statistics software SPSS 13.0 at the University of Manchester and this was 
done with the assistance of Pierre Walthery at the School of Social Sciences. The 
questionnaire was designed so that the quantitative data could be easily entered 
into the program. Where there were open questions, in particular the remaining 
questions at the bottom of part 1 of the questionnaire and the questions for the 
final section of the questionnaire, general categories were made to group the 
various answers that were provided. The vast majority of the questionnaires had 
been completed correctly and they could be entered directly into the statistics 
software. There were a small number of questionnaires that lacked the numbers 
identifying speakers or were missing a guise altogether, so these were discarded. 
For measuring statistical significance in the findings, the statistical model chosen is 
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon 1945), which enables the differences 
between pairs of measurements to be ranked and can be used when the population 
distribution cannot be assumed to have a normal distribution (Ott et al. 2008: 319). 
A result that is considered statistically significant for this present study is p ≤ 0.05. 
The results of the fieldwork will be discussed in the following chapters.
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5 Manchester fieldwork: results
In chapters 5, 6 and 7 the findings of the research will be discussed. The results of 
the fieldwork undertaken in Manchester will be presented in this chapter. Chapter 6 
will deal with the results of the fieldwork in Vienna, whilst chapter 7 will focus on a 
comparison of the results in the two countries.
The research carried out in Manchester has been described in detail in 
sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. Table 5.1 is a summary of the recordings used in that 
fieldwork. There were nine guises produced by four people (section 4.4.2):
Speaker Guises Origin of guise Gender Spoken variety
Speaker 1 Guise 1 London Female High-prestige
Speaker 2 Guise 2 Liverpool Female High-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 3 Manchester/Norfolk Male High-prestige
Speaker 4 Guise 4 London Male Low-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 5 Norfolk Male Low-prestige
Speaker 1 Guise 6 London Female Low-prestige
Speaker 2 Guise 7 Liverpool Female Low-prestige
Speaker 4 Guise 8 London Male High-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 9 Manchester Male Low-prestige
Table 5.1 Recordings for the matched-guise technique undertaken in 
Manchester
The age, gender and origins of the informants have been described in section 4.6.1. 
The informants completed the questionnaire described in section 4.3 (also in 
appendix A). The research focuses on whether there are different perceptions of the 
guises in terms of low and high-prestige varieties. The results below are the 
findings for Manchester. The results of the Manchester fieldwork will first of all be 
analysed altogether to find out the overall mean responses of the informants. Then 
these results will be further broken down according to the additional factors of age, 
gender and origin of informants. Reactions to the individual speakers who produced 
the recordings will also be investigated one by one to observe whether any 
noticeable patterns arise in the evaluation of the each guise. The responses by the 
same informants to their favourite and least favourite varieties will also be 
presented in this chapter because the answers given here often provide further 
insight into the responses to the matched-guise technique.
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5.1 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: overall results
The graphs below show the results for the responses provided by all the informants 
who participated in the Manchester fieldwork regardless of age, gender or place of 
origin. The graphs consist of two parts (graphs 5.1 and 5.2) so that the results for 
all the traits can be clearly read. All the informants who were eligible to participate 
in the Manchester study as outlined in 4.6.1 are included in this analysis. Graph 5.1 
presents all the responses the informants provided for all the guises in terms of the 
appearance traits (height, attractiveness and dress) and status traits (leadership, 
confidence, ambition, education, intelligence and profession). For each 
characteristic, the initial light grey bar represents the mean result for all the 
Manchester informants' responses to only the low-prestige guises. The darker bar 
for each trait indicates the mean result for all the Manchester informants' responses 
to the high-prestige guises. Graph 5.2 presents the same data for the solidarity 
traits (honesty, generosity, humour, entertainingness, sociability and character) and 
the two remaining traits of reliability and religiousness. Character here refers to the 
semantic differential of uncaring vs kind.  The scale on the Y-axis for both graphs 
presents the mean of the responses provided by the informants on the seven point 
scale of the matched-guise technique. Table 5.2 is a table of statistical significance 
for the all data presented in graphs 5.1 and 5.2. The mean results are provided in 
numerical form (to two decimal places) in table 5.2 along with the statistical 
significance (p ≤ 0.05). Table 5.2 also groups the traits into the four categories of 
appearance, status, solidarity and other for the purpose of the analysis. All the 
subsequent graphs and tables presenting the mean results of the matched-guise 
technique will use this layout.
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Graph 5.1 Matched-guise technique: Manchester 
Overall mean results for appearance and status traits
Graph 5.2 Matched-guise technique: Manchester 
Overall mean results for solidarity and other traits
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Trait Low-prestige 
guises
High-prestige 
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance traits
height 3.79 4.35 0.0000**
attractiveness 3.24 4.14 0.0000**
dress 3.19 5.31 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.21 4.52 0.0000**
confidence 4.22 4.61 0.0002**
ambition 3.45 4.76 0.0000**
education 2.80 5.27 0.0000**
intelligence 3.36 5.26 0.0000**
profession 2.61 5.20 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.48 5.06 0.0000**
generosity 4.98 5.06 0.3432
humour 4.50 3.76 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.19 3.69 0.0001**
sociability 4.47 4.14 0.0000**
character 4.83 4.96 0.0484**
Other traits
reliability 3.98 5.06 0.0000**
religiousness 3.65 4.34 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.2 Matched-guise technique: Manchester 
Overall mean results for all traits
As can be observed from table 5.2, every trait included in the matched-guise 
technique, with the exception of generosity, was significantly different when the 
responses to the speakers using a low-prestige variety are compared to the 
responses to the speakers using a high-prestige variety. So these data already 
provide evidence that the judgements of the informants were influenced by the 
type of variety they heard in the recording. The first three traits on the 
questionnaire concerned the perceived appearance of the speaker. They were 
height, attractiveness and dress (dress here meaning whether the speaker was 
considered smartly dressed or not). The speaker was on average judged to be 
taller, more attractive and better dressed when that speaker used a high-prestige 
guise rather than a low-prestige guise. The reasons for the high-prestige guises 
being attributed more height might be on account of height having associations 
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with authority and superiority. Lambert et al. (1960: 46-7) found that the 
appearance traits of height and attractiveness ('dress' was not included in that 
study) were also both evaluated differently depending on the guise. Lambert et al. 
(1960: 48) regarded these as important factors because they, along with 
leadership, confidence and ambition, are all 'commonly considered necessary for 
social and economic success'. Therefore, these appearance traits are just as 
meaningful as the other 'personality' traits in representing the informants' 
perception of that speaker. Of all the three aspects of appearance, the largest 
difference was for dress, where the high-prestige guises were perceived as 
considerably smarter than the low-prestige guises. One reason for this could be the 
associations of smart attire with well-spoken individuals. These findings 
demonstrate that from a voice alone, people can have certain preconceptions about 
the speaker's looks and clothes despite never casting eyes on them.
The rest of the traits in the questionnaire concerned the perception of the 
speaker's personality, character and beliefs. It is helpful for the analysis of the 
results to categorise the rest of these traits into the groups of status, solidarity and 
other as described in section 4.3. Similar to the appearance traits, the status traits 
were all judged more favourably for the speakers using a high-prestige variety than 
those using a low-prestige variety, with all the differences in these cases being 
statistically significant (table 5.2). The three aspects of education, intelligence and 
profession have the largest discrepancy between the responses towards the high 
and low-prestige varieties than any other traits for the Manchester part of the 
study, with the exception of dress which produced the third largest difference in the 
judgements of these guises overall. This is all the more important considering that 
the perception of the speaker's education, intelligence and profession is crucial in 
formal settings like a job interview. 
Likewise, there is a statistically significant difference for the status traits of 
confidence and leadership. The fact that high-prestige guises are evaluated as 
having better leadership skills and being more confident may arise from the 
association in the minds of the informants between these particular guises and 
figures of authority. Table 5.2 presents results demonstrating that the high-prestige 
guises signify a more educated and intelligent person according to the informants, 
which implies that the speakers of these varieties have a better educational 
background, are more likely to have attended university and hence have a better 
chance of securing senior professional positions. The connection between a high-
prestige variety and the perceived type of employment of that speaker is indicated 
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by the evaluation of the traits ambition and profession. Being more ambitious and 
being more likely to be a white-collar worker were both attributes that the 
informants regarded as belonging more to the speakers of high-prestige varieties. 
The relationship between professional status and the variety of the speaker is one 
that has already been investigated by Giles et al. (1981: 95-6). Due to the 
relevance of this study by Giles, it is worth at this point looking at it in more detail.
Both the status traits of confidence and intelligence were evaluated more 
positively for the high-prestige guises in the language attitude study by Giles et al. 
(1981: 95), for whom the 'standard accented speakers' were also more aggressive 
and more 'statusful'. Giles et al. (1981: 96) also asked their informants to 
categorise the guises by profession from a selection of hypothetical jobs that were 
made available and which ranged from the lower status 'industrial plant cleaner' to 
the better paid 'foreman'. In this present study, the informants rated the low-
prestige guises as more likely to be manual workers than the high-prestige guises. 
Similarly, as stated earlier, the high-prestige guises were considered to be more 
ambitious than the low-prestige guises. This finding conforms with Giles et al. 
(1981: 96), where the informants generally placed the nonstandard guises in the 
lower status jobs and they supported their choices by explaining that the 
nonstandard speakers would have 'more ability to get on with both equals' whilst 
being 'more suitable for the job'. Creber and Giles (1983: 158) likewise found for 
the characteristics of intelligence and education that their 'RP speaker' was rated 
higher than speakers of other varieties for their study. The speaker of RP English 
was also upgraded on a third status trait that they tested for, that of 'social class'. 
In a further study, Giles and Sassoon (1983: 309) also found that their 
'middle class and RP speakers were more highly rated on status than the working 
class', especially for the two status traits of intelligence and success. Status traits 
are therefore usually perceived in favour of the high-prestige guises. When looking 
at the solidarity traits shortly, it becomes apparent that where the low-prestige 
guises became evaluated negatively for the traits of leadership, confidence, 
ambition, education, intelligence and profession, the same guises often received 
more positive evaluations for other traits that have more in common with 
sociability, amiability and benevolence. When Giles et al. (1992: 515) found a 
similar situation in their research into language attitudes, they summarised the 
outcome as one where 'accent emerged with the usual stereotyped caricature of 
high RP socioeconomic success and low social humanity, with the converse 
emerging for nonstandard speakers'.
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The comparison of the informants' reactions to the low and high-prestige 
guises for the solidarity traits has not yielded results that are as unambiguous and 
unequivocal as the judgements of the same speakers for the status traits. Starting 
with the results that correlated with the status vs solidarity pattern, there was a 
statistically significant difference for the solidarity traits of sociability, 
entertainingness, character and sense of humour, which were all judged more 
favourably for the low-prestige guises than the high-prestige guises (table 5.2). 
However, for the same set of findings, there was no significant difference for the 
trait of generosity, and on closer inspection, the trait of character was only just 
statistically significant (0.0484 – bearing in mind that p ≤ 0.05). In addition to this, 
for these last two traits (i.e. generosity and character), which are normally 
associated with solidarity and hence have often received more positive evaluations 
for the nonstandard guises in previous research (for example, in Giles et al 1981: 
95), any perceptible difference between the reactions to low and high-prestige 
guises does in fact show these traits to be more favourably evaluated for the 
speakers of high-prestige varieties. Furthermore, the remaining solidarity trait of 
honesty is associated more by the informants with speakers of high-prestige 
varieties and most importantly this trait exhibits a significant difference when the 
responses to the low and high-prestige guises are compared.
When looking first of all at only the positive attitudes of the informants 
towards the low-prestige varieties, it can be seen that the low-prestige guises were 
rated as more sociable, more entertaining and having a better sense of humour 
than the high-prestige guises. An explanation for this would be the likelihood that 
the informants themselves would relate more to these speakers in terms of these 
characteristics, which relate to going out socially in a more relaxed setting. On the 
other hand, a speaker of a low-prestige variety might be perceived as out of place 
in a formal environment and unsuitable for certain types of employment. Yet, the 
same speaker might be regarded as a more easygoing person and a better 
candidate to have as friend. Formality plays a role here because a 'posh' sounding 
voice is inherently associated with a more formal context.
The fact there is no significant difference for the trait of generosity means 
potentially that the informants found themselves unable to judge any of the 
speakers for this trait. They may have considered generosity to be a characteristic 
of one's personality that cannot be assessed purely on the basis of voice alone. It is 
noteworthy that the highest mean rating for the low-prestige guises out of all the 
traits is in fact for generosity (overall mean result of 4.98), so it was not that the 
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informants believed the speakers of low-prestige guises were particularly lacking in 
this characteristic, but rather that the same informants also credited the high-
prestige guises with a similar amount of perceived generosity (overall mean result 
of 5.06) and hence the end result is that overall there is no statistically significant 
difference in the comparison between the two sets of guises (table 5.2). It is a 
similar set of circumstances for the solidarity trait of 'character' because this trait 
was very close to showing no significant difference between the reactions to low 
and high-prestige varieties and yet it is also the second most highly rated trait on 
average (4.83) for all the low-prestige guises (second only to generosity). The 
assumption arising from this is that none of the speakers for either type of guise 
were considered 'unpleasant' because they were all evaluated on average as 
moderately 'likeable'.
The remaining two traits (reliability and religiousness) are classified under 
other traits because they do not fit comfortably into any of the three previous 
categories. For the trait of reliability, it is the high-prestige guises that are 
evaluated as the most reliable, rather than the low-prestige ones. There could be 
differing interpretations of the meaning of 'reliable' and such discrepancy is the 
reason why reliability is placed in the other traits category. The informants probably 
understood reliability in terms of a situation in the workplace, where a colleague 
might have to be a reliable person or they took reliability to mean being reliable in 
the sense of meeting a deadline for a project. They might not have considered 
reliability in the sense of trustworthiness or faithfulness, otherwise they may have 
assessed the speakers of low-prestige varieties as being more trustworthy than the 
high-prestige guises, although the results also indicate that the speakers of high-
prestige varieties were considered more honest. Honesty is a solidarity trait that 
was in fact attributed on the whole more to the high-prestige guises than the low-
prestige ones. A speculative explanation for this result for reliability could be that 
the speakers of high-prestige varieties were regarded as figures of authority that 
could be trusted, for example, teachers, rather than people who are often not 
deemed as dependable, for example, politicians, who may use high-prestige 
varieties but are not always considered honest. Politicians and the perception of 
their integrity based on the variety they speak was the focus of the Austrian study 
by Moosmüller (1998) discussed in section 2.2.1. Although honesty might have 
been expected to be a trait associated with speakers of low-prestige varieties 
because of their perceived greater integrity and openness, this is not the first study 
into language attitudes to show that the evaluation of solidarity traits has not met 
the initial expectations of the researchers (Romaine 1980; Creber and Giles 1985; 
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Giles and Sassoon 1983). These studies all produced some results that ran counter 
to initial expectations and it is worth looking into some of these in more detail, 
starting with Romaine (1980) below.
Ambiguity regarding the relationship between solidarity traits and the 
evaluation of low-prestige guises has been noted in previous research. Frequently, 
the findings show expected patterns, for example, the low-prestige guises (or the 
speakers of 'nonstandard' varieties as they are often called), who are often not 
evaluated positively for characteristics of status, are upgraded for solidarity traits. 
Romaine (1980: 225) observes this tendency in her investigation which contrasted 
varieties of English in Scotland and included an RP variety: 
The speaker with the highest perceived status scores well on attributes 
linked with socio-economic success, but the more Scottish-sounding 
speakers, who do not score as well on status, are still very well-liked, i.e. 
they receive favorable personality ratings, in some cases more so than the 
RP speaker.
It is worth noting Romaine's choice of words in saying that 'in some cases' the 
Scottish-sounding speakers receive more positive ratings for personality, since 
nonstandard guises do not always receive only favourable reactions to the solidarity 
traits. The results are rarely unanimous in that respect. In comparing language 
attitudes towards RP English and varieties of English spoken in Wales, Creber and 
Giles (1985: 158-9) observed that although their RP guise was given positive 
evaluations for the status traits that they used, 'the Welsh speaker [of English] was 
not significantly upgraded on any of the solidarity traits', even by the informants 
from Wales. Again when Giles and Sassoon (1983: 309) compared language 
attitudes towards 'RP English' (which they (1983: 307) refer to as standard) and 
Cockney-accented speech, their RP guise was rated favourably for certain status 
traits, but for the 'Cockney' guise 'no significant effects appeared for the solidarity 
dimension whatsoever'.
Finally, for this present study there remains the trait of religiousness which, 
like the trait of reliability, has not been assigned to either subgroup of status or 
solidarity. Lambert et al. (1960: 47) included religiousness as a trait originally to 
test whether French Canadians are attributed with this stereotyped characteristic 
(Romaine 1980: 226). The results from the evaluation of speakers for this trait in 
the present study indicate that the high-prestige guises were considered more 
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religious (a statistically significant difference). Although there is no clear reason 
why this is the case, it might be that speakers of a higher prestige variety are 
considered more likely to be the people who would attend church. This finding 
seems to uphold the idea of church-going as class-dependent behaviour, where 
people of the middle-class might be regarded as attending church more often than 
the lower-classes. This is in spite of the fact that the opposite could be true in 
Canada and in certain parts of Britain.
Once the results for the Manchester matched-guise technique have been 
broken down and discussed in full, a comparison will be made in chapter 7, looking 
at the findings in the Manchester fieldwork alongside with those of the Vienna 
fieldwork to analyse the extent to which the responses of informants in both cities 
correlate in their attitudes towards low and high-prestige varieties.
5.2 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: breakdown of the guises
This section provides a more detailed analysis of the informants' reactions to the 
recordings, where the responses towards each speaker and the pair of guises they 
produced will be looked at in turn. The speakers for the Manchester fieldwork have 
already been presented in sections 4.4 and 5.1 (see table 5.1 above). The following 
sections will be a breakdown of the individual speakers to observe the evaluations 
made of those guises created by each speaker. In order to find out if there are any 
differences between the overall evaluations of the guises together and the 
individual guises when singled out one by one, a further comparison will be made in 
each case between the individual pairs of speakers and the mean result of all the 
guises taken together (as discussed in 5.1). 
As described in section 2.3.1 (based on Trudgill (2002: 173)), when 
speaking a low-prestige variety, the regional origins of the speakers became more 
apparent, for example, the high-prestige variety spoken by the London female as 
recording 1 does not indicate any signs of belonging to a particular region, whereas 
her low-prestige guise is clearly a London variety. Therefore, a feature that might 
be expected in investigating individual guises and speakers in this way is the 
different attitudes of the informants to a certain regional variety that becomes more 
evident in a low-prestige guise. This will be looked at in more detail in section 5.5 
where the responses of the informants are analysed according to their place of 
origin. It will also be interesting to investigate whether the same phenomenon 
occurs at all in the Austrian data because it is common in Austria that the regional 
origins of the speaker are still apparent when speaking a variety approximating the 
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national standard (Wiesinger 1990a: 445).
5.2.1 London female guises
Speaker 1 produced a high-prestige female guise and then a low-prestige female 
guise as speaker 6. The results of the informants' reactions to only these two 
speakers are shown below in graphs 5.3 and 5.4. Table 5.3 presents the same data 
along with the significant differences. These graphs and the table for this speaker, 
as for all the subsequent speakers, will all retain the same format as the original 
graphs and table in section 5.1, whereby each graph shows the questionnaire used 
in the matched-guise technique in two parts and the table presents the results in 
numerical format along with the list of statistically significant differences.
Graph 5.3 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 1
London female – guise 1 (high-prestige) and guise 6 (low-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 5.4 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 1
London female – guise 1 (high-prestige) and guise 6 (low-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
In comparing these two individual guises, speaker 1 and 6, with the responses to 
all the low and high-prestige guises taken together (as shown in the previous 
section 5.1), the most striking differences are for the traits of entertainingness and 
sociability. The results showing the attitudes towards all the guises (5.1) indicate 
that the speakers using a low-prestige variety are more entertaining and more 
sociable. However, for this female speaker who recorded the two guises, her low-
prestige guises are both considered less entertaining and less sociable. Her low-
prestige guise revealed more of her London origins, as it sounded like mildly 
Cockney-accented speech, which conforms to the idea put forward by Trudgill 
(2002: 173) as discussed in section 2.3.1. Therefore, reasons for the negative 
evaluations of the guise in this regard are most likely because the majority of 
informants come from the north of England and they do not find the people who are 
stereotypically attributed with this London variety as people the informants would 
find entertaining or would necessarily find especially likeable. 
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Trait London female
low-prestige
London female
high-prestige
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.71 4.15 0.0000**
attractiveness 4.19 4.50 0.1100
dress 4.30 6.12 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.31 5.13 0.0000**
confidence 3.04 5.27 0.0002**
ambition 3.37 4.99 0.0000**
education 3.24 6.04 0.0000**
intelligence 3.54 5.86 0.0000**
profession 3.61 5.61 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.83 5.52 0.0000**
generosity 5.30 5.45 0.3240
humour 3.55 3.21 0.0000**
entertainingness 3.19 3.35 0.1300
sociability 3.67 4.03 0.0000**
character 4.81 5.17 0.0000**
Other traits
reliability 4.42 5.98 0.0000**
religiousness 3.85 5.10 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.3 Responses of informants to speaker 1
London Female: guise 6 (low-prestige) and guise 1 (high-prestige)
There has traditionally been rivalry between the south and north, the so-called 
'North-South divide' (Wales 2000), although feelings regarding this might be 
stronger in the north, where people might wish to assert their independence from 
the capital and reject notions of the north being inferior. This behaviour could 
manifest itself in studies like this where attitudes of people from the north of 
England show less solidarity with a speaker from London than with a speaker from 
a region in northern England. Furthermore, previous research has also 
demonstrated that Cockney-accented speech is not upgraded on solidarity traits 
(entertainingness and sociability are undoubtedly among this type of traits). The 
study by Giles and Sassoon (1983: 309) found that RP speech was evaluated 
favourably for status traits but their nonstandard Cockney guise failed to be 
assessed positively for solidarity traits. The informants in this study were 'from 
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different areas of the United Kingdom' (Giles and Sassoon 1983: 307). This set of 
circumstances is not unlike the situation in Austria (section 2.2.1), where the urban 
varieties of the capital are frequently considered the least popular in the rest of 
Austria (Moosmüller 1991: 21).
5.2.2 Liverpool female guises
The second guise (high-prestige) for the matched-guise technique was recorded by 
a female from Liverpool and she also recorded guise number 7 (low-prestige). As 
has been demonstrated with the previous guise, when speaking the low-prestige 
variety, the Liverpool female's origins became more apparent in her speech. Lees 
(2000), whose recordings were used for this study, believed that people throughout 
England maintain certain stereotypical preconceptions of people from Liverpool and 
in this respect, Lees (2000) was particularly interested in the informants' 
judgements for the trait of honesty for this speaker, as she believed that there was 
a widespread stereotype of Liverpudlians being dishonest. When Lambert et al. 
(1960) first began experiments using the matched-guise technique, investigating 
stereotypes was one of the primary objectives. They designed the matched-guise 
technique as a method to investigate the relationship between a language variety 
and the associated stereotypes people have of the speakers on account of that 
variety:
because the use of language is one aspect of behaviour common to a variety 
of individuals, hearing the language is likely to arouse mainly generalized or 
stereotyped characteristics of the group
Lambert et al. (1960: 44)
The discussion in the previous section of the north-south divide raised the issue of 
stereotyping and intergroup rivalry. As in many other countries, regional rivalries 
exist between neighbouring cities in England and one example of such a 
relationship is the one between the cities of Liverpool and Manchester. Since the 
largest single group of informants by origin taking part in this Manchester research 
come from that city (29.95%), the results will be examined to see if evidence of 
particularly negative reactions to the low-prestige Liverpool guise are apparent by 
comparing attitudes towards this guise and the attitudes to the rest of the guises. 
Any stereotypes that exist about people from Liverpool may have come to the 
forefront of the minds of some Manchester informants when listening to that 
speaker, particularly for the low-prestige guise, and the results will be looked at to 
see if there are any traces of such stereotyping. The person providing recordings 
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two and seven also had the voice that sounded the youngest of all the other people 
who took part in creating the guises and this may also have had an impact on the 
judgements of the informants.
The data showing the statistics that are discussed in this section are 
presented in graphs 5.5 and 5.6, as well as in table 5.4. Beginning with the initial 
three traits concerning the perceived appearance of the speaker, the judgement of 
height for the Liverpool guises was similar to the overall reactions towards all the 
low and high-prestige guises for that trait (table 5.1), namely that the speakers of 
high-prestige varieties are regarded as taller than the speakers of the low-prestige 
guises. However, the other two appearance traits, that of attractiveness and of 
dress, showed no statistically significant difference in the evaluations of the high 
and low-prestige guise, although for the high and low-prestige guises overall there 
was a significant difference in the responses (table 5.1), which rated the high-
prestige speaker as more attractive and much better dressed. 
Graph 5.5 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 2
Liverpool female – guise 2 (high-prestige) and guise 7 (low-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 5.6 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 2
Liverpool female – guise 2 (high-prestige) and guise 7 (low-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
There is in fact a general tendency for the language attitudes towards the two 
guises produced by this Liverpool female to be different from those towards the 
average evaluations of all the guises. The perception of many of the guise's other 
characteristics of leadership, reliability, confidence, ambition, education, 
intelligence, profession and religiousness are all the other way round in terms of the 
responses to the high and low-prestige varieties, when compared to the responses 
given towards the rest of the guises. That is to say that guise 7, using the low-
prestige variety was upgraded on all these traits mentioned above, whereas the 
mean result of the informants' reactions was that the speaker using the high-
prestige variety was usually rated the most favourably for all these traits. Notably, 
these traits that show a reversal in the evaluation of the high and low-prestige 
guise for guises 2 and 7 are mainly the status traits. As will be explained in more 
detail shortly, the reactions to the female Liverpool speaker for solidarity traits was 
more consistent with the reactions to the other guises.
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Trait Liverpool female
low-prestige
Liverpool female
high-prestige
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.39 3.07 0.0011**
attractiveness 4.47 4.29 0.1685
dress 4.01 3.87 0.0910
Status traits
leadership 3.74 3.22 0.0000**
confidence 5.81 4.44 0.0000**
ambition 4.53 4.20 0.0029**
education 3.62 3.39 0.0039**
intelligence 3.86 3.84 0.8253
profession 3.71 3.54 0.0369**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.35 4.38 0.9042
generosity 4.98 4.94 0.7648
humour 5.04 4.79 0.0089
entertainingness 5.23 4.74 0.0000**
sociability 5.95 5.37 0.0000**
character 5.20 5.13 0.2489
Other traits
reliability 4.10 3.67 0.0000**
religiousness 2.92 2.75 0.0669
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.4 Responses of informants to speaker 2
Liverpool Female: guise 7 (low-prestige) and guise 2 (high-prestige)
A reason for the Liverpool female speaker being an exceptional case in terms of the 
language attitudes towards her varieties is most likely that this female prepared her 
recordings earlier than the others (Lees 2000) and was the youngest speaker. Lees 
(2000) noted too that this particular high-prestige guise still revealed a number of 
characteristics of Liverpudlian speech. Whatever extent to which these factors 
played a role in the production of the guises, recordings 2 and 7 sound the most 
similar of all the voice pairs. Therefore, in conducting the experiment, this is where 
there was the largest risk that the informants would guess the objective of the test 
by matching these two guises. As it turns out, however, none of the informants 
stated that they had realised any of the two guises belonged to the same speaker 
when they were asked about this at the end of each experimental session.
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Nowhere is the uniqueness of this Liverpool female guise more apparent 
than in the informants' responses to the high and low-prestige guises of this 
speaker for the trait confidence of each guise. The speaker of the low-prestige 
variety is considered much more confident than the speaker of the high-prestige 
variety, which contrasts markedly with the general outcome of the informants' 
evaluations for the trait of confidence for the rest of the guises, where the high-
prestige guise is considered the more confident of the two speakers.
Finally, when categorising the adjectives of the semantic differential between 
status and solidarity traits, it turns out that it is amongst mainly the status traits 
where there was more likely to be a reversal in the attitudes towards the low and 
high-prestige guises for speakers 2 and 7 (table 5.4), when compared to the 
judgements towards all the guises together (table 5.1). For the solidarity traits of 
entertainingness, sociability and sense of humour, the responses of the informants 
conform with the response they gave for the rest of the guises, where the low-
prestige guises are regarded as being the more sociable, the most entertaining and 
having the better sense of humour. An exception to this is the trait of character, 
where was no statistically significant difference between the guises, although there 
was such a difference (albeit only just statistically significant) between language 
attitudes towards the rest of the high and low-prestige varieties, with the speaker 
of the high-prestige variety being perceived as the more likeable of the two guises.
Focusing now on the trait of honesty, which Lees (2000) regarded as a 
particularly interesting one to examine in the context of the Liverpool guise, it can 
be gathered from the graphs (5.5 and 5.6) and the table (5.4) that for this trait 
there is no significant difference between the Liverpool high and low-prestige 
guises. Lees (2000) had a similar result in her investigation where the difference 
was also 'negligible'. This finding for the female Liverpool speaker stands in marked 
contrast to the comparisons of the other guises for this trait, where the speaker of 
the high-prestige variety is considered more honest than the speaker of the low-
prestige variety (always a statistically significant difference). However, the 
expectation voiced by Lees (2000) that the Liverpool guises might be rated down 
for the aspect of honesty was confirmed to some degree by this present study when 
comparing the mean rating of honesty for each guise individually. Table 5.5 shows 
the mean rating for the honesty trait for each speaker. 
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Guise Mean rating for 'honesty' Spoken variety
Guise 4 3.74 London male low-prestige
Guise 7 4.35 Liverpool female low-prestige
Guise 2 4.38 Liverpool female high-prestige
Guise 9 4.56 Manchester male low-prestige
Guise 6 4.83 London female low-prestige
Guise 5 5.17 Norfolk male low-prestige
Guise 8 5.24 London male high-prestige
Guise 3 5.51 Manchester/Norfolk male high-prestige
Guise 1 5.52 London female high-prestige
Table 5.5 Responses of informants to the trait of honesty for all the guises
(A lower value means the speaker is regarded as 'less honest')
Although speaker 4, the low-prestige male London guise, was perceived on average 
to be the least honest speaker, the next two slots are filled by the low-prestige 
Liverpool female speaker (guise 7) and then by the high-prestige Liverpool female 
speaker (guise 2). As is shown quite clearly in the final column of this table, guise 2 
stands out as the only high-prestige guise to be located in the top half of this table 
for the trait 'honesty'. In other words, the Liverpool female high-prestige guise is 
the only high-prestige guise to be rated less honest than a low-prestige guise (i.e. 
the Manchester male, London female and Norfolk male low-prestige guises). This is 
a most likely result of the high-prestige guise still being recognisable as 
Liverpudlian to some extent. It also demonstrates that there may be some 
stereotyping of the Liverpool speaker for this trait.
Bearing in mind the notion of solidarity, the most likely reason for not rating 
the speakers of the Liverpool varieties highly for honesty is the fact that a large 
number of informants are from the Manchester area and therefore may have given 
more negative responses in this particular case. The female Liverpool speaker is the 
only one whose high-prestige guise is not upgraded on a single trait of any 
statistical significance when compared to the low-prestige guise. Language 
attitudes are attitudes formed towards the people who are stereotyped by that 
variety and therefore in a situation where one group is judging another group, 
language attitudes can be indicators of social relationships between an ingroup and 
an outgroup (Abrams and Hogg 1987). 
Stereotypes provide a way for one group to reinforce their feeling of being 
different from another group. The relationship between language attitudes on the 
one hand, and ingroups and outgroups on the other, was a central aspect in the 
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research of Abrams and Hogg (1987: 201). As described in section 3.2, when 
analysing the attitudes of Dundee schoolchildren towards Dundee and Glasgow 
regional varieties, the schoolchildren unsurprisingly gave the more favourable 
judgements to the Dundee speakers. However, when the comparison was shifted to 
evaluating Glasgow and RP varieties, the Dundee schoolchildren likewise changed 
their allegiance so that they now preferred the Glasgow speakers and gave the 
Glasgow guises the more positive of their evaluations. In this way, Abrams and 
Hogg (1987: 210) demonstrated that language attitudes can indeed be affected 
when placed into the context of ingroups and outgroups. With the Liverpool high-
prestige guise being evaluated less favourably than the low-prestige guise for every 
trait and with both guises of the female Liverpool speaker being attributed with the 
least honesty (except for one other low-prestige guise) it could be that the 
informants, especially those from Manchester, rated the high-prestige Liverpool 
guise (guise 7) more negatively than they did with other high-prestige guises 
because they could detect traces of a Liverpool origin in that high-prestige guise. 
The high-prestige Liverpool guise indicated her regional origins more than any of 
the other high-prestige guises. This could have had the effect that informants 
perceived this guise as belonging to a Liverpool outgroup and the stereotype of that 
group predominated in their evaluation of the speaker. It will be interesting to see if 
the same informants rated the Manchester low-prestige guise more positively for 
the solidarity traits (see the next section 5.2.3) because the Manchester low-
prestige speaker might have been considered as part of the ingroup. This forms 
part of the next section, which analyses the responses to the Manchester and 
Norfolk male guises produced by speaker 3.
5.2.3 Manchester and Norfolk male guises
The male speaker producing the recordings for the Manchester and Norfolk guises 
was unique in this study because this was the only person to provide more than two 
recordings for the matched-guise technique. As there are three guises recorded by 
this one person, the results will be examined by looking at the language attitudes 
towards each low-prestige guise individually in comparison to the attitudes towards 
his single high-prestige guise, i.e. there will be two comparisons: between guise 3 
(high-prestige) and guise 5 (low-prestige Norfolk), and between guise 3 (high-
prestige) and guise 9 (low-prestige Manchester).
Firstly, the following graphs and table show a comparison of the high-
prestige guise (number 3) with the low-prestige Norfolk guise (number 5). The 
comparison of the reactions of the informants to these two guises show a significant 
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difference between the informants' attitudes towards the two guises for every single 
trait (table 5.6), a pattern that only occurs for this pair of speakers. As is the trend 
with most of the guises, the speaker of the high-prestige variety is generally more 
favoured in terms of the status traits (leadership, confidence, ambition, education, 
intelligence and profession). However, the low-prestige guise is downgraded even 
more relative to the high-prestige guise than the low-prestige guises for the overall 
results (5.1). The differences in the reactions of the informants to the high and low-
prestige guises are notably large for leadership, education, intelligence and 
profession, which reflects the perception amongst the informants that the low-
prestige Norfolk male guise is not evaluated highly at all for these characteristics. 
The evaluation of the appearance traits for the speakers of the low and high 
varieties (speakers 3 and 5) also follow the general trend as the rest of the guises, 
with the high-prestige guise being considered taller, more attractive and better 
dressed. 
Graph 5.7 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 3
Norfolk male – guise 3 (high-prestige) and guise 5 (low-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 5.8 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 3
Norfolk male – guise 3 (high-prestige) and guise 5 (low-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
In the analysis of the solidarity traits, the low-prestige Norfolk guise is given 
particularly positive responses because this guise is not only upgraded on the traits 
of sociability, entertainingness, and sense of humour, but also for character and 
generosity. In the mean calculation for attitudes towards all the high and low-
prestige varieties taken together, there is no significant difference for the 
characteristic of generosity and only just a significant difference for character 
(significant difference for character = 0.0484 (p ≤ 0.05)). What is particularly 
striking about the informants giving the low-prestige Norfolk speaker positive 
responses as regards these two traits, is that not only is there little difference for 
the guises overall for the two characteristics of generosity and character, but the 
average result shows the high-prestige variety as the one that is favoured more on 
these two points.
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Trait Norfolk male
low-prestige
Norfolk male
high-prestige
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.46 4.97 0.0000**
attractiveness 2.88 3.74 0.0000**
dress 2.87 5.74 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.15 5.26 0.0000**
confidence 4.59 5.11 0.0000**
ambition 3.71 5.16 0.0000**
education 2.59 6.08 0.0000**
intelligence 3.42 6.07 0.0000**
profession 2.12 5.82 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 5.17 5.51 0.0090**
generosity 5.46 5.06 0.0010**
humour 5.08 3.98 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.68 3.61 0.0000**
sociability 4.65 4.01 0.0000**
character 5.36 4.87 0.0000**
Other traits
reliability 4.57 5.75 0.0000**
religiousness 4.42 4.95 0.0010**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.6 Responses of informants to speaker 3 – Norfolk/Manchester Male:
guise 5 (low-prestige) and guise 3 (high-prestige)
The results arising from the comparison of guises 3 and 5 show the most 
unambiguous case in this investigation of a high-prestige speaker being rated more 
positively on status traits and a low-prestige speaker being rated more positively on 
solidarity traits. It is the only case in the fieldwork for both England and Austria 
where the mean responses of the informants correspond exactly to the theoretical 
assumption of how a speaker is evaluated according to status and solidarity traits in 
this way. This has two repercussions because on the one hand, this finding provides 
conclusive support for the theory that in England individuals are categorised by 
their spoken variety. However, the fact that this is the only pair of recordings that 
conform so well to this expectation also indicates how complex the real picture is of 
language attitudes towards low and high-prestige varieties. Another important 
factor regarding guise 5 is that this is the only 'rural' English guise and this needs 
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to be considered with respect to the responses of the informants towards this low-
prestige guise.
The same person who spoke the low-prestige Norfolk variety, also spoke a 
low-prestige Manchester variety. Continuing the observation of the relationship 
between language attitudes and ingroup vs outgroup behaviour, the next 
comparison will be analysed closely to ascertain whether the predominantly 
northern English informants (of which 29.95% were actually from Manchester) 
favoured a northern or local variety because of its familiarity, or downgraded it 
because the same informants perhaps consider that variety as belonging to a group 
that is of lower social standing than themselves. 
Graph 5.9 Matched-guise technique: Manchester 
Responses of informants to speaker 3
Manchester male – guise 3 (high-prestige) and guise 9 (low-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 5.10 matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 3
Manchester male – guise 3 (high-prestige) and guise 9 (low-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
When putting the responses of the informants towards guises 3 and 9 within the 
more general context of their reactions to all the high and low-prestige guises taken 
together (section 5.1), the first striking feature is that the comparison of the 
evaluations of the low-prestige guise 9 and the high-prestige guise 3 follows very 
closely the mean results for the high and low-prestige varieties overall, with no 
single trait being judged differently than the mean result shown in 5.1. This is 
unparalleled for the comparison of the individual speakers because every other 
pairing of 'matched' guises, for example guises 1 and 6 or guises 2 and 7, all have 
at least one trait that is judged differently when compared to the mean results for 
high and low-prestige guises in section 5.1. This leads to the conclusion that guises 
3 and 9, who were produced by the same speaker, typify the general trend of the 
attitudes towards all of the guises for this present Manchester study, where the low-
prestige guises are judged to be more entertaining, more sociable and have a 
better sense of humour, whereas the high-prestige guises are judged more 
positively for every other trait, with the exception of generosity where there is no 
significant difference. If there is any dissimilarity between the evaluation of guises 
3 and 9, and the high and low-prestige guises in general, it is for the trait character 
where there is no significant difference between the attitudes towards guises 3 and 
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9, whereas the overall mean responses (in 5.1) to all the guises show this to be 
significantly different.
Trait Manchester male
low-prestige
Manchester Male
high-prestige 
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.76 4.97 0.0000**
attractiveness 2.87 3.74 0.0000**
dress 2.88 5.74 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.11 5.26 0.0000**
confidence 4.61 5.11 0.0010**
ambition 3.62 5.16 0.0000**
education 2.87 6.08 0.0000**
intelligence 3.48 6.07 0.0000**
profession 2.58 5.82 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.56 5.51 0.0000**
generosity 4.88 5.06 0.1350
humour 4.67 3.98 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.50 3.61 0.0000**
sociability 4.61 4.01 0.0000**
character 4.76 4.87 0.3140
Other traits
reliability 4.22 5.75 0.0000**
religiousness 3.87 4.95 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.7 Responses of informants to speaker 3 – Norfolk/Manchester Male:
guise 9 (low-prestige) and guise 3 (high-prestige)
As for the attitudes of the informants towards the solidarity traits for the low-
prestige Manchester guise, the evaluation of this Manchester variety is neither more 
favourable nor less favourable than the evaluation of the other low-prestige guises. 
Both the low-prestige Liverpool and low-prestige Norfolk guises are generally given 
more positive ratings for the solidarity traits, for example, they are both rated as 
being more generous, more entertaining, more sociable, more likeable and having a 
better sense of humour than the low-prestige Manchester guise. The low-prestige 
male London guise is given very similar ratings for the solidarity traits as the 
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Manchester guise and the low-prestige female London guise is generally given the 
least favourable ratings relative to the other low-prestige guises for Manchester. 
These findings demonstrate that the informants, although a significant 
proportion of them were from Manchester, did not after all favour the low-prestige 
Manchester guise above all other low-prestige guises. As outlined in section 4.6.1, 
it must be taken into account that many of the Manchester informants were 
students studying at university and school pupils at grammar schools in the 
Manchester area so perhaps they considered themselves of a higher social status 
than the low-prestige speaker and they did not identify with that Manchester 
variety, although they might be familiar with it. If that is not the case, then there is 
an alternative explanation. These findings could also be explained by the idea of 
'covert prestige'. Trudgill (1998: 27) explains this concept as being predominant 
amongst many of the working class males in his investigation into language 
attitudes in Norwich (Trudgill 1974). Trudgill observed that whilst those males 
openly condemned non-standard working class speech, in reality they actually 
continued to speak it because of its value within that social group:
This favourable attitude [towards non-standard working class speech] is 
never overtly expressed, but the responses to these tests show that 
statements about 'bad speech' are for public consumption only. Privately and 
subconsciously, a large number of male speakers are more concerned with 
acquiring prestige of the covert sort and with signalling group solidarity than 
with obtaining social status
Trudgill (1998: 27)
To test this idea further for this present study, the results were examined by 
comparing the responses of the male informants from Manchester with the 
responses of the female informants from Manchester in order to confirm whether 
the males upgraded the Manchester low-prestige guises for solidarity traits. The 
findings do in fact show the reverse because the data (table 5.8) show it is the 
female informants who give the more favourable evaluations to this low-prestige 
guise for the solidarity traits. It is interesting to observe that the male informants 
from Manchester rated the low-prestige Manchester guise lower than the 
Manchester high-prestige guise for three out of the six solidarity traits, with the 
remaining three (generosity, sense of humour and sociability) not being high 
enough for any statistically significant difference between their attitudes towards 
guises. This was not the case for the majority of the status traits, where the male 
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informants from Manchester rated the high-prestige guise higher for four out of the 
six cases. The female informants did upgrade the low-prestige guise for all of the 
solidarity traits except one (honesty) but overall the high-prestige guises were 
judged to be more honest in any case. As for the status traits, the female 
informants from Manchester were more positive towards the high-prestige guises 
than the male informants, since they upgraded speaker 3 (who used the high-
prestige variety) for every status trait, and the differences were all statistically 
significant except for one (confidence).
Trait Mean female
responses
Mean male
responses
Appearance traits
height 3.60 3.90
attractiveness 2.75 2.30
dress 2.90 3.30
Status traits
leadership 2.85 3.10
confidence 4.50 4.00
ambition 3.60 4.30
education 2.70 2.70
intelligence 3.25 3.50
profession 2.30 2.50
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.45 4.40
generosity 4.90 4.60
humour 4.60 3.90
entertainingness 4.37 3.40
sociability 4.65 4.20
character 4.70 4.40
Other traits
reliability 3.80 4.44
religiousness 3.90 3.50
Table 5.8 Responses of female and male informants who come from Manchester 
to guise 9 (Manchester male speaking with a low-prestige variety)
It is possible that the Manchester informants secretly liked the low-prestige 
Manchester guise but did not wish to put that as their 'official' answer on the 
questionnaire. However, the matched-guise technique aims for indirect testing of 
language attitudes and should avoid issues such as these, where the informants 
give the answers they are socially expected to provide, rather than responding to 
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their 'true' feelings. If this is what happened, it could be interpreted as a 
shortcoming of the matched-guise technique. 
5.2.4 London male guises
In addition to the female London speaker, there was a male London speaker who 
likewise produced a low and a high-prestige guise and these were played to the 
informants as guise 4 (low-prestige) and guise 8 (high-prestige). In contrast to all 
the people who prepared recordings for this investigation, the two guises spoken by 
the London male were played to the informants with the low-prestige guise coming 
first (as recording 4) and the high-prestige guise for this speaker coming later (as 
recording 8). The guises for all the other speakers were all played in the reverse 
order, so that the informants always listened to the speaker of the high-prestige 
variety first. It was done this way in order to mix the order of the recordings so that 
the informants would not become aware of the experimental manipulation behind 
the matched-guise technique, where each speaker produces two or more guises. 
The order of the recordings was kept similar to the order in Lees (2000), with only 
very minor alterations being made.
Graph 5.11 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 4
London male – guise 4 (low-prestige) and guise 8 (high-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 5.12 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of informants to speaker 4
London male – guise 4 (low-prestige) and guise 8 (high-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
Looking at the attitudes towards the low-prestige London male guise (guise 4) in 
relation to the attitudes towards the high-prestige London male guise (guise 8), the 
results indicate that in the overwhelming majority of cases the pattern of 
differences in the perceptions of the speaker for each variety mirrors the general 
trend shown for all the guises in section 5.1. Not only is the pattern almost the 
same for every trait but the actual difference between the judgements of guises 4 
and 8 is larger in most of the cases, which means that the informants evaluated the 
London male very differently depending on whether he was using low-prestige 
variety or a high-prestige variety.
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Trait London male
low-prestige
London male
high-prestige 
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.12 5.32 0.0000**
attractiveness 3.25 4.52 0.0000**
dress 2.84 5.75 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.55 4.99 0.0000**
confidence 5.14 4.51 0.0001**
ambition 3.63 5.33 0.0000**
education 2.46 5.81 0.0000**
intelligence 3.11 5.75 0.0000**
profession 2.11 5.91 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 3.74 5.24 0.0000**
generosity 4.52 4.80 0.0327**
humour 5.43 3.45 0.0000**
entertainingness 5.26 3.33 0.0000**
sociability 5.37 3.63 0.0000**
character 4.82 4.68 0.2776
Other traits
reliability 3.54 5.40 0.0000**
religiousness 2.40 4.40 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.9 Responses of informants to speaker 4 
London Male: guise 4 (low-prestige) and guise 8 (high-prestige)
Taking as examples two appearance traits, two status traits and two solidarity 
traits: the speaker of the low-prestige variety is considered smaller and less well-
dressed but even more so in each case than the mean for all the low and high-
prestige guises taken together (as in 5.1). The male London speaker of the low-
prestige variety is considered less educated and less intelligent than the male 
London speaker of the high-prestige variety and again more so than the for the 
average for these traits for all the guises. Finally, the low-prestige guise is 
considered more entertaining and more sociable than the corresponding high-
prestige guise and again the size of the differences between guises 4 and 8 for 
these two solidarity traits is larger than the mean differences for these two traits 
overall between the low and the high-prestige guises. So generally speaking, as the 
graphs (5.11 and 5.12) and the table (5.9) above reveal, the evaluations of the two 
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guises produced by the London male speaker mainly conform with the overall trend 
of the evaluations of the low and high-prestige guises in total.
The few exceptions to this are the differences in the informants' attitudes to 
the low and high-prestige guises for the characteristics of generosity, confidence 
and character. In section 5.1, it was established that there is overall a statistically 
significant difference between the informants' responses to the speakers of low and 
high-prestige varieties for the trait of character, for which the high-prestige guise 
was on average considered the more likeable of the two guises. For the London 
male speaker, there is also a statistically significant difference in the attitudes 
towards the two varieties he speaks but in this case it is the other way round, so 
that it is the low-prestige guise which is considered the more likeable one. This is 
also at odds with the conjecture made in the discussion of the London female low-
prestige guise that the predominantly Northern informants would find the London 
low-prestige guises less likeable.
For the trait of generosity, there is a statistically significant difference 
between the attitudes towards the high-prestige variety (guise 8) and the low-
prestige variety (guise 4), for which the high-prestige guise is considered more 
generous. In the overall analysis of the matched-guise technique undertaken in 
Manchester (5.1), there is no significant difference for this trait. The greatest 
deviation from the mean results compiled in section 5.1 is the judgement of the 
informants for the trait of confidence, where the speaker of the low-prestige variety 
(speaker 4) is perceived by the informants to be much more confident than the 
high-prestige guise (speaker 8), although for the all guises in total (5.1), it is on 
average the high-prestige guises who are considered the most self-assured. These 
results may be another indicator of stereotypes influencing the judgements of the 
informants when they form certain language attitudes. The reason behind this 
assumption will be outlined in more detail below. 
With the exception of the female Liverpool speaker, whose low-prestige guise 
was also considered the more confident of the two guises, and this was also by a 
large margin, the London male speaker is the only other speaker whose low-
prestige guise has the same result. The informants rated the low-prestige guise for 
confidence with the mean value of 5.14, whereas they rated the high-prestige guise 
for confidence with a mean value of 4.51. In the case of the female Liverpool 
speaker, the results arising from her two guises have already been shown (section 
5.2.2) to be unique in more than one respect. As for the male London speaker, it 
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could well be because of stereotyping the low-prestige 'Cockney' guise as the brash 
and confident Londoner. It would hardly be surprising if the informants of this 
study, who come predominantly from the north of England, adopted this 
stereotypical perception of guise 4.
With the inclusion of two London speakers in this study, a female (guise 1 
and 6) and a male (guise 4 and 8), an opportunity presents itself to compare the 
informants' reactions to the varieties produced by two speakers from the same 
region. As will be discussed in a later section (6.2.4) for Austria, a similar 
opportunity arises for the two Tyrol guises, consisting of one female and one male 
speaker. In comparing the attitudes of the informants towards the high and low-
prestige varieties of these two London speakers, it is the trait confidence that 
presents a particularly striking difference in the evaluation of the speakers. The 
London female speaker is considered much more confident (a much larger 
difference for this characteristic than for the average of all the guises as shown in 
section 5.1) when using the high-prestige variety rather than the low-prestige 
variety. In contrast, for the male speaker it is precisely the other way round. This 
does go some way in refining the 'brash Cockney'-stereotype argument put forward 
a little earlier to describe the perceived confidence in the low-prestige London male 
guise. Perhaps any stereotypical view of Londoners exuding confidence is one that 
is mainly reserved for males.
Another key difference that comes to light when comparing the attitudes 
towards the varieties of the two London speakers is that the London female speaker 
is upgraded less for the status traits of intelligence, profession and education, when 
using the high-prestige guise in comparison to the high-prestige London male guise 
(table 5.10). On the same lines, the London male speaker is also upgraded more 
than the London female speaker for the solidarity traits of entertainingness, 
sociability, character and sense of humour, for either of the low-prestige varieties. 
This set of findings demonstrate that it is not simply the perceived origin of the 
speaker that influences the results but that there are other factors at play, possibly 
such as gender. It remains unclear why, of the two London speakers, the London 
male was given the more favourable responses for status traits when using the 
high-prestige variety and again was upgraded more for solidarity traits when using 
the low-prestige variety. The fact that the low-prestige London male guise (number 
4) was upgraded more than the low-prestige London female (number 6) guise for 
solidarity traits is of particular interest when taking into account that most of the 
informants were female (64.29%). Previous research has claimed that 'non-prestige 
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speech (and particularly working-class varieties) is associated with masculinity and 
toughness and hence finds greater attraction for male speakers' (Elyan et al. 1978: 
130). Likewise, Trudgill (2000: 77) finds that it is the males more than females who 
'are very favourably disposed to nonstandard, low-status speech forms'.
Trait London 
female
low-prestige
(guise 6)
London 
female
high-prestige
(guise 1)
London male
low-prestige
(guise 4)
London male
high-prestige 
(guise 8)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.71 4.15 4.12 5.32
attractiveness 4.19 4.50 3.25 4.52
dress 4.30 6.12 2.84 5.75
Status traits
leadership 3.31 5.13 3.55 4.99
confidence 3.04 5.27 5.14 4.51
ambition 3.37 4.99 3.63 5.33
education 3.24 6.04 2.46 5.81
intelligence 3.54 5.86 3.11 5.75
profession 3.61 5.61 2.11 5.91
Solidarity 
traits
honesty 4.83 5.52 3.74 5.24
generosity 5.30 5.45 4.52 4.80
humour 3.55 3.21 5.43 3.45
entertainingne
ss
3.19 3.35 5.26 3.33
sociability 3.67 4.03 5.37 3.63
character 4.81 5.17 4.82 4.68
Other traits
reliability 4.42 5.98 3.54 5.40
religiousness 3.85 5.10 2.40 4.40
Table 5.10 Attitudes towards all the London guises
5.3 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: results by gender of informants
In this section the results of the matched-guise technique will be discussed by 
comparing the responses of the female informants with those of the male 
informants. The findings that emerge in processing the questionnaires according to 
gender are presented in the following graphs and tables. The first two graphs 5.13 
and 5.14 show the responses of the female and male informants who took part in 
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the matched-guise technique to the appearance and status traits. They are followed 
by two similar graphs 5.15 and 5.16 which separate the responses by gender to the 
solidarity and other traits. Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show the same results by gender 
along with statistically significant differences.
Graph 5.13 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the female informants
Appearance and status
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Graph 5.14 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the male informants
Appearance and status
What becomes apparent when observing the responses of the female informants in 
the context of the responses of the male informants, is that on the whole the 
female informants gave more positive evaluations for all the guises for all of the 
traits with only a few exceptions, which will be commented on. The female 
informants were particularly favourable in their evaluations of the speakers of high-
prestige varieties, where there is no single trait that the male informants rated 
more positively (tables 5.11 and 5.12). 
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Graph 5.15 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the female informants
Solidarity and other traits
Graph 5.16 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the male informants
Solidarity and other traits
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This is not the first time that language attitude research has demonstrated that 
female informants are generally more sympathetic than the male informants when 
judging the guises they hear. In Germany, Hundt (1992: 60) found the assessments 
of the speakers by females overall to be more favourable when compared to the 
male responses. When investigating language attitudes in Scotland and England, 
Cheyne (1970) did not necessarily find that the female informants were consistently 
more favourable in their assessments, but the female informants did not judge the 
guises to quite the same extremes as the male informants, that is to say, the 
female informants were generally more moderate in their evaluations. The male 
informants of that study did not display as much reserve in their evaluations of the 
speakers. More recently Coupland and Bishop (2007: 85) similarly confirmed in 
their national survey of 34 accents and involving 5010 informants that '[w]omen 
are regularly less negative in their evaluations of both prestige and attractiveness'. 
An explanation for the fact that the female informants in the present study provided 
more favourable responses towards the high-prestige guises than the males could 
be taken from suggestions made in previous sociolinguistic research. Earlier studies 
have established that females use prestige forms more frequently than males 
(Trudgill 1974: 93-5), although this tendency is class dependent too (Trudgill 1974: 
94). Traditionally, researchers have explained this recurrent finding by postulating 
that '[w]omen in our society are more status-conscious than men' (Trudgill 1974: 
94). As a result, it is certainly possible that the female informants participating in 
this present study preferred the high-prestige varieties because of a desire to 
distance themselves from 'rougher' lower class spoken varieties and their masculine 
associations.
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Trait low-prestige
guises
high-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.72 4.44 0.0000**
attractiveness 3.28 4.30 0.0000**
dress 3.24 5.43 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.19 4.73 0.0000**
confidence 4.32 4.90 0.0001**
ambition 3.53 4.99 0.0000**
education 2.82 5.39 0.0000**
intelligence 3.37 5.43 0.0000**
profession 2.62 5.25 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.62 5.21 0.0000**
generosity 5.09 5.13 0.7320
humour 4.76 3.91 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.50 3.78 0.0000**
sociability 4.66 4.33 0.0000**
character 4.99 5.01 0.5470
Other traits
reliability 4.19 5.21 0.0000**
religiousness 3.58 4.30 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.11 Responses of the female informants 
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Trait low-prestige
guises
high-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.76 4.30 0.0000**
attractiveness 3.28 4.16 0.0000**
dress 3.19 5.34 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.46 4.54 0.0000**
confidence 4.40 4.73 0.0060**
ambition 3.69 4.83 0.0000**
education 2.79 5.27 0.0000**
intelligence 3.44 5.33 0.0000**
profession 2.60 5.16 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.46 5.14 0.0000**
generosity 4.84 4.93 0.5680
humour 4.50 3.73 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.28 3.73 0.0000**
sociability 4.39 4.13 0.0130**
character 4.76 4.90 0.2330
Other traits
reliability 4.15 5.21 0.0000**
religiousness 3.66 4.30 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.12 Responses of the male informants 
Yet, the results of this present study do not necessarily provide clear support for 
these claims that females usually show a greater preference for high-prestige 
varieties than males. Although for the low-prestige guises the differences between 
the evaluations of the female and male informants become smaller than they were 
for the judgements of the high-prestige guises, the females still usually gave the 
more positive ratings in general. The only cases where the male informants showed 
comparatively more positive attitudes towards any type of guise or trait was for 
three status traits in the assessment of low-prestige guises. These were the 
characteristics of leadership, ambition and intelligence. For no other traits did the 
male informants evaluate the speakers as positively as the female informants, 
regardless of the prestige of the variety concerned. To sum up, there is little 
difference in the breakdown of results between the female and male informants.
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5.4 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: results by age of informants
As it is possible that the age of the informants could be a factor in the attitudes 
towards the high and low-prestige varieties featured in this present study, this 
section will investigate to what extent the age of the informants influenced their 
evaluations of the speakers. The pool of informants used in this research came from 
two types of source, either the University of Manchester or secondary schools in the 
Manchester area. The university students were all undergraduates and hence were 
usually aged between 18 and 22 years. The youngest schoolchildren on the other 
hand were 14 and the oldest were 18. So in dividing the informants into age 
groups, it was decided that an optimum set of groupings would be to split the 
informants into the two age groups of 14-18 and 19-24. With the age groupings 
being done in this way, there were two large groups where the 14-18 year age 
group (graphs 5.17 and 5.18) accounted for 139 of the total number of informants 
(66.43%) and the 19-24 age group (graphs 5.19 and 5.20) contained the 
remaining 85 informants (33.57%). With so many informants aged exactly eighteen 
years who took part in the research, whichever group contained the 18 year old 
section was always going to be the larger of the two groups.
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Graph 5.17 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the 14-18 year old informants
Appearance and status
Graph 5.18 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the 14-18 year old informants
Solidarity and other traits
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Graph 5.19 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the 19-24 year old informants
Appearance and status
Graph 5.20 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the 19-24 year old informants
Solidarity and other traits
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Upon analysis of the data, it becomes clear that the older informants, the 19-24 
year old age group, had the more favourable attitudes towards the guises in 
general, which is rather like the female informants in the previous section. There 
are only few exceptions to this trend. The younger informants, the 14-18 year old 
age group, evaluated the low-prestige guises more favourably for profession and 
responded on average that the same guises were also more religious. As for the 
speakers of high-prestige varieties, the younger age group also thought those 
speakers were taller and more caring (character) than the informants from the 
older age group. Otherwise the informants from the 19-24 year old age group were 
on the whole more positive in their assessments of the speakers for every trait 
regardless of guise.
Trait Low-prestige
guises
high-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.75 4.41 0.0000**
attractiveness 3.24 4.19 0.0000**
dress 3.18 5.33 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.24 4.60 0.0000**
confidence 4.29 4.75 0.0060**
ambition 3.51 4.83 0.0000**
education 2.80 5.28 0.0000**
intelligence 3.35 5.33 0.0000**
profession 2.63 5.18 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.51 5.13 0.0000**
generosity 4.93 5.07 0.1040
humour 4.58 3.80 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.27 3.71 0.0000**
sociability 4.46 4.17 0.0010**
character 4.79 4.96 0.0080**
Other traits
reliability 4.05 5.18 0.0000**
religiousness 3.64 4.32 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.13 Informants from the age group 14-18
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Trait Low-prestige
guises
high-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.74 4.36 0.0000**
attractiveness 3.38 4.36 0.0000**
dress 3.32 5.52 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.37 4.80 0.0000**
confidence 4.48 5.03 0.0000**
ambition 3.72 5.13 0.0000**
education 2.84 5.46 0.0000**
intelligence 3.49 5.51 0.0000**
profession 2.59 5.28 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.67 5.32 0.0000**
generosity 5.16 5.04 0.2240
humour 4.86 3.91 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.74 3.87 0.0000**
sociability 4.76 4.42 0.0030**
character 5.16 4.98 0.0790**
Other traits
reliability 4.42 5.29 0.0000**
religiousness 3.57 4.25 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.14 Informants from the age group 19-24
As discussed in chapter 4 (4.6.1.3), the age of informants can be a factor to take 
into consideration when analysing the results of language attitude research, 
although not many studies included a very broad range of ages to test this aspect 
of research more thoroughly. The informants participating in this study were aged 
from 14 to 24 years due to the practicalities outlined earlier (sections 4.6.1.3 and 
4.7.1.3). Giles (1970: 216) used two age groups, aged twelve and seventeen years 
respectively, in his investigation into attitudes towards '13 different foreign and 
regional accents' (1970: 214). The main observations that Giles made regarding 
the difference in the evaluations between both age groups was that the older 
informants were more able to discern between different varieties and therefore 
were more mature in their evaluations of each speaker, which Giles explains as a 
result of the older informants 'moving more in the direction of conventional social 
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evaluation' (1970: 219). This extra experience and increased maturity that the 
older informants brought along in their perceptions of different language varieties 
explains the outcome of the results in this present study too because the older age 
group were on the whole more positive and less judgemental in their responses to 
the guises in general. Possibly the younger informants might not have come into 
contact with as many different varieties as the older informants and therefore did 
not judge the various guises they heard with the same degree of sensitivity. Also, 
as Giles (1970: 219) adds, the younger informants are unlikely to have as good a 
awareness of the social aspects that surround the usage of high-prestige and low-
prestige varieties as the older informants. In summary, any differences in the age 
groups for this study were not very substantial apart from the few instances 
explained above.
5.5 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: results by origin of informants
This section discusses the results of the matched-guise technique whilst looking at 
the origins of the informants and how this may affect their responses. As presented 
in section 4.6.1.2, the largest single group of informants when ordered by place of 
origin is the set of informants who come from Manchester. They make up 29.95% 
(n = 62) of the total number. In the parts that follow, the attitudes of these 
informants from Manchester will be looked at first of all, followed by the informants 
from the next four largest groups by origin, which are the informants from 
Yorkshire, Liverpool, London and Wales. The rest of the informants who came from 
other regions of the British Isles do not number enough to provide any significant 
groupings which can be properly considered as being at all representative of 
language attitudes from their region. Hence, it is the five regions of origin 
mentioned above which will be included in this subsequent analysis. To reiterate a 
point made in section 4.6.1.2 in describing the origins of the English informants for 
this study, there is some potential for overlap where informants wrote for example, 
North-West or Cheshire rather than a specific town or city like Warrington or 
Chester. The groupings listed above are based on the actual places of origin as 
entered by the informants on the questionnaire. The number of informants from 
Liverpool (n=12), from London (n=12) and from Wales (n=11) is quite low in each 
case but nonetheless considered worth looking at in further detail to find out if 
there are any differences in the evaluations of the guises based on the origins of 
those informants. All the same, it is important to bear in mind that the analysis 
involves smaller numbers of informants from each of those last three places.
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5.5.1 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: informants from 
Manchester
The informants coming from Manchester and its immediate suburbs are the largest 
proportion of informants from any one region who took part in the fieldwork 
undertaken in England. The data for the informants from Manchester are shown 
below in graphs 5.21 and 5.22, as well as in table 5.15.
Graph 5.21 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from the informants from Manchester
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 5.22 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses of the informants from Manchester
Solidarity and other traits
In comparing the attitudes of these informants with the attitudes of all the 
informants together (5.1), the only notable deviation that occurs is for the cases of 
statistical significance arising from differences in the responses to certain traits for 
high and low-prestige varieties. Whereas overall, generosity is the only trait where 
there is no statistically significant difference (5.1), for those informants who come 
from Manchester, the solidarity traits of entertainingness, sociability, character, 
sense of humour and generosity do not show any significant difference in their 
judgements of the high and low-prestige guises. This lower frequency of statistical 
significance does not, however, extend to the status traits which all mirror the 
overall attitudes displayed in 5.1. This implies that the informants who come from 
Manchester are less prone to downgrading a speaker in terms of solidarity if that 
person is using a high-prestige variety, although they are still as likely to credit the 
same high-prestige speaker with more status than they would give to a low-
prestige speaker.
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Trait Low-prestige
guises
High-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.59 4.30 0.0010**
attractiveness 3.08 4.26 0.0000**
dress 3.21 5.27 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.07 4.36 0.0000**
confidence 4.19 4.70 0.0430**
ambition 3.57 4.86 0.0000**
education 2.57 5.20 0.0000**
intelligence 3.23 5.29 0.0000**
profession 2.47 5.21 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.27 5.06 0.0000**
generosity 4.80 5.08 0.0980
humour 4.14 3.75 0.0780
entertainingness 3.88 3.52 0.1510
sociability 4.37 4.07 0.0500**
character 4.68 4.88 0.2460
Other traits
reliability 3.92 5.06 0.0000**
religiousness 3.66 4.18 0.0280**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.15 Informants from Manchester
Further analysis was carried out in examining the answers provided by the 62 
Manchester informants in response to the question 'Which one variety do you like 
most/least?' in the final part of questionnaire. In looking at the results, it is notable 
that the Manchester informants did not write that they liked their own variety much 
because it only featured as their seventh (table 5.16) most popular variety. The 
variety of English spoken in the Republic of Ireland was considered the variety they 
liked most by a fair margin and this was followed by standard English, Liverpool and 
Newcastle varieties. The fact that standard English features so high amongst the 
responses for the favourite variety might be an indicator of the background of the 
informants, who were either university students or grammar school pupils. Only 4 
informants (6.45%) out of the 62 wrote that they liked the Manchester variety most 
of all. The informants noted that their reasons for selecting the Newcastle variety 
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were generally because people who spoke it were considered friendly. The 
prominence of the Liverpool variety in table 5.16 is perhaps surprising considering 
the traditional rivalry between the two cities, which was discussed earlier (section 
5.2.2). This also interesting when considered in light of the observation that the 
Liverpool female high-prestige guise was the only high-prestige guise not to be 
upgraded on status traits because her high-prestige guise still sounded 
Liverpudlian. Nonetheless, an explanation for the fact that this variety, Irish-
accented English, standard English and a Newcastle variety top the list is that these 
are varieties that are quite distinct and are more likely to be singled out than many 
other varieties.
Variety Frequency Percent
'Irish English' 10 16.13
Standard English 6 9.68
Liverpool 6 9.68
Newcastle 6 9.68
Lancashire 5 8.06
London 4 6.45
Manchester 4 6.45
No response 4 6.45
Glasgow 3 4.84
Scotland 2 3.23
Wales 2 3.23
Yorkshire 2 3.23
North 2 3.23
North-east 1 1.61
Birmingham 1 1.61
South 1 1.61
Refined Scottish 1 1.61
Home Counties 1 1.61
Northern Irish 1 1.61
Total 62 100
Table 5.16 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Manchester
Two informants also wrote that they disliked the Manchester variety the most (table 
5.17), although one informant added to their response saying that they were 
referring primarily to 'lower-class' Manchester speech which they disliked. It is 
particularly surprising that both the Liverpool and London varieties could be 
favoured by the informants from Manchester over their own variety, especially when 
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there is supposedly a degree of rivalry between large cities such as these. All the 
same, it should also be pointed out that the Liverpool variety was at the same time 
by far the most unpopular variety amongst the informants from Manchester 
(chosen by 29.03% of them – table 5.17), followed by London or 'Cockney' 
(12.90%) . It is difficult to explain why the Liverpool and London varieties are on 
the one hand amongst the most popular, whilst simultaneously also the least 
popular. 
Variety Frequency Percent
Liverpool 18 29.03
London 'lower class'/Cockney 8 12.90
Birmingham 8 12.90
No response 6 9.68
Scotland 5 8.06
Glasgow 3 4.84
Devon 1 1.61
'Irish English' 1 1.61
Manchester 'lower class' 1 1.61
No preference 1 1.61
I don't know 1 1.61
Manchester 1 1.61
Standard English 1 1.61
Other 1 1.61
South-west 1 1.61
South 1 1.61
London – 'posh' 1 1.61
Yorkshire 1 1.61
Devon 1 1.61
Wales 1 1.61
Total 62 100
Table 5.17 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Manchester
As can be seen from the same table, the informants from Manchester sometimes 
made a point of distinguishing between 'Lower-class Manchester' speech and simply 
a Manchester variety. This further detail in describing an urban variety appears 
again amongst the Austrian informants when they refer to the 'Viennese variety' 
and then they go on to define further what they are actually referring to. The social 
status of the speaker and of the informant both play a key role in this respect and 
there is consequently a considerable difference between the language attitudes 
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towards lower-class and middle-class speech of a particular urban variety. This is 
even more the case considering the educated background of the informants 
participating in this present study and how that potentially influences their 
perception of other social and regional varieties. Negative evaluations of lower class 
urban varieties are common in other language attitude studies, for example in Giles 
(1970: 223) where 'the lowest prestige accents' comprised 'the town and industrial 
accents'.
5.5.2 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: informants from Yorkshire
The second largest group of informants in order of origin is from Yorkshire and 
hence form the next collection of informants to have their responses examined 
separately. The attitudes of the informants from Yorkshire (n=18) towards the high 
and low-prestige guises were very similar to the attitudes overall (as shown in 5.1), 
with the only deviation from the overall picture being that there was no statistical 
significance in the differences of the evaluations for high and low-prestige guises for 
the trait of honesty. Otherwise the only other contrast to the overall pattern of 
evaluations (5.1) was that the low-prestige guises were considered more generous 
and more likeable, which is the opposite of the attitudes overall. However, it is 
important to note at this point that these last two traits (generosity and character) 
do not show any statistically significant difference in the ratings of the high and 
low-prestige guises amongst the responses by the Yorkshire informants. So all in all 
these informants do not deviate notably in their responses from the evaluations 
made by the other informants.
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Graph 5.23 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from the informants from Yorkshire
Appearance and status traits
Graph 5.24 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from the informants from Yorkshire
Solidarity and other traits
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Trait Low-prestige
guises
high-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.04 4.71 0.0050**
attractiveness 3.35 4.19 0.0030**
dress 3.51 5.33 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.42 4.82 0.0000**
confidence 4.38 4.99 0.0090**
ambition 3.78 5.04 0.0000**
education 2.93 5.53 0.0000**
intelligence 3.57 5.49 0.0000**
profession 2.68 5.44 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.72 5.08 0.0830
generosity 5.39 5.15 0.1750
humour 5.03 3.71 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.68 3.60 0.0020**
sociability 4.85 4.24 0.0350**
character 5.28 4.94 0.0850
Other traits
reliability 4.42 5.10 0.0080**
religiousness 3.49 4.32 0.0130**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.18 Informants from Yorkshire
It is worth at this point analysing the results of the matched-guise technique in 
conjunction with the varieties the Yorkshire informants selected as their favourites 
(table 5.19). The informants from Yorkshire were the only large group of informants 
who chose their own variety as the one they like most (22.73%) when asked to 
provide this information in the final part of the questionnaire. In fact, every one of 
the other groups by origin discussed here chose the variety of English spoken in 
Ireland as their favourite, which is a result that had not been particularly expected. 
'Irish English' might be a favourite variety amongst certain people in Liverpool and 
Manchester because of the particularly strong traditional ties with Ireland that these 
cities had, and continue to do so even now, bearing in mind that they have some of 
the largest Irish ethnic communities in England (Coogan 2002: 199-200). Many of 
the female informants, regardless of their origin, who favoured 'Irish English' wrote 
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that they did so because it sounded 'attractive' or 'sexy', and this opinion accounted 
for many of their responses. If this is the case, it is a further example of the fact 
that it is not the variety itself, but rather the person or stereotype it is associated 
with that is being judged. As has already been noted (section 2.5), attitudes 
towards language are frequently based on stereotypes of the group that are 
regarded as speakers of that variety. Lambert et al. (1960) found stereotypical 
attitudes towards French-speaking and English-speaking Canadians, Giles (1970) 
revealed stereotypical preconceptions towards various English and foreign accents 
and in this present study, it turns out there exists a stereotype of the Irish that is 
stimulated by a certain language variety they are associated with. After favouring 
their own variety the most, the informants from Yorkshire rated the varieties of 
English spoken in Wales (18.18%) as their next favourite and then 'Irish English' 
(9.09%) third. 
Variety Frequency Percent
Yorkshire 5 22.73
Wales 4 18.18
No response 4 18.18
'Irish English' 2 9.09
Manchester 1 4.55
Glaswegian 1 4.55
Newcastle 'Geordie' 1 4.55
Standard English 1 4.55
West Country 1 4.55
Scotland 1 4.55
North 1 4.55
Total 22 100
Table 5.19 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Yorkshire
The least favourite variety for these informants (table 5.20) was the Liverpool 
variety (31.82%), followed by varieties of English spoken in Scotland (18.18%). As 
will be shown in the next few sections, the Liverpool and Birmingham varieties are 
repeatedly chosen as the least favourite varieties by the informants from various 
regions.
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Variety Frequency Percent
Liverpool 7 31.82
Scotland 4 18.18
No response 3 13.64
Manchester 3 4.55
Birmingham 'Brummie' 1 4.55
Wales 1 4.55
London 'Cockney' 1 4.55
Standard English 1 4.55
No preference 1 4.55
London 1 4.55
South 1 4.55
Total 22 100
Table 5.20 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Yorkshire
5.5.3 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: informants from Liverpool
Similar to the findings for the informants from Yorkshire, the language attitudes 
from informants from Liverpool (12 in total), which was the third largest group of 
informants by origin, more or less mirrored those of everyone else (graphs 5.25 
and 5.26). As this sample only consists of twelve informants, it is important to 
emphasise how small this selection is. The only exceptions again were generosity 
and character, which the informants from Liverpool rated more highly for the low-
prestige guises, just as the informants from Yorkshire did. Similar again to the 
informants from Yorkshire, there was no statistically significant difference for the 
traits of generosity and character. However, for the informants from Liverpool there 
was also no statistically significant difference either for the traits of confidence, 
sociability and religiousness, suggesting that the informants from Liverpool were 
slightly less inclined to judge people based on the prestige of a spoken variety.
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Graph 5.25 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from informants from Liverpool
Appearance and status traits
Graph 5.26 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from informants from Liverpool
Solidarity and other traits
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Trait Low-prestige
guises
high-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.81 4.39 0.0360**
attractiveness 3.25 4.29 0.0050**
dress 3.35 5.46 0.0020**
Status traits
leadership 3.33 4.60 0.0030**
confidence 4.52 4.94 0.2400
ambition 3.50 4.73 0.0030**
education 3.13 5.46 0.0020**
intelligence 3.63 5.44 0.0040**
profession 2.73 5.25 0.0020**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.94 5.48 0.0120**
generosity 5.21 4.96 0.3040
humour 4.71 3.60 0.0090**
entertainingness 4.54 3.60 0.0050**
sociability 4.54 4.21 0.1670
character 5.29 4.83 0.1340
Other traits
reliability 4.52 5.42 0.0030**
religiousness 3.77 4.23 0.2000
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.21 Informants from Liverpool
When it came to choosing their favourite (table 5.22) and least favourite varieties 
(table 5.23), three of the informants (25%) from Liverpool chose the Liverpool 
variety as their least favourite, second only to the Birmingham or 'Brummie' variety 
(33.33%). At the same time, not one of the informants from Liverpool chose their 
own variety as their favourite. These responses are not unlike those of the 
informants from Manchester who also demonstrated a similar lack of enthusiasm in 
rating their own variety. The informants from Liverpool followed the informants 
from Manchester in choosing the variety of English spoken in Ireland as their 
favourite (41.67%) variety of all.
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Variety Frequency Percent
'Irish English' 5 41.67
Glasgow 1 8.33
Wales 1 8.33
London 'Cockney' 1 8.33
North-east 1 8.33
Newcastle 1 8.33
Cornwall 1 8.33
Somerset 1 8.33
Table 5.22 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Liverpool
Variety Frequency Percent
Birmingham 4 33.33
Liverpool 3 25
Scotland 1 8.33
Glaswegow 1 8.33
Standard English 1 8.33
London 'Cockney' 1 8.33
Manchester 1 8.33
Table 5.23 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Liverpool
5.5.4 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: informants from London
The language attitudes of informants from London (n = 12) towards high and low-
prestige varieties conform closely to the mean overall attitudes towards these 
varieties shown in section 5.1. They correlate with the overall pattern even more 
than the previous three groups of informants by origin mentioned just before. The 
only deviations from the general pattern of language attitudes is that the 
informants from London showed no statistically significant difference for confidence, 
sociability and character in their evaluations of the high and low-prestige guises 
(graphs 5.27 and 5.28). Even for these traits, any perceptible differences still 
mirror the overall pattern of differences shown in section 5.1.
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Graph 5.27 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from informants from London
Appearance and status traits
Graph 5.28 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from informants from London
Solidarity and other traits
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Trait Low-prestige
guises
high-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.40 4.38 0.0110**
attractiveness 2.88 4.10 0.0120**
dress 2.73 5.30 0.0050**
Status traits
leadership 3.05 4.83 0.0070**
confidence 4.53 4.68 0.6770
ambition 3.08 4.75 0.0080**
education 2.33 5.38 0.0080**
intelligence 3.05 5.33 0.0050**
profession 2.45 5.33 0.0050**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.43 5.18 0.0270**
generosity 5.03 4.90 0.9520
humour 4.90 3.83 0.0180**
entertainingness 4.73 3.83 0.0210**
sociability 4.80 4.35 0.2610
character 4.83 4.98 0.5130
Other traits
reliability 3.93 5.28 0.0050**
religiousness 3.90 4.10 0.4400
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.24 Informants from London
Of the twelve informants from London who participated in the fieldwork, two 
(16.67%) replied in the final part of the questionnaire that they liked the London 
variety most of all (table 5.25), which came second only to the variety of English 
spoken in Ireland (25%). Likewise 30% of the informants from London chose the 
Liverpool variety as their least favourite variety (table 5.26). The second least 
favourite variety (16.67%) was their own London variety, although the two 
informants who chose the London variety as the one they liked least both added 
extra information to their answers. One informant wrote that they specifically 
disliked the variety in London spoken by 'posh' Londoners, whilst in contrast the 
other informant wrote that they did not like the predominantly lower-class variety 
known as 'Cockney'.
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Variety Frequency Percent
'Irish English' 3 25
London 2 16.67
No response 2 16.67
No preference 2 16.67
Scotland 1 8.33
I don't know 1 8.33
Newcastle 1 8.33
Total 12 100
Table 5.25 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from London
Variety Frequency Percent
Liverpool 4 33.33
No response 2 16.67
Essex 1 8.33
Manchester 1 8.33
Birmingham 'Brummie' 1 8.33
London 'posh' 1 8.33
London 'lower 
class'/Cockney
1 8.33
North 1 8.33
Total 12 100
Table 5.26 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from London
5.5.5 Matched-guise technique in Manchester: informants from Wales
The informants from Wales (n = 11) share similar language attitudes towards high 
and low-prestige varieties (graphs 5.29 and 5.30) as the ones displayed by the rest 
of the informants (5.1). Consisting of only eleven informants, this final sample is 
the smallest sample to be analysed separately. The informants from Wales 
participating in this study were slightly less prepared to upgrade the low-prestige 
guises on solidarity traits as the informants overall because the results indicate a 
higher number of cases of no significant difference amongst the evaluations of 
these informants towards the high and low-prestige varieties for these types of 
traits (specifically honesty, generosity, sociability and character). However, in 
summary, the informants from this group, the fifth largest group by origin 
participating in this English language part of the research, did not differ significantly 
in their language attitudes from the rest of the guises overall (5.1).
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Graph 5.29 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from the informants from Wales
Appearance and status traits
Graph 5.30 Matched-guise technique: Manchester
Responses from the informants from Wales
Solidarity and other traits
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Trait low-prestige
guises
high-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.83 4.08 0.3050
attractiveness 3.47 4.06 0.0110**
dress 3.42 5.83 0.0080**
Status traits
leadership 3.56 4.67 0.0330**
confidence 4.53 4.78 0.6710
ambition 3.83 4.83 0.0180**
education 2.89 5.69 0.0080**
intelligence 3.44 5.67 0.0080**
profession 2.47 5.72 0.0110**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.92 5.11 0.7240
generosity 5.17 5.06 0.9530
humour 5.06 3.69 0.0200**
entertainingness 4.78 3.83 0.0490**
sociability 4.92 4.06 0.0750
character 5.00 5.11 0.6230
Other traits
reliability 3.81 4.97 0.0250**
religiousness 3.03 4.39 0.0080**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 5.27 Informants from Wales
When asked to select their favourite variety (table 5.28), the informants from Wales 
responded in the same manner as all the above groups (except the informants from 
Yorkshire) by choosing the variety of English spoken in Ireland as their favourite 
variety (36.36%). The same number of informants from Wales agreed in their 
selection of their least favourite variety (table 5.29) which was the Birmingham or 
'Brummie' variety (36.36%), followed by the Liverpool or 'Scouse' variety 
(18.18%).
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Variety Frequency Percent
Irish 4 36.36
No response 2 18.18
East Midlands 1 9.09
South Wales 1 9.09
Manchester 1 9.09
Scottish 1 9.09
Glaswegian 1 9.09
Total 11 100
Table 5.28 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Wales
Variety Frequency Percent
Birmingham 4 36.36
Liverpool 2 18.18
No response 2 18.18
North Wales 1 9.09
Newcastle 1 9.09
London 'lower 
class'/Cockney
1 9.09
Total 11 100
Table 5.29 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Wales
5.6 Summary
The following presents an outline of the data discussed in this chapter. With the 
exception of generosity, every trait evaluated in the matched-guise technique was 
significantly different when the mean responses to the low-prestige guises were 
compared to the responses to the high-prestige guises. All the appearance traits 
and all the status traits were judged more favourably for the high-prestige guises 
than for the low-prestige guises. The three aspects of education, intelligence and 
profession have the largest margin of difference between the responses towards the 
high and low-prestige varieties than any other traits for the Manchester part of the 
study, except for the responses to the appearance trait of dress which produced the 
third largest difference in the judgements of these guises overall.
The comparison of the informants' reactions to the low and high-prestige 
guises for the solidarity traits did not yield results that had such a consistent 
pattern as the responses for the status characteristics. There was overall a 
statistically significant difference for each of the solidarity traits of sociability, 
entertainingness, character and sense of humour, which were all judged more 
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favourably for the low-prestige guises than the high-prestige guises. However, for 
the same set of findings, there was no significant difference for the trait of 
generosity, and on closer inspection the trait of character was only just statistically 
significant. The remaining solidarity trait of honesty is associated more by the 
informants with speakers of high-prestige varieties rather than for the low-prestige 
guises. For the remaining traits of reliability and religiousness, it is the high-
prestige guises who were evaluated as the most dependable and the most religious.
In the analysis of the reactions towards the individual guises, the data did 
not show much variation in the responses to each of the speakers. The exception 
was the Liverpool female guise who was the youngest speaker, whose high-prestige 
guise was closest to the respective low-prestige guise and who was therefore 
evaluated differently in comparison to the rest of the speakers. Most of the status 
traits were judged more favourably for her low-prestige guise than her high-
prestige guise which contrasts with the rest of the data. The comparison of the 
reactions of the informants to the Norfolk male low-prestige and high-prestige 
guises show a significant difference between the informants' attitudes towards the 
two guises for every single trait. This is a pattern that only occurs for this pair of 
guises. Moreover, the comparison of these guises (3 and 5) show the most 
unambiguous case in this investigation of a high-prestige speaker being rated more 
positively on status traits and a low-prestige speaker being rated more positively on 
solidarity traits. However, guise 5 is the only guise which is not characteristically an 
urban guise and this must be taken into consideration. It is the only case in the 
fieldwork for England (and, as we shall see, for Austria) where the mean responses 
of the informants correspond exactly to the theoretical assumption of how a 
speaker is evaluated according to status and solidarity traits depending on whether 
they are using a low-prestige or high-prestige variety. 
Although a significant proportion of the informants were from Manchester, 
the informants overall did not favour the low-prestige Manchester guise any more 
than the other low-prestige guises. When further examining the results by 
comparing the responses of the male informants from Manchester with the 
responses of the female informants from Manchester to see whether the males 
upgraded the Manchester low-prestige guises for solidarity traits, the finding was 
the reverse. It was the female informants who gave the more favourable 
evaluations to this low-prestige guise for the solidarity traits. The responses to the 
high and low-prestige guises of the London male speaker indicated the largest 
overall margin of difference between any two guises produced by a single speaker 
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for the English recordings. When comparing the attitudes towards all the guises 
produced by the two London speakers, the London female speaker is upgraded less 
for the status traits of intelligence, profession and education when using the high-
prestige guise in comparison to the high-prestige London male guise. Furthermore, 
the London male speaker is also upgraded more than the London female speaker 
for the solidarity traits of entertainingness, sociability, character and sense of 
humour in terms of the low-prestige varieties. This suggests that the gender of the 
guise and not just the origin can influence the attitudes towards the speaker.
Upon separating the responses of the informants by gender, the female 
informants were found for the most part to give the more positive ratings to all the 
guises, regardless of speaker origin or the prestige of the variety. This pattern was 
also reflected by the older age group, when the same informants were analysed 
according to age. The older informants were on the whole more positive in their 
responses to the guises. The analysis of the informants by origin showed little 
difference in their responses to recordings used in the matched-guise technique. 
The informants from Manchester did not show any preference for their own variety 
when prompted to select their favourite variety on the questionnaire. Informants 
from Liverpool likewise did not favour a Liverpool variety. Only the informants from 
Yorkshire chose their own variety as their favourite. The most popular spoken 
variety of English amongst all the informants overall was Irish-accented English, 
which is a finding mirrored by the national survey undertaken by Coupland and 
Bishop (2007: 85). The least popular varieties overall were from Liverpool and 
Birmingham and these were also amongst the least attractive varieties in the same 
study by Coupland and Bishop (2007: 79).
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6 Vienna: results
Having discussed the results from the fieldwork in Manchester, the results obtained 
in Vienna will be examined in this chapter. The findings will be shown using graphs 
and tables similar to those in the previous chapter and then each set of results will 
be discussed within the context of the aims of this project. Section 6.1 of this 
chapter will examine the overall responses of the Austrian informants (the profile of 
these informants has been detailed in section 4.7.1) to the recordings played during 
the matched-guise technique. The subsequent parts will focus on other factors that 
potentially influenced the informants' reactions to the guises, i.e. gender, age and 
the origin of informant. The informants' evaluations will be discussed in relation to 
their assessment of each individual speaker and their paired guises, for example, 
the attitudes towards the Tyrol female who produced guises 1 and 6 will be 
analysed separately and this will be carried out for the other four speakers who 
each provided two guises. In chapter 7 there will be a comparison made between 
the results described in chapter 5 for Manchester and those described in this 
chapter for Vienna.
Speaker Guises Origin of guise Gender Spoken 
variety
Speaker 1 Guise 1 Tyrol Female High-prestige
Speaker 2 Guise 2 Lower Austria Male Low-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 3 Vienna Male Low-prestige
Speaker 4 Guise 4 Tyrol Male High-prestige
Speaker 5 Guise 5 Salzburg Female High-prestige
Speaker 1 Guise 6 Tyrol Female Low-prestige
Speaker 2 Guise 7 Lower Austria Male High-prestige
Speaker 3 Guise 8 Vienna Male High-prestige
Speaker 4 Guise 9 Tyrol Male Low-prestige
Speaker 5 Guise 10 Salzburg Female Low-prestige
Table 6.1 Recordings for the matched-guise technique undertaken in Vienna
6.1 Matched-guise technique in Vienna: overall results
In order to ensure that the results can be compared in the way outlined above, the 
experiment was broadly the same in Vienna and Manchester. The only difference 
(aside, of course, from the language of the investigation) was that there was an 
additional guise for the Vienna fieldwork because the recordings for Austria were 
produced from a total of five speakers using two guises each.
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The results in this section display the responses made by the all informants 
who took part in the experiment in Vienna. Graphs 6.1 and 6.2 show the mean 
responses made by these informants to the adjective pairings on the questionnaire 
for the matched-guise technique (the Austrian version of questionnaire can be 
found in appendix B). As in the previous section, the graphs are in two parts in 
order to facilitate the legibility and the clarity of the presentation of the results. 
Graph 6.1 displays the appearance and the status traits. Graph 6.2 shows the 
solidarity and other (reliability, religiousness) traits. Table 6.2 presents the same 
data along with the values of statistical significance (p ≤ 0.05) for the overall mean 
evaluation of the responses to the five high-prestige and five low-prestige varieties.
Graph 6.1 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Overall results for appearance and status traits
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Graph 6.2 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Overall results for solidarity and other traits
Beginning with the first three traits, which all relate to the perceived appearance of 
the speaker, the informants on average judged the speakers of high-prestige 
varieties to be the taller, the more attractive and the better dressed of the two 
types of guises. As explained in chapter 5, the reason for such positive evaluations 
of the high-prestige speakers for appearance demonstrates two important features: 
first of all, it demonstrates that based on voice alone people form certain 
preconceptions of how a speaker might look, even if that speaker is not visible to 
the informants. Secondly, it goes to show that speakers of low-prestige varieties 
already face a disadvantage because of the low expectations that are made of them 
purely on account of the variety they speak, which is shown here to influence 
judgements made of their outward looks and dress sense, regardless of the actual 
appearance of the speaker.
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Trait Low-prestige
guises
High-prestige
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.20 4.30 0.0120**
attractiveness 4.26 4.41 0.0020**
dress 4.59 5.12 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.93 4.00 0.1490
confidence 4.91 4.22 0.0000**
ambition 4.63 4.63 0.5780
education 4.35 5.06 0.0000**
intelligence 4.59 5.00 0.0000**
profession 4.01 5.05 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.98 5.09 0.0270**
generosity 4.65 4.83 0.0000**
humour 4.85 4.03 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.73 3.84 0.0000**
sociability 5.35 4.56 0.0000**
character 4.99 4.75 0.0000**
Other traits
reliability 4.66 4.95 0.0000**
religiousness 4.04 4.01 0.3850
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.2 Matched-guise technique: overall mean results for all traits
When discussing the results in chapter 5, the traits were further subdivided into 
categories for analysing the responses of the informants, following the procedure 
adopted in previous language attitude studies (for example, Hogg et al. 1984; 
Stewart et al. 1985). After the three appearance traits, the next category concerns 
the status traits: leadership, confidence, ambition, education, intelligence and 
profession. The first trait listed under this heading, leadership, shows no statistical 
significance in the informants' attitudes towards the high and low-prestige guises. 
This is also the case with the trait of ambition, which likewise shows no significant 
difference in this regard. In contrast, the remaining four status traits do present 
statistically significant differences in the evaluations of the high and low guises, 
although not always as might be expected. 
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The three traits of education, intelligence and profession are on average 
evaluated in favour of the high-prestige guise. This is a persistent finding in this 
investigation, where for every further comparison (for example, regardless of the 
age, gender or origin of the informants) the speakers of high-prestige varieties are 
consistently considered to be better educated, more intelligent and more likely to 
work in a white-collar job than the speakers of low-prestige varieties. Incidentally, 
profession is the trait where there was the largest difference between the mean 
evaluations of high and low-prestige varieties out of all the traits in table 6.2.
Nonetheless, one particular status trait that is included in this questionnaire, 
confidence, is overall attributed more to the low-prestige guises and by a 
considerable margin. The Austrian informants judge the speakers of low-prestige 
varieties to be much more confident. Previous research into language attitudes in 
Austria has shown there is a perception that speakers of certain low-prestige 
varieties are often regarded as more aggressive, even brutal, which are the 
adjectives used by some people to describe the low-prestige urban Viennese variety 
(Moosmüller 1991: 162). Other low-prestige varieties might not be perceived so 
negatively, for example, the Tyrol variety (Moosmüller 1991: 150) but the speakers 
are still judged to be more confident when using a low-prestige Tyrol guise all the 
same. In the data collected by Soukup (2009: 114) using the verbal guise 
technique, the mean scores for self-confidence were not conclusive because three 
of the four guises (standard female, dialect female and dialect male) were judged 
as reasonably confident, whereas one guise was not, which turned out to be the 
standard male guise. So no clear pattern emerged for this trait in that particular 
study.
The two status traits of leadership and ambition are aspects of personality 
that would be expected to be rated more highly for speakers of high-prestige 
varieties. However, since in these two cases there are no statistically significant 
differences in the evaluations of the Austrian informants overall for the low and 
high-prestige guises, it turns out that a low-prestige variety is not necessarily 
always downgraded for status traits. It might also suggest that there is some 
degree of ambivalence amongst Austrians towards how they evaluate speakers on 
the basis of the prestige of the variety they use, especially when compared to 
similar evaluations made of speakers' varieties in England.
Just as there is no clear pattern in the evaluation of traits associated with 
the perceived status of the speaker, the solidarity traits also show no consistent 
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tendency. The solidarity traits encompass honesty, generosity, sense of humour, 
entertainingness, sociability and character. Whereas it might be assumed that these 
traits are attributed more favourably to the speakers of low-prestige varieties, the 
first two of these characteristics are in fact on average more highly rated for the 
high-prestige guises. The speakers of the high-prestige varieties were regarded by 
the Austrian informants as being more honest and more generous. As with the 
mean evaluation of all the solidarity traits in Austria, these two traits indicated a 
statistically significant difference between the judgement of the high and low-
prestige guises.  
It was not anticipated that the high-prestige guises would be highly rated for 
honesty and generosity because they count amongst the solidarity traits. This 
finding suggests that someone using a high-prestige variety is not necessarily 
someone who cannot be trusted. Being solidarity traits, honesty and generosity 
were expected to be characteristics for which the low-prestige guises would be 
upgraded because the informants were assumed to find more solidarity with those 
speakers and hence evaluate them more favourably for their integrity. Taking into 
account that the high-prestige guises were overall considered more dependable too, 
these findings indicate that speakers of high-prestige varieties are perceived as 
particularly reliable and trustworthy because they are rated higher in terms of both 
reliability and honesty. 
The remaining solidarity traits conform to typical patterns of evaluation for 
high and low-prestige varieties where solidarity traits are attributed more towards 
the low-prestige guises. The speakers of a low-prestige variety were considered by 
the Austrian informants to have the better sense of humour and to be more 
entertaining, more sociable and more likeable (character). Recently, Soukup (2009: 
113) also found that:
the ratings of the dialectal speakers on items 'natural', 'emotional', 'relaxed', 
and 'sense of humor' are far higher than those of the standard speakers; 
while both standard speakers in turn score distinctly higher on 'educated' 
and 'refined'.
The more positive evaluation for the low-prestige guises for these remaining 
solidarity traits additionally conforms to the general trends in previous research 
using the matched-guise technique in the Anglo-American studies presented in 
chapters 3 and 4 (for example, Giles and Sassoon 1983).
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The final trait in the semantic differential of the questionnaire used for the 
matched-guise technique is the 'religiousness' of the speaker. As it was originally 
included by Lambert et al. (1960) and was considered of particular interest by Lees 
(2000) for the predominantly Catholic Austria, the trait of religiousness was 
included in this experiment too. However, in the mean value of their overall 
responses, the Austrian informants did not rate the high and low-prestige guises 
very differently in this respect as there is no difference of any statistical significance 
between them.
Since there is no clear categorisation of the trait reliability into either status 
or solidarity, this trait has not been considered in terms of these two divisions, 
rather like the way the trait of religiousness has not been either. The informants 
indicated in their responses that the speakers appeared to be more reliable when 
using a high-prestige variety and this was a statistically significant difference.
The results discussed in this section have important implications. The only 
traits where the perceptions of the high and low-prestige guises did not indicate 
any statistically significant difference were leadership, ambition and religiousness. 
Therefore, for all the remaining fourteen traits included in the matched-guise 
technique, the informants were discerning enough in their mean judgements of the 
speakers to rate those speakers differently depending on the variety they used. 
That outcome provides evidence that speakers in Austria are judged to a certain 
degree based on the prestige of the variety they use and that social preconceptions 
about their outward appearance, their personality, their competence and their 
professional status are already formed on the basis of their speech.
6.2 Matched-guise technique in Vienna: breakdown of the guises
In each of the subsequent sections, each speaker will be looked at individually in 
order to focus on the reactions of the informants towards the two guises they 
recorded. There were five speakers, coming from four regions of Austria, which 
offers the opportunity to investigate whether informants' responses were influenced 
in some cases by the speaker's region of origin. Moreover, earlier language attitude 
studies in Austria (Soukup 2009: 128) analysed results according to the gender of 
the speakers, so this will also be looked into. Three of the speakers were female 
and two male. Since two speakers were from Tyrol, there is also an opportunity to 
compare a female and a male speaker from the same region to identify if there is 
any deviation between the judgements of the guises from different speakers of the 
same area. This is similar to the comparison made in the Manchester matched-
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guise technique where the attitudes towards the varieties produced by two 
speakers from London, also a male and female, could be compared in this way.
6.2.1 Tyrol female guises
Guises 1 (high-prestige) and 6 (low-prestige) were produced by the same female 
speaker from Tyrol. Graphs 6.3 and 6.4 present the attitudes of the informants to 
these two varieties. 
Graph 6.3 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 1
Tyrol female - guise 1 (high-prestige) and guise 6 (low-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 6.4 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 1
Tyrol female - guise 1 (high-prestige) and guise 6 (low-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
Table 6.3 shows the statistical significance of the difference between the 
evaluations of the high and low-prestige varieties. When looking at the statistical 
significance, what is particularly striking about the responses to the two guises 
produced by this speaker, is that there is an especially high frequency of cases 
where there is no significant difference (p ≤ 0.05). For ten out of the available 
seventeen traits for which the informants were able to evaluate each guise, the 
responses were very similar for both guise 1 and guise 6. 
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Trait Tyrol female
low-prestige
Tyrol female
high-prestige
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 2.58 2.88 0.0000**
attractiveness 4.90 4.87 0.7700
dress 5.41 5.36 0.7630
Status traits
leadership 3.79 3.57 0.0250**
confidence 4.16 3.97 0.0900
ambition 5.26 5.21 0.8780
education 5.10 5.09 0.6530
intelligence 5.23 5.05 0.0180**
profession 4.77 4.84 0.5280
Solidarity traits
honesty 5.62 5.53 0.6530
generosity 5.55 5.31 0.0160**
humour 4.78 4.65 0.3000
entertainingness 4.72 4.44 0.0150**
sociability 5.51 5.18 0.0000**
character 5.73 5.61 0.3340
Other traits
reliability 5.26 5.21 0.5990
religiousness 3.49 3.75 0.0170**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.3 Responses of informants to speaker 1 – Tyrol female
guise 1 (high-prestige) and guise 6 (low-prestige)
The remaining seven characteristics where the informants judged the two guises of 
this Tyrol female speaker differently form quite a mixed group because one is an 
appearance trait (height), two are status traits (leadership and intelligence), three 
are solidarity traits (generosity, entertainingness and sociability) and religiousness. 
Neither is there much consistency in the perception of each guise because amongst 
these seven characteristics where there are statistically significant differences, the 
low-prestige guise (number 6) is rated more highly for most of them, even for the 
status traits of leadership and intelligence, which are two traits where the speakers 
of high-prestige varieties are usually expected to receive the more positive 
evaluations. The solidarity traits of generosity, entertainingness and sociability are 
all evaluated more positively for the low-prestige guise. Only height and 
religiousness are perceived by the informants to be more characteristic of the high-
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prestige guise (number 1). Besides this, for the mean responses of the informants 
overall for every guise (as discussed in 6.1), there was no significant difference for 
leadership and religiousness (the only other trait with no significant difference 
overall being ambition), although for the two guises produced by this Tyrol female 
speaker, there is in fact a significant difference in this case.
These data lead to the conclusion that the informants generally did not 
perceive the Tyrol female speaker very differently regardless whether she spoke a 
high-prestige or a low-prestige variety. The number of cases for no statistically 
significant difference in the evaluation of the high and low-prestige guises by this 
speaker (ten cases in total) is higher than for any pair of guises produced by other 
speakers for the entire study, including all the evaluations of the guises of the 
fieldwork carried out in Manchester. The speaker who had the second highest 
number of traits that indicated no statistically significant difference between the two 
guises produced by that speaker, was the Liverpool female (section 5.2.2) who 
recorded guises 2 and 7 for the matched-guise technique in England (seven cases 
of no significant difference in total). The Liverpool female speaker has already been 
established as unique in relation to the rest of the speakers used for the English 
recordings. It will be interesting to see if the lack of discrepancy between the 
informants' attitudes towards high and low-prestige varieties is potentially a general 
trend for the Austrian female guises or perhaps for the Tyrol guises. Alternatively, 
the varieties spoken by this Tyrol female could simply be an exception. This will be 
explored by continuing to look at the rest of the attitudes towards the speakers on 
an individual basis, especially with regard to the Tyrol male speaker (guises 4 and 
9) which will enable a comparison (section 6.2.4) of the responses by the 
informants to these two speakers, female and male, who provided guises and both 
originated from the same region of Austria.
One of the distracter questions below the adjective pairs on the 
questionnaire (appendix B) asks the informants to guess the origins of the speaker. 
Although originally added as a distracter question, the answers provided by the 
informants are useful because they open up another aspect of the investigation, 
namely to what extent the high-prestige guises are associated with a particular 
region of Austria in comparison with the low-prestige guises. Surveys by 
Moosmüller (1998: 259) have found that the spoken national standard variety in 
Austria can still indicate the regional origins of the speaker, although this variety is 
mostly associated with the middle and upper class Viennese. Soukup (2009: 121-
122) also asked informants (all studying in Upper Austria) to guess where each of 
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her four guises were from. The two speakers producing the guises for Soukup 
(2009) were also from Upper Austria, although the female speaker had spent a 
considerable amount of time in Vienna. Soukup (2009: 121) found that in 'terms of 
geographic origin, then, the dialectal speakers indeed had a high recognition of 
being locals' and '[r]ecognition as locals was much lower for the standard speakers'. 
Soukup (2009: 121) adds that 'almost half of the respondents believed StF 
[standard female speaker] to be from Vienna or its surrounding area' and concludes 
(2009: 122) '[t]hese findings suggest that standard language use is stereotyped by 
some Upper Austrians as more of an outgroup, rather than a local, phenomenon – 
i.e. as something that people from Vienna or Germany would speak'. The responses 
of the informants to this distracter question in the Manchester fieldwork were not 
analysed in the same way because one of the key features of high-prestige spoken 
varieties in England is that they are not associated with a particular region, unlike 
the situation described above for Austria. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 present the responses 
of the informants to the question Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her? for 
the two guises recorded by the Tyrol female speaker in this present study. 
Origin (as guessed by 
informant)
Frequency Percent
Tyrol 72 32.14
Lower Austria 40 17.86
Upper Austria 28 12.50
Salzburg 22 9.82
Vienna 17 7.59
Styria 9 4.02
Carinthia 9 4.02
No response 8 3.57
Burgenland 4 1.79
Vorarlberg 4 1.79
Austria 3 1.34
Germany 2 0.89
From the countryside 2 0.89
I don't know 1 0.45
Eastern Tyrol 1 0.45
Western Austria 1 0.45
Standard German 1 0.45
Total 224 100
Table 6.4 Responses of informants to the question:
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
For guise 1 – Tyrol female high-prestige guise
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Clearly, when listening to the low-prestige guise of the same speaker, more than 
twice as many informants correctly guessed the origins of the speaker. Yet, even 
when listening to the high-prestige guise of this speaker, the highest single 
proportion of informants still thought that the speaker was from Tyrol. It would 
have been interesting to conduct this fieldwork in Tyrol too and not just in Vienna 
because in that way the model put forward by Moosmüller (1998: 261) of 'centre 
and periphery' (in turn borrowed from Kreckel 1983) could be tested. The 
informants in this present Austrian study were predominantly from eastern Austria 
and as table 6.4 indicates, they even rated the Tyrol female high-prestige guise 
often as perceptibly 'Tyrolean'. However, if the 'centre' is shifted to a region further 
away from the capital then perhaps the Tyrol female high-prestige guise could be 
considered more as standard 'with respect to the whole of Austria' (Moosmüller 
1998: 261).
Origin (as guessed by 
informant)
Frequency Percent
Tyrol 158 70.54
Vorarlberg 14 6.25
Carinthia 13 5.80
Styria 9 4.02
Salzburg 7 3.13
Upper Austria 6 2.68
No response 5 2.23
Eastern Tyrol 5 2.23
Lower Austria 3 1.34
Austria 2 0.89
Other 1 0.45
Vienna 1 0.45
Total 224 100
Table 6.5 Responses of informants to the question:
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
for guise 6 – Tyrol female low-prestige guise
6.2.2 Lower Austria male guises
Guises 2 and 7 for the matched-guise technique conducted in Austria were 
produced by a male speaker from Lower Austria. The results of the informants' 
attitudes towards his high-prestige and low-prestige varieties are presented in 
graphs 6.5 and 6.6 below.
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Graph 6.5 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 2
Lower Austria male - guise 2 (low-prestige) / guise 7 (high-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
Graph 6.6 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 2
Lower Austria male - guise 2 (low-prestige) / guise 7 (high-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
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For the two guises produced by this speaker, table 6.6 below shows there is a 
statistically significant difference between the attitudes towards the high-prestige 
and the low-prestige variety for every trait except for the two traits of height and 
religiousness. This is the first case to demonstrate that the general lack of 
significant difference for the attitudes towards the two guises recorded by the 
female Tyrol speaker (6.2.1) is potentially unique. While the responses to the 
remaining speakers are looked at in turn, it will become clearer whether the 
informants' evaluations of the female Tyrol speaker are representative of the 
language attitudes towards high and low-prestige varieties in the Austrian part of 
this research.
Trait Lower Austria 
male
low-prestige
Lower Austria 
male
high-prestige
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 5.33 5.25 0.2890
attractiveness 3.94 4.41 0.0000**
dress 4.22 4.82 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 4.09 4.31 0.0470**
confidence 5.09 4.30 0.0000**
ambition 3.99 4.28 0.0130**
education 4.03 4.96 0.0000**
intelligence 4.38 4.89 0.0000**
profession 3.54 4.84 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.75 4.96 0.0130**
generosity 4.11 4.60 0.0000**
humour 4.62 3.79 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.25 3.65 0.0000**
sociability 5.07 4.26 0.0000**
character 4.73 4.45 0.0110**
Other traits
reliability 4.33 4.84 0.0000**
religiousness 4.29 4.25 0.5370
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.6 Responses of informants to speaker 2 – Lower Austria male
guise 2 (low-prestige) and guise 7 (high-prestige)
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The attitudes displayed in these graphs and tables for the Lower Austrian male 
speaker indicate that the responses of the informants to the varieties he produced 
correlated very closely with the overall pattern of language attitudes towards high 
and low-prestige varieties discussed in section 6.1. For fourteen out of the total 
seventeen traits, the informants rated the guises of this speaker in the same way 
as the mean ratings for all the high and low-prestige guises included in the 
experiment for Austria. There are few exceptions and by looking at these 
exceptions in more detail, it can be seen that for the status traits of leadership, 
education, intelligence and profession, the high-prestige guise (number 7) is rated 
more highly than the low-prestige guise (number 2), as is to be expected for status 
traits. For the remaining two status traits of confidence and ambition, the low-
prestige guise is perceived to be the more self-assured, which conforms with the 
overall pattern shown in 6.1, whereas for 'ambition', the high-prestige guise is 
credited with being the more ambitious. This is in spite of the fact that for the 
overall set of results for all the guises, there is no significant difference in the 
attitudes towards the high and low-prestige varieties for this trait.
In terms of the solidarity traits, the pattern of attitudes towards the Lower 
Austrian male's low-prestige variety mirrors the overall attitudes towards all the 
low-prestige guises for humour, entertainingness, sociability and character. 
Likewise, there is the same consistency in the evaluation of the high-prestige guise 
for honesty and generosity. As was mentioned in section 6.1, these last two aspects 
of personality were expected to be associated more with the low-prestige guises 
because they have more in common with solidarity than status but in this analysis 
of languages attitudes in Austria, it is the high-prestige guises that are on average 
upgraded on these two solidarity traits. So all in all, the attitudes towards the two 
varieties spoken by the Lower Austrian male correlate to a large extent with the 
general tendency of language attitudes towards high and low-prestige varieties in 
general for this investigation.
There is an interesting shift in the informants' guesses of the origin of the 
Lower Austria male speaker depending on which guise they are listening too. When 
speaking a low-prestige variety, many informants (29.91%) correctly presumed the 
speaker is from Lower Austria, although with only just over a quarter of the 
informants responding in this way, the answers are not as unanimous as they were 
for the Tyrol female low-prestige guise, for whom 70.54% of the informants were 
right in identifying the speaker's origin. However, in speaking with a high-prestige 
variety the Lower Austria male is considered by an even higher proportion of 
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informants (34.32%) to be from Vienna. This finding conforms with the previous 
research by Moosmüller (1991, 1998) and Soukup (2009) that the Austrian national 
standard variety is commonly associated with the capital.
Origin Frequency Percent
Lower Austria 67 29.91
Upper Austria 51 22.77
Vienna 41 18.30
Styria 35 15.63
Burgenland 10 4.46
Salzburg 4 1.79
Tyrol 4 1.79
No response 4 1.79
Carinthia 3 1.34
Austria 2 0.89
From the countryside 2 0.89
Vorarlberg 1 0.45
Total 224 100
Table 6.7 Responses of informants to the question
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
For guise 2 – Lower Austria male low-prestige guise
Origin Frequency Percent
Vienna 81 36.16
Lower Austria 60 26.79
Upper Austria 17 7.59
Styria 17 7.59
Burgenland 13 5.80
No response 12 5.36
Salzburg 10 4.46
I don't know 5 2.23
Eastern Austria 4 1.79
Carinthia 3 1.34
Tyrol 2 0.89
Total 224 100
Table 6.8 Responses of informants to the question
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
For guise 7 – Lower Austria male high-prestige guise
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6.2.3 Vienna male guises
There was one speaker from Vienna who spoke with a high-prestige (guise 8) and a 
low-prestige (guise 3) variety. Since the largest single group of informants 
participating in the study were from Vienna (n = 100; 44.64%), the inclusion of 
this speaker in the study made it possible to analyse attitudes of the Viennese 
towards a low-prestige Viennese variety and a high-prestige one. This aspect will be 
explored in more detail in section 6.5.1, where the reactions of only the informants 
from Vienna will be analysed separately. The results of the language attitudes of all 
the informants towards the two guises produced by the Vienna male speaker are 
shown in graphs 6.7 and 6.8 below.
Graph 6.7 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 3
Vienna male - guise 3 (low-prestige) and guise 8 (high-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 6.8 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 3
Vienna male - guise 3 (low-prestige) and guise 8 (high-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
When analysing the list of traits for statistically significant differences between the 
responses of the informants towards the two varieties produced by the Viennese 
male speaker (table 6.9), it can be seen that there is a significant difference for 
every single trait except for one, that is for the trait of 'ambition'. In the analysis of 
the mean responses to all the low and all the high-prestige guises overall (6.1), the 
evaluation of the characteristic 'ambition' also demonstrated no statistically 
significant difference. The overall results for all the guises in 6.1 show also that 
there is no significant difference either between the attitudes towards high and low 
varieties for leadership and religiousness, although for assessment of the Vienna 
male speaker, there is a significant difference in the responses to his two guises for 
both of these traits. He is considered as having better leadership skills when he 
uses a high-prestige variety, which is to be expected because leadership is a status 
trait. When he uses a low-prestige variety, he is considered more religious.
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Trait Vienna male
low-prestige
Vienna male
high-prestige
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.48 5.04 0.0000**
attractiveness 3.41 4.52 0.0000**
dress 3.50 4.75 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.40 4.03 0.0000**
confidence 6.09 5.06 0.0000**
ambition 4.07 4.29 0.0920
education 3.12 4.42 0.0000**
intelligence 3.54 4.49 0.0000**
profession 2.79 4.52 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 3.98 4.47 0.0000**
generosity 3.44 4.20 0.0000**
humour 5.58 4.41 0.0000**
entertainingness 5.55 4.24 0.0000**
sociability 5.79 4.93 0.0000**
character 4.11 4.56 0.0010**
Other traits
reliability 3.37 4.17 0.0000**
religiousness 5.09 4.48 0.0000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.9 Responses of informants to speaker 3 – Vienna male
guise 3 (low-prestige) and guise 8 (high-prestige)
What is possibly the most conspicuous result is the informants' responses to the 
trait of 'character' for the Viennese guises. It is the only result where there is a 
complete reversal between the language attitudes towards the high and low-
prestige varieties when comparing those attitudes towards all the Austrian guises in 
general (as in 6.1) and those towards only the Viennese male's guises. The data 
presented and discussed in 6.1 show that on the whole the Austrian informants for 
this study rated the low-prestige guises as the more 'likeable', i.e. they upgraded 
these guises for the solidarity trait of 'character'. As will be shown for the rest of 
the guises individually, every speaker except for the Viennese male was credited as 
being more likeable when they spoke the low-prestige variety, regardless of the 
speaker's origin. This demonstrates that the informants disliked this speaker more 
when he spoke the low-prestige Viennese variety. This low-prestige variety was 
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perceived by the informants as being spoken by an individual of lower status 
Viennese origins and is certainly a factor which influenced the attitudes of the 
informants, which can be seen by comparing the responses to the same speaker 
when he was using his high-prestige guise .
This finding is interesting because it corresponds to previous language 
attitude research undertaken in Austria, where a low-prestige Viennese variety is 
consistently given negative evaluations, for example, when Moosmüller (1998: 162) 
refers to 'those Viennese who have low social status themselves in Vienna (their 
dialect is the most unpopular one throughout Austria)' (also Martin 2000: 112). It 
must be taken into consideration that a large number of informants are from Vienna 
(44.64%). The attitudes of only the Viennese informants will be discussed in further 
detail in section 6.5.1. Negative evaluations of the Viennese informants towards a 
Viennese variety might differ depending on whether it is a low-prestige or a high-
prestige Viennese variety. Most of all, the fact that the low-prestige Viennese male 
guise is rated more negatively than the corresponding high-prestige guise for the 
largest number of cases for any pair of guises, provides further evidence that 
language attitudes are not so much based on abstract aspects of a language variety 
(for example, how it sounds, how fast the speech is), but in fact reveal attitudes 
towards the people that are stereotyped by that language variety. In this case, the 
informants' attitudes towards the speaker stereotyped by the low-prestige variety 
are overwhelming negative, which is reflected by their downgrading of the low 
status Wienerisch variety.
67.41% of the informants believed that the Vienna male was from the 
capital when he spoke with a low-prestige variety (table 6.10 below). When asked 
to guess where the speaker is from for the high-prestige guise by the same 
speaker, there was a broader range of suggested origins (table 6.11), although the 
highest proportion still decided on Vienna (37.05%). This guise received the highest 
number of 'no response' answers when informants were asked to guess the origin 
of the speaker and implies that by speaking a variety approximating the standard in 
Austria, the speaker does conceal regional origins to some extent, although not 
completely.
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Origin Frequency Percent
Vienna 151 67.41
No response 14 6.25
Lower Austria 12 5.36
Styria 12 5.36
Carinthia 10 4.46
Burgenland 5 2.23
Upper Austria 5 2.23
Tyrol 4 1.79
Vorarlberg 4 1.79
Salzburg 3 1.34
10th or 11th. District, 
Vienna
2 0.89
From the countryside 2 0.89
Total 224 100
Table 6.10 Responses of informants to the question
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
For guise 3 – Vienna male low-prestige guise
Origin Frequency Percent
Vienna 83 37.05
Lower Austria 49 21.88
No response 25 11.16
Burgenland 18 8.04
Salzburg 16 7.14
Upper Austria 15 6.70
Styria 8 3.57
Eastern Austria 4 1.79
Carinthia 3 1.34
Austria 3 1.34
Total 224 100
Table 6.11 Responses of informants to the question
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
for guise 8 – Vienna male high-prestige guise
6.2.4 Tyrol male guises
There was one other speaker from the Southern Bavarian dialect region, the Tyrol 
male speaker. He recorded a high-prestige variety as guise 4 and a low-prestige 
variety as guise 9. The results of the responses of the informants to these two 
varieties are in graphs 6.9 and 6.10 below.
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Graph 6.9 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 4
Tyrol male - guise 4 (high-prestige) and guise 8 (low-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
Graph 6.10 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 4
Tyrol male - guise 4 (high-prestige) and guise 8 (low-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
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The attitudes towards this Tyrol male speaker show no statistically significant 
difference between his high and low-prestige guises for honesty and generosity, 
although there are significant differences for these traits overall (as in 6.1). 
Similarly, there is no significant difference for the evaluation of the religiousness of 
this speaker, which mirrors the average results towards all the guises together 
because they likewise show no difference of any statistical significance for this trait.
Trait Tyrol male
low-prestige
Tyrol male
high-prestige
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.41 4.06 0.0010**
attractiveness 4.61 3.91 0.0000**
dress 4.76 5.43 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.98 3.44 0.0000**
confidence 4.16 2.59 0.0000**
ambition 4.85 4.52 0.0120**
education 4.87 5.57 0.0000**
intelligence 5.03 5.40 0.0000**
profession 4.38 5.65 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 5.40 5.46 0.3570
generosity 5.26 5.34 0.2580
humour 4.78 3.55 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.66 3.17 0.0000**
sociability 5.08 3.67 0.0000**
character 5.46 4.63 0.0010**
Other traits
reliability 5.15 5.40 0.0030**
religiousness 3.65 3.48 0.1480
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.12 Responses of informants to speaker 4 – Tyrol male
guise 4 (high-prestige) and guise 9 (low-prestige)
For the appearance traits, the informants judged the Tyrol male speaker as both 
taller and more attractive when he spoke a low-prestige variety. This is in contrast 
to the overall results in 6.1 which show that informants generally perceive the high-
prestige guises to be taller and more attractive.
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The Tyrol male low-prestige guise was judged more favourably on a further 
trait, leadership, although for the overall evaluation of the high and the low-prestige 
Austrian guises there was no difference of any statistical significance for this trait. 
Otherwise the evaluation of both guises produced by this speaker conformed to the 
average results for all the guises in section 6.1, with the high-prestige guise being 
rated more favourably for dress, reliability, education, intelligence and profession, 
and the low-prestige guise being given the more positive evaluations for 
confidence, sense of humour, entertainingness, sociability and character. All in all, 
the Tyrol male low-prestige guise was judged more favourably on nine of the 
fourteen traits where there were statistically significant differences. This shows the 
general popularity of this guise when compared to the overall average evaluation of 
the guises, where on average the low-prestige guises were upgraded on only five 
traits. The general popularity of the Tyrol variety in Austria has already been 
established in earlier research (Moosmüller 1998: 160). Furthermore, when the 
Austrian informants were asked to choose their favourite Austrian variety in the 
final part of the questionnaire, the Tyrol variety was the most popular (selected by 
20.98% of the informants).
In comparing the attitudes towards the varieties spoken by the female Tyrol 
speaker and those spoken by the male Tyrol speaker (table 6.13), the first point to 
mention is the high number of cases for the female Tyrol speaker where there is no 
statistically significant difference between the evaluations of the two guises she 
produced. Where there are significant differences in the informants' responses 
towards high and low-prestige guises of both the speakers from Tyrol, there are 
both similarities and differences. On the one hand, both of their low-prestige guises 
were judged more entertaining and more sociable but that also conforms with the 
evaluations for all the guises. On the other hand, for the traits of height and 
intelligence, there is a difference in the language attitudes towards their guises 
since the male low-prestige guise is considered taller than his high-prestige guise, 
which contrasts with the overall results for this trait (see 6.1), and the female low-
prestige guise is regarded as the more intelligent of her two guises, which also 
deviates from the overall pattern for this trait amongst the mean results for all the 
guises in 6.1. Therefore, there is no clear connection to be observed in the 
informant's evaluations of the high and low-prestige varieties belonging to the 
speakers from Tyrol. Of course, this discussion only relates to two speakers and if a 
more extensive investigation took place involving a greater number of speakers 
from Tyrol then a more conclusive pattern of results would likely emerge.
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Trait Tyrol female
low-prestige
(guise 6)
Tyrol female
high-prestige
(guise 1)
Tyrol male
low-prestige
(guise 9)
Tyrol male
high-prestige 
(guise 4)
Appearance 
traits
height 2.58 2.88 4.41 4.06
attractiveness 4.90 4.87 4.61 3.91
dress 5.41 5.36 4.76 5.43
Status traits
leadership 3.79 3.57 3.98 3.44
confidence 4.16 3.97 4.16 2.59
ambition 5.26 5.21 4.85 4.52
education 5.10 5.09 4.87 5.57
intelligence 5.23 5.05 5.03 5.40
profession 4.77 4.84 4.38 5.65
Solidarity 
traits
honesty 5.62 5.53 5.40 5.46
generosity 5.55 5.31 5.26 5.34
humour 4.78 4.65 4.78 3.55
entertainingne
ss
4.72 4.44 4.66 3.17
sociability 5.51 5.18 5.08 3.67
character 5.73 5.61 5.46 4.63
Other traits
reliability 5.26 5.21 5.15 5.40
religiousness 3.49 3.75 3.65 3.48
Table 6.13 Attitudes towards all the Tyrol guises
Tables 6.14 and 6.15 provide further evidence that high-prestige varieties in Austria 
are commonly associated with the East of Austria and particularly Vienna. The Tyrol 
male speaker is identified by a large proportion of informants as coming from Tyrol 
when speaking a low-prestige guise (43.75). Only 9.38% still think the same 
speaker is from Tyrol when he is using a high-prestige variety and the largest single 
proportion (34.38%) consider him to be Viennese.
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Origin Frequency Percent
Vienna 77 34.38
Lower Austria 29 12.95
Tyrol 21 9.38
No response 19 8.48
Burgenland 15 6.70
Salzburg 15 6.70
Carinthia 15 6.70
Upper Austria 14 6.25
Styria 11 4.91
Vorarlberg 3 1.34
Other 2 0.89
Eastern Austria 2 0.89
I don't know 1 0.45
Total 224 100
Table 6.14 Responses of informants to the question
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
For guise 4 – Tyrol male high-prestige guise
Origin Frequency Percent
Tyrol 98 43.75
Carinthia 31 13.84
Styria 21 9.38
Salzburg 20 8.93
Vorarlberg 18 8.04
Upper Austria 9 4.02
No response 9 4.02
Lower Austria 6 2.68
Vienna 5 2.23
Eastern Austria 3 1.34
Burgenland 2 0.89
Western Austria 2 0.89
Total 224 100
Table 6.15 Responses of informants to the question
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
For guise 9 – Tyrol male low-prestige guise
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6.2.5 Salzburg female guises
Guises 5 (high-prestige) and 10 (low-prestige) were recorded by a Salzburg female. 
Graphs 6.11 and 6.12 present the results for her guises.
Graph 6.11 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 5
Salzburg female - guise 5 (high-prestige) and guise 10 (low-prestige)
Appearance and status traits
Where there were statistically significant differences in the informants' attitudes 
towards the high and low-prestige varieties spoken by the Salzburg female, the 
majority of the attitudes correlated with the general pattern of language attitudes 
presented overall in section 6.1. Therefore, when the Salzburg female spoke with 
the high-prestige variety, the informants considered her better dressed, better 
educated, more intelligent and more likely to be a white-collar worker, which 
corresponds to the average evaluation of the high-prestige varieties overall in 
Austria (section 6.1). When the same speaker spoke with a low-prestige variety, the 
responses of the informants showed that she was perceived to be more 
entertaining, more sociable, more likeable and to have a better sense of humour. 
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Graph 6.12 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of informants to speaker 5
Salzburg female - guise 5 (high-prestige) and guise 10 (low-prestige)
Solidarity and other traits
There was only one trait which indicated a statistically significant difference in the 
judgement of her high and low-prestige guises and which also contrasted with the 
general pattern of results presented in section 6.1, and that is for the trait 
'honesty', where the low-prestige Salzburg female guise was rated as more honest 
than her high-prestige guise.
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Trait Salzburg female
low-prestige
Salzburg female
high-prestige
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.17 4.28 0.1070
attractiveness 4.48 4.41 0.3910
dress 5.01 5.23 0.0070**
Status traits
leadership 4.36 4.58 0.0260**
confidence 5.04 5.14 0.2790
ambition 4.99 4.88 0.4360
education 4.67 5.23 0.0000**
intelligence 4.81 5.12 0.0000**
profession 4.61 5.41 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 5.18 4.98 0.0120**
generosity 4.86 4.70 0.0760
humour 4.44 3.74 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.42 3.72 0.0000**
sociability 5.26 4.76 0.0000**
character 4.95 4.53 0.0000**
Other traits
reliability 5.21 5.14 0.5470
religiousness 3.73 4.03 0.0070**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.16 Responses of informants to speaker 5 – Salzburg female
guise 5 (high-prestige) and guise 10 (low-prestige)
When this Salzburg female speaker used a high-prestige guise, she was perceived 
to be more religious and have better leadership skills. These were both statistically 
significant differences, although for the general evaluation of all the high and low-
prestige guises there was no significant difference observed for these traits. It is 
expected that the high-prestige guise is rated more favourably for leadership 
because it is after all a status trait. The perception of the 'religiousness' of a 
speaker varies from guise to guise, resulting in neither the low-prestige nor the 
high-prestige guises generally being considered more religious overall. The high-
prestige Tyrol female guise was the only other recording for which the informants 
rated the high-prestige guise as more religious (6.2.1), much as they did for the 
high-prestige Salzburg female guise. The evaluations of the rest of the speakers 
showed no statistically significant difference between the high and low-prestige 
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varieties for this trait, expect for the Viennese speaker, whose low-prestige guise 
was considered more religious (6.2.3). It follows from this that the two female 
speakers in this Austrian part of the research were both considered more religious 
when they adopted a high-prestige variety. This was not the case for any of the 
three Austrian males who provided guises for this study. This finding points towards 
gender being a factor in the perception of religiousness when compared between 
the high and low-prestige guises for Austria in this study.
Moosmüller (1991: 29) remarks that in Salzburg people from 'oberer sozialer 
Schichten', along with the same social class of people from Vienna, give some of 
the best examples of 'gehobene Umgangssprache', a term used by Moosmüller to 
describe an approximation to Austrian Standard German (section 2.2.1.1). 
Therefore, it might have been expected that when using the high-prestige variety, 
the Salzburg female speaker would be upgraded on status traits perhaps to a 
greater extent than the other high-prestige guises were. Upon looking at these 
results, although the high-prestige Salzburg guise is certainly not downgraded for 
any status traits, there is no conclusive finding that would show the informants 
elevated this speaker more in terms of status than they did for any of the other 
speakers of high-prestige varieties, regardless of their origin.
As with the pattern emerging from all other speakers except for the Tyrol 
female, the informants identified the Salzburg female mostly as from Vienna or 
from Lower Austria when she spoke a high-prestige variety (table 6.17). 
Conversely, merely 3.13% of the same informants thought that she was from 
Vienna when they listened to her low-prestige guise.
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Origin Frequency Percent
Vienna 79 35.27
Lower Austria 47 20.98
Upper Austria 24 10.71
No response 21 9.38
Salzburg 16 7.14
Styria 9 4.02
Burgenland 8 3.57
I don't know 4 1.79
Tyrol 4 1.79
Carinthia 3 1.34
Western Austria 2 0.89
Eastern Austria 2 0.89
Standard German 2 0.89
Other 1 0.45
Vorarlberg 1 0.45
Southern Austria 1 0.45
Total 224 100
Table 6.17 Responses of informants to the question
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
For guise 5 – Salzburg female high-prestige guise
Origin Frequency Percent
Upper Austria 69 30.80
Styria 38 16.96
Lower Austria 22 9.82
Salzburg 21 9.38
No response 17 7.59
Burgenland 16 7.14
Carinthia 16 7.14
Tyrol 10 4.46
Vienna 7 3.13
Vorarlberg 3 1.34
I don't know 2 0.89
Eastern Austria 2 0.89
Austria 1 0.45
Total 224 100
Table 6.18 Responses of informants to the question
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her?
For guise 10 – Salzburg female low-prestige guise
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6.2.6 Responses to the female and male guises
Having looked at the results on the basis of each individual speaker, there remains 
a further line of investigation. In analysing language attitudes towards speakers of 
dialect and of Austrian Standard German using the verbal guise technique (Soukup 
2009: 103; see also section 4.1), Soukup (2009: 128) observed that in Austria:
the female dialectal speaker scored consistently lower (i.e. closer to the 
socially less desirable adjective pole) than her male counterpart in all 
instances where a significant difference arose. This suggests a gender effect 
by which using dialect comes at a higher cost for females than for males
Therefore, for the Austrian section of the fieldwork in this present study, the 
responses to the female and male Austrian guises will be examined collectively in 
more detail in order to compare the findings with Soukup's observations. There are 
two female and three male speakers for the Austrian recordings in this present 
study and table 6.19 shows the mean responses of the informants to all the female 
guises (Tyrol and Salzburg female speakers) and table 6.20 is a similar table for all 
the male guises (Lower Austria, Vienna and Tyrol male speakers).
First of all, there are less significant differences in the judgements of the 
high and low-prestige guises for the female speakers (significant differences for 10 
traits) than for the male speakers (significant differences for 13 traits). This is 
particularly prevalent with the status traits, where the differences in the evaluations 
of the high and low-prestige guises for the male speakers are generally larger in 
margin than for the high and low-prestige guises for the female speakers. There are 
no significant differences for the judgements of the high and low-prestige guises for 
the female speakers for the status traits of confidence and intelligence, although 
there are significant differences for the male guises in this respect. For the status 
traits of education and profession, the female high-prestige guises are considered 
better educated and more likely to be white-collar workers than the female low-
prestige guises but the differences for the male speakers are more than twice as 
large for these same traits.
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Trait Female low-
prestige guises: 
6 and 10
Female high-
prestige guises: 
1 and 5
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 3.37 3.59 0.000**
attractiveness 4.68 4.64 0.410
dress 5.21 5.29 0.102
Status traits
leadership 4.07 4.08 0.648
confidence 4.60 4.57 0.729
ambition 5.12 5.05 0.319
education 4.88 5.16 0.000**
intelligence 5.01 5.09 0.139
profession 4.68 5.12 0.000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 5.40 5.25 0.014**
generosity 5.21 5.02 0.004**
humour 4.61 4.20 0.000**
entertainingness 4.57 4.07 0.000**
sociability 5.39 4.97 0.000**
character 5.34 5.06 0.001**
Other traits
reliability 5.23 5.17 0.428
religiousness 3.61 3.90 0.001**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.19 Responses of the informants to the female Austrian guises
Where there are significant differences in the evaluations of both genders of guises 
for high and low-prestige guises, there are some opposites in the perceptions of the 
speakers depending on the speaker's gender. The male high-prestige guises are 
considered more honest and more generous than the male low-prestige guises and 
this correlates with the overall results for all of the guises taken together shown in 
table 6.1. However, for the female guises it is the other way round in this respect, 
i.e. it is the female low-prestige guises which are rated more highly for the 
solidarity traits of honesty and generosity. Finally, religiousness is a trait that 
indicates no significant difference overall in the informants' responses to the high 
and low-prestige guises. However, when the guises are divided by gender, there is a 
significant difference for both the female and the male guises in terms of the 
spoken variety but again they are opposite to one another. The female high-
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prestige guises are perceived as more religious than the female low-prestige guises 
and for the male guises it is the reverse.
Trait Male low 
prestige guises: 
2, 3 and 9
Male high 
prestige guises: 
4, 7 and 8
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.75 4.79 0.752
attractiveness 3.12 3.09 0.410
dress 4.17 5.01 0.000**
Status traits
leadership 3.82 3.94 0.119
confidence 5.11 3.98 0.000**
ambition 4.30 4.37 0.307
education 4.00 4.99 0.000**
intelligence 4.31 4.93 0.000**
profession 3.56 5.00 0.000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.71 4.97 0.000**
generosity 4.28 4.71 0.000**
humour 4.99 3.92 0.000**
entertainingness 4.82 3.69 0.000**
sociability 5.31 4.29 0.000**
character 4.76 4.55 0.001**
Other traits
reliability 4.29 4.81 0.000**
religiousness 4.34 4.07 0.000**
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.20 Responses of the informants to the male Austrian guises
Yet, the results of the matched-guise technique undertaken in Austria in this 
present study do not show any clear patterns of the informants' responses being 
influenced by the gender of the guise, in spite of the data collected by Soukup 
(2009: 128). Certain differences do emerge when the results are broken down 
according to the gender of the guise but they do not appear to be connected in a 
particularly consistent and meaningful manner.
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6.3 Matched-guise technique in Vienna: results by gender of informants
Another way of investigating the factor of gender as an influence upon language 
attitudes is to divide the results of the matched-guise technique in Vienna between 
the responses provided by the male and the female informants for all the guises. 
Graphs 6.13 and 6.14 show the responses of the female informants to the ten 
recordings.
Graph 6.13 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of Austrian female informants 
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 6.14 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of Austrian female informants 
Solidarity and other traits
Table 6.21 shows the statistical significance of any differences between the 
attitudes of the female informants towards the varieties of different prestige. It can 
be observed from this table that the responses of the female informants closely 
match the overall trend of responses shown in section 6.1. The cases of statistically 
significant difference are the same for every trait except honesty, where for the 
overall results the high-prestige guises are rated as being more honest and this is a 
significant difference. When only the attitudes of the female informants are 
analysed, there is no significant difference for the trait of honesty.
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Trait Low-prestige 
guises
High-prestige 
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.21 4.31 0.0190**
attractiveness 4.34 4.47 0.0240**
dress 4.66 5.19 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.96 4.06 0.1410
confidence 4.94 4.23 0.0000**
ambition 4.66 4.66 0.5100
education 4.44 5.11 0.0000**
intelligence 4.64 5.05 0.0000**
profession 4.06 5.04 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 5.01 5.09 0.1210
generosity 4.67 4.89 0.0000**
humour 4.91 4.07 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.79 3.89 0.0000**
sociability 5.42 4.63 0.0000**
character 5.07 4.81 0.0000**
Other traits
reliability 4.68 4.99 0.0000**
religiousness 4.11 4.04 0.2650
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.21 Responses of the Austrian female informants
The fact that the responses of the female informants correlate very closely with the 
general results on the whole, hardly comes a surprise since the female informants 
made up 77.25% of the total number of people who participated in the fieldwork at 
Vienna. Therefore, their responses will have had a significant impact on the general 
outcome as shown earlier in section 6.1.
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Graph 6.15 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of Austrian male informants 
Appearance and status traits
Graph 6.16 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of Austrian male informants 
Solidarity and other traits
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Looking at only the male informants, table 6.22 reveals that there are a greater 
number of cases where statistically significant differences can be observed between 
the attitudes towards high and low-prestige varieties. For the traits of leadership, 
ambition and religiousness, the responses of the male informants towards the 
speakers of high and low-prestige varieties show no significant difference in the 
evaluations, which conforms to the overall picture presented in 6.1. However, for 
the other four traits of height, honesty, generosity and character, there is no 
significant difference between the way the male informants judged the high-
prestige and the low-prestige guises, although there are significant differences for 
these traits when the responses of all the informants are analysed together.
Trait Low-prestige 
guises
High-prestige 
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.18 4.27 0.3220
attractiveness 4.02 4.21 0.0050**
dress 4.36 4.88 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.82 3.85 0.5790
confidence 4.81 4.15 0.0000**
ambition 4.51 4.60 0.7990
education 4.08 4.91 0.0000**
intelligence 4.40 4.87 0.0000**
profession 3.83 5.07 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.90 5.07 0.0690
generosity 4.57 4.67 0.3220
humour 4.62 3.92 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.58 3.71 0.0000**
sociability 5.10 4.35 0.0000**
character 4.76 4.58 0.1240
Other traits
reliability 4.61 4.84 0.0200**
religiousness 3.82 3.90 0.6300
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.22 Responses of the Austrian male informants
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Where there is a statistically significant difference, the male informants do not 
deviate in their language attitudes from the females. This is indicated by the 
remaining ten traits where there is a significant difference because the males (table 
2.2) rate the high and low-prestige guises in the same manner as the females 
(table 6.21). So in terms of rating the speakers of high and low-prestige varieties, 
there is very little difference between the pattern drawn by the attitudes of the 
female and male informants in Austria. The only case where a slight difference can 
be observed, is the tendency amongst the female informants to give generally more 
positive ratings than the males for each speaker. To explain this more clearly, the 
values in table 6.21, which shows the mean responses of the female informants, 
are higher on average than the responses given by the male informants, shown in 
table 6.22. This indicates that regardless of speaker or the prestige of the variety, 
the female informants were more prepared to give a more generous rating than the 
males. The evidence for this is provided clearly by those tables since by comparing 
the mean result of the female responses to the mean responses of the male 
informants for the same prestige of variety (i.e. only for the high-prestige varieties 
or only the low-prestige varieties), the result is that every female average response 
is higher on average than the male equivalent for every single trait. The female 
informants are more tolerant and less critical in their judgements than the male 
informants.
6.4 Matched-guise technique in Vienna: results by age group
Another factor that can be taken into account when investigating language attitudes 
is the age of the informants taking part in the study. As was done for the matched-
guise technique in Manchester, the informants will be analysed according to age 
group in this section. To ensure the analysis is the same for the research in both 
countries, the divisions of the age groups is the same for Manchester and Austria 
(14-18 years and 19-24 years). The first age group consists of those informants 
aged 14-18 years, who make up 38.33% of the total number of informants for the 
Vienna fieldwork. The informants belonging to this age group consist mainly of 
schoolchildren. The second age group comprises informants aged 19-24 years 
(61.67% of the total number of informants for Vienna) and the majority of 
informants in this group are students studying at the University of Vienna.
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Graph 6.17 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of 14-18 year old age group
Appearance and status traits
Graph 6.18 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of 14-18 year old age group
Solidarity and other traits
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As can be gathered from table 6.23 below, the lack of a statistically significant 
difference between the evaluations of high and low-prestige guises for the traits 
leadership, ambition and religiousness is a feature that exists both for the overall 
results of the Vienna matched-guise technique and for this age group of informants 
(14-18 years). However, for this age group there is also no statistical significance in 
the difference of evaluations for high and low-prestige varieties for the appearance 
traits of height and attractiveness. In the same vein, the attitudes of this age group 
towards these varieties for the trait of generosity show no significant difference 
either.
Trait Low-prestige 
guises
High-prestige 
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.19 4.24 0.4520
attractiveness 4.15 4.25 0.1850
dress 4.54 5.05 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.94 4.11 0.1430
confidence 4.93 4.15 0.0000**
ambition 4.63 4.63 0.8550
education 4.33 5.13 0.0000**
intelligence 4.53 5.09 0.0000**
profession 3.98 5.00 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.87 5.10 0.0180**
generosity 4.50 4.66 0.0810
humour 4.71 3.85 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.57 3.64 0.0000**
sociability 5.25 4.47 0.0000**
character 4.94 4.66 0.0150**
Other traits
reliability 4.47 4.87 0.0000**
religiousness 3.85 3.94 0.5990
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.23 Austrian informants from the age group 14-18 years
The attitudes of the informants aged 14-18 years who took part in this investigation 
in Vienna otherwise do not deviate from the overall set of results for all the 
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informants. Apart from the higher frequency of cases where there is no significant 
difference in their attitudes towards high and low-prestige varieties, the pattern of 
judgements of the informants from this age group mirrors the general trend of the 
overall results for Vienna, even to the point of judging the high and low-prestige 
speakers the same way as the general results for each of those traits where there is 
a statistically significant difference.
Graph 6.19 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of 19-24 year old age group
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 6.20 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of 19-24 year old age group
Solidarity and other traits
The fact that there is little difference between the language attitudes of these two 
age groups is confirmed by the further evidence presented in graphs 6.19 and 6.20 
for the older age group (19-24 years), as well as the table (6.24) below. The cases 
of no significant difference between the attitudes towards high and low-prestige 
varieties mainly reflect the overall pattern of results shown in section 6.1, with the 
only difference being the traits of height and honesty, where the informants of this 
age group did not exhibit any statistically significant difference in their evaluations 
of the high and low-prestige guises. Graphs 6.19 and 6.20 are almost identical to 
graphs 6.1 and 6.2 (in section 6.1), which show the responses of all the informants, 
regardless of age, to the same traits.
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Trait Low-prestige 
guises
High-prestige 
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.23 4.31 0.1560
attractiveness 4.32 4.47 0.0380**
dress 4.71 5.18 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.93 4.04 0.1660
confidence 5.00 4.25 0.0000**
ambition 4.62 4.64 0.6540
education 4.37 5.02 0.0000**
intelligence 4.56 4.97 0.0000**
profession 4.05 5.03 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 5.05 5.10 0.4000
generosity 4.66 4.89 0.0020**
humour 4.98 4.15 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.87 3.99 0.0000**
sociability 5.51 4.67 0.0000**
character 5.03 4.82 0.0210**
Other traits
reliability 4.72 5.02 0.0000**
religiousness 4.14 3.99 0.0840
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.24 Austrian informants from the age group 19-24 years
On a final note for this breakdown by age, in the previous discussion of the factor of 
gender and the informants' responses, the results demonstrate that on average the 
female informants gave higher ratings for all of the speakers, regardless of variety, 
when compared to the male informants. For example, where a male informant 
might rate a guise as '4' on the semantic differential for a particular trait, the 
female informants might rate the same guise as a '5' for the same trait. When 
investigating the same feature for the attitudes of the informants ordered by age, 
there is a similar phenomenon. The older age group (aged 19-24 years) on average 
rated every low-prestige guise higher than the younger age group (14-18 years) for 
every trait except for leadership and ambition. Similarly, for the high-prestige 
guises, the older age group on average also rated every high-prestige guise higher 
for every trait except for leadership, intelligence and education. Interestingly, 
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honesty is the only trait out of all them where the younger age group and the older 
age group gave exactly the same mean responses (a value of 5.10 for the high-
prestige guises).
6.5 Matched-guise technique in Vienna: results by origin of informants
As outlined in chapter 4 (section 4.7.1.2), the largest single group of Austrian 
informants taking part in this research was from Vienna. 44.64% of informants 
stated Vienna as their place of origin (n = 100). There were two other groups of 
informants which were of a sufficient size to have their responses considered 
adequately representative of their language attitudes. Of these next two groups, 
the largest was the group of informants from Lower Austria who made up 23.21% 
(n = 52) of the total number of Austrian informants participating in the study. The 
third largest group of informants when ordered by region consisted of informants 
from Upper Austria (10.27%) (n = 23).
6.5.1 Matched-guise technique in Vienna: informants from Vienna
The 100 informants from Vienna formed the largest proportion of informants from 
the same region in the entire study, including the informants from the Manchester 
fieldwork. As described in the profile of informants in chapter 4 (section 4.7.1), the 
informants were from the University of Vienna and Viennese selective secondary 
schools (Bundesgymnasien) which provides some indication of the educational 
background and ages of those Viennese informants discussed in this section. 
Graphs 6.21 and 6.22 present their responses to the guises in the matched-guise 
technique. 
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Graph 6.21 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of the informants from Vienna
Appearance and status traits
Graph 6.22 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses of the informants from Vienna
Solidarity and other traits
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Table 6.25 shows the same data as the graphs above, along with the statistically 
significant differences between their responses to the high-prestige and low-
prestige guises. As these graphs and the table demonstrate, the attitudes of the 
informants from Vienna towards the different guises agreed with the attitudes of 
the Austrian informants overall in most of the 
cases.
Trait Low-prestige 
guises
High-prestige 
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.19 4.26 0.4843
attractiveness 4.13 4.34 0.0171**
dress 4.44 5.05 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 3.84 4.02 0.0367**
confidence 4.84 4.14 0.0000**
ambition 4.59 4.53 0.7918
education 4.33 5.05 0.0000**
intelligence 4.55 5.01 0.0000**
profession 3.92 5.02 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.90 4.98 0.3186
generosity 4.51 4.67 0.0670
humour 4.69 3.88 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.63 3.74 0.0000**
sociability 5.19 4.44 0.0000**
character 4.91 4.64 0.0034**
Other traits
reliability 4.54 4.81 0.0013**
religiousness 4.01 4.03 0.9000
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.25 Informants from Vienna
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As with the overall outcome discussed earlier in 6.1, the Viennese informants 
showed no statistically significant difference in their perceptions of the speaker for 
the traits of ambition or religiousness. However, there were a certain number of 
contrasts too. Whereas the Austrian informants overall (6.1) indicated differences of 
statistical significance for the traits of height (high-prestige guises are taller), 
honesty (high-prestige guises are more honest) and generosity (high-prestige 
guises are more generous), there was no significant difference amongst the 
Viennese informants in their judgements of these traits. There is only one case of a 
trait being judged significantly different amongst only the informants from Vienna 
but not for the informants overall and that is for the assessment of the guises' 
leadership skills, where the Viennese informants rated the speakers of high-prestige 
varieties as having better leadership skills than the speakers of low-prestige 
varieties.
Since the informants from Vienna make up almost half of the total number 
of the Austrian informants overall, it comes as little surprise that in general, their 
responses mirror the findings presented earlier in the overall results (section 6.1). 
Where differences of statistical significance appear in the evaluations, the 
responses of the informants from Vienna correlate with the responses of all the 
Austrian informants (6.1)  in every case. For example, the status traits of 
education, intelligence and profession are assessed in the same way regardless, i.e. 
the low-prestige guise is evaluated the most negatively for each of these three 
traits whether the informants are analysed according to Viennese origins (as here in 
6.5.1) or not (as in 6.1).
As with the questionnaires completed by the informants involved in the 
Manchester research, the Austrian informants were required in the final section of 
the questionnaire to note which variety they liked most and which they liked least, 
the only difference being that the Austrian informants were encouraged to choose 
varieties within Austria when giving their answers (this process is described in more 
detail in section 4.3). Table 6.26 below shows the most popular varieties chosen by 
the informants from Vienna and the following table 6.27 shows the least popular 
varieties chosen by the same informants.
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Variety Frequency Percent
Standard German 19 19.00
Carinthia 17 17.00
Tyrol 15 15.00
Vienna 14 14.00
Vorarlberg 11 11.00
No response 7 7.00
Salzburg 4 4.00
Styria 3 3.00
I don't know 2 2.00
Lower Austria 2 2.00
Upper Austria 2 2.00
Eastern Austria 2 2.00
I don't have a preference 1 1.00
Burgenland 1 1.00
Total 100 100
Table 6.26 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Vienna
From this table, it is apparent that Standard German is a popular variety amongst 
the Viennese informants taking part in this research, being chosen by 19% of those 
informants (a discussion of Standard German in the context of this study can be 
found in section 2.2.1.1). However, there are few matters to clarify regarding this 
result. First of all, the term 'Standard German' has been used as the English label 
for responses falling within categories as varied as Hochdeutsch, Hochsprache and 
Bühnendeutsch. Further, the 19 informants who provided answers that fit into this 
category did not qualify their response by adding if they were referring to 
Hochdeutsch as it would be understood and spoken in Germany or whether it was 
meant in reference to varieties that approximate to Austrian Standard German. 
Each time this stage of the research had been reached, the informants were asked 
to refer only to varieties within Austria, yet this does not necessarily mean with 
absolute certainty that their answer is only intended to mean a variety to some 
degree equivalent to Austrian Standard German. Therefore, although admittedly 
likewise vague, the term 'Standard German' has been used here as it at least 
conveys the ambiguity of 'which' national standard German is meant here, as well 
as making clear that the informants who answered in this way at the very least 
were saying that they preferred a variety of German that was to some extent 
standardised and not from a specific region of Austria.
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Having mentioned the above caveat, reasons for 'Standard German' 
emerging as the most popular variety can be discussed. A particularly important 
influence on the outcome of the results in this table is very likely to be the 
background of the informants themselves. The choice of 'Standard German' is not 
necessarily a surprising one amongst students studying at the University of Vienna. 
Another salient feature of this result is the very real possibility that amongst the 
participating school pupils, the school environment where the fieldwork took place 
played a role in encouraging the school pupils to be swayed in many cases in favour 
of choosing a 'standard' variety over a local or regional variety. The concept of the 
test environment influencing the formation of language attitudes amongst 
informants has been placed under scrutiny in previous research by Creber and Giles 
(1983: 155-6) and this has been discussed already in section 4.1. This research by 
Creber and Giles (1983) is particularly relevant here because it was not only a 
language attitude study, but also an investigation where their test subjects were 
likewise school pupils. This study has already been presented in section 4.1 but to 
summarise it again briefly, Creber and Giles (1983: 155) carried out the same 
fieldwork with school children in two surroundings, one formal (the children's 
school) and one informal (a local youth club), to analyse the potential effect of the 
surroundings on their informants' responses. In the ensuing discussion of their 
results, Creber and Giles (1983: 159) confirm that the environment did affect the 
informants' responses:
In conclusion, we have at least an empirical demonstration that the social 
setting of evaluation can affect language attitudes together with some data 
pointing to the inevitable sociolinguistic fact that children have differing 
evaluative sets in formal versus informal situations. Furthermore, while the 
relative superiority of an RP speaker on status traits is still conceded by Ss 
at least in our informal context, this tendency is far more pronounced in a 
formal setting.
Therefore, one must be cautious about making a general statement that the 
Viennese consistently prefer 'Standard German' over all other varieties. The results 
of table 6.26 must be considered within the context of who the informants are and 
where the fieldwork was carried out. All the same, it will be interesting to compare 
this finding with the responses of informants from elsewhere in Austria, to see if 
indeed 'Standard German' remains as popular in regions of Austria outside of the 
capital. The popularity of 'Standard German' amongst informants from Vienna may 
also be on account of the belief held by many of those belonging to the Viennese 
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middle and upper classes that their variety serves as the model for Austrian 
Standard German (Moosmüller 1998: 261-2). Viennese of high social status often 
perceive their variety as approximating to Austrian Standard German and regard 
other varieties from outside the capital as being 'merely' a form of dialect 
(Moosmüller 1998: 262).
The choice of the Austrian varieties from Carinthia (17%) and from Tyrol 
(15%) as the second and third most popular varieties support the findings of other 
studies undertaken in Austria. When Moosmüller (1991: 150) grouped varieties by 
their popularity amongst informants from four regions of Austria, the Viennese also 
chose varieties from Carinthia and then from Tyrol in that order. In this present 
study some reasons for these consistent results can be obtained by reading the 
informants' responses which they provided when prompted to account for their 
choice of varieties. Many Viennese informants wrote that they chose these two 
varieties because they evoke memories of holidays and going away. The speakers 
of Tyrol varieties in particular are often regarded as especially amiable and sociable 
by the Viennese informants. This view ultimately derives from a stereotypical view 
of people from Tyrol and again reinforces the notion that attitudes towards 
language varieties are really attitudes towards individuals who are stereotyped as 
using that spoken variety. Language attitudes and stereotyping have been 
discussed in section 2.5.
In fourth place are varieties spoken in Vienna (14%). Not unlike the 
ambiguity surrounding the term 'Standard German', the term Viennese variety 
could potentially represent a number of social varieties, ranging from lower status 
Viennese varieties traditionally associated with the working-class districts of 
Simmering and Favoriten, to the varieties spoken by middle and upper-class 
Viennese, which Moosmüller calls gehobene Umgangssprache (Moosmüller 1991: 
23). Although informants did not usually qualify their answer when choosing a 
Vienna variety as their most popular variety, when selecting a Viennese variety as 
their least popular variety, the informants were more eager to make the point that 
they were choosing quite specifically lower status varieties traditionally spoken by 
the working-class.
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Variety Frequency Percent
Vienna 23 23
Vorarlberg 19 19
Carinthia 13 13
Burgenland 11 11
No response 11 11
Styria 8 8
Lower Austria 4 4
Upper Austria 3 3
Tyrol 3 3
Standard German 3 3
I don't know 1 1
I don't have a preference 1 1
Total 100 100
Table 6.27 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Vienna
In another similarity to the results obtained by Moosmüller (1991: 151), the 
informants from Vienna chose the Viennese variety as their overall least popular 
one (23%). Many supplemented their answers with remarks that this variety 
sounds coarse and vulgar, or is spoken by people they do not esteem, which points 
to the fact that when selecting the Vienna variety as the one they like least, they 
usually have working-class speech in mind. This also serves, therefore, as another 
reminder that language attitudes are formed on the basis of value judgements of 
people who are perceived as using a particular language variety and it is hence 
more often than not, a matter of stereotypical associations made of a social group 
that are transposed onto their associated speech. In this case, the working-class 
Viennese are stereotyped by their manner of talking with the result that the 
varieties they use are not held in high esteem, and are even disliked, by the 
informants from Vienna taking part in this study.
Informants selected a Vorarlberg variety as their second most disliked 
Austrian variety (19%) and the reasons they gave for this choice were usually 
because they often could not understand what speakers from Vorarlberg were 
saying when they used dialect. The reasons for this are mainly because the region 
of Vorarlberg is a part of Austria where the dialect area is predominantly Alemannic 
and not Central Bavarian or Southern Bavarian (see section 2.2.1). Dialects are 
viewed more negatively when they are less comprehensible. Moosmüller (1991: 
159) also found that dialects which were difficult to understand were less popular, 
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although she pointed out how dialects from Tyrol were exceptional in this sense, 
being often for other Austrians both hard to understand and yet still popular. 
Varieties from Carinthia hold the unique position of being both third most unpopular 
(table 6.27) and second most popular (table 6.26) amongst the same set of 
informants (from Vienna). Reasons provided for not liking Carinthian varieties had 
very little to do with the actual varieties themselves, but were personal ones, for 
example, Carinthians they had met were unfriendly or the Viennese informants 
wrote that they did not share the same political views as Carinthians, and therefore 
disliked varieties from that region. In fourth place are varieties from Burgenland 
(11%), which could come as a surprise because Burgenland varieties might have 
been expected to be even less popular due to the condescending views held by 
many Viennese towards the neighbouring, less economically prosperous, 
Burgenland region (Moosmüller 1991: 151).
When further broken down into the responses of the female and male 
Viennese informants, there are slight differences in the choice of favourite and least 
favourite Austrian varieties. Tables 6.28 and 6.29 show that the Viennese variety is 
favoured more by the male informants because it is not only the second most 
popular variety that they chose (18.18%) but the females also selected the 
Viennese variety as their least favourite (26.87%) by a considerable margin. 
Otherwise the four most popular varieties are the same, regardless of gender, even 
if they are ranked slightly differently. The Burgenland variety is noticeablely less 
popular amongst the female informants (13.43%) in comparison to the ratings 
given by the male informants (6.06%), which is interesting in light of the discussion 
above regarding the perception held amongst many Viennese of Burgenland being 
economically inferior (Moosmüller 1991: 151). In summary, the most striking 
feature of this breakdown of the responses by gender is the different views of the 
Viennese variety between the female and male informants.
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Female informants from Vienna 
(n=67)
Male informants from Vienna 
(n=33)
Variety Percent Variety Percent
Carinthia 17.91 Standard German 21.21
Standard German 17.91 Vienna 18.18
Tyrol 13.43 Tyrol 18.18
Vienna 11.94 Carinthia 15.15
Vorarlberg 11.94 Vorarlberg 9.09
No response 7.46 Eastern Austria 6.06
Salzburg 4.48 No response 6.06
I don't know 2.99 Salzburg 3.03
Lower Austria 2.99 Styria 3.03
Upper Austria 2.99
Styria 2.99
I don't have a 
preference
1.49
Burgenland 1.49
Table 6.28 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Vienna
Broken down by gender
Female informants from Vienna 
(n=67)
Male informants from Vienna 
(n=33)
Variety Percent Variety Percent
Vienna 26.87 Vorarlberg 21.21
Vorarlberg 17.91 Vienna 12.12
Burgenland 13.43 Carinthia 12.12
Carinthia 13.43 No response 12.12
No response 10.45 Styria 9.09
Styria 7.46 Tyrol 9.09
Lower Austria 2.99 Lower Austria 6.06
Upper Austria 2.99 Burgenland 6.06
Standard German 2.99 I don't have a 
preference
3.03
I don't know 1.49 'Altwienerisch' 3.03
Upper Austria 3.03
Standard German 3.03
Table 6.29 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Vienna
Broken down by gender
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6.5.2 Matched-guise technique in Vienna: informants from Lower Austria
The 52 informants from Lower Austria accounted for 23.21% of the informants 
taking part in this Austrian fieldwork. Graphs 6.23 and 6.24 present the responses 
of these informants towards the high and low-prestige varieties they listened to. 
Table 6.30 shows the same results along with their statistical significance.
Graph 6.23 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses from informants from Lower Austria
Appearance and status
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Graph 6.24 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses from informants from Lower Austria
Solidarity and other traits
As Table 6.30 below shows, the responses of the informants from Lower Austria on 
the whole correlate with the overall results shown in section 6.1. There are, 
however, a small number of differences in the cases of statistical significance. The 
Austrian informants overall (section 6.1) show no difference of any statistical 
significance in their judgement of the high and low-prestige guises for leadership, 
ambition and religiousness, and the informants from Lower Austria show likewise no 
statistically significant differences for the two traits of leadership and religiousness. 
However, for the traits of height, honesty and character, there are also no 
statistically significant differences in the responses given by the informants from 
Lower Austria towards the low and high-prestige guises. Otherwise there are no 
further contrasts between the mean responses by the informants from Lower 
Austria and for the outcome for all of the informants together.
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Trait Low-prestige 
guises
High-prestige 
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.16 4.33 0.0680
attractiveness 4.33 4.55 0.0057**
dress 4.64 5.22 0.0000**
Status traits
leadership 4.05 4.02 0.9383
confidence 5.11 4.28 0.0000**
ambition 4.58 4.81 0.0102**
education 4.27 5.08 0.0000**
intelligence 4.52 5.07 0.0000**
profession 3.96 5.10 0.0000**
Solidarity traits
honesty 5.04 5.18 0.1148
generosity 4.65 5.09 0.0000**
humour 5.04 4.29 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.92 4.08 0.0000**
sociability 5.53 4.68 0.0000**
character 4.96 4.96 0.6649
Other traits
reliability 4.71 5.18 0.0000**
religiousness 4.22 4.05 0.1784
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.30 Informants from Lower Austria
When analysing the breakdown of results amongst Lower Austrians with regard to 
the varieties they chose as their favourite in Austria, table 6.31 shows that they 
selected the Tyrol variety (25%) and then the Carinthian (15.38%) variety, similar 
to the second and third choices amongst the informants only from Vienna. The Tyrol 
variety is the most popular variety by quite a substantial margin amongst the 
informants from Lower Austria. What is also noteworthy about the results shown 
table 6.31 is that 'Standard German' (7.69%) has shifted from being the most 
popular variety (amongst the Viennese informants) to being the sixth most popular 
variety (amongst the Lower Austrian informants).
This shift in popularity of 'Standard German' conforms with the observation 
by Moosmüller (1991: 16) that the notion of an Austrian Standard German is 
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identified above all with Vienna: '[D]ie Existenz einer selbstständigen 
österreichischen Hochsprache [ist] im Sprachbewußtsein der Österreicherinnen und 
Österreicher, und zwar besonders in Wien'. It is amongst the middle and upper 
classes of Vienna where Austrians are the least likely to adopt the view that 'ihr 
“normales Deutsch” sei ohnehin “Dialekt”' (Muhr 1995: 82). It comes as little 
surprise that there is a relationship between distance from the metropolitan capital, 
Vienna, and a preference for 'Standard German'. It will be interesting to view the 
responses of the informants from Upper Austria in this context to find out their 
preferred and least preferred Austrian varieties (section 6.5.3).
Variety Frequency Percent
Tyrol 13 25.00
Carinthia 8 15.38
Styria 6 11.54
Lower Austria 4 7.69
Vorarlberg 4 7.69
Standard German 4 7.69
Vienna 3 5.77
Salzburg 3 5.77
No response 3 5.77
Upper Austria 2 3.85
Other 1 1.92
I don't have a preference 1 1.92
Total 52 100
Table 6.31 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Lower Austria
Table 6.32 below shows data from the same informants from Lower Austria 
concerning which varieties they like least in Austria. The informants chose by a 
considerable margin the Viennese variety as the one they like least. It is worth 
adding at this point, and therefore continuing the relevant discussion begun in the 
previous section (6.5.1), that there are a number of potential varieties originating 
from Vienna that could all be classed legitimately as Viennese. When informants 
supplemented their choices with reasons behind their selection, they often wrote 
that they disliked the Viennese variety which was the one spoken by the lower 
classes. This is not the first study to point out the relative unpopularity of the 
Viennese variety because Moosmüller (1991: 150) notes with regard to her own 
survey: 'Zwar wird von allen Gruppen die Wiener Varietät (und hier insbesondere 
der Wiener Dialekt) gleichmäßig stark negativ bewertet'. The groups referred to 
here by Moosmüller were from Vienna, Salzburg, Graz and Innsbruck respectively.
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Variety Frequency Percent
Vienna 29 55.77
Carinthia 5 9.62
Tyrol 4 7.69
No response 4 7.69
Vorarlberg 3 5.77
I don't have a preference 2 3.85
Lower Austria 2 3.85
Styria 2 3.85
Other 1 1.92
Total 52 100
Table 6.32 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Lower Austria
6.5.3 Matched-guise technique in Vienna: informants from Upper Austria
For the 23 informants from Upper Austria (10.27 % of the total number of 
informants from Austria), there were many more cases of no significant differences 
when analysing their attitudes towards the high and low-prestige guises.
Graph 6.25 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses from informants from Upper Austria
Appearance and status traits
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Graph 6.26 Matched-guise technique: Vienna
Responses from informants from Upper Austria
Solidarity and other traits
As table 6.33 below reveals, similar to the overall results in 6.1, there is no 
significant difference for the traits of leadership, ambition and religiousness. 
However, there is also no significant difference for the traits of height, 
attractiveness, honesty, generosity and character, which is interesting because none 
of these are status traits. Therefore, the results show that the informants from 
Upper Austria were more ready to rate the high-prestige guises more positively for 
the status traits but less prepared in turn to evaluate the low-prestige guises more 
positively for the solidarity traits. Where there were differences of statistical 
significance, the responses of the informants from Upper Austria towards high and 
low-prestige guises conformed with the pattern of the overall results in 6.1.
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Trait Low-prestige 
guises
High-prestige 
guises
Statistical 
significance 
(p≤0.05)
Appearance 
traits
height 4.24 4.33 0.5225
attractiveness 4.45 4.54 0.6750
dress 4.88 5.31 0.0014**
Status traits
leadership 4.07 4.05 0.9780
confidence 4.96 4.30 0.0000**
ambition 4.76 4.73 0.5076
education 4.40 5.13 0.0000**
intelligence 4.67 5.11 0.0092**
profession 4.27 5.09 0.0010**
Solidarity traits
honesty 4.98 5.09 0.1609
generosity 4.90 5.00 0.3341
humour 4.84 4.14 0.0000**
entertainingness 4.66 3.92 0.0000**
sociability 5.36 4.64 0.0000**
character 5.10 4.83 0.1694
Other traits
reliability 4.75 5.04 0.0380**
religiousness 3.90 3.94 0.8547
** indicates a statistically significant result
Table 6.33 Informants from Upper Austria
Tables 6.34 and 6.35 show the varieties that this group of informants liked the most 
or the least. Beginning with the analysis of the most popular varieties amongst the 
informants from Upper Austria, the table shows that they chose their own variety as 
the one they liked most (34.78%). In fact, they were the only group that preferred 
their own regional variety over all other Austrian varieties. As with the possible 
influence of the test setting (university and schools) on the responses of the 
Viennese informants so that they chose 'Standard German' for their favourite 
variety, the fact that these informants from Upper Austria chose their own variety 
as the one they like the most could also be down to the location of the fieldwork. 
This is because the research was undertaken in Vienna where they were most likely 
students who were living in Vienna whilst studying at the University of Vienna. 
Consequently, the choice of their own variety being their favourite might be a direct 
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effort to assert their Upper Austrian identity whilst they were away from their home 
region.
The next favourite variety is the Tyrol variety (21.74%), which means that 
the Tyrol variety has been consistently selected as one of the top three favourite 
varieties, regardless of the origin of the informants. This is usually on account of 
the positive associations made with the speakers of this variety who are often 
perceived to be particularly friendly, sociable and people encountered whilst on 
holidays. Notable is the fact that 'Standard German' was only chosen by one single 
informant from Upper Austria (4.35%) as their favourite variety. This would further 
substantiate the hypothesis that the greater the distance from Vienna, the less 
'Standard German' is preferred and the more dialect is accepted.
Variety Frequency Percent
Upper Austria 8 34.78
Tyrol 5 21.74
Vorarlberg 4 17.39
Carinthia 3 13.04
Styria 2 8.70
Standard German 1 4.35
Total 23 100
Table 6.34 Favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Upper Austria
The informants from Upper Austria followed the vast majority of other informants in 
selecting the Viennese variety as their least favourite Austrian variety. Reasons 
postulated for the consistent unpopularity of the Viennese variety amongst 
Austrians have been discussed above in sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2.
Variety Frequency Percent
Vienna 14 60.87
Vorarlberg 4 17.39
Styria 2 8.70
Carinthia 2 8.70
Burgenland 1 4.35
Total 23 100
Table 6.35 Least favourite varieties chosen by the informants from Upper Austria
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6.6 Summary
In terms of the appearance traits, the Austrian informants on average judged the 
speakers of high-prestige varieties to be the taller, the more attractive and the 
better dressed of the two types of guises. The two status traits of leadership and 
ambition show no statistical significance in the Austrian informants' attitudes 
towards the high and low-prestige guises. The status trait of confidence is overall 
attributed more to the low-prestige guises. Only the three status traits of 
education, intelligence and profession are on average evaluated in favour of the 
high-prestige guises with a statistically significant difference. Just as there is no 
clear pattern in the evaluation of status traits, the solidarity traits likewise indicate 
no consistent tendency. The speakers of the high-prestige varieties were regarded 
by the informants in the Vienna fieldwork as being more honest and more 
generous. The remaining solidarity traits are attributed more towards the low-
prestige guises. The speakers of a low-prestige variety were considered by the 
Austrian informants to have the better sense of humour and to be more 
entertaining, more sociable and more likeable (character). Finally, the informants 
indicated in their responses that the speakers appeared to be more dependable 
when using a high-prestige variety and this was a statistically significant difference. 
However, the same informants did not rate the high and low-prestige guises very 
differently in terms of the religiousness of the speaker because there is no 
difference of any statistical significance between the high and low-prestige guises 
for this trait.
In examining the guises one by one, the two varieties spoken by the Tyrol 
female speaker were not assessed very differently regardless of whether she spoke 
a high-prestige or a low-prestige variety. The number of cases for no statistically 
significant difference in the evaluation of the high and low-prestige guises by the 
Tyrol female speaker (ten cases in total) is higher than for any pair of guises 
produced by other speakers for the entire study, including all the evaluations of the 
guises of the fieldwork carried out in Manchester. When listening to her low-prestige 
guise, more than twice as many informants correctly guessed that she was from 
Tyrol. Yet, even when listening to the high-prestige guise of this speaker, the 
highest single proportion of informants still thought that the speaker was from 
Tyrol. This finding was unique compared to the informants' guesses of the origin of 
the other Austrian guises. 
The responses to the Lower Austria male contrasted a great deal with those 
of the Tyrol female. There is a statistically significant difference between the 
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attitudes towards his high-prestige and his low-prestige guise for every trait except 
for the two traits of height and religiousness. When speaking a low-prestige variety, 
many informants (29.91%) correctly presumed the speaker is from Lower Austria. 
However, in speaking with a high-prestige variety the Lower Austria male is 
considered by an even higher proportion of informants (34.32%) to be from 
Vienna. For the Vienna male there is a significant difference for every single trait 
except for one, that is for the trait of ambition. Every speaker except for the 
Viennese male was credited as being more likeable when they spoke the low-
prestige variety, regardless of the speaker's origin. This demonstrates that the 
informants disliked this speaker more when he spoke the low-prestige Viennese 
variety. In comparing the responses towards the guises produced by the Tyrol male 
and the Tyrol female, there is no clear connection to be observed in the informants' 
evaluations of the high and low-prestige varieties. Similar to the rest of the guises 
(except the Tyrol female), the Tyrol male speaker is identified by a large proportion 
of informants as coming from Tyrol when speaking a low-prestige guise. Only 
9.38% still think the same speaker is from Tyrol when he is using a high-prestige 
variety, the largest single proportion (34.38%) consider him to be Viennese with 
this high-prestige guise. It is a very similar set of circumstances when the 
informants guessed the origin of the Salzburg female for her high-prestige and her 
low-prestige guise. When comparing the responses to the female guises with the 
responses to the male guises, the differences in the evaluations of the high and 
low-prestige guises for the male speakers are generally larger in margin for the 
status traits than for the high and low-prestige guises for the female speakers. 
Besides this, the female high-prestige guises are perceived as more religious than 
the female low-prestige guises and for the male guises it is the reverse.
Examining the informants' reactions in terms of gender and age showed that 
the female informants and the older age group generally gave higher ratings for 
most traits for each guise. This did not depend on the variety being a high or low-
prestige variety. The informants from Vienna made up almost half of the total 
number of the Austrian informants overall and consequently their responses mirror 
the findings in the overall results from all the Austrian informants together. 
Standard German is a popular variety amongst the Viennese informants taking part 
in this research. The Austrian varieties from Carinthia and from Tyrol were the 
second and third most popular varieties. The informants from Vienna chose the 
Viennese variety as their overall least popular variety. The same informants 
answered that the Vorarlberg variety was their second most disliked Austrian 
variety because they often could not understand what speakers from Vorarlberg 
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were saying when they used dialect. When analysing the Vienna informants in 
terms of gender, the Viennese variety is favoured more by the male informants 
because it is not only the second most popular variety that they chose but the 
females also selected the Viennese variety as their least favourite by a considerable 
margin. The Lower Austrian informants selected the Tyrol variety then the 
Carinthian (15.38%) variety as their favourite Austrian varieties. Amongst the 
Lower Austrian informants, 'Standard German' (7.69%) shifted from being the most 
popular variety (amongst the Viennese informants) to being the sixth most popular 
variety (amongst the Lower Austrian informants). They also chose the Viennese 
variety as the one they liked least by a considerable margin. The Upper Austria 
informants were the only group that preferred their own regional variety over all 
other Austrian varieties. 'Standard German' was only chosen by one informant from 
Upper Austria as their favourite variety. This would further substantiate the 
hypothesis that the greater the distance from Vienna, the less 'Standard German' is 
preferred and the more dialect is accepted. The informants from Upper Austria 
followed the vast majority of other informants in selecting the Viennese variety as 
their least favourite Austrian variety.
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7 Comparison of results between Manchester and Vienna
Having discussed the results from the Manchester fieldwork (chapter 5) and from 
the Vienna fieldwork (chapter 6), this chapter compares the results obtained in both 
countries to investigate where there are differences and similarities in the attitudes 
towards speakers of low and high-prestige varieties in England and  Austria. The 
first section will make comparisons based on the overall results and the ensuing 
sections will compare the results in Manchester and Vienna in relation to gender 
and age. The final part of this chapter will discuss the methods used in the data 
collection and what could potentially be improved for a similar study of this kind.
7.1 Overall results of matched-guise technique for Manchester and Vienna
Table 7.1.1 shows the overall responses of the informants in both countries. The 
data are the mean value for the informants' answers and are divided by place 
(Manchester/Vienna) and prestige of the variety (low/high).
Manchester Manchester Vienna Vienna
Trait low-prestige high-
prestige
Low-prestige high-prestige
Appearance 
Height 3.79 4.35 4.20 4.30
Attractiveness 3.24 4.14 4.26 4.41
Dress 3.19 5.31 4.59 5.12
Status traits
Leadership 3.21 4.52 3.93 4.00
Confidence 4.22 4.61 4.91 4.22
Ambition 3.45 4.76 4.63 4.63
Education 2.80 5.27 4.35 5.06
Intelligence 3.36 5.26 4.59 5.00
Profession 2.61 5.20 4.01 5.05
Solidarity traits
Honesty 4.48 5.06 4.98 5.09
Generosity 4.98 5.06 4.65 4.83
Humour 4.50 3.76 4.85 4.03
Entertainingness 4.19 3.69 4.73 3.84
Sociability 4.47 4.14 5.35 4.56
Character 4.83 4.96 4.99 4.75
Other traits
Reliability 3.98 5.06 4.66 4.95
Religiousness 3.65 4.34 4.04 4.01
Table 7.1.1 Overall mean responses to MGT in Manchester and Vienna
cases of no significant difference in responses are highlighted in bold
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What is immediately apparent from looking at the data for the mean overall 
responses from all the informants for the respective countries is that the margin of 
difference between the judgements of low and high-prestige speakers is greater for 
Manchester than for Vienna. This is shown in part by the fact that there is only one 
non-significant difference in the overall mean results for the matched-guise 
technique Manchester (generosity), whereas for Vienna three of the traits show no 
significant difference in the evaluation of the low and high-prestige speakers 
(leadership, ambition and religiousness).
When the difference is calculated between the two mean values for high and 
low-prestige varieties in table 7.1.1, a pattern emerges. This is demonstrated for 
the results obtained in Manchester in table 7.1.2. When the margins of difference in 
the informants' evaluations of the high and low-prestige guises are ordered by the 
size of the margin, it becomes clear that the informants in England judged the high-
prestige guises even higher and the low-prestige guises even lower in terms of the 
status traits than the informants in Austria did with their guises. In other words, the 
differences between the ratings of the high-prestige guises and low-prestige guises 
were the largest generally when dealing with the status traits of profession, 
education, intelligence, leadership and ambition. The status trait of confidence is an 
exception, which means that the English informants did not rate the low-prestige 
guise as less confident than the high-prestige guise to the same degree as the 
same informants rated the high-prestige guise as better educated or more 
intelligent than the low-prestige guise. Looking further down table 7.12, it is 
evident that when it comes to assessing the high and low-prestige guises for the 
solidarity traits, the margin of difference is at its lowest. That is to say that the 
informants in Manchester did not judge the high and low-prestige guises as 
differently in terms of the solidarity traits as they did with regard to the status 
traits.
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Trait Margin of 
difference
Type of trait
Profession 2.59 Status
Education 2.47 Status
Dress 2.12 Appearance
Intelligence 1.90 Status
Leadership 1.31 Status
Ambition 1.31 Status
Reliability 1.08 Other
Attractiveness 0.90 Appearance
Humour 0.74 Solidarity
Religiousness 0.69 Other
Honesty 0.58 Solidarity
Height 0.56 Appearance
Entertainingness 0.50 Solidarity
Confidence 0.39 Status
Sociability 0.33 Solidarity
Character 0.13 Solidarity
Generosity 0.08 Solidarity
Table 7.1.2 Differences between the mean values 
for the responses to the high and low-prestige varieties in Manchester
Ordered by margin of difference (descending)
Table 7.1.3 applies the same breakdown to the Austrian results. The margins of 
difference in the evaluation of the high and low-prestige guises overall does not 
reveal such a clear-cut pattern as with the results from England, although there are 
still some noteworthy tendencies. First of all, the margins of difference are overall 
lower, i.e. the results indicate that the Austrian informants did not rate the high and 
low-prestige guises as differently to the same extent as the English informants. A 
methodological reason for this outcome could be the fact that on average the 
Austrian informants were slightly older. Two thirds of the informants for the 
Manchester fieldwork belonged to the 14 to 18 years age group (66.43%). For 
Austria, this was almost exactly the other way round because almost two thirds of 
the informants (61.67%) in Vienna were in the 19 to 24 years age group. Although 
this is not a very wide gap in ages, the age of the informants can be a factor and 
this has already been discussed, for example with reference to Giles (1970: 219). 
The extra maturity of the older age group may have meant that they were not as 
judgemental in their evaluations of the guises, particularly the low-prestige guises. 
In spite of this, more recent research (Coupland and Bishop 2007: 85) has shown 
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that a younger age group can in fact be less judgemental because of a shift in 
traditional prejudices towards certain spoken varieties and the social groups that 
characteristically use them. So the age of the informants might not in fact be such 
an influential factor in this set of results either way.
Trait Margin of 
difference
Type of trait
Profession 1.04 Status
Entertainingness 0.89 Solidarity
Humour 0.82 Solidarity
Sociability 0.79 Solidarity
Education 0.71 Status
Confidence 0.69 Status
Dress 0.53 Appearance
Intelligence 0.41 Status
Reliability 0.29 Other
Character 0.24 Solidarity
Generosity 0.18 Solidarity
Attractiveness 0.15 Appearance
Honesty 0.11 Solidarity
Height 0.10 Appearance
Leadership 0.07 Status
Religiousness 0.03 Other
Ambition 0.00 Status
Table 7.1.3 Differences between the mean values
For the responses to the high and low-prestige varieties in Vienna
Ordered by margin of difference (descending)
In comparing tables 7.1.2 and 7.1.3, another difference becomes apparent. 
Whereas the margins of difference in the evaluations of the English informants 
between the high and low-prestige guises were largest for the status traits (except 
for confidence), table 7.1.3 is not only more varied in general, but some of the 
largest differences in the Austrians' assessment of the high and low-prestige guises 
are in fact for solidarity traits (entertainingness, humour and sociability). 
Interestingly, the appearance traits in both tables 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 are ranked in the 
same order. This shows that in terms of the appearance traits for both sets of 
informants the high-prestige guises were always rated the most fashionable by the 
largest margin of difference, then most attractive by a smaller margin and finally 
the smallest difference in the perception of the high and low-prestige guises for 
appearance was for height. 
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Referring back to table 7.1.1, there are also many similarities between the 
overall mean evaluations of the informants in both countries towards the high and 
low-prestige guises. The informants in Manchester and Vienna all rated the high-
prestige guises on average taller, more attractive, more fashionable, better 
educated, more intelligent, more likely to be a white-collar worker, more honest and 
more dependable than the low-prestige guises. Both groups of informants judged 
the low-prestige guises as being more entertaining, more sociable and having a 
better sense of humour. These are all statistically significant differences. Therefore, 
all the informants on average responded the same way to all the appearance traits, 
where the high-prestige guises received the most positive evaluations. Their 
responses correlated with one another for three out of six status traits (education, 
intelligence and profession), for four out of six solidarity traits (honesty, humour, 
entertainingness and sociability) and for the trait of reliability.
There are only two traits in table 7.1.1, which are confidence and character, 
where there is a statistically significant difference between the evaluations of the 
high and low-prestige guises for both countries but for which the informants in 
England responded on average in the opposite way to the informants in Vienna. The 
informants in Manchester overall assessed the high-prestige guises as more 
confident and kinder than their low-prestige counterparts. Conversely in Vienna, the 
informants judged the low-prestige guises as more confident and kinder. In terms 
of evaluating the guises for character, the overall mean result in England is very 
close to showing no statistically significant difference.
In section 2.4, the linguistic situation in Austria was described as one in 
which Austrians are by and large familiar with the focused norms of Hochsprache 
and Dialekt. They are characteristically competent in varieties approximating to 
either pole of the standard-dialect continuum depending on the formality of the 
situation. The term dialect-switchers (McArthur and Aitken (1979: 85)) was used in 
order to describe them. This is different from the situation in England where 
speakers do not switch between two distinct varieties according to the situation but 
rather change the style and formality of their speech. In section 2.4, they were 
called style-drifters (McArthur and Aitken 1979: 85-6). Using these terms helps to 
describe the findings described in this section, especially with regard to the 
differences arising from the perceptions of low and high-prestige guises in England 
and in Austria. The principal difference emerging from these results when they are 
compared between England and Austria is that the informants in the Manchester 
test were overall more judgemental of the high and low-prestige guises, particularly 
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concerning the status traits. As dialect-switchers, Austrians have a greater 
awareness of Hochsprache and Dialekt and are characteristically able to switch 
between varieties approximating to either of these focused norms, therefore they 
are less predisposed to evaluate a speaker on the basis of spoken variety. This is 
not the case in England where speakers are more appropriately described as style-
drifters and it is therefore in the English linguistic context where an individual's 
perceived social status is more likely to be characterised by their speech than in 
Austria.
One of the most telling examples of this difference is indicated by the results 
for the status traits in table 7.1.1. The mean scores for the low-prestige guises in 
the Manchester fieldwork are lower for every status trait in comparison to the mean 
scores for the low-prestige guises in the Vienna fieldwork. Furthermore, the mean 
scores for the high-prestige guises are also higher for every status trait in the 
Manchester fieldwork when compared with the same results obtained in Vienna. So 
it is evident that the informants participating in the Manchester matched-guise 
technique judged the guises to a far greater degree according to whether it was a 
low or high-prestige guise in comparison to the responses given by the Austrian 
informants.
7.2 Overall results of the matched-guise technique for Manchester and 
Vienna: gender
The results have already been analysed in terms of the gender of the informants for 
Manchester (section 5.3) and for Vienna (section 6.3). Since the responses from 
the female informants generally matched the responses of the male informants for 
each country, there is no deviation from the overall results discussed in the 
previous section. The only point of interest is that all the female informants on 
average scored each guise more favourably than the male informants, regardless of 
whether they were judging a high or a low-prestige variety. This pattern occurred 
in the fieldwork undertaken in both countries. Examples have already been 
provided from earlier studies by Hundt (1992: 60) and Cheyne (1970), where the 
researchers also pointed out a similar tendency in their data when divided between 
female and male informants. The fact that this features in both countries with 
different languages points towards a more general gender-specific factor in 
attitudes towards spoken varieties. This pattern was again confirmed in recent 
language attitude research by Soukup (2009: 126) in Austria (see section 3.1 for 
further details of this study):
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Ultimately, the factor 'sex' proved to have only a limited and quite 
predictable effect on the ratings: a comparison of the speakers' mean scores 
between the two populations showed that whenever any significant 
differences arose, it was due to the fact that the female informants were 
consistently rating the speakers higher/closer to the more desirable 
adjective pole than the male informants, without a single exception.
7.3 Overall results of the MGT for Manchester and Vienna: age
Similar to the account in the previous section of the breakdown of the results 
between gender, there was little to note in terms of comparing the informants' 
responses in terms of the two age groups 14 to 18 years and 19 to 24 years. Also 
comparable with the previous breakdown with regard to gender, in both countries 
the older age group of informants responded overall more favourably to the guises 
they heard with only few exceptions. Again this was not dependent on the spoken 
variety being high or low-prestige. As suggested earlier in the discussion of the 
results (sections 5.4, 6.4 and 7.1), the older informants can be assumed to have a 
more mature approach to their evaluation of the guises and therefore are 
increasingly likely to judge more conservatively.
7.4 Discussion and review of the methodology
In section 4.2, the matched-guise technique was discussed with regard to 
researchers' evaluations of this approach in their own fieldwork. Having used this 
method for this present study, there is the opportunity to add to existing 
evaluations of this method.
In terms of potential shortcomings in the methodology for this present 
study, one of the areas that could be improved if this research were to be carried 
out again in a similar context is the recordings of the speakers. As has been 
mentioned in section 5.2.2 in relation to the Liverpool female guises, it is important 
that the voices are 'equal' concerning the quality of the recording, the volume and 
the speech tempo. Otherwise many other factors can potentially influence the 
informants' perception of the guises besides the principal aspect being tested, 
which in this study is the perception of high and low-prestige guises. The 
importance of this point is emphasised often in research using the matched-guise 
technique or a variant of this method (Giles et al 1992: 507-8; Romaine 1980: 229; 
Soukup 2009: 104). In relation to this point, the guises for Austria were all young 
adults, whereas the guises for England were older, except for the unique case of the 
Liverpool female speaker, who was very likely the youngest of all the speakers. The 
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repercussions of this are possibly twofold. Firstly, the Liverpool female speaker has 
already been shown to be idiosyncratic in comparison to the other English-speaking 
guises in section 5.2.2. Secondly, the fact that the guises for Austria all sounded 
younger may well have been an additional factor that affected the perceptions of 
the Austrian informants of those guises, in addition to the high and low-prestige 
varieties being spoken. One of the primary factors in ensuring the results obtained 
in Manchester can be compared with the data collected in Austria is that the 
experiments in both countries were kept as similar as possible in as many respects 
as is realistically viable. This also applies to the preparation of the recordings. So 
any mismatch in the ages of the guises used in the two countries is a factor that 
needs to be accounted for.
In the same manner as Soukup (2009: 104), the first guise played to the 
informants was always a standard speaker (section 4.4 lists the order of the 
recordings) for the reason that it helps with '”tuning them in” to the task'. However, 
Soukup (2009: 104) also played the guises in different orders to the various groups 
of informants 'to control for ordering effects on the ratings'. This acts as an extra 
precaution against unintentionally manipulating the data. Although this extra action 
was not carried out in the experiment for this present study, such awareness would 
improve the accuracy of future research undertaken using this method. However, it 
must also be pointed out that by mixing the order of the recordings, there is 
greater scope for confusing the order of the completed questionnaires with the 
varying order of the guises, especially when the number of informants exceeds 400 
as in this present study. This does, however, depend in turn as much on the 
organisational skills of the researcher as on the size of the study!
A strategy for ensuring the informants do not realise the real objective of the 
matched-guise technique is to use filler voices, i.e. additional guises which are not 
actually used in the processing of the results and are 'false' guises so to speak. 
Nonetheless, these additional filler guises were not included for this present study 
for two reasons. Although earlier studies have used 'red herring' recordings (for 
example, Creber and Giles 1983: 157), a good number have not done so (for 
example, Giles et al 1992: 507-8; Giles and Sasoon 1983: 307; Hogg et al. 1984: 
190). None of the research that did not include filler guises in the recordings went 
on to mention that the results were skewed in any particular way by the absence of 
extra filler recordings, which suggests that they are not absolutely necessary. The 
second reason was a practical one and that is to keep the number of recordings to a 
minimum so that the overall experiment was not too long. Gaining access to a large 
number of informants was no easy task and keeping the procedure short was a 
compromise in order to achieve this goal.
Section 4.1 already alluded to the issue raised in previous research 
regarding the need for each speaker to provide more than one guise (Hudson 1996: 
205). Studies have already been cited in chapter 4 where this issue was discussed 
(for example, Romaine 1980: 229), with the conclusion being that there is no 
difference whether one speaker per guise is used or not. The considerable 
advantage of using a different speaker for each guise is that the researcher has a 
much wider choice in finding suitable candidates to prepare the guises, rather than 
being obliged to find a suitable person who can speak two languages sufficiently 
well or the two required spoken varieties of the same language to a satisfactory 
degree. Criticism of the matched-guise technique often focuses on this point. In 
preparing recordings for matched-guise technique with bilingual speakers, Dalton-
Puffer et al. (1997: 117) highlight this problem as well as the shortcomings of not 
having the same speaker for more than one guise.
Instead of one speaker assuming different guises, several speakers are used 
on the stimulus tape. In second language contexts it is practically impossible 
to find speakers who are equally convincing in several guises. This means of 
course that variables like voice quality can be controlled only minimally.
Garrett et al. (1999: 322-323) highlight the same issue for the matched-guise 
technique when investigating attitudes towards dialects of the same language. 
Since having one speaker per guise allows the researcher a broader selection of 
candidates to choose from, it means that there could potentially be a larger 
diversity of different speech samples played to the informants. For this present 
study, four regional guises were used for the Manchester part of the fieldwork and 
five for the Austrian fieldwork. A broader range of guises is often desired in 
investigations of this kind and it is no exception for this present study. Ideally at 
least one guise from each Austrian Bundesland would have widened the scope of 
the study. Correspondingly for the fieldwork undertaken in Manchester, guises from 
other regions of England (especially from the under-represented areas of the 
South-West, the North-East and the Midlands) would have been an interesting 
addition. Yet, too many guises could make the experimental procedure too long and 
previous studies do not usually include such a large number of guises per group of 
informants. The same principle is of even more relevance to the range of 
informants. Although the number of informants participating in this present study 
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(over 200 informants for each country) is adequate for this investigation, a broader 
scope of ages, regional origins and professional backgrounds would have been 
desirable. A future study based on this one could aim to be more comprehensive in 
this respect. 
Section 4.1 described the diverse rating scales used in various iterations of 
the matched-guise technique, for example five point scales (Abrams and Hogg 
1987: 206) up to nine point scales (Giles et al. 1981: 95). Technology has 
mitigated this issue somewhat with the introduction of a magnitude continuum 
(Redinger 2010) which can be read digitally, instead of the traditional Likert scale 
which is not continuous but uses intervals. The magnitude continuum works by 
marking a point along a line between an adjective pair in the same manner that 
one crosses a box in a semantic differential. However, there are no delineated 
stages indicated along the continuum (hence the name) and the informants' choices 
are later read digitally by scanning the completed questionnaire. This system 
therefore resolves the issue of deciding on an optimum number of points for the 
scale.
In chapter 6, the responses provided by the Austrian informants to one of 
the questions at the end of part 1 of the questionnaire, Wo, glauben Sie, kommt 
der Sprecher her?, offered useful insights into the relationship between the high 
and low-prestige guises and the perceived origin of the speaker. Potentially 
constructive data were also expected from including another question in the same 
part of the questionnaire:
Wo würden Sie wohl einem solchen Sprecher begegnen?
(z.B. in einem Kaffeehaus, in der Kirche, an der Uni, im Fußballstadion)
However, when the questionnaires were collected, it became clear that using such 
an open question is unpractical because the answers were very diverse and were 
difficult to group into meaningful categories. Upon attempting to process these 
responses, the categories created were either too broad and hence no longer very 
faithful to what the informants actually wrote, or there were too many categories to 
provide a useful overview of answers. Perhaps a multiple-choice approach for this 
question would have been more productive.
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8 Conclusion
In chapter 6 we outlined the linguistic situation in England and in Austria with 
regard to high-prestige varieties (characteristically closer to the standard variety in 
the resMultiple choicepective country) and low-prestige varieties (associated with 
the opposite end of the standard-dialect continuum). The investigation explored the 
attitudes of the informants towards these high and low-prestige varieties in both 
countries separately, with the aim of identifying whether attitudes in the two 
countries differ in each national context. This central premise of the present study 
was discussed within the framework of existing research into standard and non-
standard varieties, standard-dialect continua and language attitudes (chapter 2). 
The method of investigation for this comparative study was the matched-guise 
technique and this approach has been situated within the context of previous 
studies using the same technique or subsequent revisions of this method (chapters 
3 and 4). The informants were university students and school pupils from 
Manchester and from Vienna. They were aged between 14 and 24 years. A key 
initial finding was that the perception and evaluation of high and low-prestige 
varieties differed markedly depending on whether it concerned a high-prestige or a 
low-prestige guise. The next step was to ascertain any similarities or differences in 
the results when compared between England and Austria.
Chapter 5 presented the results obtained from the research undertaken in 
England. With the exception of generosity, every trait evaluated in the matched-
guise technique was significantly different when the mean responses to the low-
prestige guises were compared to the responses to the high-prestige guises. All the 
appearance traits and all the status traits were judged more favourably for high-
prestige guises than for low-prestige guises. Notably, the three traits of education, 
intelligence and profession have the largest margin of difference between the 
responses towards the high and low-prestige varieties than any other traits for the 
Manchester part of the study, except for the responses to the appearance trait of 
dress which produced the third largest difference in the judgements of these guises 
overall.
As discussed in chapter 2, Trudgill (2000: 32) observed how broader 
regional varieties in England are associated with lower social status whereas high-
prestige varieties approximating to standard English are perceived as spoken 
varieties of the higher social classes. In agreement with Trudgill, the results 
discussed in chapter 5 demonstrated that for status traits the more regionally 
coloured low-prestige guises were evaluated less positively than the less region-
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specific high-prestige guises. This is with the exception of the guises recorded by 
the Liverpool speaker, who was shown to be unique in a number of respects. At the 
beginning of this study (section 2.3.1), the developments leading to the 
standardisation of the English language were outlined and the emerging national 
standard variety was described as a social dialect rather than a regional one 
(Crowley 2003: 112). One of the most salient features of high-prestige varieties 
approximating to the standard variety in England is their regional neutrality. The 
results of the Manchester fieldwork supported the idea that speakers of high-
prestige varieties are associated with higher social status on the basis of their 
spoken variety because the high-prestige guises were evaluated higher in terms of 
the status traits than the low-prestige guises. On the other hand, the low-prestige 
guises were upgraded on some of the solidarity traits (sociability, entertainingness, 
character and sense of humour), although the largest margins of difference 
between the judgements of the high and low-prestige guises in the Manchester 
fieldwork overall are for the status traits.
The data collected in Manchester did not indicate noteworthy differences 
upon further examination of the language attitudes between the responses from 
female and male informants, or between the two age groups used for this research 
(14 to 18 years and 19 to 24 years). However, in the breakdown of informants in 
terms of origin it became apparent that the English informants did not usually 
favour their own regional variety over other varieties, although previous research 
has found the reverse to be true (Coupland and Bishop 2007: 79). This is 
particularly evident in the responses of the informants from the Manchester area, 
the largest group by origin. Only 6.45% of the Manchester informants selected a 
Manchester variety as their favourite. The Manchester informants did not favour the 
Manchester low-prestige guise over the other low-prestige guises. This is possibly 
because the broad regional varieties used by the low-prestige guises were not 
varieties spoken by the informants themselves, who were university students and 
grammar-school pupils. When asked which spoken variety is their favourite, the 
informants preferred the variety of English spoken in the Republic of Ireland most 
of all. As for their least favourite varieties, the Liverpool and Birmingham varieties 
were overall the least popular. This selection of favourite and least favourite 
varieties was not dissimilar to the results of earlier research (Coupland and Bishop 
2007: 85).
Chapter 6 presented the results from the Austrian part of the study. Section 
2.2.1 discussed the dichotomy of standard and dialect in Austria. Austrians are 
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characteristically aware of more than one variety of the language and are very 
often competent in both (Martin 2000: 104). They use dialect for most of their daily 
interactions and can switch to a variety approximating to the Austrian standard 
variety for formal situations. Austrian politicians make use of switching between 
these two focused norms in their efforts to appeal to different sections of voters 
(Moosmüller 1998: 267). Switching from the Austrian standard variety to dialect in 
formal discourse during debates has been observed as a strategic device in 
interactions (Soukup 2009: 170). There is an ambivalent attitude towards dialect in 
Austria in that dialect is romanticised and at the same time stigmatised 
(Moosmüller 1991: 149). Parents have been shown to make special efforts to raise 
children as speakers of only standard Austrian German (Martin 1992: 113). Dialect 
is frequently frowned upon precisely because of its associations with lower social 
status. Anecdotally it is referred to as sloppy or incorrect, whereas Hochsprache is 
described as proper and educated. Austrians who regularly speak dialect still claim 
to prefer the varieties spoken by the higher social classes which approximate to the 
national standard variety.
This account of the standard-dialect situation in Austria and its social 
implications was supported by the data presented in chapter 6. In terms of 
appearance, the informants on average judged the speakers of high-prestige 
varieties to be taller, more attractive and better dressed than the speakers of low-
prestige varieties. The two status traits of leadership and ambition showed no 
statistical significance between the informants' attitudes towards the high and low-
prestige guises. Yet, for the three status traits of education, intelligence and 
profession the high-prestige guises were judged overall to be better educated, more 
intelligent and more likely a blue-collar worker than the low-prestige guises. 
However, in comparison to the results obtained in Manchester, the Austrian 
set of data did not indicate such a clear pattern in the responses to the high and 
low-prestige guises, particularly with regard to the status traits and solidarity traits. 
Although confidence was recognised as a status trait, it was the low-prestige guises 
which were perceived as the more confident by the Austrian informants. It was a 
similar situation with the solidarity traits because the Austrian informants were 
likewise not as uniform in their responses as the English informants when their 
mean responses were analysed. Although honesty and generosity are solidarity 
traits and therefore usually expected to be rated higher for the low-prestige guises, 
it was in fact the speakers of the high-prestige varieties who were regarded by the 
Austrian informants as being comparatively more honest and more generous. As 
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might be expected, the remaining solidarity traits were attributed more to the low-
prestige guises. The speakers of a low-prestige variety were considered by the 
Austrian informants to have the better sense of humour and to be more 
entertaining, more sociable and more likeable. Finally, the informants indicated in 
their responses that the speakers appeared to be more reliable when using a high-
prestige variety. However, the Austrian informants did not rate the high and low-
prestige guises very differently in terms of the religiousness of the speaker because 
there was no difference of any statistical significance for this trait. As with the 
Manchester data set, there was little difference in the responses for the matched-
guise technique when the responses were separated by gender or by age group.
The variety spoken by educated Viennese is often considered the model for 
Austrian Standard German (Moosmüller 1998: 259). However, this view is not 
always upheld elsewhere in Austria, particularly in the main regional cities like Graz 
and Innsbruck (Moosmüller 1998: 262). In any case, Vienna remains associated 
more than any other region in Austria with the national standard variety and the 
data discussed in chapter 6 is evidence of this. Not only did the Austrian informants 
have more difficulty in correctly guessing the origin of the speaker when listening to 
the high-prestige guises, but their responses indicated that the high-prestige guises 
were generally thought to be from Vienna or at least from eastern Austria. The case 
of the Tyrol male speaker illustrated this finding particularly well because 43.75% of 
the informants guessed his origin as being from Tyrol for his low-prestige guise. 
However, this number dwindled to 9.38% for his high-prestige guise and the largest 
proportion of the Austrian informants (34.38%) then believed the speaker was from 
Vienna and not from Tyrol.
Previous research has indicated that urban dialects are the least popular 
dialects in Austria (Moosmüller 1991: 21). The data in chapter 6 provided further 
evidence of this. The responses for the Vienna male speaker were the most 
unanimous compared to the other Austrian speakers because he was unique in that 
there is a significant difference in the perception of his high-prestige and low-
prestige guise for every single trait except for one (ambition). Every speaker except 
for the Viennese male was credited as being more likeable when they spoke the 
low-prestige variety, regardless of the speaker's origin. This indicated that the 
informants disliked the Viennese male speaker more when he spoke a low-prestige 
Viennese variety. When asked to write down their favourite Austrian variety, the 
informants were clear in their choice of the Vienna variety as their least favourite, 
even amongst the Viennese informants (especially the female informants). The 
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Tyrol and Carinthia varieties were the most popular varieties.
When examining the data collected in Austria along with the results from the 
fieldwork undertaken in England (chapter 7), it became clear that overall there is a 
larger margin of difference in the attitudes of the English informants between the 
high and low-prestige guises than there is for the Austrian informants. Chapter 2 
described the ways in which the linguistic situation in Austria contrasts with the 
situation in England, particularly with regard to the greater awareness amongst 
Austrians towards Hochsprache and Dialekt. The results of the fieldwork for this 
study indicated that such differences lead to dissimilar language attitudes towards 
high and low-prestige varieties in the two countries. Unlike the situation in England, 
Austrians are aware of the focused varieties of standard and dialect. Moosmüller 
(1991: 13) called them two competences that Austrians use. Referring to the model 
of bipolarity (McArthur and Aitken 1979: 85-6) introduced in section 2.4 and its 
terminology, Austrians are dialect-switchers. They switch between forms 
approximating to the focused norms at either end of the standard-dialect 
continuum and they are aware of this process. They usually learn from a young age 
that dialect is spoken in the informal domains of the home and with friends, 
whereas the standard is the variety spoken in the classroom, on the news and on 
formal occasions. Speakers in England are style-drifters. They do not usually have 
the same awareness of concepts like standard and dialect (or non-standard). They 
do not switch between points on a continuum but rather adjust the style of their 
speech according to the formality of the situation. Therefore, as demonstrated by 
the results in this present study, the social status of speakers in England is judged 
to a greater extent on the basis of their spoken variety than is the case in Austria, 
where speakers are more used to switching freely between points on the standard-
dialect continuum and are consequently less judgemental in their perception of a 
speaker based purely on the evidence of their spoken variety.
The data collected in this present study lend support to this concept, not 
least because there was only one non-significant difference in the overall mean 
results for the matched-guise technique in England (generosity) in the evaluation of 
the low and high-prestige speakers, whereas for Austria three of the traits showed 
no significant difference (leadership, ambition and religiousness). Besides this, a 
more clearly defined pattern emerged in the evaluations of the low and high-
prestige guises in England than in Austria, when the traits were examined in terms 
of the categories of appearance, status and solidarity traits. Upon calculating the 
margin of the difference between the mean responses towards high and low-
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prestige varieties for each trait, it emerged that the informants in England judged 
the high-prestige guises even higher and the low-prestige guises even lower in 
terms of the status traits than the Austrian informants did with their guises. In 
other words, the differences between the ratings of the high-prestige guises and 
low-prestige guises in England were largest when dealing with the status traits of 
profession, education, intelligence, leadership and ambition, along with one 
appearance trait (dress). In the assessment of the high and low-prestige guises for 
the solidarity traits, this margin of difference in the English responses was lowest. 
That is to say that the informants in England did not judge the high and low-
prestige guises as differently in terms of the solidarity traits as they did with regard 
to the status traits. The analysis of the margin of difference in responses to the 
high and low-prestige guises for England did in fact produce a regular pattern and 
Chapter 7 described this finding in more detail. On the other hand, it was shown in 
the same chapter that there was no such clear-cut pattern in the Austrian data. The 
margin of difference in the responses of the Austrian informants to the low-prestige 
guises was not uniformly larger for the status traits than for the solidarity traits. 
The fact that this pattern was more mixed in the Austrian data suggests again that 
although Austrians do judge speakers on the basis of their spoken variety, their 
evaluations are not as extreme as is the case in England, particularly for the status 
traits. 
Nonetheless, the sets of data obtained in each country were not different in 
every respect and also indicated many similarities. The informants in Manchester 
and in Vienna all rated the high-prestige guises on average taller, more attractive, 
more fashionable, better educated, more intelligent, more likely to be a white-collar 
worker, more honest and more dependable than the low-prestige guises. Both 
groups of informants judged the low-prestige guises as having a better sense of 
humour, as well as being more entertaining and more sociable.
Therefore, all the informants on average responded the same way to all the 
appearance traits, for which the high-prestige guises received the most positive 
evaluations. Their responses correlated with one another for three out of six status 
traits (education, intelligence and profession – arguably the most crucial traits in 
this experiment for the perception of a speaker's professional status), for four out 
of six solidarity traits (honesty, humour, entertainingness and sociability) and for 
the trait of reliability. There are only two traits, confidence and character, where 
there was a statistically significant difference between the evaluations of the high 
and low-prestige guises for both countries but for which the informants in England 
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responded on average in the opposite way to the informants in Vienna. The 
informants in Manchester overall assessed the high-prestige guises as more 
confident and kinder than their low-prestige counterparts. Conversely in Vienna, the 
informants judged the low-prestige guises as more confident and kinder. This 
implies that speakers of low-prestige varieties are seen by Austrians as more 
confident, which certain studies have also found (Moosmüller 1991: 150), whilst 
others did not come across conclusive evidence for this (Soukup 2009: 114). The 
fact that they were also regarded as more likeable reflects the findings of previous 
language attitude studies (Hogg et al. 1984; Lees 2000) that low-prestige guises 
are judged more favourably for solidarity traits. In England, the results indicated 
the opposite for these two traits and generally it is to be expected that high-
prestige guises are attributed with greater confidence because it is after all a status 
trait. However, it is perhaps surprising that they are also rated more highly for the 
solidarity trait of character.
In summary, the results from the fieldwork in England and Austria were the 
same to the extent that the informants in both countries did independently evaluate 
the low-prestige guises differently to the high-prestige guises for most of the traits 
on the questionnaire. However, the judgements of the English informants were both 
more pronounced and showed a clearer pattern when categorised into appearance, 
status and solidarity traits in comparison to the attitudes of the Austrian 
informants. The reason behind this discrepancy is very likely the greater awareness 
amongst Austrians of standard and dialect, as well as their inherent ability to switch 
between these two varieties, which means that the varieties are not as distinctive a 
marker of social status and not subject to the same degree of stigmatisation as is 
the case regarding the linguistic situation observed in England.
This results of this data should be considered in light of the methodological 
points raised in section 7.4. This study has not aimed to serve as a representative 
sample of wider society and this is an aspect that could be addressed in further 
research. Moving out of schools and universities in order to involve a broader range 
of informants from other age groups and a greater diversity of professional 
backgrounds would allow for further examination of language attitudes towards the 
same phenomena on a more comprehensive scale. A repetition of this study would 
benefit from increasing the geographical scope of the regions involved. The two 
cities for the fieldwork have provided interesting data, yet it would serve a useful 
purpose to extend this research to other areas, both urban and rural. A larger 
investigation of this kind could carry out fieldwork in western Austria for further 
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comparison of language attitudes away from the capital and from the more 
populous eastern Austria. In a similar manner, the study could build on the body of 
existing research in other German-speaking countries in an attempt to encompass a 
wider variety of dialect regions outside of Austria. 
This study discussed the matched-guise technique within the context of 
earlier experiments using this method and with reference to the subsequent 
critiques made of this approach. Having made use of the matched-guise technique 
in this research, the conclusion is that this method produces reliable data on 
condition that the potential shortcomings of the technique are also taken into 
consideration. This aspect of the methodology has been discussed in section 7.4. 
Another development to future studies of this kind could be supplementing the 
method of investigation with qualitative techniques, for example interviews, to 
complement and refine the quantitative data. Therefore, in spite of the relatively 
small scope of this study, it has contributed to current and previous research both 
in providing further data for comparison with other language attitude studies whilst 
also offering further considerations regarding the methodology and experimental 
setup.
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Appendix A: The questionnaire used for the fieldwork in Manchester 
Questionnaire ref:
Speaker number: Date:
Please clearly draw a cross in one box per row to indicate your impression of the speaker.
Appearance
short 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 tall
unattractive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 attractive
scruffy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 well-dressed
Characteristics
poor leadership skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 good leadership skills
shy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 confident
unreliable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dependable
dishonest 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 honest
unmotivated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ambitious
uncaring 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 kind
poor sense of humour 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 good sense of humour
boring 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 entertaining
unsociable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 outgoing
unpleasant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 likeable
basic education 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 extensive education
unintelligent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 intelligent
manual worker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 white-collar worker
not religious 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 religious
How old would you consider the speaker to be?
Where do you think the speaker comes from?
Where would you most expect to hear this speaker?
(e.g. in a pub, at church, at school/university, at a football ground)
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Questionnaire ref:
Date:
Please fill in the details below.
1. Age:
2. Gender: M / F
3. Your profession:
4. Your parents’ professions:
5. i) Where do you come from?
ii) Have you always lived there? Y / N
iii) If no, please indicate the number of years you have lived there:
_______________ years.
6. Do you think you speak with a particular accent or dialect? Y / N
If N ignore the questions in the box below and go to the questions below it.
    If Y please indicate which accent or dialect: __________________________
    Are there times when you try not to speak with your accent / dialect? Y / N
    If Y please indicate in which situations: 
    
7. Which one dialect do you like most (e.g. Cockney or Glaswegian etc.)?
________________________________________________________
Why? _____________________________________________
Are there any other dialects that you like? Y / N
If yes, which ones? ________________________________________
8. Which one dialect do you like least?    _________________________
 Why? _____________________________________________
Are there any other dialects that you dislike? Y / N
If yes, which ones? ________________________________________
Many thanks for your participation in this project.
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Appendix B: The questionnaire used for the fieldwork in Vienna
Fragebogenummer:
Sprechernummer: Datum:
Bitte kreuzen Sie jeweils eines der folgenden Kästchen für die entsprechenden 
Eigenschaften an.
Aussehen
klein 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 gross
unattraktiv 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 attraktiv
ungepflegt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 gut gekleidet
Eigenschaften
schlechte 
Führungsqualitäten 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
gute 
Führungsqualitäten
schüchtern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 selbstsicher
unzuverlässig 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 zuverlässig
unehrlich 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ehrlich
unmotiviert 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ambitioniert
kaltschnäuzig 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 zuvorkommend
nicht humorvoll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 humorvoll
langweilig 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unterhaltsam
ungesellig 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 kontaktfreudig
unsympathisch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sympathisch
ungebildet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 gebildet
unintelligent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 intelligent
Arbeiter/in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Angestellte/r
nicht religiös 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 religiös
Wie alt ist der Sprecher ihrer Einschätzung nach? 
Wo, glauben Sie, kommt der Sprecher her? 
Wo würden Sie wohl einem solchen Sprecher begegnen? 
(z.B. in einem Kaffeehaus, in der Kirche, an der Uni, im Fußballstadion)
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Fragebogen Nr.:
Datum:
Zum Abschluss möchte ich Sie bitten, folgende persönliche Daten 
anzugeben.
1. Alter:
2. Geschlecht:
3. Beruf:
4. Beruf der Eltern:
5. i) Wo sind Sie aufgewachsen?
ii) Wohnen Sie noch immer da?
ii) Wenn nein, bitte geben Sie an, wieviele Jahre Sie dort verbracht 
haben: 
_____ Jahre.
6. Sprechen Sie einen Dialekt oder haben Sie einen Akzent? Ja / Nein
Wenn nein, ignorieren Sie das Kästchen und gehen Sie weiter zur Frage 7.
Wenn ja, bitte geben Sie an welchen: _________________________
Gibt es Situationen, in denen Sie eher Hochdeutsch sprechen möchten?  
Ja / Nein
Wenn ja, geben Sie bitte an in welchen Situationen: 
7. Welche Aussprache in Österreich gefällt Ihnen am meisten? 
___________________________________________________________
Warum? ______________________________________________
Gibt es noch Ausspracheweisen in Österreich, die Ihnen gefallen? Ja / Nein
Wenn ja, welche?  _______________________________________
8. Welche Aussprache in Österreich gefällt Ihnen am wenigsten? 
___________________________________________________________
Warum? ______________________________________________
Gibt es noch Ausspracheweisen in Österreich, die Ihnen nicht gefallen? 
Ja / Nein
Wenn ja, welche?  _______________________________________
Vielen Dank für Ihre Hilfe.
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Appendix C: The text used for the recordings
Grimm, Brüder (1990). Kinder- und Hausmärchen: Märchen Nr.1-86 (vol 1). 
Stuttgart: Reclam.
Rotkäppchen
Es war einmal eine kleine süße Dirne, die hatte jedermann lieb, der sie nur ansah, 
am allerliebsten aber ihre Großmutter, die wußte gar nicht, was sie alles dem Kinde 
geben sollte. Einmal schenkte sie ihm ein Käppchen von rotem Sammet, und weil 
ihm das so wohl stand und es nichts anders mehr tragen wollte, hieß es nur das 
Rotkäppchen. Eines Tages sprach seine Mutter zu ihm: »Komm, Rotkäppchen, da 
hast du ein Stück Kuchen und eine Flasche Wein, bring das der Großmutter hinaus; 
sie ist krank und schwach und wird sich daran laben. Mach dich auf, bevor es heiß 
wird, und wenn du hinauskommst, so geh hübsch sittsam und lauf nicht vom Weg 
ab, sonst fällst du und zerbrichst das Glas, und die Großmutter hat nichts. Und 
wenn du in ihre Stube kommst, so vergiß nicht, guten Morgen zu sagen, und guck 
nicht erst in alle Ecken herum.«
»Ich will schon alles gut machen«, sagte Rotkäppchen zur Mutter und gab ihr die 
Hand darauf. Die Großmutter aber wohnte draußen im Wald, eine halbe Stunde vom 
Dorf. Wie nun Rotkäppchen in den Wald kam, begegnete ihm der Wolf. Rotkäppchen 
aber wußte nicht, was das für ein böses Tier war, und fürchtete sich nicht vor ihm. 
»Guten Tag, Rotkäppchen«, sprach er. »Schönen Dank, Wolf.« »Wo hinaus so früh, 
Rotkäppchen?« »Zur Großmutter.« »Was trägst du unter der Schürze?« »Kuchen 
und Wein: gestern haben wir gebacken, da soll sich die kranke und schwache 
Großmutter etwas zugut tun und sich damit stärken.« »Rotkäppchen, wo wohnt 
deine Großmutter?« »Noch eine gute Viertelstunde weiter im Wald, unter den drei 
großen Eichbäumen, da steht ihr Haus, unten sind die Nußhecken, das wirst du ja 
wissen«, sagte Rotkäppchen. Der Wolf dachte bei sich: »Das junge zarte Ding, das 
ist ein fetter Bissen, der wird noch besser schmecken als die Alte: du mußt es listig 
anfangen, damit du beide erschnappst.« Da ging er ein Weilchen neben 
Rotkäppchen her, dann sprach er: »Rotkäppchen, sieh einmal die schönen Blumen, 
die ringsumher stehen, warum guckst du dich nicht um? Ich glaube, du hörst gar 
nicht, wie die Vöglein so lieblich singen? Du gehst ja für dich hin, als wenn du zur 
Schule gingst, und ist so lustig haußen in dem Wald.«
Rotkäppchen schlug die Augen aut, und als es sah, wie die Sonnenstrahlen durch 
die Bäume hin und her tanzten und alles voll schöner Blumen stand, dachte es: 
»Wenn ich der Großmutter einen frischen Strauß mitbringe, der wird ihr auch 
Freude machen; es ist so früh am Tag, daß ich doch zu rechter Zeit ankomme«, lief 
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vom Wege ab in den Wald hinein und suchte Blumen. Und wenn es eine gebrochen 
hatte, meinte es, weiter hinaus stände eine schönere, und lief darnach, und geriet 
immer tiefer in den Wald hinein. Der Wolf aber ging geradeswegs nach dem Haus 
der Großmutter und klopfte an die Türe. »Wer ist draußen?« »Rotkäppchen, das 
bringt Kuchen und Wein, mach auf.« »Drück nur auf die Klinke«, rief die 
Großmutter, »ich bin zu schwach und kann nicht aufstehen. « Der Wolf drückte auf 
die Klinke, die Türe sprang auf, und er ging, ohne ein Wort zu sprechen, gerade 
zum Bett der Großmutter und verschluckte sie. Dann tat er ihre Kleider an, setzte 
ihre Haube auf, legte sich in ihr Bett und zog die Vorhänge vor.
Rotkäppchen aber war nach den Blumen herumgelaufen, und als es so viel 
zusammen hatte, daß es keine mehr tragen konnte, fiel ihm die Großmutter wieder 
ein, und es machte sich auf den Weg zu ihr. Es wunderte sich, daß die Türe 
aufstand, und wie es in die Stube trat, so kam es ihm so seltsam darin vor, daß es 
dachte: »Ei, du mein Gott, wie ängstlich wird mir's heute zumut, und bin sonst so 
gerne bei der Großmutter!« Es rief »Guten Morgen«, bekam aber keine Antwort. 
Darauf ging es zum Bett und zog die Vorhänge zurück: da lag die Großmutter und 
hatte die Haube tief ins Gesicht gesetzt und sah so wunderlich aus. »Ei, 
Großmutter, was hast du für große Ohren!« »Daß ich dich besser hören kann.« »Ei, 
Großmutter, was hast du für große Augen!« »Daß ich dich besser sehen kann.« »Ei, 
Großmutter, was hast du für große Hände« »Daß ich dich besser packen kann.« 
»Aber, Großmutter, was hast du für ein entsetzlich großes Maul!« »Daß ich dich 
besser fressen kann.« Kaum hatte der Wolf das gesagt, so tat er einen Satz aus 
dem Bette und verschlang das arme Rotkäppchen.
Wie der Wolf sein Gelüsten gestillt hatte, legte er sich wieder ins Bett, schlief ein 
und fing an, überlaut zu schnarchen. Der Jäger ging eben an dem Haus vorbei und 
dachte: »Wie die alte Frau schnarcht, du mußt doch sehen, ob ihr etwas fehlt.« Da 
trat er in die Stube, und wie er vor das Bette kam, so sah er, daß der Wolf darin 
lag. »Finde ich dich hier, du alter Sünder«, sagte er, »ich habe dich lange gesucht. « 
Nun wollte er seine Büchse anlegen, da fiel ihm ein, der Wolf könnte die 
Großmutter gefressen haben und sie wäre noch zu retten: schoß nicht, sondern 
nahm eine Schere und fing an, dem schlafenden Wolf den Bauch aufzuschneiden. 
Wie er ein paar Schnitte getan hatte, da sah er das rote Käppchen leuchten, und 
noch ein paar Schnitte, da sprang das Mädchen heraus und rief: »Ach, wie war ich 
erschrocken, wie war's so dunkel in dem Wolf seinem Leib!« Und dann kam die alte 
Großmutter auch noch lebendig heraus und konnte kaum atmen. Rotkäppchen aber 
holte geschwind große Steine, damit füllten sie dem Wolf den Leib, und wie er 
aufwachte, wollte er fortspringen, aber die Steine waren so schwer, daß er gleich 
niedersank und sich totfiel.
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Da waren alle drei vergnügt; der Jäger zog dem Wolf den Pelz ab und ging damit 
heim, die Großmutter aß den Kuchen und trank den Wein, den Rotkäppchen 
gebracht hatte, und erholte sich wieder, Rotkäppchen aber dachte: »Du willst dein 
Lebtag nicht wieder allein vom Wege ab in den Wald laufen, wenn dir's die Mutter 
verboten hat.«
Es wird auch erzählt, daß einmal, als Rotkäppchen der alten Großmutter wieder 
Gebackenes brachte, ein anderer Wolf ihm zugesprochen und es vom Wege habe 
ableiten wollen. Rotkäppchen aber hütete sich und ging gerade fort seines Wegs 
und sagte der Großmutter, daß es dem Wolf begegnet wäre, der ihm guten Tag 
gewünscht, aber so bös aus den Augen geguckt hätte: »Wenn's nicht auf offner 
Straße gewesen wäre, er hätte mich gefressen.« »Komm«, sagte die Großmutter, 
»wir wollen die Türe verschließen, daß er nicht herein kann.« Bald darnach klopfte 
der Wolf an und rief: »Mach auf, Großmutter, ich bin das Rotkäppchen, ich bring dir 
Gebackenes.« Sie schwiegen aber still und machten die Türe nicht auf: da schlich 
der Graukopf etlichemal um das Haus, sprang endlich aufs Dach und wollte warten, 
bis Rotkäppchen abends nach Haus ginge, dann wollte er ihm nachschleichen und 
wollt's in der Dunkelheit fressen. Aber die Großmutter merkte, was er im Sinn 
hatte. Nun stand vor dem Haus ein großer Steintrog, da sprach sie zu dem Kind: 
»Nimm den Eimer, Rotkäppchen, gestern hab ich Würste gekocht, da trag das 
Wasser, worin sie gekocht sind, in den Trog.« Rotkäppchen trug so lange, bis der 
große, große Trog ganz voll war. Da stieg der Geruch von den Würsten dem Wolf in 
die Nase, er schnupperte und guckte hinab, endlich machte er den Hals so lang, 
daß er sich nicht mehr halten konnte und anfing zu rutschen: so ruschte er vom 
Dach herab, gerade in den großen Trog hinein, und ertrank. Rotkäppchen aber ging 
fröhlich nach Haus, und tat ihm niemand etwas zuleid.
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